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Abstract 
"Applications that gather dust ... Technologies no one understands ... 
Inj(mnation that's ignored ... [thus. there is stillvety much a need to] pay 
attention to Information behaviour" (Davenport, 1997. p.2). Human 
Inj(mnation Behaviour is as important a concept today as it has ever been, as 
there are still millions oldollars going into improving inj(mnation technology. 
While inf(;nnation seeking behaviour has heen rigorous(y .<,·tudied over the 
years, information use has not received the .<wme attention. Neither has the IT 
artefact or choice ofsuch technologies at the hands o{users o/'in{ormation. 
This research paper aims to produce a taxonomy oj'the inj(Jrmation use 
behaviours and ICT and non-ICT resource use o(JT academic...,· through a 
qualitative study involving hoth obscrl'ation (incorporating thinking aloud) 
and structurcdface-to-facc interview techniques. 
The research question asks "HoH' do IT Academics manage the integration 
between \'arious Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and 
non-ICT sources to support their inj(mnation behaviours (I B) and, thercj(Jre, 
achieve their desired outcome? We observed and interviewed six IT academics 
carrying out their normal working activities, looking into actual inf(;rmation 
events as they occurred, in/(Jrmation outcomes, infhrmation behaviours, and 
the technologies used hy academics in their dai(y interactions Hith 
in/ormation. We dcrelopcd a systems model. inf(>rmcd by activi(v theory, to 
frame the discussion. 
What was uncovered by the study H'(lS a tendcncyfiJr academics to converge 
on a single tcchnologv that of' the laptop. This together vt·ith email 1ms ·what 
academics tended to prefer to usc, both at the office and in their homes; a 
surprisingfind as it Has assumed that there twuld he a plethora o{diffcrcnt 
ICTs in usc. Wefound that technologies contributed to a blurring olthc 
Horkllile cquilibriumf(n~ many academics. 
Academics did exhibit a wide range o{helun·iow:'i in their laptop and email 
usc. lvfany o{thcm were re/ati1·c~y unproductive, and involved moving 
in{ormationfrom one p/ac·e. or onc/{mn to another, andfinalfv ending in 
deletion rather than acth·c usc. Many olour interviewees reflected a need to 
usc their time wise~v through time management, and the impact ofemail on 
time management. 
These results also yielded thejusti/ication oj'Activity Theoty which was used 
in the stuczv. and oj'thc systemsframcwork which was constructcdfor the 
stuc~v. The stuc~v also con/Inned the importance ofem·ironmcntal influences on 
academic's ·working lives, which tended to create a somevdwt cyclic nature to 
their inj(Jrmation ercnt . .,·. 
Overall, it was not clear that patterns of use oj'JCT.,· contributed to effective 
il~{ormation use behaviour hy IT academics. 
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1 Introduction 
Human Information Behaviour 
"Some smart person said that attention is the currency of the information age" 
Davenport. T (1997) p.9. 
Purpose of the Study 
This paper is an exploratory study investigating New Zealand Academic's 
Inf(mnation behaviour or "how [they] behave relative to information", (Davenport, 
1997, p.6 ). Specifically it will delve into how they manage their information 
behaviours using the plethora of technologies available to them for accessing and 
using information. 
"Applications that gather dust. .. Technologies no one understands ... Information 
that's ignored ... [thus, there is a need to] pay attention to Information behaviour" 
(p.2). Human Information Behaviour is as important a concept today as it has ever 
been; there are still millions of dollars going into improving inf(mnation technology. 
Unfortunately, there is not as much enthusiasm going into how people interact with 
this technology, and the associated information behaviours that people exhibit; that is; 
"how we search f()r, organise, share, attend to or ignore information". (p.6) 
Also, in order to serve clientele better, "user needs and uses must become a central 
f()cus of system operation [as] information systems have not capitalised on technology 
to help them serve clientele better". (Dervin, I 986, p.6) 
Research Question 
How do Academics manage the integration between various Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) and non-ICT sources to suppmi their intlm11ation 
behaviours (IB) and, therefore, achieve their desired outcome? 
This question will be answered using a combination oftwo qualitative methods; 
observation and f(.)llow-up interviews of approximately one hour in length; in order to 
gain an insightful look with rich data into these behaviours. We aim to investigate 
how various technologies today which offer a 'one-stop-shop' f()r a user's needs are 
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used. An example ofthis can be shown in the modern mobile telephone; which now 
offers besides voice; texting, the ability to take and send photographs and videos, and 
access to the internet. This study will therefore ascertain the actual inf(mnation 
behaviours of the individuals and the extent to which these technologies enable or 
inhibit these behaviours. 
It has been suggested that technology itself can be a barrier to effective information 
seeking. "Computer anxiety, attitudes and frustration" occur, leading the individual to 
"negative affective reactions towards the computer [and thus], affects whether or not 
they use the computer, and whether or not they use the computer effectively". (Lazar, 
Jones and Shneiderman, 2006, p.239) 
This research will investigate what information behaviours are exhibited in regard to 
the myriad of new technologies available today, and how they relate to other non-
technological sources ofinfbrmation. 
Theoretical Perspective 
This study uses Activity Theory as its main theoretical lens and a Systems Theory 
approach tor identifying and describing the phenomenon of interest. It is a 
philosophical framework that allows the study of different forms of human practice. 
A person is engaged in "actions" which on their own, do not satisfY a need, but 
contribute towards the eventual satisfaction of one. 
Significance and Contribution 
The contribution ofthis study is in gaining a New Zealand academic's perspective as 
to their int(mnation needs and information behaviours that they use in order to 
manage the plethora of technologies which exist today, supposedly making 
information use and retrieval as efficient and effective as possible to the individual. 
This study will contribute to the body ofknowledge which already exists in studies of 
Human Information Behaviour. It will also till a gap in the existing knowledge 
petiaining to HIB in managing the integration ofthese inf(mnation and 
communication techno logics. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 A Brief History of Human Information Behaviour 
Human Int(mnation Behaviour (HIB) is tar fi·om a new phenomenon. "From the dawn 
ofhuman existence, humankind has sought, organised and used information as it 
evolved patterns and practices ofhuman information behaviours" (Spink & Currier, 
2006, p.l71 ). The intcmnation behaviours of several historical figures were examined 
in Spink and CuiTier's paper via a qualitative study observing their personal writings. 
It was their intention to discover when people developed human information 
behaviours, and f(mnd that indeed, via many of the autobiographies which were 
scrutinised, many of the historical figures used were often "collecting, categorising, 
organising or using information'' (p.187). 
Human Information Behaviour as we know it today as a formal field of study, 
however, has its roots in the early 20th Century. The advent ofHuman Information 
Behaviour studies as we know it today occurred in the post-war era of 1948 with the 
Royal Society Scientific Inf(mnation Conference. However a survey conducted in 
1940 (The library Survey) refeiTed to previous studies conducted in I 916, with several 
also showing up fi·01n the 1920s and 1930s. These studies were predominantly about 
the use of the library and as such did not address the needs of the people which lead to 
them using the information resources there (Wilson, 2000). 
Furthermore, the 1960s saw many investigations into the "specialised needs of 
scientists and engineers'' which were often turning up in journals and reports (Case, 
2002, p.6). These investigations typically had their focal point on the "artefacts and 
venues of information seeking, such as books, journals, newspapers, radio, television, 
schools, universities, libraries, professional conferences and the like'' (p.6 ). These 
earlier investigations studied these sources of information rather than the user's needs 
of the information via the sources. It was the I 970s, according to Case, that the 
emphasis of the studies changed from the inf(mnation system to that of the "person as 
a tinder, creator and user of infcwmation" (p.6 ). 
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2.2 Basic Terms 
This section gives definitions to the terms data, information and knowledge. This 
study concerns information events and behaviours, and the technologies at an 
academic's disposal enabling the management ofthese events and attaining their 
desired information outcomes. 
Much has been written on the fb llowing three terms and a distinction between them 
all is important to make before continuing further. 
2.2.1 Data 
Data can be described as being 'under information'; which itself may, or may not be 
inf(mnation- "depending upon the state of understanding of the information user" 
(Wilson, 2000, p. 50). He uses the example of a datum of "hbar=h/2pi == 6.58* 1 0"'-
25 ... "which does not inform the reader of the datum unless they have a 'framework 
ofunderstanding' t()r doing so. 
Data can also be described as "simple facts, that is, values, observations or 
representations of states or attributes of people, objects, events, dates, entities, or 
concepts. Data can also be the encoded and structured characters or symbols 
comprising a message ... Data is the material, which with structure, meaning and 
context; produces and constitutes intcmnation" (Bacon, 1994, p.445). 
2.2.2 Information 
Inj(Jrmation seems to he ere;:vwhere. We talk o(it heing encoded in the genes ... 
disseminated h.v media of'communication ... contained in all sorts of' things ... libraries 
are overjlov1ing with it. institutions are hogged down by it and people are overloaded 
with it ... [Yet/ no one seems to know exact~}! what inlormation is. 
Case, 2002, p.39 
Information on the other hand has a totally different meaning to data, that is, 
information is "any ditrerencc you observe in your environment or within yourself ... 
any aspect that you notice in the pattern of reality'' (Case, 2002, p.5). Case observes 
that the word infbrmation is indeed very old, having made its first appearance 
"somewhere between 1372 and 1386", within a Chaucer tale (Case, p.40). The tale in 
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question is that ofMelibee, one of the Canterbury Tales by Geotlrey Chaucer. The 
line in question containing the word int()rmation is "Whanne Melibee hadde herd the 
grete skiles and resons of Dame Prudence, and hire wise informacions and techynges'' 
from 1386 (The [online] Oxt()rd English Dictionary). 
Adding to the previous definition of information, Case (2000) describes information 
as "any difference that makes a dit1erence to a conscious human mind", adding that 
the information can originate from the "external environment or (physiologically) 
fi·om the internal world" (p.40). Similarly, Case (2002) adds that inf(wmation is "any 
stimuli we recognise in our environment" (p.40). 
In creating an information hierarchy, Bacon ( 1994) in his paper states that infim11ation 
is based on data; which is itself based on signals. He summarises that "signals are 
encoded into data; [and that] structured data makes information" (p.445). He adds that 
information can often be confused with data, in that data to one person can be 
information to another; thus the production of a 'grey area'. 
There is a "semantic essential of information. [Information) is a structured sub-set that 
is inferred from data" (Bacon, I 994, p.446 ). Bacon ( 1994) gives the example of "5th 
ofMay'' and "Carmel's birthday" as being two examples of data, but when combined 
as "5th of May is Carmel's birthday", it becomes information (to some people). They 
then observe that "information is composed of structured elements of data, plus 
meaning" (p.446). 
Researchers have also looked to philosophy in adding more depth to the definition of 
information. In particular, Case in his book, discusses Dervin's ( 1976) writings on the 
three types of information based on the philosophical writings of Karl Copper ( 1972). 
The first of these is objective infi:mnation, where this type of information is taken 
fi·om the external environment and "describes reality (but never completely)" (p.43). 
Subjective infi:mnation is the second type, and involves internal information and 
"represents our picture or cognitive map of reality, [that is], the structures we input 
onto reality" (p.43 ). Finally, the third type of inf(mnation is that of sense making, 
where "information allows us to 'move' between external and internal inf(Hmation, to 
understand the world, and usually to act on that information as well" (p.43 ). 
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As is possibly obvious by now, volumes has been written specially tor defining 
information. Davenport ( 1997) [2] simplified the definition he used tor his working 
paper, as his focus was on corporate success with information and the management of 
its associated behaviours. His definition therdore was "data, facts, knowledge, and 
news, presented in textual, graphic, audio and video t(mnats" (p.2). He then further 
restricted his definition tor the practicality of his study to "information found in such 
formats as documents, computer screens, and discrete audio and video sessions" (p.2), 
his focus on structured inf<Jrmation. 
2.2.3 Knowledge 
It is important to distinguish information fiom knowledge as this study intends to 
examine int<Jrmation behaviours and how information is put to use. It thus is not an 
interchangeable term with knowledge and is not concerned with knowledge or 
knowledge management. Wilson (2002) describes knowledge as "what we know" 
(p.4). He goes on to say that whenever we share 'what we know' with others, we do 
so by exchanging infbrmation not knowledge - whether this be by "oral, written, 
graphic, gestural or through body language" (p.4). The recipient thus absorbs or 
'assimilates' this int(mnation into their own 'knowledge structures', adding it to their 
own know ledgebase. 
Knowledge is comprised of six main attributes, according to Kaipa (2000), including 
being both "subjective and objective, [is] context sensitive [has both] collective and 
personal components, a tacit and explicit nature, a limited shelf lite [considering its] 
usability and an infinite shelf lite as information. It is functional when you apply it 
and informational when you acquire it" (p.ISS). 
2.3 Information Users 
It is interesting to examine who users are in research studies in general. A rather 
humorous description was given by Tuominen in an article by Heidi Julien. A 
description is given ofhow the user's information behaviours may be perceived, and 
how the researcher will use their (the user's) ineptitude in order to show how their 
behaviours can be improved upon: 
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We typicaf~v construct 'users' as bunglingfoo/s whose affective responses are at best 
on~v an annoying interference H'ith effective application oj'cognitivc skills to 
infhrmation retrieval, but H'hich, at vmrst. arc the primary ban·ic1:~· to effective 
inj(Jrmation retriera/. 
Tuomincn, 1999, p.350 
While this study docs not assume that the participants in this study are 'bungling 
fools', they arc more than likely ignorant to their natural information behaviours, not 
having had it brought to their attentions before. Therefore, the quote is effective in 
conveying this situation well. Davenport (1994) adds to the rather bleak end-user 
description by saying that "technocrats are constantly caught off-guard by the 
'inational' behaviour of end-users" (p. 119). 
There seems to be an unwritten assumption that technologies meet individual's 
information needs. But as explained more fully in section 2.4.4.1; this is not always 
the case. A person's information behaviours, exhibited in the light oftechnology gone 
'awry', can lead the user to behaviours such as computer anxiety and various other 
frustration-type behaviours, leading to the lack of use or lack of proper use of the said 
technology. 
2.3.1 Personal Information Infrastructures 
In the t1eld of inf()rmation behaviour, it is necessary to examine how users take in the 
int(mnation they need, either during or after int(mnation retrievaL Int(mnation 
absorption by users is indeed an individual experience. Marchionini ( 1995) introduces 
the readers ofhis book to the notion of personal information infrastructures. 
"Throughout our lives we develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes that allow us to 
seek and use information" says Marchionini (p.ll ). 
The study does not intend to include these intemal processes of the individual in the 
study, but does acknowledge that these processes do exist, and thus would have an 
impact on their information behaviours and ultimately their events and outcomes. The 
framework tor use in the study (see figure 15) contains a white box titled Abstract 
under the Mediating Artefacts which represents these mental processes of the 
individual. 
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Personal information infrastructures are what Marchionini uses to describe a complex 
ofknowledge, skills and attitudes. As can be seen in figure 1 below, the infrastructure 
is made up of four main components. Three ofthese are internal to the individual; the 
first in the top left are one's mental models, the second on the right are one's 
cognitive ski lls, and the third, represented by the star in the middle are the 
individual's cognitive executive and att itudes, which can be likened to one's internal 
control. External to the individual are the materials avai lable for allowing information 
to be sought and taken in. 
Personal l~nformation Infrastructure 
Mental Model(s) Cognitive Skills 
Speoctfic, eg, 
In l)(matloo 
See 1ng 
KnOWledge 
Dom n 
General 
Figure 1: Personal Information Infrastructure Components. 
Source: Marchionini, G. (1995) 
Personal Information Infrastructures are a collection "of interacting mental models" 
(p. ll ). These models are "dynamic mental representations of the real world. People 
construct [them] and then draw on [them] to predict the effects of[their] 
contemplated actions" (p.12). He goes on to say that information seekers create and 
uti lise mental models. 
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2.4 Human Information Behaviour 
The totali(y ofhuman behaviour in relation to sources and channels o{inj(mnation, 
including both active and passive information seeking fsee section 2.4.2lnf(mnation 
Seeking Behaviour/, and infhrmation use. Thus, it includesface-to-.fczce 
communication with others, as vrel/ as the passive reception of" infhrmation as in, ./(>r 
example, watching tele1·ision advertisements, without any intention to act on the 
inf'ormation given. 
Wilson, 2000, p.49 
Information behaviour is those "externally-observable activities that individuals and 
organisations can perform on information, including searching for it, using it in 
decisions and actions, sharing it (or hoarding it), and even ignoring it" (Davenport, 
1997, p.2). What Davenpori does not include here is the possible formation of mental 
models which may also be the result of using intonnation, and are non-observable. 
In order to study the information behaviours of individuals it is important to decipher 
the steps involved in ascertaining information. In each ofthe steps taken by the 
individual, there are potential behaviours present. Perhaps the most famous diagram 
depicting the field ofHuman lnf(mnation Behaviour (HIB) is that ofWilson's 1981 
model, reproduced in figure 2 on the following page. Depending on the information 
need and the channels open to the individual, the behaviours can be at opposite ends 
ofthe spectrum; frustration and confusion or enlightenment and delight? 
The Infbrmation User is positioned at the top ofthe diagram, and through a perceived 
need (a gap in the user's knowledge) embarks on an Information Seeking Behaviour 
(ISB) journey, using either (or both) Information and Non-Information System 
sources, or engage in Intbrmation Exchange with other people. Success or failure will 
depend on whether the inf(mnation is uncovered via the first two methods. Success 
will be assumed if the information is given via an exchange. 1 f success is the outcome, 
the user will then usc the information, and may choose to transfer this information on 
to Other People, or simply satisfy the information need which initiated the process. 
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~ 
Satisfaction or Need 
non-satisfaction 
~ 
Information Use Information-
seeking behaviour 
L ~ 
Demands on Demands on 
Information . Other Information .. 
Systems ' Sources 
~ ~ 
~ Success Failure 
Information 
Transfer 
Figure 2: Wilson's 1981 Model of Information Behaviour 
Source: Wilson (1981) 
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~ Information Exchange 
Other People 
This fra mework is now 26 years o ld, and as such, has appeared in many a research 
paper. It has been critiqued, and had many extensions made. A valid point was made, 
in that the fra mework inco rporates an assumption that an information need will 
always lead to the individual engaging in information seeking behav iours. 
Neidw iedzka (2003) made this po int , as did So lomon ( 1997). ln many s ituations and 
circumstances, people are content to take no action, even though there may be a 
problem driving them to seek meaning fo r. The decis ion may need to be " induced by 
a certain stimulus, different fi·om the need itse lf' (Neidwiedzka, p.9). 
The phrase Human info rmation Behav iour is an example of jargon, in that "people 
invo lved in life's joumey tend not to describe their act io ns in [this] way'' , (So lomon, 
p. l 098) and in works which So lomon has previo usly studied, has fo und that people 
tend to use wo rds like "make sense" and "sense making" (pI 098). He further goes on 
to say that "a study of info rmation behav iour in sense making promotes the discovery 
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of people's strategies, expectations, attitudes and anxieties as they live and work" 
(p.l 098). 
Much has been written on the topic ofHIB, perhaps the most frequent writer being 
T.D. Wilson, whose model displays the human subject managing both technological 
and non-technological sources of information in the pursuit of his/her information 
needs. This is very much a similar scenario to that which is at the fl1CUS ofthis study; 
that of the subject (academic) at the centre ofthe study managing the various ICT and 
non-ICT sources to supp011 their inf()rmation behaviours in the pursuit oftheir desired 
outcomes. Hence this 1981 model will form the structure tor the remainder of this 
literature review. 
2.4.1 Information Need 
The term Information Need as a 'troublesome' one, where "debates have been made 
between the ditlerences between 'needs' and 'wants', between 'perceived needs' and 
'expressed needs' and so on ... " (Wilson, 1995) Other writers however have given 
insights into how this need arises and motivates the individual to engage in 
information seeking activities. It is an impm1ant concept to the topic, and question at 
hand as without this need, the resultant seeking would not take place, and the ensuing 
behaviours following on. 
Information need is where there is a "process of perceiving a difference between an 
ideal state of knowledge and the actual state of knowledge" (Case, 2002, p.64). 
Likewise, an information need is the recognition that a person's knowledge is 
insufficient to complete a task or goal that the person has. Information needs are said 
to be constantly changing with "new, relevant sensory inputs" (p.65). 
A fl1rther definition provided by Marchionini ( 1995) is more problem oriented, but 
still carries on in the same line of thinking; "a process in which humans purposefully 
engage in order to change their current state of knowledge [and which is] closely 
related with learning and problem solving" (p.5). Grunig in Case states that needs are 
"characterised as an inner motivational state that brings about thought and action" 
(p.65). 
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Such information needs are important to acknowledge for the study as they allow 
information events to be enacted upon. Without such a need , the information event 
would more than likely not go through to an outcome. Recognising that there is no 
need to pursue such information events for the academic wi ll be important for the 
researcher, in order to analyse why these meaningless events occur. 
2.4.2 Information Seeking Behaviour 
In order to undertake a study on Human Informatio n Behaviour, it is important to first 
investigate the behaviours and frameworks which already exist in the literature. Much 
of this literature relates to studies undertaken to highlight information seeking 
behaviours rather than on its use; however by briefly covering some of these 
frameworks , the associated behaviours ought to shed some light on the possible 
behaviours which may be uncovered during information use. It may at the same time 
enlighten the researcher on possib le ways of undertaking the research via an 
inspection of current research frameworks. 
Information Seeking is the third step in Wilson 's (1981) information behaviour 
framework (see figure 2). This is 
perhaps one ofthe most rigorously 
and thoroughly researched topic 
areas in the fie ld of information 
behaviour. Information seeking 
behaviour (ISB) is described as 
encompassing "information seeking 
as well as the totality of other 
unintentional or passive behaviours 
(such as glimpsing or encountering 
information), as we ll as purposive 
behaviours that do not involve 
seeking such as [that of] actively 
avoiding information" (Case, 2002, 
p.25). Figure 3 shown to the right, 
shows Wilson's (1996) four types of 
seeking behaviour. 
Information 
Seeking 
behaviour 
I 
Passive 
Attention 
Passive 
Search 
Active 
Search 
Ongoing 
Search 
Figure 3: Wilson's four information seeking behaviours 
Source: Wilson's 1996 model of Information Behaviour 
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The second framework selected for discussion here is E llis' B ehavioural Framework. 
E llis incorporated eight different behaviours into his framework , which Wilson (1999) 
put into diagrammatic form, and is reproduced below in figure 4. The first stage is 
Browsing 
/ 
Starting - Chaining - Differentiating - Extracting - Verifying ...- Ending 
/ 
Mon itoring 
Figure 4: A stage process version of Ellis' behavioural Framework 
Source: Wilson (1999) 
Starting; this could simply involve asking a fellow employee who may have 
knowledge on the problem. Chaining occupies the user in the accompanying footnotes 
and citations present in the information from the prev ious step. Browsing involves 
"semi-directed or semi-structured searching" (Wi lson, p .254) . Differentiating allows 
for the filtering of information by way of distinguishing between known information 
sources, preventing information overload. Monitoring is the process of ' keeping up-
to-date' , or "current awareness searching" (p.254). The sixth stage in Ellis' process is 
that of Extracting. This involves "selectively identifying relevant material from an 
information source" (p.254). Ver(fYing is the process of ensuring that the information obta ined 
from a source is accurate; and fina lly, Ending simply completes the process by "tying up 
loose ends" via "a final search" (p.254). Many of these behaviours seem on the surface to be 
releva nt to both the seek ing of and use of information. See table 1 for a li st of behaviours 
taken from previous studies deemed suitable for thjs study. 
A si milar fra mework to that of Ellis' is Kulthau 's 199 1 mode l. This model includes the 
"assoc iated fee lings, thoughts and actions" of the user, along with the "associated information 
tasks" which as Wilson observes, makes the perspective of th is vers ion of information seeking 
behaviour as "phenomenologica l rather than cognitive" (Wilson, 1999, p.255). Tills 
framework carries feelings and behaviours inc lud ing (under Exploration) confusion, 
frustration and doubt, which Kulthau herse lf describes as "people finding themselves " in 
the dip" of confidence. Such behaviour may be incorporated in an information use scenario 
as well as the one depicted on the fo llowing page in fig ure 5. 
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lnitiatton Selection E.xplo~ion F ormuiJtton Collection Presentation Assessment 
IS Uncertatnty Optimtsm Confuston Cfamy Sense of dtrecllon I Sallsfactton or Sense of accompllsh·mem 
Ill) F ru stratJOn Con dence Otsappomtment 
Doubt 
Is Increased sell· crwareness 
l'e) mcre <Osed 
VliQlle focused tn erest 
seekmg 
s relevant tnformahon seeking pertment tnformalton 
al) __. Documenttng 
Exploring 
: Kulthau's Information Search Process Model 
Carol Collier Kulthau website, Information Search Process section. 
As can be seen from these few frameworks, there are a myriad ofbehaviours at work 
in the act of information seeking. While the research question for the study is not 
focused on seek ing, we are none the less interested in behaviours which have already 
been acknowledged in the literature on Infonnation Behaviour, and which may be 
able to be transferred over to information use. Many of the behaviours from these 
frameworks have been put into table I - summary of information behaviours from the 
literature review. The rest of2.4.2 describes another couple of information behaviour 
uncovered in the seeking of information. 
2.4.2.1 Collaborative Information Seeking Behaviours 
While it is natural to assume that information seeking i an individual experience, or 
as Sonnenfield and Pierce (2000) indicate "research in human information behaviour 
has primarily focused on the individual". There are however, occasions where such 
activities are conducted by more than a single person. 
This section aims to discuss what is involved in this co llaborative process, and how it 
differs from that in the previous section (3 .2). This process is pertinent to the study in 
that it acknowledges another venue for HIB to be exhibited in different circumstances 
to those of individual seeking. There may also be new channels and/or sources (see 
section 3.3) made available through this process, thus requiring unique behaviours on 
behalf of the ind ividual. 
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There are a variety of instances where people may seek information together, tor 
example, where a librarian helps someone to t1nd a book, and "a customer-service 
engineer may contact a designer to her look for information" (Fidel, Pejtersen, Cleal 
and Bruce, 2004, p. 944). Fidel, et al. however do not contend that these are such 
instances of collaborative int(mnation seeking (CIS) as when their understanding of 
the concept evolved it became apparent that such behaviours can only be so when 
such individuals are colleagues; that is, "engaged in the same work processes" 
(p.944). Thus, if it were two librarians searching tor information about a book 
together then this would constitute a case of such behaviour. It is therefore team work 
among work colleagues. 
Collaborative behaviours are most apparent when the individuals are "novices, new to 
the organisation; or in an unfamiliar situation" (p.951 ). Someone may be looking tor 
informal feedback, or have a need to access a colleague's tacit knowledge. There are 
also other dimensions to CIS such as access to more sources, there may be time 
pressures, there may be a need for collaboration in order to make a more thorough 
investigation, and the information may be complex requiring expertise. The authors 
also discuss challenges faced by the actors in a CIS situation. These include a need tor 
consensus, people with "different stakes in the process, or different priorities" (p. 951 ), 
some members of the group being less familiar with the problem area, and so on. 
2.4.2.2 Multi-tasking Information Seeking Behaviours 
While collaborative behaviours allow more than one person to engage in the 
information search on a single activity, an individual may engage in multiple 
information search activities simultaneously through the process of task switching 
(Spink & Minsoo, 2005). Spink and Minsoo describe multitasking as "a critical 
human behaviour" as it allows individuals and groups to cope with ever more 
complex environments by handling multiple tasks through task switching", and 
describe the behaviour as "still largely under-researched" (p.549) 
In describing the attributes of the behaviour of multi-tasking, the authors contest that 
individuals search for inf(mnation on a pmiicular topic, and may switch to search tor 
items relating to another topic, thus undergoing a search on two topics 
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simultaneous ly. This may obvio usly be conducted on many more tasks than just two 
outlined here. This process oftask-switching obviously brings up some problems to 
the individual of"coordinating, tracking and managing their multitasking searches" 
(Spink & Minsoo, 2005, p.550). Multi-tasking allows users to think and work 
"concun·ently on many complex information problems". Dual tasking behaviour is 
another behaviour, or, perhaps a sub-concept of multi-tasking, and may include such 
behaviours as people driving (or other act ivities) while talking (perhaps with a cell 
phone for example). 
Because "humans commonly face multiple and complex situations in organizing and 
seeking information that involves interplay of information and non-information 
tasks", the authors note that Human Information Behaviour can thus be generally 
described a multitasking process. 
2.4.3 Information Sources and Channels 
There are a variety of sources and channels open to the individual information-seeker. 
There is usually "someone known to the information searcher who can be relied upon 
to adv ise on the answer - [who] can not on ly direct a seeker to other sources but also 
comment on the validity, reliability, authent icity, etc., of information from those 
sources - and, most importantly, which information not to trust" (Wilso n, 1995, p.4). 
This is important in describing how and from where information is gathered, and the 
behaviours apparent in each ofthe situations. 
Figure 6 shows how individuals 
can pursue their information 
seeking within an information 
matrix consisting of channels, 
sources and messages . Channels 
are "an information transmission 
system; [the] means by which the 
message gets from the source to 
the receiver (Johnson, 1996, p.49). 
In fact the channel is the medium 
Figure 6: Johnson's Model of Information Carriers 
Source: Johnson (1996) 
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through which the message is carried (Johnson). 
Wilson ( 1997) contributes to the topic of channels in that Johnson and Meischke 
found in cases of medical inf(mnation; individuals were more likely to trust in 
interpersonal channels, such as through their physician in order to reduce uncertainty, 
given that there is immediate feedback and support. As can be noted fi·om this, the 
context and situation ofthe inf(mnation event will often detem1ine the channel and 
source of the information sought. The research will investigate the ICTs and non-ICT 
channels or mediums used by academics (and those which are prefeiTed). 
Sources of information are 'nodes or locations ofinformation'. "A source is an 
individual or an institution that originates a message" (Johnson, p.50). Sources dit1er 
along dimensions, that is, their "personal dynamism, trustworthiness and credibility" 
(Johnson, p.50). The source of the information can be more important than the type of 
information the message contains (Johnson). 
Some important source characteristics include accessibility, as without this quality, 
the information seeking process may be inhibited. The second characteristic Wilson 
describes is the credibility of the source. "If a seeker of information discovers that an 
information source is unreliable in the quality and accuracy of the intl.mnation 
delivered" the source will likely be regarded as lacking in this characteristic (Wilson, 
1997, p.561). 
Finally, the message part of the matrix as seen in figure 6, of course, relates to the 
infbrmation obtained. As Johnson explains, a message can contain "words, symbols, 
or signals used to transmit a particular content emanating from a particular source 
within a particular channel. 
These three characteristics of information are very important in the management of 
the various ICTs at an individual's disposal, as the channels and sources available to 
academics ought to vary, as will their suitability according to their skill level in using 
ICTs, and the accuracy of the information obtained. A source of information may 
cause as much fi·ustration as a lack of skill in using a channel·~ whether it be 
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technology related or not. Such frustrations encountered are thus seen as maladaptive 
behaviours (see section 2.4.4.1) and inhibit productive use of the information via ICT. 
2.4.4 Information Retrieval 
Also see section 5.2.1 on collaborative information retrieval. This section covers 
electronic inf()rmation sources, other non-electronic sources and those of information 
exchange via other people. The context here is on retrieval, however as with many 
information events, these may come in via electronic means, such as email. 
2.4.4.1 Demands on Information Systems 
"Human activities that are 
inherently interactive in 
nature are strongly affected 
by computer technology. 
Information seeking is one 
such process" 
(Marchionini, 1995, p.l7). 
Figure 7 shows human 
information processing 
within the centre box, with 
an information request 
being made to the IT -based 
in t() rmat ion pro cess ing, 
represented by the box 
above it. While queries to 
Figure 7: A diagram showing how an information seeker gains 
information via an information request to the IT-based system. 
Source: Johnstone, Bonner & Tate (2004) 
such systems can be instantaneous and relatively pain- fi'ee; lack of an appropriate 
response can result in adverse behaviours in the information seeker. Papers such as 
the one by Lazar, Jones and Shneiderman (2006) bring back the reality of technology 
itself being a barrier to effective information seeking. Previous research touched on in 
the article explain about "computer anxiety, attitudes and frustration" which have 
occurred, leading to "negative affective reactions towards the computer [and thus], 
affects whether or not they use the computer, and whether or not they use the 
computer effectively" (p.239). 
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Resulting behaviours to the feelings of frustration felt by people working with 
electronic resources can be either "adaptive or maladaptive" (p.241 ). Adaptive 
responses to frustrations are positive, and are used to attain the goal and break down 
whatever banier stands in the way of the individual. Freud ( 1921) described two types 
of adaptive behaviour, the first is to "transform the stress in to active energy and 
reapplying" it towards the attainment ofthe goal (p.228). The second adaptive 
behaviour involves "identifying and pursuing alternative goals" (p.228). 
Maladaptive behaviours resulting from frustration often result in making the situation 
worse, where there is a lack of any problem solving skills on behalf of the individual. 
Such responses can include "aggression, regression, withdrawal and resignation" 
(Lazaret al., p.241 ). These behaviours whether adaptive or maladaptive, or where 
there is no perceived frustrations on behalf of the individual are particularly relevant 
to the research question ofthis study; that is in managing the integration between 
various Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to support their 
information behaviours (IB) and achieve their desired outcome. 
Alternatively, as demonstrated elsewhere in the literature, the impact of new 
technology in the workplace creates new behaviours, including those exhibited 
outside of the working environment, and thus can impose on individual's 'private 
time'. Harmer & Pauleen (2007) demonstrate how mobile phones, laptop computers 
and PDAs are making people more available away from work, and hence allows 
people to embark on information seeking ventures at home, even while in the 
company of family and fi'iends. This can therefore be a positive occurrence and/or a 
negative one, depending on the individual's ability with the technology and whether 
the behaviour is an intrusion on this 'private time'. 
2.4.4.2 Demands on Other Sources 
This section outlines the fact that there are a myriad of different sources and channels 
of which the information seeker/user may choose to use. Figure 8, on the f()llowing 
page, displays some of the variety open to int(mnation seekers. Access to technology 
can mean access to a "range of media such as movies, newspapers, books, magazines, 
music, academic performance, television and the Intemet" (McCreadie and Rice, 
1999, p.51 ). 
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organisations in general include 
"employees, suppliers, and 
trade publications'' (Karim 
(2004) p.359). The fbllowing 
were listed as being additional 
sources of information; 
"competitor's websites, 
suppliers web sites, and online 
[USA Securities and Exchange] 
SEC filings, in order to get a 
comprehensive view ofthe 
supply chain, competitors, 
relevant government issues and 
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Figure 8: A diagram showing how the information worker gains 
information via an array of different sources and channels. 
Source: Johnstone, Bonner & Tate (2004) 
emerging technologies" (p.359). Karim makes the observation that accessibility plays 
a major role in the importance of each of the sources. The high accessibility of the 
Internet created its high ranking of importance. 
As a contrast to the traditional information worker seeking information from a variety 
of sources, McKnight (2006) in her study of on-duty critical care nurses examined 
several sources and channels open to nurses f()r intonnation retrieval. The prefen·ed 
methods of information collection were direct from "people, patient reetwd systems, 
monitoring and other computer systems and notice boards" (p.148). They often 
needed to use their senses of sight, smell and touch for ascertaining information 
needed, and most often verbally. They very rarely sought "published sources of 
information" (p.148). More often than not, verbal information came fi·om patients. 
The research question and Jiamework used in this study acknowledge both ICT and 
non-ICTs as sources and channels tor int(mnation events. The framework (figure I 5) 
displays these as mediating Artefacts both ICT and non-ICT physical artefacts. 
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2.4.4.3 Information Exchange (Other People as a 
Source of Information) 
lnf(>rmation can be a medium o{exchange relationships: 1(1 give you information 
when you need it today, you may gh•c it to me Hhen I need it. 
Wilson ( 1995) p.4 
Another side of inRmnation transfer is that of between companies. Usually regarded 
as 'disadvantageous' and so described as "information leakage"; Schrader calls this 
"int(mnation trading". He asseris that such activities can "create economic benefits 
tor a company" (Wilson, 1994, p.\5). Of course, employees need to know when it is 
beneficial tor the company to have the int()rmation exchanged, and when it is best to 
hide the information. Schrader adds that this type oftrading "creates incentives to 
innovate. Internally generated technical knowledge is used not only within a firm, but 
also bartered tor further knowledge- as long as the benefits outweigh the costs" 
(p.\5). 
Other uses of this method of information seeking could be for decision making and in 
creating personal use networks. These networks can be used to verify information 
retrieved from another source, for example an Intranet, is correct via a fellow 
colleague. Or, vice versa, using a supplementary source to verify what an individual 
has been told by a fellow colleague. 
Wilson ( 1997) describes how using other people as a source of information can be 
problematic in that there is a social/interpersonal barrier present in this situation. If the 
information is not t()lihcoming or access to other information sources through this 
person creates a barrier then this can inhibit the information seeking process. 
This source of inf{m11ation event is acknowledged in the intended framework (see 
figure 15) as a non-ICT resource of information (under Mediating Artetacts). The 
study will investigate whether people use other people as an inRm11ation resource or 
not. 
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2.4.5 Information Use (By the Individual) 
Inj(mnation usc behaviour consists ol the ph.vsical and mental acts im·o!vcd in 
incorporating the inlormationfound into the person's existing knovr!cdgc base. It may 
invoh•e, therelore, physical acts such as marking sections in a text to note !heir 
importance or significance, as well as mental acts that involve, for example, 
comparison olnevt· inlormation with existing knowledge. 
Wilson (2000) p.SO 
In this section, the emphasis is on Information Use, which is indeed what the study is 
focused on. We are interested in the behaviours exhibited by academics during their 
use of information while managing the integration between various ICT and non-ICT 
sources of information; and on the actual use the information is put to (see the 
framework; figure 15, Outcome/use). 
"Information use is often defined vaguely [in research studies], or not defined at all'' 
(Kari, 2007, p.2). It f()r that reason appears that there is a lack of a definitive meaning 
for this term except for, what Kari explains as "the fuzzy notion that information use 
refers to the outcomes of information seeking" (p.2), which may not actually result in 
its use. Other authors have claimed that use begins with the connection to the source 
of the inf(wmation (Kari), while others, including Kari, feel that use can only occur 
when the information is absorbed by the person. 
There is also a distinction between helpful and hurtful information, 'the effects of 
information on the user'. This has been described in several papers, most notably in 
the sense-making literature as positive and negative effects. This is relevant to 
Wilson's quote at the beginning of this section (5.5), "Information use behaviour 
consists olthe physical and mental acts inmh'ed in incorporating the inlormation 
fbund into the person's existing knowledge has e ... " in that once the information has 
been incorporated, the effects can be positive or negative. If such an information 
seeking exercise results in the seeker being confused, this is seen as a negative 
consequence (Kari, 2007). 
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ln Wilson's (1994) paper, he uncovered a contradiction between a study he had 
previously conducted in 1980 as to the use individuals put information, and a study 
previously undertaken by Cole ( 1958). Cole found that 48% of information enquiries 
made by scientists related to "operating information or such topics as plant design and 
operation" (p.l3 ). 22% was gathered in Cole's study related to background 
information or briefing. 
Wilson ( 1994) showed a study where "respondents were presented with copies of 
documents they had requested through a system" and asked the use to which they had 
put them (p.l3). He found that in 58% of the cases, they provided some sort of 
background information, thus adding to the user's knowledge. 12% provided the users 
with training and or personal development. As Wilson points out, his finding of over 
70% tor these two categories is very ditTerent to Cole's 22°;() finding. 
2.4.5.1 Information Outcomes 
This study is concerned with the way academics achieve their desired outcomes 
through their use of technology, the suppm1 of their information behaviours and the 
actual outcome of the information. The concept of 'information outcomes', is refeued 
to as a sub-concept of inf(mnation use. Kari describes this as "anything that ensues 
from the individual's assimilation of a message" (Kari, 2007, p.3). The concept of 
information outcomes in Kari's paper, he stresses, is not to be confused with the 
outcomes ofinfbrmation seeking, refeiTed to by Wilson in his a11icles. 
The author also explains two basic categories of information outcome, which are 
described as being active and passive. Active inK-mnation outcomes can include the 
act of 'studying something'. Here the "outcomes arc conceptualised as the ways in 
which the gained knowledge is consciously used by the person" (p.4). The latter 
category; that of passive int(lrmation outcomes are described as "the effects of 
information, what the processing of inf(mnation objects does to the person", and, as 
an example, Kari offers where "some activity becomes easier as a result of 
information" (p.4). Kari also offers other 'dimensions' to the concept of information 
outcomes. These consist of'delayed versus immediate', 'mental versus physical', and 
'potential versus real'. 
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2.4.6 Information Transfer to Other People (After use) 
This information transfer is a possible Outcome of the information used by the 
academic, and is interpreted in the framework as an Outcome/use. 
Davenport ( 1997, [2)) describes information sharing as one of three critical types of 
information behaviour. He counters with the tact that "sharing always sounds easier to 
do than it is" (p.87). As he also explains in his article, "those who control the right 
information also have the most power" (p.87). Davenport def1nes the act of sharing 
information as the '"voluntary' act of making the information available to others" 
(p.87). It should not be confl.tsed with the act of reporting information which is in 
itself not voluntary. Therefore, the sharer ofthe information can pass it on to others, 
but does not have to. 
Russell ( 1996) describes the importance of information sharing, as he sees it as 
increasing "employee commitment, improving decision making, [able to] quicken an 
organisation's response to potential shortages or delays in production and [enabling 
the prediction] of shifts in the organisational structure" (p.29). 
Davenpmi reports that "information sharing in companies is almost an unnatural act" 
(p. 90). In his survey of 35 managers, almost half reported that there was either little or 
no information sharing going on. Russell adds that experience has shown that sharing 
does not occur easily. It is because people in general want to maximise their unique 
value to an organisation, and in so doing "control and selectively share" their 
information (p.29). 
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2.5 Summary 
Human Information Behaviour (HIB) has been around fi)r a long time. Indeed as 
Spink and Currier discovered, people have been seeking, organising and using 
inf()rmation since the dawn ofhuman existence, and the actual term 'information' first 
found its way in a Chaucer tale back in 1386. Since then been described by many 
people researchers and academics alike, in many different ways. Perhaps one ofthe 
better definitions would have to be fi·om Case (2002), where information is depicted 
as "any difference you observe in your environment or within yourself .. any aspect 
that you notice in the pattern of reality. 
The best depiction of a user study is still that ofWilson's 1981 framework, which 
details the f()llowing characteristics of the user and his/her associated Human 
Inf()rmation Behaviours: 
• Information users- Those 'bungling tools' not comprehending the proper use 
of the technology they use, thus creating frustration and anxiety. There appears 
to be an unwritten assumption that technologies meet individual's information 
needs. 
• Information need- which needs to be recognised by the individual in order to 
partake in the next trait. 
• Information Seeking Behaviour Three fi·ameworks were investigated tor the 
review here; Wilson's 1981 framework and Ellis' framework fi·om Wilson's 
1999 paper and Kulthau's 1991 fi·amework. Of the three, the latter was found 
to be the preferred framework as it describes more of the user's attitudes and 
feelings associated with the process of searching for inf(mnation. This is more 
in keeping with the theme of the research topic. 
• Three sources tor information seeking- the first being those of electronic 
sources (int(mnation systems), the second ofnon-electronic sources; and 
lastly, human exchange as a source of inf{)rmation. 
• Information use- Wilson described several uses in an organisational 
environment, he also states that use also incorporates on the individual level, 
"physical acts such as marking sections in a text to note their importance or 
significance, a5; well as mental acts" (Wilson, 2000, p.50). Kari (2007) 
specified inf(mnation outcomes as being a sub-category of use, and defined 
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both active and passive information outcomes. The former refening to 
consciously absorbing the information, while the latter is described as "what 
the effects of processing the information has on the person" (p.4). 
• Information transfer this is the act of passing the information on to those 
who may need or want the information. Davenport ( 1997, [2]) describes 
information sharing as one ofthree critical types of information behaviour. He 
counters this with the f~1ct that "sharing always sounds easier to do than it is" 
(p.87). 
Wilson's diagram however still f()cuses on one ofthe most researched topic areas of 
Human Information Behaviour- that ofinformation Seeking. But what ofthe human 
information behaviours exhibited during Information Use? Information Use is not 
near as much a widely researched topic area. This has caused much of the literature to 
suggest different forms ofbehaviours relating to the topic of seeking only. Can these 
behaviours be crossed over into this topic area? And are there further behaviours yet 
to be uncovered? 
When examining these behaviours associated with seeking more closely, it appears 
that many of these behaviours ought to also be utilised when studying how people use 
information, albeit in a ditTerent context or situation. Such behaviours may then 
include the following: 
Eleven Information Seeking Behaviours were identif1ed from the literature review. 
The first worthy of mention is that of"Passive Attention"; which involves a situation 
where there is no real intention to 'take the information in' by the subject 
(Neidwiedzka, 2003). Therefore the information is passively absorbed from the 
individual's summndings. This maybe fi·om a radio or television set in the 
background with advertisements. Confusion would appear to be an important 
behaviour where the participant's confidence takes 'a dip'. (Kulthau, 1991) The 
behaviour of"Veritying" involves the process of ensuring that the inf(mnation 
obtained from a source is accurate (Wilson, p.254 ). This behaviour could be used in 
validating the reliability or authenticity of an information source with that of a 
secondary one. 
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The behaviours of"Browsing or Exploring" particular information within existing 
information resources involves "semi-directed or semi-structmed searching'' (Wilson, 
p.254), in the search for information. This situation may involve semi-directed or 
semi-structured searching through the information already at hand with the User. The 
act of"Extracting" pieces of information would involve "selectively identifying 
relevant material from an information source" (Wilson, p.254). This definition refers 
to the search for information, theref(we in the case of information use; it would rder 
to the actions performed on the information already at hand when selectively 
identifYing relevant material from 'within it'. The fifth behaviour identified fi·om the 
literature is an interesting one, and was that of"Avoidance oflnformation", that is, 
actively not wanting to deal with it; but whether it refers to now (the present) or at a 
later date is not explained (Case, 2002). 
"Multi-Tasking" was also taken from the inf(wmation seeking literature, where 
"Humans handle multiple tasks through task-switching or engage in multi-tasking 
information behaviours" Spink & Minsoo (2005). In the context of inf(mnation use, 
the definition ought to still be appropriate. Collaborative behaviours are described by 
Fidel, et a! (2004) as a process in the context of information seeking where colleagues 
are "engaged in the same work processes" (p. 994 ). There tore, there may be more than 
one person working on the same information event. The act of"Sharing Information 
with Others" is where the sharer ofthe information can pass it on to others, but does 
not have to. It should not be contused with the act of reporting information which is in 
itself not voluntary. (Davenport, 1997) "Hoarding Information" is where the subject 
does not do anything with the infbrmation except to simply prevent it from being used 
by others. It may be thus added to more information which has been gathered in this 
way. The subject may wish to keep the information without an intended goal or a need 
for doing so. This definition is not taken fi·om the literature; however the act of 
hoarding information is reteiTed to by Davenport ( 1997) as a possible information 
behaviour. Finally the tenth Information Seeking Behaviour also comes from 
Davenport ( !997), and is that of"Ignoring the Information"- that is, there is a lack of 
a 'need' or motivation and/or goal to initiate any actions upon an information event. 
The information is theret<.1re left unaltered. This definition is also not taken from the 
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literature; however like the act ofhoarding information, ignoring information is also 
referred to by Davenport (1997). 
Another paper involved technology and how it can frustrate users. The paper depicted 
two types ofbehaviour which may be exhibited when users are faced with a 
frustrating obstacle to overcome. These are Adaptive and Maladaptive Behaviours. 
The first of these two behaviours would appear in a situation where a user of 
information is confi·onted with an obstacle and which may lead to Adaptive 
Behaviours being adopted; where the user applies some sort of problem solving 
technique to relieve the problem and thereby overcomes the obstacle in order to attain 
the goal, or the user changes to a new goal. 
The previous situation may equally result in behaviour, such as where the user may 
lack the necessary problem solving techniques to resolve the circumstances- and that 
is those of Maladaptive Behaviours. Here the user may see the obstacle as 
'unsolvable' and thus the user may resort to; Frustration, Withdrawal, Regression, 
Aggression, Resignation or Fixation. 
Other influences on user's inf(wmation behaviours may include information sources 
and channels. As figure 6 in the literature review showed, a message containing 
information is derived from a particular source and through a patiicular medium. The 
type of inf(mnation sought by an individual will determine the source utilised and the 
medium used. These two attributes of intbrmation may also detem1ine its use and 
outcome. 
The literature is currently very vague or scant as to detail ofthe actual use of the 
information in question, that is the eventual goal of the information. Which leads 
into the following section, the Gap In Knowledge. 
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2.5.1 Conclusion and Gap in Knowledge 
From the literature there is still a focus on the way users seek information, and the 
behaviours they exhibit while doing so. There are not near as many studies conducted 
in HIB which focus on the behaviours exhibited when people use the information. It 
also still appears that a view is taken that technology is made to ensure that the user is 
better equipped to resource information and that it is the individual ' s fault not the 
technology when IB result in feelings of frustration. 
While seeking information is a widely researched area, what people do with the 
information afterwards is still not as widely known. Are the behaviours similar? How 
do people manage the plethora of technologies available to them when using 
information? - Including the so-called one-stop-shop technologies (mobile phones, 
blackberrys [PDAs] , and so forth)- also not widely known. Can these technologies 
result in adaptive and/or maladaptive behaviours? Other sources of information (non-
ICT) available to the academic 
would also be of relevance 
here. 
What this study hopes to 
rectifY is the gap in the 
literature pertaining to 
Information Use Behaviour, 
and the ICTs and non-ICTs 
which people use as resources 
in meeting the goals oftheir 
information behaviours. 
Environmental 
Factors 
Information Use 
Behaviours 
Figure 9: The Information Use Process 
Source: Adapted from Wilson (1981) 
Figure 9 above shows an adapted version of Wilson's 1981 diagram depicting the 
information use process, rather than the information seeking process. It also shows 
how environmental factors may influence the process at any of the steps. 
Table l displays a summary of the information behaviours as resourced from the 
literature. These behaviours were orig inall y used to describe the information seeking 
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process; however, they may also be able to be used to describe the behaviours 
exhibited by Users using the inf(mnation already at their disposal. 
Behaviours (HfBsF-~-Descrietion: ···---··-·-·--··--·-Authors: 
Passive Attention ,A, situation where there is no real intention to 'take the Neidwiedzka, 2003 
mformation in' by the Subject. It can thus be absorbed from the 
surroundings. 
Confusion "People find themselves 'in the dip' of confidence". Kulthau, 1991 
-·----
Verifying Ensuring that information from a source is accurate. Elllis in Wilson, 
1999 
Browsing/Exploring "Semi-directed or semi-structured searching". Elllis in Wilson, 
1999 
Extracting "Selectively identifying relevant material from ... a source" Elllis in Wilson, 
1999 
Avoidance Actively avoidinlJ the information Case, 2002 
Multi-tasking Handling "multiple tasks through task-switching" Spink & Minsoo, 
2005 
Collaborative Colleagues involved Tn the same work processes Fidel, et al, 2004 
Sharing The information may be voluntarily passed onto others Davenport, 1997[2] 
Hoarding Opposite to sharing- mat be a use for it_9llhe Subject or not. Davenport, 1997[2] 
Ignore Lack of motivation or need to use the information results in its Davenport, 1997[2] 
non-use. 
Adaptive Two positive behaviours displayed where an obstacle has to Lazar, Jones and 
be overcome. 1. Overcome the obstacle 2. Change the goaL Shneiderman 
(2006) 
Maladaptive Behaviour where the Subject lacks the necessary problem Lazar, Jones and 
solving skills to overcome the obstacle. Shneiderman 
(2006) 
Table 1: Summary of behaviours from the Literature Review 
2.5.2 Summary Table of Reference: 
Table 2 on the following page contains a summary of the authors used in the literature 
review. 
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1 
Users Information Need Seeking Seeking Sources Channels Retrieval: Retrieval: Use Transfer 
I Behaviour I Behaviour: ' Behaviour: Information Other 
Individual Collaborative Systems Sources 
Julien and Wilson Wilson Wilson Sonnenfield Johnson, Johnson, Marchionini, McCreadie I Wilson Davenport 
Heidi ( 1981) (1995) (1996) and Pierce (1996) (1996) 1995 and Rice (2000) (1997, [2]) 
(2000) (1999) 
Davenport Wilson Wilson Wilson Fidel, Wilson Wilson Lazar, Jones Shahriza Kari (2007) Russell 
(1994) (1994) (1997) ( 1999) Pejtersen, (1997) ( 1997) and (2004) (1996) 
Cleal and Shneiderman 
Bruce ( 2004) (2006) 
Marchionini, Neidwiedzka Marchionini's Ellis as in 
I 
Harmer& McKnight 
(1995) 1 (2003) (1995) I Wilson Pauleen {2006) 
I I (1999) (2007) I 
Solomon Case (2000) Kulthau Johnstone, Johnstone, I (1997) ( 1991) Bonner & Bonner & 
Tate (2004) Tate(2004) 
I 
Davenport Spink & 
(1997, [2]) Minsoo, 
-
. ]005 
- -
,_ 
Table 2: Summary of Literature 
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3 Research Methodology 
3. 1 Research Paradigm 
First and f()remost, it is necessary to select a paradigm most suitable to the research, 
the researcher and the chosen method. A paradigm is a "shared mind-set that 
represents a fundamental way of thinking, perceiving and understanding the world" 
(Daft, 1999, p.2). It is made up of two essential components; those of an Ontological 
part- a Realist Ontology assumes that "objective reality exists beyond the human 
mind" (Weber, 2004, iv) the nature of reality; while the Epistemological pati 
explores the relation between what is being studied, the world around this 
phenomenon, and the researcher (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991 ). That is, how we 
know what we know, and how we find things out. 
As regarding the Ontological part of the paradigm, this study will lend itself to the 
positivist approach. As quoted from Myers ( 1997); "positivists generally assume that 
reality is objectively given and can be described by measurable properties which are 
independent of the observer (researcher) and his or her instruments". These studies try 
to challenge theory, in an "attempt to increase the predictive understanding of 
phenomena" (Myers). Thus, the researcher engages in the study with a fi:amework 
previously constructed for the purpose of the study. This framework can be seen in 
figure 15, on page 45. 
Frequently, the method undertaken for positivist approaches to research involves the 
use of statistics and content analysis. This study will utilise a qualitative perspective 
(see section 3.3) and thus will focus on the content analysis from both observational 
'thinking aloud' data collection and structured interviews. 
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3.2 Theory 
This study will incorporate both Activity Theory -to explore the actions and 
activities the participants will enact during data collection, and Systems Theory, to 
enable a systems thinking approach to the research framework. 
3.2.1 Activity Theory 
The theory deemed most appropriate for this study is thought to be Activity theory, 
for its human centred approach via various activities and the behaviours associated 
with them. This is preferable to one which is technology centred, and is felt that it 
bridges the gap between the person and the technology. The study will also take a 
Systems approach with the design ofthe fi·amework f()f the study (see figure 14). 
Activity theory is not considered as a strongly predictive theory; but rather more as a 
"powerful and clarifying descriptive tool." Activity Theory's object is in being able to 
"understand the unity of consciousness and activity". It features strong ideas of 
"intentionality, histoty, mediation, collaboration and development in constructing 
consciousness" (Nardi, 2005, p.4). It is argued by Activity Theorists in general that 
'consciousness' is not made up ofthose "disembodied cognitive acts" such as those of 
"decision making, classification, remembering"; but is found in everybody's daily life 
in that "you are what you do" (p.4). 
Activity theory puts forward a strong belief in mediation, in that "all human 
experience is shaped by the tools and sign systems we use". These Mediators attach 
us "organically and intimately to the world". It is also accepted that activity theory is 
itself simply one such "mediating tool tor Research" [which] "offers a set of 
perspectives on human activity and a set of concepts tor describing that activity'' 
(p.4). 
There are two widely cited diagrams used within Activity theory research (see 
Wilson, 2006, Nardi, 2005, and others). The most commonly cited is that ofYrjo 
Engestr()m's 1987 diagram, reproduced in figure I 0 on the following page. A quick 
glance at this diagram might possibly instigate confusion, however on closer 
inspection, if one follows the centre row of characteristics (from Subject and Object, 
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through to outcome), one can view the start to finish of the process. The 
characteristics above and below these three contribute and act upon the process; such 
as those of instruments (or tools), rules, community and division oflabour. 
Instruments 
Rules 
Figure 10: Engestrom's diagrammatic representation of Activity Theory 
Source: Wilson (2006) 
These days, activity theory is most often used to describe activity in a 'socio-technical 
system'. This system is comprised of a set of six mutually dependent elements: 
• Object- the objective of the activity system as a whole. The Object is the not-
yet -ready system/thing. 
• Subject - a person or group engaged in the activities. 
• Community the social context; that is all ofthe people motivated in attaining 
the goal within the system. 
• Division of Labour- the balance of activities among the ditierent people and 
m1efacts in the system. 
• Tools- these are the artefacts (or concepts) used by the subject(s) to 
accomplish the tasks in order to attain the goal. 
• Rules these are the code and guidelines t()r activities and behaviours in the 
system. 
The second diagram also widely cited by researchers is that of Gregory Bedny, 
Waldemar Kanvowski, and One-Jang Jeng (2003); see figure 11 on the following 
page. The depiction on the whole appears easier to understand and utilises the same 
main characteristics as those in the centre ofthe previous version (from Subject and 
Object through to the Result [Outcome]), however for Division of Labour, the 
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diagram depicts another Subject, shown at the top, also interacting with the 
Instruments, here in the form oftools. 
I Tools I To Is 
/ _/ '-~ ,.... ........ ~ 
Subject ..,.41---------'/ To-ols \ Ill Object ~ Goal ~Result 
\ / 
-t 
Figure 11: Bedny, et al's triadic schema of Activity (2003) 
Source: Wilson (2006) 
Note the broken circles in figure II, as these "indicate that subject-object interaction 
may be either direct, or mediated through the use of external instruments. By the same 
token, intersubjective interaction may be direct (speech, gesture), or instrumentally 
mediated (e.g. telephone, email)" (Case website). Activity theory proposes a strong 
belief in mediation - "in that all human experience is shaped by the tools and sign 
systems that we use. Mediators connect us organically and intimately to the world; not 
merely [as] filters or channels through which experience is carried. Activity Theory 
proposes that activity can not be understood without understanding the role of 
artefacts [Instruments, figure I 0; and Tools in figure 11] in everyday existence" 
(Nardi, 2005, p.7). In Activity theory, atiefacts are mediators ofhuman thought and 
behaviour (Nardi). 
Also of importance to Activity Theory is theorist Alexei Nikolaevich Leont'ev. His 
diagram of activity, action and operations seen in figure 12 on the following page helps 
to distinguish between many of the concepts found in Activity theory. It is important to 
note that Leont'ev saw Activity as "necessarily connected to the concept of Motive", as 
it is believed that there can be no activity without a motive (Wilson, 2006, p.6). He also 
made the point that "'non-motivated' activity is not activity without a motive, but 
activity with a subjectively and objectively hidden motive" (p.6). 
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Motive generates Act ivity 
detennines is composed of 
is affected by are comoosed of 
determine 
Figure 12: Diagrammatic representation of Leont'ev's distinction between the Activity Theory 
concepts. 
Source: Wilson (2006) 
3.2.2 Systems Theory 
"Systems thinking is based on the idea that the who le may be more than the sum of 
the parts." (John tone, Tate & Bonner, 2004, online) It appears that Systems thinking 
is particu lar ly usefu l in describing "human activity systems; sets ofhuman activities 
more or less ordered in wholes as a result of some underlying purpose or mission". 
(Checkland as in Johnstone et al , online) 
In order to be capable oft his ' purposefu l activity ', the fo llowing conditions in tab le 3 
be low would need to be met: 
An on-going purpose 
A measure of performance 
A decision-making process, as part of the transformation of inputs into outputs 
A system environment, representing components external to the system that still have an impact on the 
system 
A system boundary, which separates the system from its environment 
Subsystems, representing a series of interconnected systems which, together, comprise the system 
under scrutin 
Table 3: List of conditions which must be met in order to be considered purposeful activities 
Source: Johnstone, Tate & Bonner, 2004, online. 
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The following illustration in figure 13 shows the most basic form of a system model, 
which fulfils the list of conditions found above in table 3. It was from this basic 
representation of a system that the research framework for the study was ab le to be 
constructed (see figures 14 and 15 which follow) . 
.___ln_p_u_t ___.~----~ .. ~L.. ___ P_r_o_ce_s_s __ ~~----~.,1 Output 
Figure 13: The simplest system model 
Source: Johnstone, Tate & Bonner, 2004, online. 
It is suggested that "almost all organisational activities can be considered parts . . . of 
different systems and subsystems". (Johnstone, Tate & Bonner, 2004, online) This 
study is going to investigate the activities involved in information use, and so a 
combination of Systems thinking and Activity Theory seems very appropriate for this 
study. The completed framework is described in the next section. 
3.2.3 Theory Summary 
The concepts of Activity Theory will therefore combine both Systems and Activity 
Theory; and the relevant ideas from Wilson ' s 1981 diagram (seen in figure 9) and his 
2006 Process Model of Activity Theory, to come up with a human-centred 
framework. These two theories will enable a human centred framework to be 
developed rather than one which is technology centred; enabling the interaction ofthe 
subject with his/her activities and behaviours to be observed . Thus, it is intended to 
bridge the gap between the person and the technology at their disposal. 
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3. 3 Research Framework 
This is portrayed more fully in figure 15 on page 45. Figure 14 (below) displays a 
higher level version ofthe framework, and allows for the Systems design to be more 
fully presented. The process is instigated by an information event out to the left - an 
Input to the system- which requires some kind of action from the subject. An 
example cou ld be an incoming emai l to see/take part in a presentation. The motivation 
- and begilming of the Process part of the system - is to open the email and see what 
the person wants. If we refer back to figure 6 (the matrix diagram comprised of 
source, channel and message) the motivation to look at the email may be from the 
source (sender) or the actual message (what the presentation is about). 
Subject 
Human Information Behaviour 
External response & use of mediating 
Event The as yet artefacts (1) to external 
(requiring Object Unused requirement for action 
action) (Take Information 
appropriate ~ 
action) I Observable II Mediating I Motivation/ Actions Artefacts 
Goal 
I External Environment I 
Figure 14: High Level diagram of the Framework for use in the study. 
Adapted from Wilson's 2006 Process Model of Activity Theory 
No -
continue with 
further 
actions 
Decision -
Was goal 
achieved? 
-&: Outcome Information r-- Use 
Tfthe information is relevant or important to the subject, the subj ect wi ll initiate a goal 
for the information, and thus will have the motivation to get to this goal. In getting to 
the goal however, the subject wil l initiate various behaviours (observable act ions, 
which make up activity), and utilise one or several mediating artefacts, both seen 
inside the subject's box in both figures 14 and 15. Of course there may be more than 
one action performed on the information, as shown by the decision triangle, before the 
goal is attained - the Outcome or output - the actual information use. These further 
actions may include marking the presentation's time and place in a diary, and then 
sendil1g off a reply that they would be interested in participating. This may be 
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followed by saving the email tor future reference, or deleting it ifthere is no further 
need for it. Each iteration through the framework to the decision triangle will be a 
single action. Multiples ofthese will create an activity (as described in Leont'ev's 
diagram in figure 12). Of course an activity may be completed in a single iteration. 
Looking at the framework in light of the list of conditions which ought to be met in 
order to be considered as purposeful activities (as portrayed in table 3); the first item 
on the list is that the system must have an on-going purpose. Here it is to transt{mn 
the incoming information into something usable t(w the subject. The second item is 
that there must be a measure of performance. In light ofthe fi·amework and study, the 
measure in this case is the individual actions which will combine to create activities. 
There must also be a decision-making process, tuming inputs into outputs; here this is 
depicted as the Subject, utilising actions and the mediating artefacts thereby creating 
the transfbrmation. The forth item in the list is that a system environment impacts on 
the system. This in the framework is depicted as the green rectangle, representing the 
external environment impacting on the process. Another requirement is that there is a 
system boundary separating the system from the environment, which can be clearly 
seen as the rectangle sunounding the Subject. 
This study will not be focussing on the Abstract Mediating A11efacts, shown in figure 
15 as a white box. The literature review however recognises norms and the cognitive 
processes involved in the actions of the subject in the literature review (see section 
2.3.1 Personal Information Infl'astructures), but will not pursue this further due to time 
constraints). 
For a comprehensive list of the three behaviour types to be observed (under 
Observable Actions in Figure 15), see Information Behaviours Coding Handbook, 
reproduced in Appendix A. 
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Human Information Behaviour response (1) t o an external Has g External 
requirement for action been event The as yet achie' 
(requiring Object Unused Observable Mediating 
action) (Take Information Actions Artefacts 
appropriate 
action) 
Motivation/ 
Goal I I 
General Adaptive Maladaptive Physical Abstract 
HIBs Behaviours Behaviours 
I 
ICT Non-ICT 
Resources Resources 
External Environment - Organisationa l rules I 
Figure 15: Actual Framework for use in the study. 
Adapted from Wilson 's 2006 Process Model of Activity Theory. 
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3.4 Research Method and Instrument 
3.4.1 Techniques for Data Collection 
uReal men don't collect soft data" (Huberman & Miles, 2002, p.81) 
Qualitative research is typically defined with the f()Jlowing features; a "focus on 
natural settings, an interest in meanings, perspectives and understandings, an 
emphasis on process, and inductive analysis" (Woods, p.2, 1999). In expanding these 
features, "experiences in real situations'' are sought after, as is the unearihing of 
meanings that "participants attach to their behaviour, how they interpret situations and 
what their perspectives are on particular issues" (p.3). Researchers try not to "disturb 
the scene, [nor] be obtrusive in their methods" (p.3). 
Also of importance with qualitative research is the need not to have formed a theory 
which they need to prove or disprove. However as Woods notes, there is no reason 
they should not if they want to. Generally they seek to generate theory iiom data. 
Table 4 depicts a list of the typical characteristics associated with qualitative research 
and the qualitative researcher from Marshall & Rossman's 1999 book: 
Qualitative Research 
Takes place in the natural world 
Uses multiple methods that are interactive and humanistic 
Is emergent rather than tightly prefigured 
~fundamentally interpretive 
The Qualitative Researcher 
Views social phenomenon holistically 
Systematically reflects on who he/she is in the inquiry 
Is sensitive to his/her personal biography and how it shapes the study 
Uses complex reasoning that is multifaceted and iterative 
Table 4: A list of characteristics of Qualitative Research 
Source: Rossman and Rallis; as in Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p.3. 
Qualitative research involves the use of qualitative data such as; interviews, 
documents, and participant observation data to understand and explain social 
phenomena. "In Information Systems, there has been a general shift in IS research 
away iiom technological to managerial and organizational issues, hence an increasing 
interest in the application ofqualitative research methods" (Myers, 1997, website). 
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A common misconception, but commonly found in discussions of "social sciences, 
links quantitative styles of enquiry and data collection with a 'hard' view ofthe world 
and qualitative approaches with a soft view ... [Thus conveying] that quantitative 
work is courageous, hard biting and [generally] hard work" (Huberman & Miles, 
2002, p.8 I). 
This study will incorporate two qualitative methods of data collection. The first will 
utilise the method of Observation combined with thinking aloud in order to record the 
actions and feelings of the participant going through their daily interactions with their 
information events. The second qualitative method used will be that of follow-up 
face-to- tace structured interviews in order to gather information after the tact. It is telt 
that interviews alone; that is self-reporis, are prone to problems of inaccurate recall, in 
that the participants may "be unable to accurately recall what occurred as a result of 
the complexity of the situation, intervening events, or inattention" to what actually 
transpired (Weingati, 1997, p.196). 
3.4.1.1 The Observation Method 
Silver & Silver ( 1989) discuss how direct observation is an "impmiant means of 
gathering data" (p.l4 7). It allows tor the gathering of more additional understanding 
in an objective way, more so than with interviews, which is the second method of data 
collection. Silver & Silver also consider this method particularly helpful in 
appreciating a "complete understanding of a system"; in this case the academic and 
his/her information events, and everything at their disposal in managing them (p.l47). 
Also, this method is seen as the only way of collecting data on academic's behaviours. 
Carey and Rush ( 1995) argue that "simply observing users does not tell the researcher 
enough; it must be discovered what the user is thinking. [For example), was a switch 
in a search tactic the result of abandoning an unproductive attempt [adaptive 
behaviour], or the result of gaining knowledge fi·om the last few actions?" (p.25) 
Adding to this point, a user's behaviour "can not be understood without reference to 
intentionality: is a user organising her office to so she can find something later or so 
that she will be reminded of something?" (Malone, 1983, p.6) 
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As a consequence, it is seen as being advantageous to the study that 'thinking aloud' 
be incorporated into the observational technique of data collection. Audio recording 
of what transpires would also be preferable to being totally reliant on researcher's 
notes as the researcher will also be interested in the pat1icipant's visual behaviours 
and will not want to miss any important verbalisations while noting these. 
Appointments will be made allowing participants to choose a time appropriate to them 
and a time where they will be likely dealing with a multitude of extemal information 
events. This will be made via an email invitation to participate. 
3.4.1.1.1 Construction of the Information 
Behaviours Handbook 
The researcher during engagement in the observation method will also be taking 
notes, and refeiTing to a specially constructed handbook, thus ensuring that as many 
HIBs as possible are recognised in the course of the observation, and thus be readily 
available tor later analysis. This may require the asking of questions during the course 
ofthe observation (such as how the participant is feeling and what he/she is thinking 
during various actions undertaken); and also listening to what the participant is saying 
while he/she is thinking aloud. This observation may be recorded for accuracy in the 
analysis stage. 
The Handbook can be viewed in appendix A. 
3.4.1.2 The Interview Method 
The study will incorporate a second method of data collection; that of a follow-up 
face-to-face structured interview (See Appendix B f()r questions), to be conducted on 
the day of the observation, or as soon as practicable so as not to negate the recency of 
the events previously observed. It is seen as beneficial to the study that the 
participants are able to recall their behaviours, actions and inf(Jrmation events from 
the observational period previously conducted. The Recency Effect "ret1ects a 
function of short-term memory ... [where] last things are recalled better" (Wiswede, 
Russeler & Munte, 2007, p.l85). The "eftect also refers to the ef1ect in 
autobiographical memory that people recall more recent than remote ... events" 
(Wiswede, Russelcr & Munte, 2007, p.l85) 
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A list of the characteristics of a structured interview can be seen in the list in table 5 
below: 
sequence 
Easier to evaluate results 
Inflexible format 
Questions limited to predefined areas 
Simpler and easier to conduct 
Time required to prepare structured questions 
Less of the interviewer 
Table 5: A list of Characteristics of a Structured Interview 
Source: Silver & Silver (1989) 
This will enable the researcher to gain further feedback on parts ifthe study not given 
insight into by the previous method. Such questions will ascertain: 
• I CT preferences 
• An idea of when and where they do most of their information events 
• Whether they feel the influence of organisational rules 
• Medium preferences 
• Whether they feel they are productive in dealing with their information 
• Whether they ever feel frustrated in dealing with information 
• Whether the events captured during the observation are typical events 
• Whether there are times during the year that they prefer not to deal with 
infcmnation events 
• Whether ICT use is dit1erent outside ofthe office. 
It is anticipated that each interview will take approximately 40 minutes. All questions 
will be open-ended ensuring that there are no constraints set by a fixed set of possible 
responses. This will allow the pm1icipant's to reply freely in their own words. Like 
with the observations of participants, interviews will also be recorded with their 
perm1ss1on. 
3.5 Pre-Test 
In order to ensure that the research 11-amework, the qualitative methods to be used, and 
the questions to be asked during the follow-up interviews are the most appropriate for 
the study, a pre-test will be undertaken with an academic- one which would be 
representative ofthose participants involved in the study. This will be carried out 
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under the same circumstances as an actual participant -that is, in the participant's 
office with access to the technologies and information af!orded that person. 
3.6 Target Population 
The target population is academics in general, in the field of Information Systems and 
Inf(mnation Management. It is tClt that this study can substantiate this claim (in 
general) because oft he diverse cultural backgrounds of academics in New Zealand. 
Obviously this is a particularly large population. Thus the target will be restricted to a 
sample tl"ame. 
3.6.1 Sample Frame 
Sample frames need to be a cross-section of the target population, and as such, as 
unbiased as possible. In order to accomplish this, the study's sample frame will be 
Information Systems and Information Management academics in Wellington, 
(approximately 18 in total) who reside at Victoria University of Wellington. Of course 
not all 18 can be incorporated into the study, and so fi·om this sample frame, a suitable 
number of academics would be asked to pmiicipate. 
3.6.2 Sample Size 
From the sample frame, the sample size incorporated six participants. These 
participants are described in table 6 below: 
Participant Age ICT Experience Level of A~~ointment Access to ICTs 
1 60-70 30 years Lecturer Continuous (PC, mobile-phone, 
PDA) 
-----
2 50-60 20 years Senior lecturer Continuous (PC, mobile-phone) 
3 50-60 15 years Associate professor Continuous (PC, mobile-phone) 
----
4 40-50 _ 20 years Senior lecturer Continuous (PC, mobile-phone) 
5 60-70 7 years Senior lecturer Continuous (PC, mobile-phone, 
PDA) 
6 50-60 10 years Senior lecturer Continuous (PC, mobile-phone, 
PDA) 
---:· --· 
Table 6: Descriptions of the six participants who took part 
The participants who took pmi represented approximately one third of the staff in the 
School of Information Management (from a total of about 18), and as such were 
highly representative of the group as a whole across a range of criteria including 
experience with and access to ICTs, and also covered a reasonably broad array of 
ethnic and cultural groups (which for reasons of confidentiality can not be elaborated 
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upon). This group of participants is also very typical ofinfonnation systems 
academics in Australasia. 
All six participants had continuous access to cell phones and computers (desktops of 
laptops), both at home and at work. Three participants also had their own PDAs. 
Access to these ICT technologies were not seen as a prerequisite to taking part in the 
study: however they were to be expected from the participant's background in IS 
academia. 
There is an apparent lack of spread in the ages ofthose who took part, and the absence 
of younger staff could be seen as a limitation for the study. However, at the time of 
the study there were no recent graduates available among the target group. 
3. 7 The Confidential Nature of the Study 
Maintaining the confidentiality of all participants is seen as paramount to the success 
ofthe study. Pmiicipant's data will not be retained with personally identifiable 
information such as names and so on. Information will be analysed in the context 
from which it was derived, that is, the participant's area of expertise, formal training 
and experience with the subject domain. This will enable comparisons with 
pmiieipants of other areas of expertise and so on. 
See Appendix C- Information Sheet - tor details of the information sheet used in the 
survey. 
3. 7.1 Maintaining Confidentiality 
As stated above, comments may be used, without attribution or identification of any 
individuals who took pmi. This is taken very seriously, and so the f()llowing will take 
place to ensure confidentiality be maintained: 
• Contact data will be collected and kept separate from all discussion notes. 
• All electronic inf(mnation will be kept in a password-protected file, and audio 
tapes and paper-based data will be kept secure in a locked cabinet. 
• The tapes, typed data and electronic files will be destroyed 2 years after the 
end of the project. 
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See Appendix C tor actual details in the information sheet used in the survey. 
3.7.2 Feedback 
Contact details of the researcher and the researcher's supervisor will be given to the 
participants before commencement. They will be allowed to retain a copy and thus be 
able to make contact regarding any necessary feedback. 
3.8 Analysis of the Data 
All qualitative modes of analysis are concerned primarily with textual analysis, 
whether it is verbal or written. It is envisioned that there will he both written and 
verbal data to analyse and code. The data will first have to he transcribed: 
• The first step will be to transcribe the verbalisations from the recording in the 
observational method. The diary notes taken by the researcher will need to be 
added to this. 
• The second step will be to transcribe the follow-up recording of the interview, 
together with any notes taken down by the researcher. 
Following transcription of the data, an analysis will have to be pertormed. This will 
be conducted with NVIVO software, qualitative analysis software available fi·om the 
university library. This will require the two following steps to be perfonned: 
• To come up with a coding scheme relevant to the characteristics which are 
being sought after by the study. 
• Coding of excerpts from the transcripts- sentences (and/or pat1ial sentences) 
of the transcriptions which relate to categories decided upon in the first step. 
3.9 Alternative measures 
It is not anticipated that any alternative methods or sources t(Jr data will be required 
tiJr this study. Victoria University has on hand many possible participants who may 
agree to take part. A figure of at least six pat1icipants is seen as the required minimum 
to ensure comparisons can be made with the time period available. 
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4. Results 
"I have to he organised, because i/1 'm not organised it impacts negatively on my 
efficiency, and ultimate~v on m.v eff'ectiveness and productivi~v. ·· 
4.1 Activities: 
Activities are "necessarily connected to the concept of Motive", as it is believed that 
there can be no activity without a motive (Wilson, 2006, p.6). 
As is displayed in figure 12 on page 41, an activity first requires motive that is, 
something to get the individual involved in the actions needed to complete the 
activity. Once there is a motive, a goal can be established and an activity created. The 
diagram explains that an activity is composed of individual actions, which in 
themselves are composed of operations. This section will elaborate on these concepts 
in illustrating how activities were embarked upon by participants in the study. It is 
anticipated that this section will also show how Activity Theory is thus a valid theory 
tor this study and the framework devised as a suitable fi·amework. 
It is well worth taking another look at the framework used in the study so as to 
compare it with the actual actions which transpired to create activities during the 
observation process. This is reproduced on the tc)llowing page and ought to make 
refenal easier. 
Two activities have been fully described so as to allow this comparison to take place; 
the tvvo activities being quite different in nature, and belonging to two different 
participants. The first activity ( 4.1.1) is an example of where a participant is faced 
with an inf(wmation event which is out of the ordinary, and thus requires additional 
actions and adaptive behaviour in order to get to the goal. The second example (4.1.2) 
is used simply to enforce the validity of Activity Theory as an appropriate theory for 
this study. 
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4.1.1 Activity 1 
This particular activity was performed by a participant while demonstrating Adaptive 
behaviour- seen by a change in the object (motive) and thus their resultant actions. 
1. External Event: Pariicipant receives an email supposedly from a colleague 
overseas. 
2. Object 1: (Take appropriate action) Motivation/Goal: To find out what the 
message contains. 
3. Action 1: Pmiicipant peruses the email. Observable Actions/Behaviours: 
Scanning and Extracting are behaviours evident here as the participant reads 
the infi.mnation within the email. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop and Outlook 
(email). Decision: Goal has obviously not been achieved, and so the participant 
goes back for a second iteration of the fi"amework, and thus a fmiher action. 
4. Action 2: Participant via internal validity checks decides that this is a 
'suspicious' email. " ... this is vcty intriguing ... I'm trying tofigure out 
whether this is ... SPAM ... it's actual~v using the name of'someone that I 
know ... very clever, it's a message ... supposcd~vfi'mn a librarian at a Thai 
Library Lecturer, the name of' the Thai Lihrary Lecturer claims to he stranded 
in Nigeria, and having to pay a hotel bill of'$1500, and wanting money 
tramj'erred to them through Underground Western Union. "Observable 
Actions/Behaviours: Curiosity and Confirming behaviours displayed here. JCT 
Resources/Artefacts: Laptop and Outlook. Decision: Goal has still not been 
achieved, but there is now a new object and thus motivation to spur the 
participant onwards to further actions. 
5. Object 2: Here the participant is motivated to find out whether the email is in 
fact from the person that it is stated to be fi·om. ''I'd he ahso/ute~v inclined to 
panic ... " -the participant relating the urgency to find out one way or the 
other, the legitimacy of the email. 
6. Action 1: Participant checks the email address on his PDA tor his colleagues 
last known email address. " ... it's also the email address that's given- !just 
went into my Palm and checked it- it's not the last email address that I had 
fi'om her ... " Observable Actions/Behaviours: Confirming and Extracting 
behaviours are utilised here via the use of a PO A. AdditionaiiCT 
Resource/Artefact: PDA. Decision: Goal has not been achieved, and so the 
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participant goes back for a second iteration ofthe framework, and thus a new 
action must be perfom1ed. 
7. Action 2: Participant goes through a process of other validity checks to 
ascertain the validity of the source. " ... the thing that makes me suspicious is 
ob)•ious~v the Nigerian connection. and also the language doesn't sound right 
fhr her it sounds like vdwt a Nigerian would sound like ... I know there has 
heen a library conf('rence in South Alrica, and I'm wondering 'vvhether 
someone has been picking up the names oladdresses, ah names at the 
conlerence and sending out messages". Observable Actions/Behaviours: 
Confl.rming behaviour, via personal knowledge of the supposed sender. 
Decision: Goal has still not been achieved, thus a new action must be 
performed. 
8. Action 3: Pmiicipant Forwards the suspicious email to his superior. "I'm 
actual(y going tof()nvard it to <Name withheld> am/just sort olsee ... I 
doubt ... I think there would he an agency she could go to rather than me zf'she 
was stuck and didn't ha\'(: money ... J'mjust sending it to <Name withheld> in 
case he knoH:\· anything about it ... " Observable Actions/Behaviours: 
Pmiicipant is still unsure ofthe validity of the email and has sent it on to 
perhaps gain futiher insight into its origins. Participant shares the information 
with his superior. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop and Outlook. Decision: 
Goal has still not been achieved, and as can be ascertained in the quote tor 
action 3 fi'om the patiicipant, there is still an urgency to legitimise the emaiL 
9. Action 4: Participant saves the email into a folder "I've put this into the 'Save 
Short-Term'". Observable Actions/Behaviours: Pmiicipant organising the inbox 
of his emails by moving it elsewhere. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop and 
Outlook. Decision: Goal has still not been achieved, thus a new action must be 
performed. 
l 0. Action 5: Participant receives a reply trom his superior. "<Name withheld> 
came hack to rne and said oh she was heading off'to Nigeria ... " Observable 
Actions/Behaviours: Extracting information from this email creates more of an 
urgency to legitimise the email as the participant's colleague was indeed in 
Nigeria. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop and Outlook. Decision: Goal has still 
not been achieved, thus a new action must be performed, as the pmiicipant's 
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colleague is now indeed possibly stuck in Nigeria without money- resulting 
in some Adaptive behaviours being instigated in action seven. 
11. Action 6: Participant goes through further validity checks regarding 
characteristics ofhis colleague. " ... it starts hy saying "I'm sorry I didn't 
inf(mn you about my travelling to a programme called Empowering Youth to 
Fight Racism". NoH' that doesn't quite ring true; a, because although 1 knmv 
her, she's not necessari(v going to tell me ahout her travel plans- it's unlike~y 
she tmuld tell me. The other thing is that ilshe went to Alrica ... the main thing 
1vould he for the 'library' con(erence, and she vmuld be more likel.v to mention 
that, rather than the other programme". Observable Actions/Behaviours: 
Confirming behaviour, via validity checking against personal knowledge of 
the supposed sender. Decision: Goal has still not been achieved - the 
participant knows it does not 'sound' like his colleague, however this is not 
conclusive to 'put his mind at ease; thus a new action must be perf(mned. 
t 2. Action 7: The pmiicipant does a Google search on the programme mentioned 
to ensure that the programme exists. "That was worth doing ... it has pulled up 
i.Y the exact text o(the email. so 1 presume it is a standard SPAM emai/from 
A(rican Women Blogs the exact same email. exceptf(;r in thi.<; case it 's(rom 
a woman called <Name withheld>. I think this is a case Hhere SPAM --
another version ol the SPAM message has he en posted to the Blog ... which is 
slight(y bizarre- at least that reassures me that it is definite~v a SPAM 
message". Observable Actions/Behaviours: Adaptive behaviour shown in 
improvising by doing additional validity checks and Google search which are 
not the norm f()r the participant. There is also Confirming behaviour, that the 
email is indeed SPAM and can thus be ignored. ICT Resources/Artefacts: 
Laptop and Internet. Decision: Arguably the goal has been achieved here and 
thus the email can be discarded, however the participant performs one last 
action. 
13. Action 8: The participant updates his superior on the outcome ofhis validity 
checks. "I should actualzv tell <Name withheld> in case he's worried. [Types 
a second message to confirm the non-validity of the email) They would have 
had to hm·e got hoth her name and someone else/Z<J;ured out that 1 was likc~y 
to have got cmailfrom her, which given that I H'asn 't at the Afi-ican 
con(erence ... was actuall}' quite clever ... " Observable Actions/Behaviours: 
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Curiosity and Confirming behaviours still evident here as he is satisfied that 
the email is indeed SPAM and can be discarded and curiosity as to how the 
SPAM rr.anaged to 'come about'. Decision: The goal is how clearly achieved. 
14. Outcome: Goal achieved and the email can now be ignored as SP AM and 
treated a;; such. 
4.1.2 Activity 2 
This pm1icular activity was perfonned by a participant wanting to complete a draft 
email to send out and confirm a booking for a suitable room for Honours Students to 
present their projects. It too contains two objects. 
1. External Event: Participant notices an email in his Drafts Folder which needs to 
be final sed, relating to the Honours Students presentations. ICT 
Resources/Artefacts: Laptop/MS Outlook. 
2. Object 1: (Take appropriate action) Motivation/Goal: To tlnalise the email and 
therefore send it on to other lecturers/supervisors ofthose students. "I need to 
find ou' where we're at". 
3. Object :2: Motivation/Goal: To gain confirmation of the room booking for the 
before mentioned event. 
4. Action 1: Participant picks up the telephone to call <Name withheld> at the 
School of Information Management (SIM) office. He states that he is 
"confirming the room hookingfor October 9j(Jr the Honours student 
presentations ... could you gin' me a call back in my office" to the voice mail. 
Observable Actions/Behaviours: Prioritising and sorting. The participant has 
prioritised this activity ICT Resources/Artefacts: Landline telephone. Decision: 
Goalltas not been achieved, as no confirmation could be given. 
5. Action 2: Participant in the meantime checks the draft "this is something that 
does reed to go out, so I '!/just .'>pend a little time making sure that I 'l'e got it 
right . . " Observable Actions/Behaviours: The pm1ieipant scans and reads the 
draft 1o ensure its accuracy. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop/MS Outlook. 
Decis:on: Goal is still not achieved- email is not sent, and confirmation still 
not achieved with SIM office. 
6. Actio11 3: Participant sends the email on to "all the Academics and the 
inj(mnation systems group and all the students current~y enrolled in it ... " 
Observable Actions/Behaviours: Sharing. ICT Resources/Artefacts: Laptop/MS 
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Outlook. Decision: Goal is sti ll not achieved as with SIM office, however the 
sub goal f completing the emai l and sending it off has been done. 
7. Action 4: Participant receives phone call related to Action 1. The participant 
specifies what is required of the room" . . . they need a projector and a laptop -
so does that mean ... that it needs a network connection .. . and Internet?" 
Participant receives confirmation ofthe room and equipment. Observable 
Actions/Behaviours: Sharing of information and requirements. ICT 
Resourc ~sf Artefacts: Land line telephone. Decision: Arguably the goal has been 
attained : however the deed acted upon in Action 3 results in a new external 
event (iltcoming emai l). This can be viewed as a separate activity requiring 
actions 1)f its own, however as it is related to the previous activity, it too will 
be elabc•rated upon. 
8. Externa Event 2: A reply is received to Action3 . " .. . having sent out the earlier 
messag \ we got an instant response from somebody ... " 
9. Object :3 : Motivation/Goal: To fmd out what the email contains. 
I 0. Action o: The emai l is opened. Observable Actions/Behaviours: Curiosity. ICT 
Resour es/Artefacts: Laptop/MS Outlook. 
11 . Action 16: The Participant finds that it is in fact an out of office reply. 
Observable Actions/Behaviours: Scanning/Extracting. ICT Resources/Artefacts: 
Lapto /MS Outlook. 
FJl 4.2 Environmental Influences: 
~ Thi. section explored whether or not academics feel that they are influenced 
by their environment. That is, do they feel that the organisation il1 which they work 
influences th ir information events? This part of the study was investigated during the 
follow-up ll1t ~rview which followed on from the observational part ofthe mteraction 
with the participant. 
Three of the s ix participants referred to having to work in advance of deadlines, 
which was a so urce of frustration " ... they 've already put out a request for information 
on all the co 1rses you might be teaching next year; you have to say what your text 
book is going to be, and what assessments you're going to have. So that's quite 
.frustrating .. . "Another gave a s imilar view as to the environmental influences 
manipulating many of their informational events " ... an a"M!fullot o.fwhat I do is 
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responding to so'Yiething. You know in responding to organisational deadlines, 
conference dead.'ines, supervisions ... " to " ... it takes some time to produce these nice 
booklets to give mt to students. and Hvnt them to he rew~v hut sometimes it 'sjust 
very difficult to ·mrk thatfar in admnce "; and "book lists have to be in, Student 
Notes have to he submitted, and so there's a number of' dates- like they're a part o( 
the cycle which 'JS part of the universi(V we have to conform". 
Two of the thre'~ remaining participants acknowledged that there were indeed rules 
which they adht~red to but did not see that the rules as being obtrusive or a problem in 
dealing with their information events. "Rules are rare(v a prohlem ... " and "/don't 
think there are any rules ·where !fcc! confined ... ·· 
The second source of environmental int1uence investigated by the framework in the 
study was also impacting on academics and their inf(mnational events. This was in a 
technological tnd also a negative way: The first involved the IT depattment's 
unadventurous tradition of taking a lax attitude when obtaining new equipment tor 
them. " ... the general conservativeness of' the IT group. 'f'e have ... an approximate 
three to four y::ar turnover cycle for equipment, so hy the time you end up readyf()r a 
nnv one, it's pretty Hl!ll creaking". An example given by the same participant 
illustrated the point that " ... sometimes we're two releases behind in things like 
Endnote, or He 're still on XP ... " 
Another point worthy of acknowledging is the IT department's choice ofhardware 
and software my not always be regarded as the appropriate choice f(H users: 
'' ... BlackhOLvd and Weh CT- Weh CT in m,Y' rnind is a hetter programme, but they 
decided on B1ackhoard ... "and " ... if'/ Has acting myself'! might be more inclined to 
use ... Open-Source sofhvare ... given that the organisation supports Microsoft- I take 
the path olfwst resistance ... " 
All participants felt that they were indeed influenced in some way by the environment 
in which they work regarding their information events, numbers are shown on the 
following page in table 7. These influences came from both external deadlines from 
the organisa:ion tor things, and/or the Information Technology architecture in place at 
the university. At times these influences- particularly the deadlines imposed by the 
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university - could create mismatches - what the academic needs to get done, and those 
which the organisation imposes to have done, whether or not the academic is ready for 
the demands. That is the organisation needs information on classes for the following 
year before the <tcademic has adequate time to prepare- thus creating frustration and 
verifying its imr~ortance as part of the study framework. 
--~-· 
Je of Influence: Number of Participants Frequency o~ 
agreeing: comments: I 
dlines 4 6 I 
Jchitecture 5 6 I 
Tabh~ 7: Environmental Influences 
4.3 Frequency of Participant's Information Events: 
The point ofth1s section of analysis was to discover whether there were particular 
pays ofthe week, and/or periods of the year in which Academics were engaged in 
more information events than others. 
4.3.1 Preferred Days of the Week 
For Academic'; it appears that the vast majority who took part are engaged in 
inf(mnation e' ents on a regular basis, with no major preference tor specific days of 
the wt.~ek. "I 'rn pret(v much a 'nine to five girl'. I trv to he relati\·e(yfocussed when 
I'm here ... vvcekda.ys and tmrking hours ... I don't general(v trork on the weekends", 
and another concluding that " ... in general no, I think I deal with it as it comes"; that 
there is no preference f(n a particular day or days of the week. 
For a couple of the academics observed, they are dealing with their information 
through a seven day week, up to early evening. One stated that "Its hasical(v 2417 
[laughter/ 110t quite that had you knoH; hut I alwa.vs have a computer on at home ... 
I tend to hm•c it on hy ahout 6.30 in the morning. 7 o'clock sometimes if1'm running 
late. Anything I do afier about R o'clock [pm] is more recreational ... "and similarly, 
"flog in eJ'eJ:v day. Some days like the vveekends. lju5,·t look at what I've got, and then 
not look at it again until mayhe lunch time; again in the e1·ening. " 
However, urderstandably, the actual events which are undertaken out of office hours 
and occur in the participant's home may be different to those which do not " ... what I 
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try to do even though we've got Internet access at home: in the evenings and in the 
weekends I prej(·r to vmrk on what I call my 'work things' ... writing papers and 
articles and other things so I'm not distracted. I'm quite disciplined ... " 
4.3.2 Days or Periods of the Year 
Busy periods of the year for Academics engaging in information events tend to occur 
most greatly du~ing semesters ofteaching (particularly at times of due dates of 
assignments f(n their students), and the beginning of semesters when everyone is 
resettling in for another half year; "prohah(v times that are a lot 1nore ad min intensive 
than other time~ like beginning o(trime.<;ters, all these sort <Jlareas have qcles a lot 
on when things need to he done and things have to he produced, umm, hook lists have 
to he in. Student Notes hm•e to he submitted ... '' 
While academics are teaching, information events tend to be at their greatest "there's 
no particular da.v or periods o(the year it centres around whether I'm teaching or 
my projects ar: actire ", "Well it certain~v vrould he high when I'm teaching ... ", and 
" ... i(you 're teaching you get a lot tnore olthose [events] and obviously they tend to 
heat up around the times oldue dates and things like that ... " There are also classes to 
prepare f()r " .. during course prep. yes - extensive (v. more so than any other times ... " 
Mondays may hold a greater amount of information events tor Academics, as well as 
the nearing of semester closures. Quiet periods of the year seem to occur during the 
public holida~1 times of December and January "It would he hwer in January in terms 
of' the communicated inj'ormation, because people go on holiday. The second halfol 
Decem her and Janumy [are slower). " However, while incoming events requiring 
academic's a:tention may be low, one participant remarked that '~vou do more ofyour 
own researcl· and have a great time. You can go in quiet~}' ... "during these slower 
times. There are also conference dates for academics to meet " ... there are con(erence 
deadlines that generate acti1·ities. hut 1j'you 're targeting a particular conference, then 
you have to meet the date" 
4.3.:3 Times of the Day 
This section looks at what time of the day academics prefer to deal with their 
inf(mnation events. By and large, the prefened time of the day to engage in 
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information events tended to be in the earlier hours ofthe morning when the 
participants first arrive at the office. Typical comments included "When I get in ... the 
very first thing I do is login ... and see what emails have come in particularly if 
anything needs urgent attention", " ... the first thing I usually check is my email, and I 
work in Microsoft Outlook, both here and at home", to '.'first thing in the morning .. . 
because I work best in the mornings". One participant out of the six involved in the 
study however, preferred to engage in these events in mid afternoon "it's about 3.40-
so this is the time of day that I normally do work through my email ... " 
In the majority of cases (four out of the six participants), the email programme 
(Outlook) continues to run during the entire day, with participants regu larly checking 
its status, and/or taking note of incoming emails. See section 4.6.1 and both 
subsections for more on this behaviour. 
Exter-na l 
event 
(requirtnc 
acti on ) 
I, 4.4 observed Information Events: 
----
1
1 This section delves into the information events which occurred during the 
observation period of each participant. These events were able to be categorised into 
19 different groupings. Each ofthe following categories includes a description ofthe 
category and the quantity of each event encountered. See table 12 for a summary of 
the 19 types of events which were encow1tered during the observations. 
It is important to note here that an Information Events does not mean the same as an 
Activity; where an Activity can be made up of one or many such Information Events. 
1. Administration [17] 
Administration-related Information Events involved those received from the School of 
Information management (SIM) administration office, and those of a general clerical 
nature. They can be divided up into three categories as regarding the medium in which 
they are received. Nine were received via electronic means (email), three were in 
hardcopy form and two were sent and received via the use of a landline office 
telephone. These events were very general in nature: The telephone interaction was 
regarding a room booking for Honours Student's presentations, where a quick reply 
was preferred via this medium. By and large, the electronic events were deleted upon 
their realisation (indicating that there were perhaps a larger number than recorded 
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here, as this action seems more instinctual, and may not always have been vocalised 
by the participant). This category also included news about "the Associate Professor 
ofE-Commerce position that we are advertising"; while the hardcopy events involved 
administration tasks for the participant to perform such as there-enrolment for a PHD 
or other administration task to do. The table below shows the frequency of these 
events. 
Description: ------------,- Frequency: 
Received from SIM Electronic 12 
Received from SIM Hardcopy 3 
Landline tdephonc; 2 
Table 8: Administration Events 
2. Check Calendar [4] 
This event simply involved the participant checking to see if they have any other 
appointments later in the day or week. Four of the six participants did a check of their 
calendars during the observation period. One of these f()Ur used the calendar on a 
PDA as a preferred technology tor this event. 
3. Call for papers (examples IS World, Chapters) [8] 
This event involved the participant receiving emails which were asking for articles or 
papers for journals and such. Again there were both electronic and hardcopy versions 
of this event. Four of the five electronic events were in the 'call for papers' line, while 
the fifth was a response from a paper previously submitted. The three hardcopy events 
were a call tor papers which had been previously printed off by the patiicipants prior 
to the observational period. Table 9 below summarises these events: 
Description: Frequency: 
Electronic Events 5 
Hardcopy Events 3 
Table 9: Call for Papers Events 
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4. Colleague [7] 
These information events involved information fl-om colleagues working jointly on 
journal papers or atiicles or jointly supervising projects t(w students. Information 
events tiled under 'Colleague' were also in both electronic and hardcopy form. Six 
were electronic in nature and were all comprised of papers or projects being 
undertaken by the participant with a colleague, or past student. The sixth was a 
hardcopy version of a colleague's PI-ID proposal which was requiring the attention of 
the participant. See table l 0 below t(w a summary of these events: 
Description: Frequency: 
Electronic Events 6 
Hardcopy Events (PHD proposal) 1 
Table10: Events from Colleagues 
5. Conference or Seminar based [15] 
These events chiet1y dealt with int(mning participants of upcoming events such as 
conferences or seminars. Once more, these events were found to be in both electronic 
and/or hardcopy form. 11 of these events were in electronic form of which five were 
events related to seminars. Four of these ll electronic events were related to 
conferences. while all four of the hardcopy events were related to conferences. 
Table 11 below shows how these 15 events were broken down into five categories: 
~----·-·· Description: Frequency: 
~--------
Electronic events related to seminars 5 
-Hardcopy events related to conferences 4 
Electronic events related to conferences 4 
NZ Computing Society general meeting 1 
University exhibition 1 
~-
Table 11: Conference or Seminar-based Information Events 
6. Discussion Groups [8] 
These eight information events are fairly self explanatory, and involved receiving 
emails related to topics of interest to the participants such as Call Centres. These 
could be about upcoming conferences, World Universities Forum, AIS World and so 
on. 
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7. Interest (personal) [12] 
All 14 ofthese events relate to personal interests and range from checking the weather 
and sports to hobbies such as Kayak advertising, club newsletters and Ticketek. 
8. Interest (work related) [15] 
Six of these events relate to emails being received by participants related to the field 
oflnformation Systems/Management, such as; blogging in libraries, web-based 
design training and other technologies. Two involved vacancies at the university, two 
concern IS World updates, while others include a delay in the delivery of a book from 
Amazon, and a check on the Pacific Village portal which a participant had set up. 
9. Investigative [7] 
These information events involved the participant needing confirmation from 
somebody on some kind of issue, requiring interaction with another. Two participants 
displayed this need via their information events; in particular the participant involved 
in Activity One in section 4.1.1, in which this behaviour was observed in seven out of 
the 10 observed events. This was fi1r three separate issues which arose at the time-
the first was tor the email SPAM outlined there and involved four confirming-related 
information events including one to his superior and several with Google searches and 
a check on the participant's PDA. These three events were not external events 
triggering actions; but events triggered internally by the participant, and as such are 
not recorded as external in that section of this paper, but as actions performed. The 
second involved three events with ITS confirming a change of email address fL1r the 
participant, using both landline and email ICTs. The third involved a single event in 
which the pmiicipant confirmed that the successful enrolment of a student was carried 
out f()r an email list. 
The other three confirming-related events were observed on the participant involved 
in the second activity ( 4.1.2). This also involved using both email and a land line, and 
were all related to the same activity. The external event which triggered these 
confirming events was the email in the participant's drafts folder. 
Table 12 on the f()Jlowing page summarises these Investigative events. 
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Description & Medium: Frequency: 
Landline - Both incoming and outgoing events I 3 ~mail- Both outgoing events I 2 
Internet - Outgoing Google search 1 
POA -to check last known address 1 
Table 12: Investigative Events 
1 0. IT based [3] 
The three events categorised here are also described in the next section 
(Investigative), where the participant interacted with ITS in order to ascertain whether 
the address to their email list had been changed without their knowledge. This first 
involved landline interaction followed by an email outlining what had transpired and 
finally a look at their (ITS) new pmial. 
11. Notification or reminder of meeting [2] 
This category is also self-explanatory. One of these two events concerned forwarding 
on inf(mnation received from students about a meeting and the other concerned a 
meeting about pay and gender in libraries. 
12. Out of Office reply [2] 
This is another category which needs little description. One was received to an email 
sent during the observation period (see Activity One), while the other had been 
received the late the day before by another participant related to an enquiry about 
HEC forms. 
13. Outside working hours (not work related) [6] 
These six examples given during the interview process are fairly predictable events. 
They include reading IS World and Community updates, accessing and replying to 
personal emails, uploading photos onto the Flickr site, plus checking weather 
f()recasts, and newspapers. 
14. Papers and articles being worked on [>1] 
These were hardcopy versions of papers and articles being worked on by the 
participant. lnf(mnation was not given as to the amount of papers there. 
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15. PHD related [3] 
There were only three inf(mnation events related to PHDs being undetiaken by the 
participants. One refetTed to an email about a meeting coming up with the 
participant's supervisor, another patiicipant refening to there always being 'stufT' 
related to their PHD being done (also refening to several hardcopy printouts of 
information), and the third in a similar vein to the second. 
16. Query [1] 
There was but one event related to queries (not student-related). This was based on a 
paper submitted to a journal, where the participant needed to follow-up with a 
colleague on the paper in question. 
17. Reply (3] 
Three mf(,rmation events were related to replies either given from others or received 
by the patiicipant for a previous enquiry (not related to students). One includes the 
reply from Action 5 in Activity One ( 4.1.1 ). Another was a response fl-om a response 
given by the patiicipant, and lastly, a response from an enquiry made via an archiver 
tool used by the participant to find some information. 
18. SPAM [>7] 
There were seven instances of SP AM-related information events encountered during 
the observation process. These were generally of an advertising nature, however 
Activity One ( 4.1.1) is an example of SPAM which is not so general or 
straightforward. 
19. Student related [14] 
There were 14 information events related to students. These included three in 
hardcopy f(mn. These were put into I 0 categories, with the request for a meeting 
being the most popular. See table 13 on the following page f()r these categories and 
their frequencies. 
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Description: Frequency: 
Requesting a meeting 3 
Applications for exemptions (credit transfer) (hardcopy) 2 
Requesting feedback on a project 2 
Reply to students' request for action 1 
·-·· 
Check discussion board for queries from students 1 
--~~~····-··· 
Update student details 1 
Notification of venue for Honours presentations (Activity Two; 4.1.2) 1 
Query from overseas student in USA 1 
Previous student's PHD proposal (hardcopy) 1 
Notification of an extension course (USA) 1 
Table 13: Student-related Information Events 
4.4.1 Information Events Outside working hours 
This was a question asked during the interview to ascertain the amount of time the 
participants worked on information events away fi·om work. " ... you might be waiting 
for a certain email so then you Hould be checking it more often. Usua/ly I would 
check it at least once in the evening- It Hould he like I 0 minutes, just checking some 
things ... if'J'm coming into vmrk late, I would check it at home hef(;re I leave. And at 
the weekend I check it as v\'C/1. "Another similarly remarked ''I tend to leave here 
[work] hy three o'clock most days, I go home and plug in again, and then I 'rn 
working. And I stopfor dinner. and I'm still working in the evening until about eight 
or nine. 
Two participants remarked on the similarities of home and office- that being at either 
location no longer makes a difference, and in fact appears to be the case for them "It's 
like my office [home] - no difference - or when I'm travelling on conferences you 
have extra factors to consider; costs. lf'you go to an Internet Cafe to open mail- have 
to be more efficient -he more decisive ... ", "To me, home or office makes no 
difference, because I've got Virtual Prh·ate Nctv.ork which means 'f1hat I have here is 
at home ... Even vvhcn I'm away on trips I can access the VPN ... ", and " ... Hhat 's 
work and what's not work are becoming blurred, precisely because o(the influence of' 
the adoption of' these technologies ... " 
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4.4.2 Summary of Information Events 
There were in total 132 information events recorded. Interestingly, of these 132, only 
14 were related to students. 25 events could be termed as 'time wasters'; that is they 
were deleted upon their realisation without much in the way of scanning, and certainly 
no extracting ofthe information. These were made up ofSPAM- one SPAM in 
pm1icular taking up a large amount of the Academic's time (termed investigative; see 
Activity 1 ), discussion group lists, and lT based, where the academic had to take time 
out to f1nd out why his email address had changed. 
Administrative events accounted tor 17 events on their own, however others including 
out ofoft1ce replies (2), reminders of meetings (2), and replying to con·espondence 
(3). Research is comprised of35 events; call for papers (8), correspondence fi·om 
colleagues (7), conference/seminar based events (15), papers and articles under work 
(>1), PHD related (3), and a query (1). Teaching (14 events) is made up ofthe 
following; student-related. 
The functions of the academic are traditionally broken down into three categories; 
Administration (20%), Teaching (40%) and research (40%). Table 14 summarises the 
events as they pertain to the three high-level functions of the academic's working life. 
Not counted in the table are the following (33 in total); Out of office hours (6), 
interest personal ( 12), Interest - work related ( 15); as these do not relate to the three 
higher level categories. 
Function: Frequency: Percentage Percentage 
without TW: with TW: 
Teaching ____ 14 19 14.3 
Research 35 48 35.7 
Administration 24 33 24.5 
Time Wasters (TW) 25 25.5 
Table 14: Table showing a high level analysis of the Information Events 
This creates an interesting summary, with administrative events accounting tor one 
third of the total and research accounting for a half (a fairly high amount) and those 
related to teaching at a lower 19% (a total more suited to administration). When 
including 'time wasters' or nuisance events into the mix, these suddenly account tor 
one quarter of the total events tor the academic. This begs the question as to whether 
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it is too easy these days for technology to allow these events to occur. SPAM 
surprisingly only accounts for seven of these events (however as depicted by the > 
symbol in section 18 this total may is much larger). 
4. 5 Observed Information Outcomes 
This section went into the information outcomes - that is, what the 
participants did with the information upon using it. These outcomes were categorised 
into II different groupings. Each of the fo llowing categories includes a descript ion of 
the category and the quantity of each outcome encountered. See table 18 for a 
summary of the types of information outcomes encountered during the six 
observations. 
1. Abandoned/Ignored - no action [3] 
These events included job advertising at Victoria, a call for papers with no relevance 
to the participant, and a check for postings made by students to Blackboard -
requiring no action as there were no postings. 
2. Deleted [>37] 
34 electronic information events were deleted (possibly more than those which were 
voiced at the time ofthe observations) and three hardcopies were physically binned. 
See table 15 below for details of these events: 
Deleted Event: Frequency: 
Administration 2 
Conference or Seminar related 7 
Discussion group 5 
Interest- Work-related 6 
Interest- Personal 5 
IT-based 1 1 
Notice/reminder of meeting 3 
SPAM >7 
Student -related 1 
Table 15: Information Events resulting in deletion 
Of the six participants who took part in the study, one deleted eight out of eleven 
information events, another deleted 23 events out of a total of37; while a third 
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participant deleted one. The remaining three participants did not delete any electronic 
information events- two commenting that they never delete emails, preferring instead 
to save and file them, while the third commenting that SP AM gets deleted. 
2.1 Hardcopy binned [3] 
The three physically binned examples included two conferences which had expired 
and another which was not likely to be pursued. This was from a fourth participant 
who did not delete any electronic events. 
3. Saved [>17] 
There were 17 information events stored which were voiced during the observation. 
Other events which may be similarly stored were categorised under Placed for Further 
Action (9 to follow), plus in a similar fashion to Deleted above, some events may not 
have been vocalised. Table 16 below summarises these Saved electronic events: 
3.1 Filed - Electronic [9] 
Saved Event: Frequency: 
Colleague 4 
Conference or Seminar-related 1 
Confirm validity 1 
Discussion Group/newsletter 1 
r-lnterest- Personal 
··--··· 
1 
i 
Student-related 1 
_ __j 
Table 16: Saved electronic Information Events 
3.2 Filed - Hardcopy [8] 
Two ofthe six participants had hardcopy information events to attend to. Six ofthese 
events belonged to one participant; with five of these relating to conference or 
seminar deadlines and one to a book chapter deadline. The sixth and seventh were 
related to hardcopy versions of application for exemptions from two students. Table 
17 below summarises these Saved hardcopy events: 
r;;:o-·-· -~···· 
Frequency: Retained/Filed Event: 
!--:----------··-· . Conference or Seminar-related -5 
Book Chapter Deadline 1 
Student-Related 2 
Table 17: Retained/Filed Hardcopy Information Events 
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4. Forwarded [3] 
There were three instances of events being forwarded to other people. These included 
one to a superior, one to a colleague and another to the IT depatiment (ITS) in order 
to ensure that the recipient attained the entire story or context ofthe situation. 
6. Information extracted- no other action [14] 
There were a total of 14 events which resulted in information being scanned and 
extracted, but had no other function or related action taken. These are shown in the 
below in table 18: 
I Event: Frequency: 
· Check Calendar 4 
Meeting 1 
Interest- Work-related 3 
Interest Personal 5 
Student -related 1 
'-----· 
Table 18: Events with no further action taken 
7. Hardcopy signed [1] 
This event involved an administrative matter (hardcopy inf(mnation event) which 
needed to be signed 
8. Placed for some future action [20] 
12 of the 20 events place for future action outside ofthe observation period were 
electronic in nature and could be placed into the following seven categories in table 
19: 
--
Event Frequency: 
···~-
Administrative 2 
Colleague 1 
Interest 't::IO>UIIdl 1 
. 
Interest- Work-related (IS World) 3 
Out of Office Reply 1 
~-·· 
Results from search with Archiver tool 2 
------
Student-related 2 
Table 19: Events placed for a future action 
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Those events in hardcopy form were placed into the following six categories of table 
20: 
Event: Frequency: 
Administrative 1 
Colleague 1 
Conference/Seminar related 1 
-·-
Interest- Work-related IS World >2 
Previous Student's Honours Project 1 
Project collaboration 2 
Table 20: Events placed for future action in hardcopy form 
9. Printed [5] 
Five events in all ofthe observations which took place resulted in the information 
being printed out. Four of these were conducted by one participant. Of these five 
events, two were examples of calls f(.)f papers, while one was an attachment, one 
student-related and another was a working document. These are summarised below in 
table 21: 
Event: Frequency: 
Call for Par 2 
Attachment to an email 1 
Student-related 1 
Working document (work in progress) 1 
Table 21: Events leading to Printing 
10. The Event resulted in 'Other Actions' being performed [3] 
Three Int()rmation Events resulted in other actions being undetiaken by the 
pmiicipants, including updating student infbrmation, subscribing someone to a 
discussion list, and finally an administrative event dealing with the Academic Statutes 
committee. 
10.1 Replied to Sender [1] 
Replying to sender occurred only once during all of the observations, and involved a 
pmiicipant replying to a student who was requesting a meeting which the participant 
could not confirm at the time requested f()f. 
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11 Sent [2] 
Surprisingly, this outcome was only utilised twice during the observations ofthe 
academics. In one ofthe two examples, the participant opened up a draft email, 
completed it and then sent it off to relevant staff and students in the Honours 
Programme. 
4.5.1 Summary of Information Outcomes 
As can be seen from the above list of Outcomes (I - 12) and associated tables, there 
are a large number of information events which come in to the Academic, but which 
add little value to the information. A large number of events end in deletion (3 7), 
while 20 events are placed for some future attention and/or action; while only 17 
events were saved or filed and a total of 14 events where the information is extracted 
but which there is no further use for it. See table 26 for a summary of these outcomes. 
4.6 Information Behaviours 
A total of 17 behaviours were observed fi·om the participants 
during their interaction with information events. One behaviour described in the 
literature review was not exhibited, and is explained later in section 4.6.2 Unobserved 
Information Behaviours. Refer to table 23 for a summary of this section on 
information behaviours, as there is a lot of information contained within this section. 
4.6.1 Observed Information Behaviours 
1. Adaptive [2] 
This behaviour would appear in a situation where a user of information is confronted 
with an obstacle and would thus lead to the participant exploring alternatives to the 
'norm' in order to solve the obstacle, and thus adaptive behaviours are adopted. This 
solving technique may either relieve the problem and thus overcome the obstacle in 
order to attain the goal; or a new goal may be instigated. 
Unfortunately there were few instances of this behaviour to observe. The main 
example uncovered during the observation process is fully documented in section 
4. 1.1 Activity One. This was where the participant being observed received a suspect 
email, and rather than just leaving it , investigated how it could have been sent. The 
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way this process began is quoted fi:om the transcript as f()llows: ''Novt; this is ... this is 
very intriguing ... I'm trying tofigure out Hhether this is ... I think this is SPAM ... 
'Cause it's ah, this is ve1y cle\•er SPAM ... it is actual(y using the name ofsomeone 
that I know ... vety clever, it's a messagej/·om ... supposed(vfrom a librarian- a Thai 
Library Lecturer. the name ofthe Thai Library Lecturer claims to he stranded in 
Nigeria. and having to pay a hotel hill o($I500, and wanting money transferred to 
them through Underground Western Union .... "The participant then went through 
various personal validity checks (see 17- Verifying) to ensure that the email was not 
genuine, including searching Google with passages fi·om the email, and finally 
overcoming the obstacle and thus confirming its non-legitimacy. 
A second example of adaptive behaviour was uncovered during the interview process, 
and concerned 'frustrations with technology', and how these can disrupt academic's 
information processes. " ... last year vt·e -vrent through sorne bad patches where the 
system went down, and I don't get I'm always prepared- yes I'm al>mys prepared 
I've al'ways got a backup plan o(things to do. Because there's a!Yvays an 
alternative ... " This example also fits with the Organised/efficient behaviours found 
later in this section ( ll ). In the past, technology glitches like the one mentioned may 
have lead to mal-adaptive behaviours being adopted, such as that of fi·ustration and 
resignation. This adaptive behaviour thus has resulted in making the participant more 
efficient in their work processes by ensuring that technology glitches no longer impair 
their informational goals, and allows f()f a goal change ifthe unexpected does occur 
(another adaptive behaviour). 
2. Avoiding [7] 
This behaviour entailed the participant to be 'actively not wanting to deal' with the 
information at the time ofthe observation or external event being monitored. The 
literature was not specific as to whether avoidance refers to avoiding it just now (the 
present) or completely avoiding the int(mnation in the future as well. Therefore in this 
instance, the participant avoids looking at it- however he/she may want to, yet there 
may be reasons to not inspect it at that particular time. This therefore relates to an 
academic's time management priorities: see section 5.6.1 Time Management. 
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There were six instances of this behaviour recorded during the observation periods. 
Two ofthese examples concerned administration information events, and were 
hardcopy in nature. The latter tour examples involved calls for papers, conference 
details (in hardcopy form), information updates fl-om IS World; and an advertisement 
for an Associate Professor at the university. 
The first of these administration-type events involved forms for the participant to fill 
out; " ... one exception which is I've got a couple of 'adminy' things that I'm supposed 
tofill out and I have a slight a!lergv to ... " This quote refeJTed to several papers on the 
participant's desk awaiting action. RefeJTing back to the framework, if the motivation 
and goal arc not present with the information event, the resultant activity will not be 
acted upon. The fo Bowing from the same patiicipant enlightens further why 
administration tasks fail to ignite that motivation/goal, other than to ascetiain what the 
event contains ... "I have a thing ahout my PHD enrolment and the reason that sits 
there is because the whole process annoys the hell out ol me ... f(Jrms that you have to 
fill out, hut they hm•e all the information ... held on the unil'et~\'i(v records, like your 
ID numher and your start date and the course code ... itjust real(v irritates me that I 
have to .\pend my time retrie,·ing this information which is a!remzv real(v availahle to 
administration ... " Clearly the torm would eventually be filled out, but at the time of 
the observation, the motivation to do so did not exist. 
In comparison however, the following inf(wmation events- although avoided at the 
time of their observations- clearly have a time at which they will be futiher acted 
upon. The first two concem IS World Information Community Updates ... " ... a 
marketing thing, realfv interesting, hut it's 1'el)', very time consuming- I've got quite 
a lot on my plate ... so I resist even looking at those I 'rrilllook at them -I U.'I'Ual!y 
look at them over the weekend ... sometimes they hm'e got rea!zv interesting things 
that Hould ... help vvith teaching- case studies or interesting resources ... " A voiding 
these types of information events is also showing prioritising behaviour (see 12; 
Prioritising), in that they must be avoided fiJr the moment and attended to later (again 
time management). 
Another example t()llows where the participant simply does not have time to engage 
in further activity, even though the content ofthe event does spark some interest -it is 
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not enough to create the motivation necessary for the activity to begin, and so the 
event is avoided after being scanned. "This one again is an offer, a new email 
discussion group about virtual [inaudible word] ... - if/ had more time I might well 
.\pend some time following this up and reading it, hut at the moment I've got enough 
on my plate without reading that extra stu{( .. " 
3. Confirming [9] 
Confirming involved the participants having a need to conf1rm that some action 
pertlmned on the inf(m11ation event at hand, had in fact been performed via another 
action or information event. This first example is again taken fi'om Activity one 
(section 4.1) "I think there vmuld he ah, an agcnq she could go to rather than me {f 
she was stuck and didn't have money ... I 'mjust sending it to <Name withheld> in 
case he knows anything about it ... " that being the librarian who may or may not be 
stranded inN igeria. Other examples of confirming behaviour included checking the 
calendar for important meetings "Okay, and at this stage 1 need to go into my 
calendarjust to see who e{,..,·e 1 'm latefor today. I have a bunch of Shepherding 
meetings" and " ... so I go to Calendar -I look at the seven-day a weekfolder, and 
then look at after _y'Our inten·ievr [cun·ently engaged in] and 1 ')•e got nothing 
Lunchtime··. 
During the observation period, one pmiicipant t(mnd that the address to one ofthe 
mailing lists that he is responsible f()r has been changed without his knowledge via an 
enquiry through one of the information events encountered that day. This situation 
then leads the participant to calling the IT department (lTS) to confirm the change "1 
1night sec tftherc is anyone at ITS he/pdesk that kno1-1:•; about that ... I'rn dialling 
5050 ... 'Hi it's <Name withheld>Fmn School olfnformation Management ... J'vejust 
noticed that the address that messages come from has change ... that's got 
implications for people ·who are filtering me.'>·sagesfl·om the list. So I'm trying to find 
out ifthat 's a permanent change or a temporm:v glitch ... ' .. 
Another example of this behaviour involved the same patiicipant needing to confirm 
the status of a new subscriber to a mailing list -that is to ensure that a previous action 
had resulted in her subscription. Also, confirming that there is nothing impo11a11t left 
to be replied to "NoH' I've got no more messages~ noH' 1 go to rep~v. to see if there 
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are any I should he responding to- no nothing ... ··and "the other thing that I do ... is 
just have a quick check through and 'hall-see' ilthere 's anything else that I should 
have done today that is going to create a prohlem ill don't get round to doing ... ,. 
4. Confusion [6] 
This is a fairly self-evident behaviour, where the patiicipant while engaging in an 
information event is left confused. This is often the result of receiving unexpected 
intormation events, and may quickly be resolved by simply remembering something 
forgotten such as in this example; "[this is] somethingfrom the European Institutefor 
Advanced Studies in [inaudible words]. NoH', I'm wracking my brain\' a hit here ... 
first of};' vt'lzy should I be getting them? Ah what I think happened I reviewedfor one (Jl 
their conferences at the requc:·;t ol<Name withheld> and somewhere along the line in 
doing the review I have a feeling I had tojoin ... ";or engage in some basic actions to 
resolve the eonfi.1sed state, such as that in the previous section, where the participant 
had to deal with the IT department. While the situation with the IT depm1ment (ITS) 
was resolved, this lead to futiher confusion with the participant's filtering system no 
longer fully doing its job "Because o/this change in the email list address, I'm 
actually starting- it was puzzling me -I'm getting a numher oladministrative 
messages; that would normal(v have gone into my Administrationj(J!der ". 
Another example of technology creating confusion for one of the participants was 
where the participant was confused by the way the technology was behaving 
regarding archiving of emails "And one thing that is kind ol weird about the archiving 
is when you set af(J!der like if! set afblder here- they are there forever- so that 
even ill go back to my archivej(Jr um1n, like these archives there. Say if'J open a 
folder now likelor like you knovt; Interview with Paul Atkinson- thatfolder would 
also appear in my 2001 archive, even though I do it now (2007] so it will 
automatica!~v hm·e all J'ourfo/ders, for all the years, even though ohvious~v some 
didn't start until 2007''. 
This behaviour (confusion) like fiustration may later lead to adaptive behaviours 
being adopted in order to determine the conect the cutTent situation (again, see 
Activity One which began as a suspect email) "I know there has heen a library 
conference in South A/rica, and I'm wondering whether someone has hecn picking up 
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the names of addresses, ah names at the conference and sending out messages. but! ... 
it's rea! I); quite intriguing". 
5. Curiosity [14] 
This behaviour is fairly self:explanatory, in that the pariicipant being observed is 
engaged in an information event simply out of curiosity, and has no other goal or 
motive tor doing so. The f()llowing few examples from the observations illustrate 
information events undertaken simply out of curiosity via the Internet; such as what is 
happening in the news, weather and sport: "I have to confess at thi . .,· stage I usualzv 
check what's going on in the v.nr/d, by having a quick look on the web ... ", " .. .first as 
I go to NeHsmedia and I look at Bruce Simpson's Aardvark··. " ... the other thing I 
usuallv check is NeH:\·talk ZB ... ", " .. .firstfy I go to sports and then to weather", and 
"I often logon to my bank account ... today 's payday -just to check it's gone in ... " 
Another web related event associated with curiosity involved the checking out of a 
potial he had set up "The other thing which I /m·e is a portal which I have been 
setting up called Pacific Village ... a professional online network, linking public 
servants around the pacific, and what I do is because I've sort of designed this web." 
There were also examples where the participant was curious to see who is online; "I 
usual(v check the di:·;cussion hoard as H'e/1 as the email to see ifthere are anypostings 
to reply to ... " and " ... sometimes I logon to Skype, and I see <Name withheld> on 
she's my PHD studc>nt, she and I don't talk much at this stage- she's bwy ... "page, I 
keep an eye outfor how often people are communicating with one another. " 
This next example of curiosity on behalf of the participant was instigated after contact 
with ITS, who referred him onto their new ITS potial: " ... they've got this new .\:vstern 
·where I can have a look at the ITS portal to see progress - maybe I should try that out 
-I haven't actually looked at this hej'ore, hut in themy I'm supposed to he able to go 
into the customer portal ... " Clearly the participant was curious upon learning ofthis 
new potial's existence after confirming the mailing list's address. 
Other information events conducted out of curiosity with a personal element includes 
information events about hobbies (see the appendix), and work-related curiosity, in 
that the participant wants to be kept informed of things happening in the relevant 
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field. All events recorded in this section also have relevance to Scanning ( 13) and 
Extracting ( 6 ), which are behaviours utilised during this behaviour in order to satisfy 
the curiosity felt by the participants. 
6. Extracting [29] 
Extracting behaviours refer to the actions performed on the information already at 
hand when selectively identifYing relevant material from within the information. 
Clearly this behaviour is most often used in conjunction with scanning, where 
information is first to be scanned tor relevancy, and the information which is sought 
can be extracted at the same time. These events were in both electronic and hardcopy 
form. (Also see 13 Scanning/Browsing). 
Many ofthe examples of Extracting refer to the extraction of details after first 
scanning the information event, and do not require f\.uiher action from the participant. 
" ... second one was vagueZv ofinterest- it was a conference in an area that I arn 
interested in Mexico, hut, yeah, I'm not going to get a chance to go there ... ", " .. first 
two messages are notices of meeting seminars in thefacu!zy that I realzv don't have 
an interest in ... ", and "this is a message about training in ~web-based design from the 
States, which as much as I would like to do, I don't hm•e time to do thii>' ... " 
In comparison with the previous examples of Extracting, many entailed further action 
on behalf of the participant, which was more the norm. " ... this is a slightly tricky 
one ... this isfi·om yeah, in our Distance Teaching, we \·e got some students who arc 
stw~vingfrom the United States under a consortium arrangement, where they're 
enrolled at their home unh·ersi~v ... hut doing our courses. and this is an emailfrom 
the S~vracuse Unit·ersi~v Administration which has the rather hizarre suhject line 
incomplete letter to instructor ... "This email resulted in the participant checking 
previous information events related to this as the participant responded "I'm not in the 
habit o{sending incomplete emai!s ". 
This example once again takes us back to Activity One (section 4.1) where 
int()rmation uncovered by the participant using Google resulted in a 'hit' for the 
suspicious email and the patiicipant thus extracted the fbllowing information "That 
was worth doing, hccause in fact what it has pulled up is the exact text of' the email. ii'O 
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I presume it is a standard SPAM emailfrom African Women Slogs- so yeah, the 
exact same email, except for in thi.'l' case it 'sfi'om a woman ... " 
This next example was sent by one of the participant's students and required updating 
the student's details "N(Ht" that's an email/rom one of' my students- they are vmrking 
on a group project, and the.v 're actual~v giving me some in/ormation about >that they 
are actual~}' going to he yeah what the subject is ... ··. 
7. Hoarding [2] 
This is where the subject may not do anything with the information except to simply 
store it. It may be thus added to more information which has been gathered in this 
way. The subject may wish to keep the information without an intended goal or a need 
f(w doing so. This definition is not taken from the literature; however the act of 
hoarding inf(mnation is retetTed to by Davenport ( 1997) as a possible inf(1rmation 
behaviour. 
This behaviour was not very prevalent among the participants, and observed a total of 
only two times. While it may on the surface seem that it only occurred twice, it 
appears that all academics retain emails and store them as archives to later access 
them as desired; "I won't delete it because I tend to keep my mail and ummfbr quite a 
long time hej(Jre I e1·entual~v chuck of( all the ones that are say more than a year or so 
old ... ··. while this may sound like hoarding, often there are reasons for academics to 
retain emails; "I do use it quite a lot [archives) searching hack through old emails, 
hecause maybe you ... [did a] a paper with someboczy a year ago and then you need 
to gofind out about it or maybe you taught a course a year ago and you remember 
you had a guest speaker and you H'ant to get in touch with them. " 
Other examples given during the observations include retaining emails so that 
addresses f()r discussion groups can be brought to mind, and past interactions with 
students can leave an audit traiL and so forth. 
8. Ignoring (no motivation to act on the event) [10 +assorted SPAM] 
Ignoring the information would require a lack of a 'need' or motivation and/or goal to 
initiate any actions upon an information event. The information is theref()re left 
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unaltered. This definition is also not taken from the literature; however like the act of 
hoarding infimnation, ignoring information is also refened to by Davenport ( 1 997). 
The participant doesn't bother to open it and ascertain what it contains- will check 
sender though and may delete outright. Most SP AM and some personal emails tended 
to make up the bulk of the use ofthis behaviour in the office. Two examples were 
f(mnd to be non-SPAM in nature, with the first conceming scanning the titles of 
various hardcopy events and then choosing to ignore them " ... hm·e a real~v quick 
squizz through them here no1t; and most o(it I am going to complete~v ignore- it's 
real(v not relevant to my research interests ... ", and the second totally ignored and 
deleted as the participant is regularly in contact with the sender as to what events are 
coming up " ... there is somethingfi·om Ticketek and that I trill prohah~vjust delete, 
olw.y?" 
9. Mal-Adaptive Behaviours [9] 
Here the user may see the obstacle as 'unsolvable' and thus the user may resort to; 
Frustration, Withdrawal, Regression, Aggression, Resignation or Fixation. There were 
no examples observed from the participants that suitably fit into this category; 
resulting in the behaviours described however there were some examples of 
behaviours where inaction or avoiding the event will actually lead to a future problem 
or having to deal with the event again. The first example here deals with smiing 
through various hardcopy events, and ends with the events being put back as if not 
touched; "at present I 'rn not gonna do either of'thosc two things so in terms of' time 
management it prohab~v total(v suck·1 as I have a!reac~v handled them [laughter] Its 
actually real~v.flmny ... that I've put thern back dmn1 again. apartfimn the two I have 
thrmvn in the hin ... "and "There are a couple olmessages here that have been 
opened... I tend to resist this~ !feel that- I'm going to open a message !feel I 
should deal with it ... not have it sitting in the inhox part ~v opened'; plu.<,· "You know il 
I Has a good colleague and umm as helpfit! as I prohab~v i·;lwuld he then I should be 
looking aroundfor some hcautifit! papers and stufj: .. I may do that he(ore she comes. 
or I may Hait until she comes and he a little cmharrasscd that I >l'ill have to do it after 
she's gone ... " 
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Other examples deal with having email up all the while at work in their office. While 
one participant commented on this exercise being advantageous "I keep my email up 
all the time and tend to respond to it as it comes in rather than, you kno>t; kind o{ 
partitioning time{or email. I tend to like the micro breaks that email gives you. " 
All other participants agreed how this action results in being less productive in their 
work habits; "I try to discipline myself not to look at it I'm afi'aid that I do all the 
time ... It would prohabzy be better i(you didn't see it- svdtch it off"', ''I'm not sure i{ 
that's idea/for productivity pwposes, but it 'sjust the way I am. Mine's going all the 
time ... "and "It [productivity] could he a lot more productive ... I think one of the 
problems is that ljustfind it irresistible not to constantly check emails. " 
During the course ofbeing intetTupted by emails while for example researching, it is 
conceivable that frustration may arise if the event takes the patiicipant away fi·om the 
work at hand tor an extended period. 
9.1 Frustration [8] 
Specific examples of information events creating frustration and technology creating 
frustration were separated and stored separately in the NVIVO database. Also see 
section 4.7.1 Frustration with Technology. Information events causing frustration as a 
mal-adaptive behaviour were separated from other mal-adaptive behaviours as well. 
an Out of Office Repl_v... a halfda.v employee ... frequentzv need to contact [her] with 
HEC-type things and research and study leave and conference leave... very often she 
is not there, you kmnt·you get an Out olOffice Rep(y, Hhich is a little bitfhistrating." 
Another fi·ustration voiced by a participant involves keeping track ofthe many articles 
and papers; " ... vrhere and at which stage they are, now ... this is taking a long time ... 
and then sometimes you realise, my goodness I submitted this so many months ago 
and I've not heardfhnn them, or ... you submit the final paper the.v wanted and 
okayed and you've not heard exact(y Hhen the thing is going to be published so you 
have to follow that up ... " 
10. Multi-Tasking [2 recorded, all participants engaged in] 
This behaviour was evident where participants may have handled "multiple tasks 
through task-switching or engage in multi-tasking intcm11ation behaviours" Spink & 
Minsoo (2005). 
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During the observation process, the majority of participants had multiple windows 
open on their computers, indicating that multi-tasking is a daily occuiTence with them. 
Another 1eature as seen under the mal-adaptive section (9) is the recutTing trait of 
having email open constantly throughout the working day. This action along with 
other windows being open to work on with their inf(mnation events indicates multi-
tasking as being a predominate facet of the academic's working life; " ... I'lljust TAB 
across to Outlook and see if' there's an.vthing there. I usualzJI have anything up to 
eight windoH~\' open at a time, so. and diff"erent applications running. 
11. Organised/efficient behaviours displayed [17] 
These behaviours involved the participant actively displaying behaviours which 
would make their interaction with information more efficient and professional. As one 
participant explained "! hm·e to he organised, because ill 'm not organised it impacts 
negativc~v on my efficiency, and ultimately on my effectiveness and productivi~v. " 
An example of utilising an organised/effkient behaviour which works for that 
individual is in printing off important information events in which to respond to at a 
later date: " .... you can 'tjust re(v on memory, you can 'tjust rely on telephone calls 
you've got to make notes ahout things, and I do find that printing out the stuff'! '1'e got 
to attend to and give people feedback on [works] ... " 
Another means of keeping track of the things to get done was illustrated by a 
participant in that "on my wall I make a timeline oj'deadlines, so I can keep an eye on 
it and work towards it" tor immediate and not so immediate deadlines for things such 
as submission of papers, and so on. Another way ofkeeping track ofthings to do, this 
time on a daily basis is with the use of the PDA which has "my to-do !istfor the day. 
So by and large n·er:vthing I'm Horking on is a task in the to-do list". 
Still another technique of keeping efficient track of information events is this one 
the process of using colour-coding with folders for indicating prioritisation and 
temporary storage of hardcopy inti.1rmation: " ... 1 colour-code myj(J/ders- usual(vfor 
e)derna/ organisations. Yellow isf(Jr external to SIM; SIM use- SJM committees and 
things like that are usual(}' Blue;, except i/1 hm'e to -.wrk on them ve;y specifically 
and then I put them in a Greenf(;/der green standsj(Jr having to work on them -
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green standsf(Jr having to vmrk! ". Also used are trays, also indicating varying 
urgency requirements; " ... what 1 have here is [basket trays] - these are things that I 
must do a pile to do. These are not an urgent to do. So I've got to write off' some 
report at some stage and Benoit and I are working on an article together ... " 
Other ways academics feel they can be more efficient is in dealing with their email. 
Simply closing it down when concentrating on something which needs doing is one 
such example, as is making use of the time spent on public transport by responding to 
email. Another example ofeflicient behaviours is an example given in Adaptive 
Behaviours ( 1 ), where one such academic always has a back-up plan for technological 
'glitches'. 
12. Prioritising [33] 
This behaviour entailed participants prioritising their information events. This 
behaviour first involves selecting which events to respond to first (such as prioritising 
email to open) "when I open my email [I] quick~v scan down and see who the,v are 
from there might be ones that are more urgent than other ones, or ones that I've 
been waiting for". This was a popular observation with the participants, with all 
making similar remarks to this one. The sender of the email is scanned first "!look at 
-it's usual~v in terms o(the programme directors. They go dovmfi'om Dean and 
Head oj'School, maybe Facul~v stuff, Facul(y stuf(is ver:v important- and then 1 go 
dmm and look atfbr instance the Programme Directors ... " 
There were several examples of academics prioritising a specific work -related 
activity related in many cases to student issues. " ... his request for agrotats was 
declined Now this i/o,' actual~v serious ... I real~v need to go into this in depth ... its very 
importantfor this student and I need to ensure that I gi1•e the student the best 
attention I can ... because ohvious~v something has gone awr:v ... he came in yesterday 
in quite an agitated state- so that's quite urgent. "; and " ... there· . .., a request.ff'om a 
Chinese student. You can see because the font is in Chinese .\'Cript ... wants a credit 
transf(~r ... Hants an appointment this afternoon at 2 o'clock ... " Another example here 
is the updating of the student project which resulted in immediate action (see 
Updating; 16 ). 
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Also of importance is a decision on whether to go through another iteration with the 
emails or leave them for another time later (the participant was about to leave work). 
Obviously if awaiting something important, the participant may well prioritise this 
iteration. At the other end ofthe prioritising spectrum are those events not seen as 
important to check" .. . the next one doHn is the Fami(v and Friendsf(>lder,from my 
'-'vife about some maTters ofpersonalfami(v health, so I won't bother responding to 
that at this moment ... " 
Also of relevance to this section is the timeline example discussed in the section on 
Organised/Efficient behaviours (11), and the colour-coding offolders and use oftrays 
for hardcopy information (also seen in 11, and 15.2 Sorting/Organising Information-
Hardcopy) to show their importance and ensure those events are not forgotten. 
13. Scanning/Browsing [31] 
This behaviour involved semi-directed or semi-structured searching through the 
information already at hand with the User. Scanning and Browsing behaviours also 
encompass prioritising the emails in which to open (see 12, above); where participants 
first scan their inboxes tor their priority emails, and engage in the most relevant 
events. 
Scanning was a major part of an academic's information event process. They allow 
for quick deletion ofunimpoiiant emails "what I do is open up the message and 
quick(v scan and delete. In fact probably quite a lot o(them will he deleted", "This is 
an email discussion group list about open access publishing ... deleted" and "a 
conference notification, which I'm not particularly interested in, so I'/! delete that". 
Those events which go fi.niher than this initial scanning step generally will lead to 
information Extraction (6) that is if the scan warrants further involvement it leads to 
this behaviour. 
There were a couple of instances where pmiicipants did a quick scan in order to 
ensure that nothing impmiant was missed from their events at hand "now I go to 
reply, to see z/there are any 1 should be responding to- no nothing ... "and "have a 
quick check and 'ha!f~see' if' there's anything e/.<;e that I should have done today that 
is going to create a problem if! don't get round to doing". 
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Scanning also involves figuring out whether something is SP AM or not without 
putting more energy than necessary in carrying out this task; "De-:-.pam fcJ!der-
there's a >thole hunch o(stuff'in there just quick~v scanning down it ... nothing in 
there that I vmnt to open, so I'm gonna delete the entire bundle- gone". Other 
examples of scanning included events related to hobby use "I canjust sort o(skim 
over those and -I prohah~v >t'on 't ever hother reading them" and electronic 
compilations of articles "flit's a journal you're interested in you. you can scan 
through the tahfe o{contents and see i{there 'san article you're interested in". 
14. Sharing [1] 
Sharing information with others is where the sharer of the inf(mnation can pass it on 
another, but does not have to. lt should not be confused with the act of reporting 
information which is in itself not voluntary. (Davenport, 1997) Such as it was, 
voluntary sharing of information did not occur often during the observation process. 
Clearly it might in other various situations which merit sharing and lending credence 
to its inclusion as an information behaviour; such as the t()llowing example the sole 
example fi·om the study: " ... have a look at the latest message ... it 'sjust to say we've 
got a meeting Monda.v at one o'clock ... hutjust to remind her ... I vtill./(mmrd that to 
her ... andjust say something like "Hi <Name withheld> ... at lpm on Monday ... " 
15. Sorting and of organising information (23] 
This behaviour is similar to that of II, in that sorting behaviours could be seen as a 
subset to that ofbeing organised and efficient. They have been separated here tor case 
of analysis. 
15.1 Electronic organising and filing [13] 
This typically involved patiicipants after having received the information, 
electronically storing the information in some way. While similar in context to the 
'save' outcome, this serves to ascet1ain in 'what way' the information is stored and 
viewed. 
15.1.1 Organising Information 
Organising electronic information was a common practice tor two of the participants. 
This involves smiing the information bef()re, tor example, browsing the inbox; " ... 
when !look at email it's in date order, hut I 'rn looking at my hulk ernail, I order it 
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into Suhject order; the idea heing then that messages that arc connected will he 
grouped together, and with a hit of luck if there's a numher of messages on the same 
topic, I 'II end up reading the most recent message, so that with a hit of luck I 'fl on~y 
need to read the most recent message ofthe group ... " And, upon completion of the 
exercise, " .. .! 'll return my inbox to being in date-order. " 
15.1.2 Filing (Saving) of Information 
This pmi ofthc behaviour involved patiicipants 'putting' the int(mnation somewhere 
-such as, in temporary t()lders "/ mightjust wipe that out ... so I'll put that in the 
short-termfolder ... I work on the basis that ill think I might need to look at it some 
time in the next two to three months, it goes into 'save short term'. " Longer-tenn 
storage tor events which relate to specific work-related issues generally tend to have 
their own storage area: "I try to move things intof()/ders if1 want to keep them. Like 
I've got afolderfor Courses- the courses that I teach; and I've got afolderfor 
Research Papers; afhlderfor my Research Students like the ones Hho are doing 
Masters or Honours or something like that; and then somefbldcrsfbr other projects. " 
Also, in case of possible future issues raised about the conespondence, it will be tiled 
long-term; "I think J'mjust going tofile this but because o( the administration 
issues inmlvcd in this, I think I Hillfile it in thcfolderj()r that course. just in case in 
six months or a year there is an issue about this, so that's where it vvill go. " 
This can also be done automatically, as one of the patiicipants demonstrated: "I tend 
to have rules and alerts [with incoming email], and it docs some pre-filtering. 
Anything that I have a definite kmndcdgc of what I plan to do Hith, gets put into a 
Jllter. So I've got onefromfami(v andfriends, another one related to my personal 
hohby. Anything that isfrom somebody that I'm not e).pecting or don 't know, or isn't 
a regular correspondent. goes into my deleted items, and the purpose of that is I'll 
ha1'e a quick look, and ifit 's notfrom anyhoc~y I want ljust litcral~vfinal~v delete it. " 
This thereby saves the patiicipant the time of manually dealing with the emails as they 
arnve. 
15.2 Hardcopy Organising and Filing of Information [1 0] 
In much the same way as electronic inf(mnation is stored electronically in 15.1; 
inf(mTmtion is also stored in hardcopy form. As remarked in section 11 Organised and 
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Efficient behaviours, hardcopy information can be filed (temporary and long-term) 
according to their urgency via several means. 
Information could simply be organised in neat piles on the pa1iicipant's desk or 
adjacent table ""These arc different papers~ articles -journal articles that I'm 
working on at the moment ... ". Organising hardcopy information temporally in one 
case incorporated the use ofcolour-eoding of folders which has already been 
discussed; and the use of trays, which during the observation process were utilised for 
a number of purposes also; " ... this is the 'to read tray'", "This tray is for awaiting 
responses from others", " ... those over there are documents that are vvaitingf(>r 
meetings I am going to have either today or tomorrow ... " and so forth. 
Long-tenn storage or filing ofhardcopy information came up but once during the 
observations "These are tofile mvay, and thefiling cabinet is quite well organised ... 
so I can file these avmy ... " All participants who took part in the observations had 
tiling cabinets in their ot1ices allowing tor this action. 
16. Updating [1] 
This behaviour was observed only once, and was the result of students submitting 
information requiring the participant to engage in updating their details "they are 
l1'orking on a group project, and they're actual~v giving me some inf(>rmation ahout 
what ... the subject is [oftheir project]. So this is sornething I should probab~y take 
some action on what I'm going to do is add to the inf(>rmation about this particular 
group in Blackboard. the infr>rmation olwhat they are actualzy doing. So I'm going 
into Blackboard nmv ... and going into Manage Groups ... I'm modifying the name ol 
the group to reflect the topic that they \'e decided to work on". 
17. Verifying [14] 
This behaviour could be used in validating the reliability or authenticity of an 
inf(wmation source and thus, as stated in the literature review, the information 
contained therein is accurate. 
As can be ascertained from the examples, this behaviour would not have been 
possible to be substantiated without incorporating thinking aloud into the 
methodology. It involves the participant going through a thinking process; 
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" ... however it comesfh>m the university (VUW) so it's a trusted source" and "i(it 's 
sent by someone I know and the topic is something I'm interested in, then I kno""r it's a 
message I should pay attention to, and I open it, and any attachment'>' that come >rith 
it - it's a sa(e source. " 
Two participants remarked on the contents on emails the sender's unique 
mannerisms- as verifying the source of the information on top of the supposed 
sender. " ... It's also the way in vrhich people communicate. I knov.· that people have 
got sort of' communication mannerisms, so i(a piece of' communication comesfrom a 
certain penon, I knov.· that so and so has sent me that ... " and this piece of Activity 
One sec section 4.1; " ... the other thing I tend to usefor verification... the message 
actual(v talks about going to therefor a programme ... it starts by saying 'I'm sorry I 
didn't in(orm you about my travelling to a programme called Empovvering Youth to 
Fight Racisrn '. Now that doesn 't quite ring true; because although I know her, she's 
not necessari~v going to tel/me about her travel plans- it's unlike(v she would tell 
me. 
One participant also check his PDA in order to verify the address of a sender of 
information "it's also the email address that's given -!just v.·ent into my Palm and 
checked it- it's not the last email address that I had jl·o1n her ... umm, Hhich makes 
me a little :-;w.,picious. " 
4.6.2 Unobserved Information Behaviours 
Two of the 13 behaviours discussed in the literature review were not encountered 
during the study, and are outlined here. 
1. Collaborative 
This information behaviour from the literature review which did not feature during 
any of the observations. That is not to say that the participants do not engage in this 
behaviour, but that under the conditions and perhaps times of the observations, this 
behaviour was not required ofthem. Collaborative behaviours arc described by Fidel, 
et al (2004) as a process in the context of information seeking where colleagues are 
"engaged in the same work processes" (p. 994 ). 
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2. Passive Attention 
This was the second behaviour not encountered during the study. This behaviour was 
likened to that of taking information in (absorbing) without intending to, such as that 
ofhaving a radio or television on in the background and not actively seeking to 
absorb that int(mnation. 
4.6.3 Productive Versus Non-Productive Behaviours of 
Academics 
This section mostly originates from the interview question as to whether the 
patiicipants telt that their behaviours on the whole are productive or not. There are 
also pieces of data which were observed and also used here. 
4.6.3.1 Productive Behaviours 
This section is comprised ofthe comments and excerpts from the interviews and 
observations which implied academic's productive behaviours at work. These 
behaviours can be seen in more detail in the following sections of 4.6- Observed 
Information Behaviours; 1 -Adaptive where a participant is always prepared tor the 
unexpected occutTing by always having an alternative in place; 11 Organised and 
Efficient Behaviours, where patiicipants discussed the importance ofbeing organised 
and productive via timelincs, colour-coded folders, to-do-lists, note-taking, printing 
hardcopies and closing down email programmes; 12 Prioritising, where participants 
scan for importance in inboxes; and 15 - Smiing and Organising Information, where 
int(mnation can be stored both temporally and long-term in folders and filing systems. 
However, when asked of whether they thought their behaviours were very productive, 
there was only just one wholly on the atlirmative; "Yes, ve1:v [productive]- I love my 
inf'ormation ... I organise my life around that [Life as an Academic - research, 
teaching and administration]. Even i(it means getting in early in the morning... lJ, to 
8 somctimei·i, and hit the cmails, so that hy nine I can do the work ... " 
Most agreed that their behaviours could be more productive, if not tor the email 
programme diverting their attentions. All but one pmiicipant keeps their email up all 
day long while at work; "/ pre(er not to get distracted and can concentrate on H'ork, 
othent'ise it can hejust Hatching this all the time [incoming email]. It can he I'CI}' 
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distracting so 1 can switch off andjustfocus. " One participant prefers to keep email 
up and enjoys the breaks they offer " ... tend to respond to it as it comes in rather 
than, you know, kind of partitioning time for email. I tend to like the micro breaks that 
email gives you ... " 
4.6.3.2 Unproductive Behaviours 
This sect ion on the other hand is comprised of the comments and excerpts from the 
interviews and observations which implied academic' s unproductive behaviours at 
work. These behaviours can be seen under section 4.6- Observed Information 
Behaviours ; 9 - Mal-Adaptive Behaviours. These behaviours were observed dealing 
with both hardcopy information as well as incoming electronic information. Many 
examp les of academic's preferences on the who le to keep their emai l programmes 
running thro ughout their time in the office (it appears to be somewhat of an addictive 
behaviour) were evident. 
Most participant ' s agreed that they were not very productive workers, in main due to 
their distraction thresholds with emai l; " . .. could be more productive .. . " as one 
participant commented; and "I didn 't realise how inefficient my practices are ... " said 
another; plus " ... I have very lo w distraction thresholds, as it doesn 't take much for 
me to do the TA Bl ALT thing or whatever ... 1 really have to drive myself if I want to 
be truly productive " was described by a further patiicipant. 
4. 7 Preferred Medium 
1. Face to Face (Talking in person) 
Three patiicipants exp lained their preference for face-to-face communication if it 
were possible, in order to make communicat ion a better experience; "if I really had a 
choice I would say 1 would probably pref er to deal face-to-face if I could. And 
certainly !.find it hard to deal with people solely by email ... " and "I like face-to-face 
because it incorporates so many things ... " and "1 would probably choose to meet 
people". 
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One patiicipant erred on the side of caution when asked ofthis as " ... there are some 
things I would do on(vface-to-face because I >wuldn 't want any Hritten record. Like 
.f(Jr example ilf want to go into negotiation<,· with the head o/school about something, 
I'd much rather do thatface-to:lace, sometimes there's something you want to say-
and I'm ver:v conscious that emaillem·es a record ... "And "/might be having a 
conversation with another lecturer about a student, and then theyforward it to the 
student, hut they've kind o(left that original com•ersation on the email that you didn't 
want passed on- that you didn't mmt the student to see. " 
2. Email 
Email was by far the most preferred medium for academics communicating 
information "/ Jurre email up all day every day ... so that would be the hig winner ... " 
This was mostly due to its convenience as both a mobile communication device and 
the fact that it leaves an audit trail " ... one ol the things that people seem to love about 
email is that it leaves a kind olpaper trail ... that is extreme(v convenient ... it is 
certain(v good to have a short confirmation o/perhaps meeting..,· you have H'ith 
people: or agreements ... ", "It's com•enient, and most olthe time it 'sfaster tthen it's 
working" and "One admntage {of/CT} is ij'you travel you can get your email 
anywhere. "Another not so obvious convenience of email was noted by one 
participant "/ 'm strong(v email-oriented ... I'm not a particularzv social person, so I 
sort o(interactface-to:lace with people ill know them or have a strong interest in 
them and/or their work. " 
3.landline 
The landline was preferTed by one of the participants during specific situations "I use 
the telephone because sometimes emailjust gets real(y stupid when .vou 're emailing 
somehoczy back andj(Jrth. It 'sjust easier to pick up the telephone (~ften especially I 
do that ... when I'm ff:ving to arrange -like when we've go conlerences and things ... 
often I usc the telephonefor things like that. " 
4. 7.1 Summary of Preferred Mediums 
Email did end up the preferred medium for academics. Reasons for this preference 
tended to focus on the traceability of events. Other possible reasons may include the 
ease of shuf11ing events with the push of a few buttons as evidenced by the previous 
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section on Outcomes; where events can be left for a future action, deleted or filed. 
Email however does have a side-effect; that of creating more volume of events for the 
academic than may really be necessary by allowing spurious events to enter the 
academics working life (discussion groups for which they can not remember signing 
up for [see 4, confusion] , and so on); thus a mixture of both important and 
unimportant events needing to be 'shuffled' interrupts the academic' s work routine. 
ICT 
Resource 
4.8 Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) 
This section delves into the types ofiCTs that Information Systems 
Academics prefer to utilise both at work and after hours. However, it first looks at 
how Academics get frustrated with technology. 
4.8.1 Frustrations with Technology 
The main frustration with technology concerns the boot up/logon time the laptop takes 
to get itself going. Those familiar with the cell phone know that it is pretty much a 
seamless quick process ofthe phone being switched on and becoming available for 
use within seconds. Not so with the laptop. 
1. The Laptop 
The laptop while used by all participants, tended to have one flaw - one which tended 
to be most annoying. This defect was the way in which the laptop powers up and 
tends to take a long time to become available. This trait of the laptop is reflected in 
the following excerpts; "I first need the laptop to come up and behave itself- that's 
90%-ish of the time that it does exactly what it is supposed to do. I 0% of the time; 
which is quite a high percentage o.ffailure - [the laptop 's} really frustrating ... it 
doesn't boot properly, or [it] doesn't connect properly", "I hate the way my profile 
takes such a long time to load, and actually the way my PC po wers up ... " and " ... one 
o.f my perennial.frustrations ... is just how long it takes to fire up when I actually want 
to use it. It takes usually anywhere between three and 10 minutes, depending on how 
recently it 's been cleaned up, and 1 get very ratty when it takes 10 minutes". Clearly 
this delay is a frustrating experience for most people. 
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2. Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 
This device, while there are no comments about its speed to boot up; it certainly 
seemed to have other faults. " ... [It is/ not an efficient tool. And I think the other 
thing ... is that it '5; a glass screen, and although it has a fold-out key·board, it's not like 
an ordinary cell phone H'here you can do it by touch" and ''It's a horrible device, it's 
extremelv expensive to usefor any serious searching. Even withfidl.Ycreen, it· . .,. still a 
vety small amount o{real estate. " For further information on PDA frustrations see 
section 4.8.2 Prete1Ted ICTs; 2- PDA. 
3. Chain ofT echnologies 
Another source of fi·ustration commented on was to do with the chain of technologies 
involved in using a laptop. Knowing where the fault lies which has somehow locked 
you out of what you are doing can be frustrating;" .. .[The Laptop's] connected to a 
docking station the docking station is connected to a bridge- the bridge id 
connected ro the router- the router· . ..,. connected to the ISP- and fl'om the ISP 1ve 
have a link into Victoria's VPN- and the VPN is connected ... the various servers 
here at Vic ... you do a search and you have the possibility that the ISP 's access to the 
outside world is misbehavh1g and suddenfy there's a micro-dropout because He 're 
all dependent on Telecom -and suddenly you have a message that says 'VPN client 
not responding ... '-you have to tr:y tofigure out which link broke, and who you 
complain to. " 
4. Synchronisation between Technologies 
Synchronising between different technologies has also been a fi·ustrating experience 
for several academics " ... you can .\ynchronise Outlook vvith the Palm, in practise I 
always seem to have prohlerns. I think it's part(v hecausc I synchronise my Palm both 
on my home PC and on this PC". 
5. The IT Department 
The IT Department at the University also seemed to create various frustrations. It may 
be a fimlt the depatiment has made " ... the.v 've also lost my 2005 archh·e vrhen they 
svi'itched over to the new svstem " where the participant stated would have come in 
handy. See also 4.6 Information Behaviours; 3 Confirming tor the frustration and 
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confusion created when a participant's address was changed without notification, 
which also had implications tor the t1ltering system being used. 
6. Usability 
Poor usability is also an issue for academics, and causes frustration. As one 
participant pointed out "I Hant it to be total(v intuitive, so I don 'r have to read in an 
instruction book", indicating how they would prefer technology to be. Formal 
university information systems which have to be used by academics in the course of 
their work can also be a cause of frustration, such as the poor usability of "the Grants 
System which isn't 1'ely u . ..,·er~{'riendly- a .... ystem I get real(v irritated H'ith ". 
Other software programmes used by academics in the course of their day can also 
cause fi·ustration; "MS Word has got ... better hut its still close to being too smart and 
sometimes it knoH:~ what you Hant and some times you have trouble saying you don't 
want to do that ... there are still a few hugs ... and strange behaviours in Word that 
can he real(v irritating. " 
4.8.2 Preferred ICTs 
The prefened technology by academics patiicipating in the study largely agreed that it 
was the Laptop which best served their purposes; with many refening to the PDA as 
an 'inefficient' tool and the cell phone as something others can get hold of them with, 
as generally they don't use those much either. There was a clear winner for first, but 
not much in the way of a second or third. 
1. Laptop 
The laptop was by far the preten·ed technology by all participants. Several patiicipants 
in fact commenting on the fact that they use the same laptop both at work and at home 
"I usc a laptop and I carry it hachmrds andf(wwards ... it m·oids all the 
synchronisation problems that )iOlt have with desktops, which is neat, and I have 
virtual private network connections, so it 'sjust as if'! 'm here e1•en though I'm at 
home". They also seemed to find using the laptop handier as it is there in 11-ont of 
them anyway: "I'm sitting at my computer all day anyway, so I tend to usc [the] PC 
fimctions, [tor example] the calendar, rather than cell phonefunctions" and "I usc 
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[my cell phone!PDA J once in a while to check my appointments, hut othenl'ise it's all 
laptop". 
2. Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 
All participants agreed that there was some kind of frustration involved in the use of 
their PDA. One participant had bought his own PDA, while another three had them 
given to them by the faculty (Apaches~ PDA and cell phone in one). The remaining 
two participants appeared to have no motivations tor adding this piece oftechnology 
to their repertoire. In fact there were no positive comments made about the device. 
" ... it's extreme(r' expensive to usef(Jr an.v serious searching. Even 'vt'ith full screen, 
it's stil!1·ery small, f and} it's still a l'eJy small amount o(rea! estate- so I've never 
done an.v serious weh searching on fit/ ... " Also the fact that they are Telecom PDAs, 
one comment made concerned its limited use overseas "/ 'd hm·e to get a Vodaf(me 
Roamer- so 1 had to use my own cell phone. "One of the participants said "1 use that 
once in a Hhi!e to check my appointments, hut otherwise it's all laptop", indicating its 
limited usc in daily activities, and the preference for the laptop. 
The major use of these PDAs seemed to be f(Jr checking appointments (not for their 
cell phone use as with the Apache); otherwise the participants prefeiTed to use their 
laptops. It seems that the main deficiencies of this technology are the size ofthe 
screen- for scanning ofinfbrmation, the size of the screen tor the nature ofthe work 
may be very impractical. 
3. Cell Phone 
The Cell Phone suffered much the same tate as the PDA, but for different reasons. 
While no comments were made regarding its faults; many made similar remarks as 
regarding it as " ... something that people call me on rather than the other -vvay 
round ... "and "1 rea/~y don't use my ovm cell phone a lot at all ... "to " ... that real~v 
prm·es it because I've lost mine and I'm not.finding it difficult··. It is very apparent 
that the cell phone is not a tool used f(w work purposes at all; "/don't ever work with 
my mohile phone" and " ... it's kind oj'a distant kind of' third place hehind computers 
and regular telephony". 
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One comment made was relatively positive, regarding the technology as something 
which they might utilise " ... ill had a more mohi/ejoh or lifestyle ... ··, and ifthey 
could get it to work properly and get email access through it " ... there were occasional 
times Hhere it could have come in hamzv ". 
4.Landline 
The land line was acknowledged as a preferred medium tor getting a quick response 
from the recipient - when required and thus this immediacy ranked its importance 
higher than the laptop in such instances. Participants felt that this option was 
preferable to them than their cell phones as students and colleagues could get hold of 
them at home or at the office via their landlines, or by email. In-between these times, 
they can of course be reached by their cell. '' ... quite a few students all have both my 
phone numbers. And students can phone me at home ... "Additionally, as remarked in 
4. 7.3, the land line can be more efficient via direct communication than email. 
4.8.3 Time off from ICTs 
The information for this section was gathered via the interview and asked the question 
of whether the pm1icipant is ever deliberately away from ICTs. Only one pmiicipant 
answered in the affirmative; "Yes, sometimes 1/ike to go to afevt·places that arejust 
out o(the reach ol1CT; like my birthday, around April this year, so ... we went to the 
Wairarapa, and He werejust tota/~y out olcell phone contact." Other answers 
responded in the negative "Absolute~v- onzv thoi·N! times where my ann is right up the 
middle of' my hack and my Hife 's pulling it!" and "No, no, never [laughter/- that's 
why my laptop goes home with me evet:v evening- <Name withheld> says it's like my 
security blanket ... "plus, "Even Hhen I'm on annual !em'e 1 check my email 
everyday". 
4.9 Summary of Results 
This section merely seeks to summarise the information gathered and described in the 
Results section 4 into six tables (22 26). The order of these tables is the same as the 
order of the sections in which they summarise. These tables have been compiled into 
one 'mega' table presented in table 28 at the end ofthe Discussion section. 
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4.11.1 Information Events 
----~-
Information Event: Description of Event: 
Administration Events received from School of Information management 
(SIM) office. . 
Call for papers Events received pertaining to writing articles or papers. 
Check Calendar Calendar is checked for future appointments. 
Colleague Events received from colleagues working together. 
Conference or Seminar based Events received informing of uecoming events. 
Discussion Groups Events received related to topics of interest via discussion 
groups. 
Interest [personaJL Events related to eersonal interests away f_r:om work. 
Interest [work related] Events related to the field of Information 
Systems/management. 
Investigative This event requires follow-up action to confirm what is 
~---· contained in the information. 
IT based These events were instigated by the participant to get 
information from the IT deeartment. f--· 
Notification or reminder of Information pertaining to upcoming meetings and such. 
meeting 
Out of Office reely Received because recieient of erevious email unavailable. 
Outside working hours [not Events undertaken away from the office. 
work related] 
Papers and articles being Hardcopy events being worked on. 
worked on 
PHD related Concern participant's PHD projects. 
r-S~~r:'i Participant needed to g_uery_ an event with a colleague. 
Reply Events related to ree!!es given from others or received. 
SPAM Unwanted emails, often advertising. 
Student related Events received from students. 
Table 22: Summary of the 22 categories of Information Events 
See section 4.4 tor more information. 
4.11.2 Observed Information Behaviours 
Behaviour: 
when confronted with-obstacle. 
rmation. 
past action on an information 
event. 
Dealing with an information event le aves the participant in a 
er lexed state. 
out of inquisitiveness. An information event is acted ueon 
Participant selectively identifies mat erial from within the information. 
e. Information is stored without a motiv 
No motivation or oal in mind to act on the information event. 
-may result in time-wasting. 
e activities. 
-=~;____:'------+--cN~o:..J::Cr-.:::oc::bcc:lefl120iving behaviour used 
Concurrent! \i\lorking on two or mor 
Displaying behaviour making efficie nt interaction with their 
information. 
Orderin information events accordi ng to their priority or urgency. 
Semi-directed/structured searching through information. 
Information is passed onto others vo 
Or anisin and storing information. 
luntarily. 
S€3_condary source. 
of an information source. 
Table 23: Summary of the 17 observed Information Behaviours 
See section 4.6 fi1r more inf(mnation. 
Frequency: 
17 
8 
4 
7 
15 
8 
12 
15 
7 
3 
2 
2 
6 
>1 
3 
1 
3 
>7 
14 
Frequency: 
2 
7 
9 
6 
14 
29 
2 
>10 
17 
>2 
17 
33 
31 
1 
23 
1 
14 
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4.11.3 Information Communication technologies 
Technology: General Description o f Preference: 
----------t---:c--- ·---::-----c-------:---:-:-:c~:---
Laptop Its ease of use and portability (same one a t office as at home). All 
responded positively. 
PDA Good for checkin a ointments. No othe r uses cited. 
~--::-La_n:-:-d'::::li--:---ne-'--------+---cG-:-o_o_d:-f_o---:-r 9_l:!i_ck feedback/ confirmation. 
Cell Phone Used only for others to contac:;t them. No o ther uses cited. 
Table 24: Summary of the Participant's preferred ICTs 
--·· 
Desc ription of Frustration cited: 
The laptop tends to tak e a long time to become available when 
switched on. 
-------
Inefficient and cost! to ol to use are most cited annoyances. 
Problems between hom 
~~--~-~-+~­
e and work set-ues. 
Change-over to new s ystems resulting in loss of data. Delays in 
ettin new IS softwar e and hardware. 
uitive IS systems at the university. 
s of technolog}l 
Table 25: Summary of the eight cited ICT frustration categories 
Sec section 4.8 tor more information. 
4.11.4 Information Outcomes 
~-
Information Outcome: Description of Outcome: 
Abandoned/Ignored_ Events with no relevance to the participant. 
Deleted Information events were deleted or eh}lsically- binned._ 
Saved Information events were stored. 
--· 
Forwarded Information events were forwarded to other people. 
Information extracted Material from within information event identified; no other 
action taken. 
r--:--:---·--
Hardcoey- signed Hardcopy information event signed and delivered. 
Placed for future action Placed for future action outside of the observation eeriod. 
Printed Information event is erinted out (hardCOf:J}I eroduced). 
"R'esulted in action being Event resulted in other actions being undertaken. 
performed 
Sent ~----· Information sent off after alterations 
Table 26: Summary of the 11 categories of Information Outcomes 
See section 4.5 ti)r more information. 
4.11.5 Environmental Influences 
-Influence:-- __ ___ Description ot'intlue nee: 
formational Reacting to organisational deadlines. 
chnolog_i<::al ·At the 'mere 'of the IT department. _ 
formational & No rules where feel confined, however ackno wledging that there are 
echnolo ical rules to whic;_~ they adhered to. __ _ 
Table 27: Summary of the categories of Influence from the Environment 
Sec section 4.2 f(H· more information. 
Number of 
Owners: 
6 
4 
6 
6 
Frequency: 
3 
3 
. --· 
2 
3 
2 
1 
Frequency: 
3 
>37 
17 
3 
14 
1 
20 
5 
3 
2 
----
Frequency: 
4 
4 
--
3 
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5. Discussion 
This section will f()llow the same flow as the Results section, discussing each 
subsection in turn thereby ensuring its inclusion here in isolation. 
5.1 Activities, Framework & Theory 
The main aim of the activities section was to validate the worth ofboth the theory 
used (Activity theory) and the 1iamework created as an amalgamation of both 
Wilson's 2006 Activity Framework, and to explore the individual at the centre of the 
framework; their information use, behaviour and I CT use in order to achieve their 
information goals. Figure 15 has again been reproduced on the following page to aid 
reference to the fiamework. 
The activities studied in section 4.1 confirmed that the patiicipant's activities in 
(while dealing with inf(mnation events) could indeed be broken down into individual 
actions, taking on the traits involved in Activity Theory. First the participant requires 
the actual event itselfto occur, and then the motivation to act upon it. This motivation 
ensues from an intended goal. Once this is ascertained, the participant engages in the 
actual information use via various observable actions and behaviours, via the physical 
Mediating Artefacts. The result certainly proved the Theory's wotih in the study; and 
that of the Framework's inclusion also, as each action made by the participant could 
be traced through the fi·amework, in multiple iterations if required, via the decision 
diamond before ultimately, the Outcome could be achieved. 
The first activity observed in detail involved a total of 10 observable actions once the 
external event had taken place, and one observable outcome. The activity utilised the 
laptop and PDA as the ICTs of choice; and also used Microsoft Outlook and the 
Internet. This activity also involved a change in goal and motivation when the 
patiicipant took on some adaptive behaviour in order to overcome the obstacle of not 
knowing tor sure who the sender was. 
The second activity made use oftwo objects as the participant had two goals in mind 
after opening a draft email. One of these was to get cont1rmation of the room in 
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Figure 15: Actual Framework for use in the study. 
Adapted from Wilson 's 2006 Process Model of Activity Theory 
requirement for action 
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question, and the other to complete the emai l and get it sent out to the students. This 
activity's ICTs of choice were the Laptop and the Land line, plus MS Outlook and MS 
Word. External event two , while related to the first event, was another (smaller) 
activity. 
It can thus be construed that activity theory does indeed help connect an individual ' s 
goals and behaviours with technology, and allows for the person to be put in the 
centre ofthe study. 
r====r=1 5.2 Environmental Influences 
~ All participants who took part in the study commented ofthe fact that there 
certainly are influences from the environment in which they work which do 
manipulate their information events and hence their behaviours. These were in the 
form of both organisational deadlines and organisational policies about information 
teclmology. Many felt that it was difficult to adhere to some deadlines because they 
were so far in advance and required decisions on the following year's classes. Clearly 
these policies are not people centred, but for the organisation, perhaps a necessary 
evil. 
One ofthe participants however felt that these influences did not in affect him, 
although he was aware oftheir existence and as such adhered to them. The fact that 
they do exist and he does work with them suggests they do in fact have some kind an 
influence on his activities at the university; but does not find them as 'frustrating' as 
other academics. 
Thus their existence and influence on the pm1icipants made their inclusion in both the 
framework and the study a va lid additio n. 
5.3 Frequency of Participant's Information Events 
Tlu·ee interesting points came out ofthis section on Frequency of Participant's 
Information Events. Perhaps the most interesting and intriguing point to make is the 
fact that only one out of the six who took part said that they were ever away from 
ICTs, and that it was only on special occasions that they did so , as in the example 
used; a birthday took the participant briefly 'away from civi lisation'. The other 
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participants tended to be in agreement that they would never voluntarily do this, and if 
they were to go away, they wou ld have their laptops with them, or at least have access 
to cyber cafes along their way. 
The second point of interest to make from this section was the fact that only one 
participant tried to maintain a Monday to Friday (and office hours) routine to their 
informat ion events. Other participants tended to conform ofthe slight ly 'tongue in 
cheek' 24/seven regime with their events; pointing out that they prefer to "deal with 
them as they come". C learly there is some work/life overlap here, where work is not 
relegated to a 9am to 5pm regime, but appears to be by choice. 
The third point to make here is the fact that information events for academics on the 
whole tend to be cyclic in nature, particularly when teaching. There always seem to be 
deadlines to be adhered to, such as information on the following year's courses, and 
the beginnings oftrimesters ''where things need to be done". This cyclic nature of 
their information events can of course to attributed to their environmental influences 
(see 5.2). 
Extemal 5.4 Information Events 
event I, ( requinno 
action ) 
The information events encountered during the study were compi led into 19 
different categories; ofwhich 14 were strictly received from the School of 
Information Management (S IM) office. While this is an exact count, many of the 
other events encountered were highly administrative in nature also , such as checking 
the calendar, dealing with the IT department, notices of meetings and so forth. The 
behaviours encountered with these events might be quite different when compared, 
for example, with information searching behaviours. Also high on the events list were 
both personal and work-related interest events, and events associated with conferences 
and seminars. 
The cyclic nature of information events remarked upon in the previous section is also 
of relevance to this section ; however during the observations this was not apparent -
perhaps because of the timing ofthe data collection stage ofthe study (mid-semester). 
Academic's preference for laptops (see 4.8.2 and 5.8 ) appears to contribute to the 
blwTing of work/life boundaries, as some participants actively logon when they arrive 
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home and continue to work into the early evening; however as one participant pointed 
out, "anything after 8pm is more recreational". One participant in particular actively 
avoids (see 4.6 and 5.6 Observed Behaviours) reading some events as they are highly 
time consuming and would require the participant 's active attention. Consequently, 
for this person, home is actually a better 'work environment' for particular activities 
in that they are fi·ee from any distractions at work. Clearly the participant will use 
sca1ming and extracting during these after hour workings, and thus the use of the 
laptop with its 'screen real estate' is an advantage in this situation, adding to the 
preference of the laptop over the PDA. 
Another point to reflect on, relevant to this and to section 5.8 Productive Versus Non-
Productive behaviours, is how the time of day varies between academics in dealing 
with information events. The majority of participants prefer to have email up all the 
time, prefening to see events upon their anival. It was only a small minority who 
confirmed their preference for checking their events at specific times ofthe day, 
hence allowing them to focus unintenupted on their work and research activities. 
5.5/nformation Outcomes 
The most surprising element to come out ofthe section on Information 
Outcomes is the relatively high number of events which lead to deletion. While two of 
the participants actively retain most of their events for upwards of one year in 
archival form, there were a total of37 (stated deletions) - only seven ofwhich were 
comprised ofSPAM (a smaller number than the actual, as many SPAM events were 
deleted in bulk having been filtered an stored in a separate file). 
One interesting feature ofthis section on information outcomes is the high number of 
events which tended to be shuffled around without adding much value to them. With 
more than 34 deletions, 20 events placed for future further action, three forwarded 
onto others, 14 which had some information extracted fi·om them and 17 events were 
saved in a folder. This makes a total of91 events out of the l 02 events encountered. 
This makes for a lot of activity on the part of the academic, but not necessarily non-
productive work/behaviour, as a deletion is still a goal achieved for a piece of 
spurious information. 
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5.6 Information Behaviours 
10 of the 12 behaviours discussed in the literature review 
section, and summarised in table I on page 37 were 
encountered during the observation periods. An additional seven behaviours were 
come across during the course ofthe study (see the full table of Observed Behaviours 
on page 46; table 13). 
5.6.1 Time Management 
A running theme throughout the information behaviours encountered during the 
observations of the academics was one of ' scarcity of time' and thus Time 
Management, which seemed responsible for many ofthe behaviours observed such as 
avoidance, mal-adaptive, multi-tasking, organised/efficient behaviours, prioritising 
behaviours, sorting behaviours and both scanning and browsing. 
With the mal-adaptive behaviours encountered during the observations, the main 
characteristic of this behaviour was in having their email up continuously during the 
day- a habit the majority of academics seemed to have acquired. Seen as a disruptive 
influence by the majority, this was thus relegated to being mal-adaptive behaviour 
practice, causing unproductive behaviours to eventuate (see both sections 4.6 (9) and 
4.6.3.2). This habit can also be attributed to time management, as many ofthe 
outcomes encountered in sections 4.5 and 5.5 tended to defer the event (in that not 
much was in fact done with it) ; however it still caused the initial interruption, and 
therefore some unproductive break in the course of their work. 
The behaviour of Multi-tasking (with email as one oftheir open applications) was 
also encountered frequently, and as such also represents the issue oftime 
management. Academics often have to manage multiple deadlines (both 
organisational and non-organisational), and during the observations it was noted that 
the majority had more than one open application open for them to engage in more 
than one activity. 
There was also a theme oftime management making its presence felt with the 
behaviours of Organised/Efficient Behaviours, Prioritising Behaviours and Sorting 
and Organising ofinformation. Comments retrieved from these behaviour sub-
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sections ( 4.6.1 ( 11, 12, and 15)) tended to reflect the need to be organised and 
efficient with their information events because ofthe impact on their effectiveness 
and productivity. This was accommodated via various methods, including timelines 
f()r deadlines, and various colour-coding systems indicating varying priorities, and 
thereby making time management easier to maintain. 
Scanning and browsing were both behaviours and a means in gathering information 
within a sh01i amount oftime. Academics could thus utilise this behaviour when 
deciding whether to delete something outright, or to save the event; or any of the other 
outcomes presented in section 4.5 which may have came about. The choice of 
technology as previously noted, is perhaps reflected here for the 'screen real estate', 
which would enable scanning to be accomplished in an easier fashion. Also as 
previously noted (in section 5.5), many events had involved quite a lot of shuffling 
without adding much value to them. This was perhaps a result of utilising their time 
wisely, and perhaps attending to it again at a later date. 
Avoiding information events may also be a 'tool' in the academic's behaviour 
repetioire for adhering to their goals of time management. The types of events which 
were run into here were those in which the participant intended to look the 
information away from the office. In patiicular when concerning information-dense 
events, patiicipants tended to prefer to leave these t()r weekends at home rather than 
spending gratuitous amounts of time in the otiice on them. 
The other type of avoidance involved incoming hardcopy events from the 
administration office, which tended to be left until closer to the due dates, or on due 
dates. Avoidance observed here can also be attributed to a feeling of resentment felt 
by those who know of technology's capabilities; particularly when participants are 
asked tor their details which are stored within administration databases, and already at 
their disposal. It is common to assume that when technology is involved, people 
expect it to add value tor them - not by creating more work instead. 
Also worthy of mention to an academic's need tor good time management was the 
f~lct that they often had more than one source for their diaries; with one participant in 
particular academic having three versions- one on the laptop tor accessing in the 
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office, one on the PDA and one hard copy version (book style), the latter of which 
was the pretetTed medium tor taking on their person. T eclmo logics are therefore not 
really assisting academics with managing mismatched time fi·ames and deadlines. 
5.6.2 Other Observed Behaviours 
Other behaviours exhibited by academics included that of Confusion. Confusion 
seemed mostly to arise from unexpected odd or strange behaviours with their 
computers and fi·om events which would leave them wondering why they have gotten 
a particular information event. As one participant seemed to ask himself fairly often 
during the observation period "/don't knovv who the hell he is, hut it cornesfrom IS 
World". This observation also raises the question of whether or not it is now too easy 
to get subscribed to mailing lists, as obviously situations like these where one does 
not know why one is getting particular events tends to suggest unnecessary time is 
being spent on events unnecessary events. 
The behaviour of Curiosity is one which allows academics the ability to easily peruse 
things of interest to them, both of a personal and work-relate nature. They are also 
able to see who else is online and enables interaction with them if they so wish to do 
so. These events- particularly related to personal interests seemed more typical with 
the male patiicipants as the female pmiicipants did not appear to partake in these 
events during the observation period. 
Extracting was by flu· the most popular behaviour- much to be expected. While 
Scanning and Browsing could be utilised as a time saver in quickly ascertaining its 
importance, extraction of the int<m11ation also had to occur at some point in order to 
gain more insight into the event and thus utilise the most appropriate outcome. 
Frustration was a behaviour exhibited mainly during technological faults and 
perf(mnance of their laptops. Examples such as those of slow loading profiles, 
glitches with archives and other taults tended to be at t:mlt. Out ofot1ice replies were 
also a source of frustration tor academics. 
Another behaviour-- Updating- was observed only once, and was utilised as a direct 
result of an external event from a student. Finally, Veri tying; while having similarities 
with confirming, was given its own subsection, as validating the source of an event is 
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considered as quite an important issue, and as such was one which came up several 
times during the observations. 
5.6.3 Unobserved Information Behaviours 
Two behaviours discussed in the literature review were not observed during the 
course of the data collection for the study. One, that of Passive Attention was not 
really expected to be found , as incoming information events would require a person's 
full attention, at least for the first initial scan of the event. The second behaviour not 
observed during the study was that of Collaborative behaviour. Collaborative 
behaviours are undoubtedly valid information behaviours for academics; and probably 
utilised during various projects and papers of which they may be working on. As the 
majority of the observations took place early in the morning, it may perhaps not have 
been a good or convenient time for work of this nature to commence. 
5.6.4 Productive Versus Non-Productive Behaviours of Academics 
It was interesting to note that the majority of academics did not describe their 
behaviours as being productive. Most put this finding down to the fact that they like to 
keep their email programme running throughout their time in the office. As discussed 
in sect ion 5.6.1 Time Management, this behaviour could also be a trait ofutilising 
time management, and preferring to get these events out of the way, as well as simply 
being curious as to whether someone has sent them something. 
5. 7 Preferred Medium 
This section of the study was conducted to asce1tain which medium an 
academic would prefer if given the choice. Email came out on top here, the main 
advantages being that it leaves an audit trail and is 'extremely convenient', obviously 
there is no need to leave the office to communicate, and it breaks down the barriers of 
location (ofbeing in the same building, city, or country). Not to mention that the 
majority of participants have the email programme running all day. A major 
disadvantage of this medium is also part in parcel with its relative ease at moving 
information around via the reply function. As one participant remarked, a 
conversation via email was forwarded to the student without the pa1ticipant's 
agreement. Needless to say, the participant is more cautious as to what goes into 
emails and the audit trail it leaves behind. 
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While email seemed to be the medium of choice, face-to-face also seemed to be a 
preference for half the participants. However due to it's somewhat impracticality in 
many cases, email became the preference for the majority. 
ICT 
Resource 
5.8/nformation Communication Technologies (ICTs) 
The laptop definitely came out of the study as the most preferred ICT, 
together with email. All others, including the land line, cell phone, and PDA were a 
distant second. This mostly appears to be because of the audit trail it leaves behind 
(remarked upon in the previous section), in which the participant can access and recall 
all of which has transpired in that interaction rather than relying on recall alone. Two 
participants stated that they have their own Virtual Private Network (VPN) in their 
homes, and using the same laptop both at work and at home was advantageous in that 
their was no real difference in being at either locale. This technology directly (as in 
section 5.4 Information Events) contributes to the blurring ofthe work/life boundary 
for academics. 
Issues regarding the PDA were made apparent in the interviews, with comments such 
as 'a horrible device' , being too costly to use, the screen and keypad being too small 
to make good use of, and so on. One participant who retains three versions of a diary 
prefers to carry a hard copy version rather than utilise the diary function in their 
Apache (PDA/Cell combination). Is it an issue of not knowing how to use the 
technology well enough? Or the fact that several academics in the study remarked on 
the fact that they prefer technology and new applications to be 'user-friendly' and 
'intuitive', and do not enjoy reading through an instruction manual? It may simply be 
(as remarked by one participant) that these one-stop-shop technologies are seen as 
being more of a requirement in ' more mobile occupations'. 
The Cell Phone suffered much the same fate as the PDA, instead of utilising their Cell 
Phone or Apache as a mobile information tool ; it/they instead became a tool in which 
other people could contact them on. In fact several participants remarked that they 
never use them - one participant even stated that they had lost their mobile and was 
not finding it difficult to function without it at all. 
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The question here is why is the laptop/PC such a popular choice tor academics when 
more mobile one-stop-shop technologies are becoming more 'mainstream' in 
business, such as the PDA and modern Cell Phone, or the combination ofboth-
Apaches? Part of the research question tor this study was to enquire how academics 
manage the various technologies at their disposal. It appears that they prefer to 
manage one technology, upon which they have become very dependent (likened to a 
security blanket by one participant, and all but one participant can leave it behind and 
escape tc>r a limited period). 
5.9 Summary of the Discussion Section 
The discussion section has highlighted a number of things in relation to academics 
and their use oftechnology to achieve their information goals. Clearly through email 
and the hence the laptop, academics can better accomplish this. As there is an 
international nature to their work, and a lot ofbrowsing which requires large 'screen 
real estate', there is a convergence on this single techno logy. 
As described in section 5.6 In:fi.)rmation Behaviours, many of the behaviours 
academics tend to exhibit are inclined to point to a need tor tight time management. 
These were observed in the behaviours of avoidance, mal-adaptive, multi-tasking, 
organised/efficient and prioritising behaviours, which through other mediums such as 
face-to-face meetings or phone calls, could not have been achieved as easily or 
efficiently as with email and the laptop. The PDA would allow email interaction, but 
with the need tor screen real estate, this ICT would not be near as productive. 
The main deficiency ofthis medium is the fact that it allows tor a large amount of 
spurious events to also take place; hence the rather large number of deletions taking 
place, which of course do not support their desired goals, nor add value. 
Table 28 on the tbllowing page brings together much of the results and discussion 
section material fbr a more immediate impression ofwhat was uncovered. 
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Productive 
Information Observed Medium (ICT & Event for Outcome Academic? Did Events Behaviours (HI B) Non-ICT) event add 
Value? 
Information 
Administration Avoiding I Laptop (Email) I extracted I Delete I Saved I Future No [17] Scanning Landline 
action (hard 
copy) 
Calendar Confirming I Laptop Information Yes [4] Scanning (Calendar) extracted 
Call for Papers Scanning I Laptop (Email) I Save I Future Yes [8] Prioritising Hardcopy papers action 
File or Save 
Colleague Extracting I Laptop (Email) I (hardcopy & 
electronic) I Yes [7] Prioritising 1 Hardcopy Future action 
Information 
Conference Ignore I Prioritising Laptop (Email) I extracted I Delete Yes I no [15] Hardcopy papers I Throw out I 
File I Save 
Discussion Groups Scanning I Laptop (Email) Delete I Save No [8] Confusion I Ignore 
Interest Curiosity I Laptop (Email & Information (personal) extracted I Delete Yes 
[12] Extracting www) I Save 
Information 
Interest (work) Curiosity I Laptop (Email & Extracted I Extracting I Delete I Future Yes 15] Scanning www) I Hardcopy action I Print I 
File 
Investigative Adaptive I Laptop (Email & Information 
[7] Confirming I www) I Landline extracted Not really Extracting 
IT-Based Confirming Laptop (Email) I Resulted in Not really [3] Land line action I Delete 
Notification I Confirming I Information Reminder Laptop (Email) Extracted I Yes 
[2] Extracting I Sharing Delete I Forward 
Out of Office Reply Frustration I Laptop (Email) Delete No [2] Scanning 
Outside working Laptop (Email & hours (personal) Not observed Not observed Yes 
[6] www) 
Papers & articles 
being worked on Organised Hardcopy Future action Yes 
[>1] 
PHD related Organised Laptop (Email) I Future Action Yes [3] Hardcopy 
Query Extracting I Laptop (Email) Future action Yes [1] Prioritising 
Reply Extracting Laptop (Email) Information No [3] extracted 
SPAM Scanning I Ignore Laptop (Email) Delete No [>7] 
Extracting I Resulted in Student related Laptop (Email & action I Save I 
[14] Organised I Blackboard) Print I Forward I Yes Prioritising Delete 
Table 28: 'Mega' Summary Table of the Results of the Study 
VICTOR I UNIVERSITY 0 
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Referring to table 28; all references to Calendar and Email [as ICTs] refer to 
Microsoft Outlook as used with the laptop. Both investigative and the IT -based 
events are termed as 'not really' productive as they both refer to events which took the 
academic away fiom his/her working activities and 'sidetracked' them into 
investigative work as to why the event had arisen. While the events were sorted and 
understanding attained, they were still rather a diversion from the academic's work. 
The far right column of the table depicts whether the event was a productive one for 
the academics or not. This is an interpretive result gathered from both the observed 
behaviour of the academic and the resultant outcome. As an example ofthis, 
Discussion Group events were on the whole unproductive for the academic, often seen 
as at first curiosity as to who sent it and why, and then deletion as the outcome. 
Another behaviour encountered was confusion in that they could not remember why 
they were sent a particular email from the sender, which also would often end in 
deletion. This adds to an assumption oftechnology allowing useless or 
unneeded/unwanted events to take place. This will be remarked on further in the 
Conclusion section. 
An interesting fact which emerged from the study was the use of other people as a 
non-ICT resource at the disposal of academics. While it appeared that most 
information anived via email or post (such as hardcopy mail from administration), 
there was no physical communication (besides the three examples of using the 
landline- an ICT) with other people. Email can perhaps be seen as a way ofby-
passing this medium of communication, which would take up more of an academic's 
time. 
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6 Conclusions 
The objective of this study was to provide an in-depth qualitative analysis of the 
academic; the information events that one encounters, the behaviours exhibited by 
them and the technologies utilised by them in making their information encounters an 
effective experience. Indeed, the research question at the head of the study was 
entailed 'how do Academics manage the integration between various Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) and non-ICT sources to suppoti their information 
behaviours (IB) and, therefore, achieve their desired outcome?' Other rhetorical 
questions asked at the beginning of the study all seemed to query their behaviours 
regarding 'the plethora oftechnologies available to them', 'what information 
behaviours are exhibited in regard to the myriad of new technologies available today' 
and 'how people interact with technology'. Clearly there was some expectation that 
academics in the f1eld of inf(mnation systems would be making use of a variety of 
technologies and managing them in some way through their information behaviours. 
Surprisingly, this was not to be totally the case. 
The most preferred ICT f(w the academic was definitely the laptop. Together with 
email, this was pretty much the only ICT that participants would use during their day 
- and in fact in their time away from the workplace. The landline would probably be 
next, sitting alongside the laptop in their office; an ICT which enables a quicker 
response time than email. The one-stop-shop technologies which were expected to 
have made at least a small impact were bundled together at the other end ofthe 
spectrum- in a fairly distant third place. There arc many issues surrounding email-
perhaps myths, perhaps not but does email imply that individuals are more available 
to others via this medium? Does it also mean - or is it assumed - that individuals 
receive more important/urgent events via email? Perhaps this contributes to the desire 
to rely on this one technology, and engage in multi-tasking activities with email in 
constant use throughout their day. 
Other possible reasons tor this divergence on a solo technology- and as remarked on 
in the discussion section- may be the result ofprefen·ing technology to be more user-
fhendly, intuitive and constant, as most or all ofthe pmiicipants use the same laptop 
both at the otrlce and again at home in the evening. This has repercussions to the 
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blurring of their work/life boundary, but keeps things relatively simple technology-
wise. As stated in the Discussion section, two ofthe participants have Virtual Private 
Networks (VPN), thus making any change in location oflittle importance to them. 
Another interesting and intriguing point to make is the tact that only one out of the six 
who took pati said that they were never away from their ICTs (or for that matter ICT-
singular), and that it was only on special occasions that they would ever want to do so. 
Perhaps harking back to the previous comments made about important/urgent events 
being received via email may make the possibility of ever being out of contact for 
extended periods out of the question tor most. Actual comments made during the 
course of the observations suggested that such periods to be very minimal indeed. 
This is also probably a contributing factor to the majority of pmiicipants preferring to 
have email up all the time - in fact preferring to see events upon their actual arrival. 
It was observed during the study and course of interviews that t()ur participants had 
use of PDAs, two of which use it tor its calendar functions; and two who appear to 
despise the machines. As tor the cell phone, these appear to have only one function 
too a tool f(H others to get in touch with them while they're away fi·om the home or 
office; that is, away from a landline. Also discussed in section 5.9 is one ofthe major 
disadvantages of the PDA- that ofbeing its screen size. Academics spend a large 
amount oftheir time browsing large amounts of information, and screen 'real estate' 
is a major deficiency of this device, which would make browsing a much less 
enjoyable activity. 
In answering the research question in regards to the academic's management ofiCTs, 
the answer is simply there is no real need to manage technologies, as predominately, 
the academic will f~1Vour the laptop to do all their information work on. However, in 
managing this sole ICT, academics do exhibit a myriad ofbchaviours, many of which 
ret1ect their need to use their time wisely. 
The study looked at depth into the human intlmnation behaviours exhibited by 
academics, and a total of 17 behaviours were uncovered. The literature review 
suggested at least 13 would be observed; however two of these were not present at the 
observations, making an additional six. Most behaviours exposed during the 
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observations tended to do so because of a need for diligent time management. Of the 
total of 17, the seven of avoidance, mal-adaptive, multi-tasking, organised/efficient 
behaviours, prioritising behaviours, sorting behaviours and both scanning and 
browsing were found to be of this nature- remedying the seemingly scarcity oftime 
available in the academic's day. These behaviours, in addition to the feeling of having 
a shortage oftime to work on their events may be what contributed to the relatively 
high number of events which lead to the information outcome of deletion during the 
course of the study. 
Despite time management being a major theme throughout the study, the majority of 
academics who took part in the study did not describe their behaviours as being very 
productive. Most put this finding down to the fact that they like to keep their email 
programme running throughout their time in the office; thus causing them distractions 
from the work at hand. This practice of running the email programme may be born 
from habit, but may also be, as previously stated, that there is an assumption that 
important information aiTives via this medium, and thus the oppotiunity must not be 
missed to receive and ratifY it. The act ofprioritising email is a way of ensuring 
important emails are tended to first and not missed (such as fi·om the Dean), which is 
also of course, an environmental influence acting on an academic's behaviour. 
The behaviour of confusion arose at several times during the observation process. 
Confusion tended to be a reactive behaviour typical on receiving information fi·om a 
source to which the participant has to concentrate on why the event occun·ed; "now 
wracking my brains a bit here"; and why am I getting these emails? This arouses the 
possibility ofthe ease with which one can be added to mailing lists; and also 
questions how easy it is fi)r technology to allow fiJr this addition to be made. Are 
academics in fact receiving emails f()r which they have no need? Thus, creating 
wasted time in their otherwise busy schedules? Other sources of this time-wasting 
behaviour were found to come fi·om the technology itself- mal-functioning archives, 
address changes and temperamental laptops. 
The fi·amework used during the course of the study for examining the many actions 
which went into making up the activities, encountered during the observations was 
t(nmd to be very effective in illustrating all aspects which were under investigation. 
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This framework together with Activity Theory seemed an ideal tit, complementing the 
data analysis and outcomes. The framework also continned the existence of 
environmental influences on the academic's working life, which tended to create a 
somewhat cyclic nature to their information events-- particularly during times of 
teaching and beginnings and endings of semesters. 
The study also highlighted the tact that there is not a lot of literature available today 
pertaining to information use behaviours. The majority of studies to date have tended 
to focus of information seeking; hence the gap in knowledge that this study hoped to 
help bridge. 
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7. Implications 
There are many things which can be implied from the findings in this study. First is 
the usefulness of System and Process design methodologies, which show both the 
unsuccessful and spurious activities together with the useful and technology-centric 
activities which most traditional methods tend to concentrate on. However, the study 
and fi·amework made a focus on information use only and did not include information 
searching, as this was felt to be a widely researched domain already. Including 
information searching may have yielded more variation and interest in the results. The 
fi·amework could thus be modified to include this characteristic. 
Second is the ubiquity of email versus the distraction it creates tor both important and 
urgent events, and those of a spurious nature which are all bundled together. The 
laptop together with email; while not as compact as other mobile information devices 
at the disposal of users, still gives the impression ofthe person being at the office 
\Vhile actually perhaps being overseas on a holiday or relaxing with a cot1ee in front 
ofthe television. It is however not a very human-centred technology, as people seem 
to be spending a lot of their time organising and managing their incoming events. 
Many of the problems associated with these events tend to be in the events 
themselves, in that there is a large amount ofthese spurious events coming in, which 
are not really adding much value- if any to the academic. An example of a more 
person-centred system could be one with integrated calendars - one in which 
incoming emails relating to conferences to which the individual has an interest in 
could automatically update their calendar. 
The study also found that even the technologist-type of academic who has these other 
technologies fi·eely available to them also often found these one-stop-shop 
technologies to be frustrating, confusing and often poorly adapted to their needs. They 
also tended to avoid using them; hence this laptop convergence referred to often in the 
study. This convergence towards the laptop and email now seems to have become 
somewhat of a lifestyle f(H many academics and not just as part of their job. Being 
engaged in int(mnation events both at home and in the office has thus moved the 
equilibrium ofthe work/life balance tor many. 
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The study also uncovered the tact that many people are on lots ofdit1erent cycles-
many beyond their control; hence their need tor time management and the shuft1ing 
round of many of the events which come in to them. There are also difficulties with 
mismatched, competing and largely external (from the environment) deadlines, such 
as those tor conferences, teaching semesters and also fi·om administration. 
8. Limitations 
This research paper is subject to cetiain limitations. The main one being that there 
were a total of six participants, and all participants were from an Information Systems 
or lnt(mnation management background. This restriction allowed for the study to be 
carried out within the time constraints which were in place. Even so, it is felt that it 
can be generalised out of its New Zealand-based location as the six participants were 
fi·om a variety of ethnic backgrounds/cultures and so not confined to New Zealand 
academics. 
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Appendix A: The Information Behaviours Coding 
Handbook and Definitions of the HIB Terms 
Genera/Information Behaviours 
Passive attention 
This is a situation where there is no real intention to 'take the information in' by the 
subject (Neidwiedzka, 2003). Therefore the information is passively absorbed from 
the individual's surroundings. 
• Maybe radio/Television in background with advertisements 
Verifying: 
Verifying involves the process of ensuring that the information obtained from a 
source is accurate (Ellis in Wilson, p.254 ). 
• Validity/reliability/authenticity of source 
• Validity of information with secondary source 
o Who? Person/website? Etc. 
• In person 
• Email 
• Telephone 
• Website 
• Library 
• Website 
• In person 
Browsing/Exploring for particular information in existing resources: 
This involves "semi-directed or semi-structured searching" (Ellis in Wilson, p.254), in 
the search for information. In this situation, where we have the information, it will 
involve semi-directed or semi-structured searching through the information already at 
hand with the Subject. 
• Emails - Collaborative? 
o From whom? 
• Colleague? 
• Superior? 
• Friend/family- work related (calendar). 
o Through email listing (inbox) 
o Through a particular email 
o Through a document attachment 
• Books 
o Read 
• Documents 
Extracting pieces: 
This involves "selectively identifying relevant material from an information source" 
(Ellis in Wilson, p.254). This definition refers to the search for information, therefore 
in the case of this study it will refer to the actions performed on the information 
already at hand when selectively identifying relevant material from 'it'. 
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• Copy/Paste etc from email/document 
• Highlighting passages 
o Computer 
o Paper 
o Photocopy passages 
• Documenting from information pieces 
Avoidance of Information: 
This involves actively avoiding the information (Case, 2002). That is, not wanting to 
deal with it, whether now or at a later date is not explained. In this scenario it can be 
either of the two cases. This will require details behind why the avoidance has 
occurred. 
Multi-Tasking: 
"Humans handle multiple tasks through task-switching or engage in multi-tasking 
information behaviours" Spink & Minsoo (2005). This would thus involve dealing with 
more than one information event at one time, such as: 
o More than one email 
o Combination of two types of information events 
Collaborative: 
Fidel, et al (2004) describes this process in the context of information seeking where 
colleagues are "engaged in the same work processes" (p.994 ). Therefore, there may 
be more than one person working on the same information event. 
• With whom? 
o Via what medium is it performed? ICT/non ICT resources? 
Share with others: 
The sharer of the information can pass it on to others, but does not have to. It should 
not be confused with the act of reporting information which is in itself not voluntary. 
Davenport (1997, [2]) 
• Who are these people? 
o Colleagues 
o Students 
o Friends 
• In person or through ICTs? 
o Eg telephone/email/in person 
• Exchange 
o With whom? 
o What information is expected in return? 
Hoard: 
That is, the subject does not do anything with the information except to simply 
prevent it from being used by others. It may be thus added to more information which 
has been gathered in this way. The subject may wish to keep the information without 
a goal or need for doing so. This definition is not taken from the literature; however 
the act of hoarding information is referred to by Davenport (1997) as a possible 
information behaviour. 
• Opposite to sharing 
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o Why is this option used? 
• Keep ahead of others? 
Ignore: 
That is, there is a lack of a 'need' or motivation and/or goal to initiate any actions 
upon the information event. The information is therefore left unaltered. This definition 
is also not taken from the literature; however the act of ignoring information is 
referred to by Davenport ( 1997) as a possible information behaviour. 
• Untrustworthy source? 
• Unneeded information? 
• Not in the mood to reply? 
• Why? 
1. Adaptive Behaviours 
Overcome obstacle to attain goal? 
• Technological? 
• Informational? 
Change to a new goal? 
• Why? 
o Unmovable obstacle? Is it: 
• Technological? 
• Informational? 
• Interpersonal? 
• Is this new goal as good/suitable as the original? 
o Why is this easier to achieve? 
• Technology change? 
• Information source change? 
• Interpersonal easier? 
2. Maladaptive Behaviours 
• Seen as 'unsolvable' to participant; result in: 
o Frustration 
o Withdrawal 
o Regression 
o Aggression 
o Resignation 
o Fixation 
• Why has participant resulted in this outcome? 
o Technological? 
o Informational? 
o Interpersonal? 
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Appendix B: Interview Questions 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
What is your area of expertise? 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to instigate more information 
events? 
Do you have particular times of the day where you are more likely to engage in information 
use? 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules that 
affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
How do you feel about these influences? 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier and more 
efficient than you currently use? 
Are there technologies which you could use (available to you) but you do not feel competent 
enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more successful than they 
otherwise could be? 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums such as 
for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
What sources of information do you prefer? ICT/non-ICT 
What methods are open to you to confirm the validity of information and/or sources? 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Do you feel they could be more productive? 
Do you feel that the information events displayed today reflect an average amount on a typical 
day? 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on a 
regular basis? 
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What types of information events would you consider to be out of the ordinary- if any 
encountered today? 
Were there any environmental factors, such as organisational rules, influencing your 
information events today? 
Were the technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information events you 
deal with on an average day? 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fairly often but did not feel the need 
to use today? 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to now? 
Are there any environmental factors, such as organisational rules, influencing your choice of 
technologies? 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
Do you engage in information events often outside of work hours and outside of the workplace? 
Are these information events similar to those which took place today? 
What ICTs do you prefer to use outside of the workplace? 
How much time would you spend on information events on average in an evening? 
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VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON 
Te l\llzare lVcJruwga a tt• 01wko o i£' lka a ;\cftlui 
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
CONSENT AND INFORMATION SHEET 
Observation and debriefing Interview 
It isn't all about you 
Project: "It isn't all about you": The Management oflCT and non-ICT Information 
Sources via Human Information Behaviour. 
Objectives: The objective ofthis study is to gain a New Zealand academic's 
perspective as to their information needs and the inftm11ation behaviours that they use 
in order manage the plethora of technologies which exist today; supposedly making 
information use and retrieval as efficient and effective as possible to the individual. 
General Information: The study is intended to find out what human information 
behaviours are exhibited by New Zealand academics at Victoria University. These 
behaviours will be explored via observation, note-taking and the 'thinking aloud' 
technique; followed by a semi-structured interview. 
As examples of information sources and use, we will be exploring ICT and non-ICT 
sources of information together with formal and non-formal sources of information. 
We also hope to gain an insight into the plethora ofuses to which the information is 
put. 
Time Requirements: The thinking aloud observation part of the project ought to take 
at least two hours. This may be ditTerent fi.)r each patiicipant, as it will depend on the 
amount of time he or she will have available. 
The fc>llowing interview is envisaged to take approximately 40 to 60 minutes. 
preferably to be held on the same day, or the following day as that ofthe observation. 
Confidentiality: Selected comments may be used, without attribution or identification 
of you, in published papers. Contact data will be collected and kept separate fi·om the 
discussion notes. All electronic information will be kept in a password-protected file, 
and audio tapes and paper-based data will be kept secure in a locked cabinet. The 
tapes, typed data and electronic tiles will be destroyed 2 years after the end of the 
project. 
You may withdraw from this research without giving reasons at any time up until the 
completion of data gathering on 15 October 2007. In the event of withdrawal, any 
information you have provided to date will be removed fiom the project 
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Additional participant debriefing notes: Thinking aloud and observation. 
This form of data collection can be seen as confusing for many people. This method 
requires participants to engage in information events from various sources while 
talking aloud to the researcher the actions which are being performed, why they are 
being performed, and how the participant is 'feeling' while doing these actions. 
While the pmticipant is engaged in this technique, the researcher will observe and 
take notes on how the situation is progressing, the participant's demeanour and 
behavioural characteristics. The session may also be recorded with the participant's 
permission. 
The method therefore requires participants who would feel at ease with this type of 
data collection method, as it may be seen as invasive. 
Feedback: If you would like to receive a copy of the results, please send an email to 
either of the two contacts listed below. 
A copy of the final thesis will be held in the Victoria University of Wellington 
Library. 
Contacts: 
This research project is being supervised by Ms Mary Tate of the School of 
Infcm11ation Management. You can contact her on (04) 463-5265 or 
mary.tate@vuw.ac.nz. 
My name is Paul Atkinson, and I can be contacted on 027 2468 410, or at 
atkinspaul@?student.vuw.ac.nz any time if you have questions about any aspect ofthis 
research. 
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Appendix D: Consent to Participate 
VICTORIA N IVERSITY OF W LLl GTO 
Tc Wlw re ~ ilmw gn o te Op oko o te l ka a Mil11i 
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Consent to Participation in Research 
Researcher's Journal and the Debriefing Interview 
Researcher: Paul Atkinson atkinspaul@student.vuw.ac.nz 
I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project and the 
confidentiality conditions. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to 
my satisfaction . I may withdraw from this research wi thout giving reasons at any time up until the 
completion of data gathering on 15 October 2007. In the event of withdrawal , any information I 
have provided to date wil l be removed from the project 
I agree to participate by allow ing the researcher observe and record my interactions 
with ICT and non-I CT so urces of information; and to reco rd my various behaviours, 
actions and words in regard to the information and technologies I interact with. I agree 
to part icipate in ' thinking aloud ' while responding to information events. I also agree 
to participate in a debriefmg interview at an agreed convenient time to myself after 
the observation is completed. I consent to the co llection and use of my perceptions, 
experiences, opinions and information fo r this research. I understand that use of my 
opinions for any other purpose will require my written consent. I understand that all 
comments made by me will be treated in confidence. 
All info rmation prov ided by me will be kept confidential to the researcher and his 
superviso r. I understand that selected comments may be used, w ithout attribution or 
identification of me, in published papers or conference presentations. 
Contact data will be co llected and kept separate fi·om the discuss ion notes. All 
electronic information w ill be kept in a passwo rd-protected file, and audio tapes and 
paper-based data w ill be kept secure in a locked cabinet. The tapes, typed data and 
electronic fil es w ill be destroyed 2 years aft er the end of the project. 
Name: 
------------------------
Signed: ______________________ _ 
Date: 
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Appendix E: HEC Approval 
Victoria 
l.\! I V L R lT\' O f wru l f\1C10t<-
Tr Wlwr H\lrrau •tr 
n I<' Up<Jko o lr I a ll Maui 
fi~ii 
SIM HUMAN ETHICS COMMITTEE 
Application for Approval of Research Projects 
Please emarl ap. licatlons to your supervl$0(, who " llhoo 90\:lll lt to Sl H C member 101 a prellminaty revie'll 
Note: The Hur an El lcs Committee atl pots to have all a plicatlons approved wi thin 6 working days, t a 
longer period may be necessary if applrca s requrre substan~a l revision 
1 NATURE OF PROPOSED RESEARCH: 
(a) Student Rese ch X 
(b) If Stud en Research Degree MCA Co rse Code INFO 591 
(c) Project ille: "It isn't all about you": The Management of ICT and non·ICT Information 
Sources via Human Information Behaviour. 
2 INVESTIGATORS: 
(a) Pnncipa lnvesbgator 
ame: Paul Atltlnson 
e-mail address : atkinspaul@student vuw.ac.nz: 
School/Dept/Group: School of Information management 
( t>) Other Researchers anne Position 
(c) Supervisor(" the case of student research projects) : Ms Mary Tate 
3 DURATION OF RESEARCH 
(a) Proposed starting date for data collection- After EC approval has been granted. 
{ o1e thai NO part of he research requiring ethical pproval may commence prior to approval 
being gi en): 
Data Collection wlll tah place as soon as HEC approval Is given 
(b) Proposed date of comple on of project as a whole: 
The project has a formal end date of late February 2008, however it is seen thai the project 
ought to be complete late in 2007 . 
4 PROPOSED SOURCE/S OF FUNDING AND OTHER ETHICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
(a) Sourc~s of funding lor the project 
Please ndicale ny eltli I issues or confl rcts ol interest that may atise because of sources of funding 
e g. resloc rons on pu lication of re Its 
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Smal gifts may be offon~d to reSilarch participants. ThllSe will be f1.1nded from my MCA 
research fund. 
Is any ""''"~~r.,n~ 1 c~Jde of ethics to be followed 
yes, n~ 
elhcal 
n;;~me 
DETAILS OF PROJECT 
Briefly Oulfine: 
(a) The or ifle proJoct 
N 
N 
NJA 
NIA 
This $tl.ldy an ex:ploratory inve$tlgation Into tile human Information bellavkluno of academics 
"'they proceed to use lm<mnlrtion galhered from a varliit:y of dllfltrent ICT and non-ICT 
lllthoologi~~:s. 
Academics ro~lvtl lnformatkm from a wide variety of rormal and Informal source$, and utlllse 
an lncr&aslngly wide range of technologies. Oe$plte tlllt, ll'llormation systems mwch often 
centm on the technofogy artefact, rather than the human i:>el11g, Who may be negotiallng a 
wide range of technologies, systems and information soorc~s. Pooplt apply a rich eoolext to 
Interpreting the information they neceive. This study will therefore close the gap In recognising 
tM human being at tht c!lfltre of this intQrectioo. 
(b) Method of data coliecti<ln 
Oara will be colhlcted by tile researcher Cl~erving and k~ping a joum!!il of tn• subji!Ct's 
experlencu wnlle dealing with 11 variety information sourcu over a rnullituclt at technoklQies. 
It will be supplemented via "thinking mood• obse:rvatlons. A detb~fing Interview wjll bl\l bejd 
later on completkm of ttl& journal. 
(c) The ooMiils and s(;i{tntillc valu€1 of lhe p.~t 
11u~ne has been a steady trend for llllople to ioterad w!lll a wide va:riety of sources through an 
ever lncrea&ing numbir of technologiM. How do academic II rupond to lnft>mnaoon IWI.Iflt&? 
What do they do with infomnlltioo once they have it? How wlltl do academie~~ cop;;~ with the 
various ltehnoklgl'!ls? What are their fav()urtd technologioa for putting lnfGrmatlon to USct? 
What ldnds of Information do they recolv~;~? What do they do with th:e lnform<~tlon? What 
ob$1aclas might they happ$n across? 
Working wltlllnfurm:ilf:lon Involves exiiiffilnlng II and applying !Udgement and or proclldure to 
d&termln& the netxt course of acllort The many optkms OPQn to them wfll be pr~ss and 
collte:d specific. 
The conlribu!ioo of this is in galning a New Zealand academic's 
Information nee<fs and Information benavlours that they use In order manage the or 
technGiogles wt\lch exist today, supposedly making Information retrteval and use as efflcle11t 
and effective as possible to the Individual. 
Thlt vniquo Niw Zealand insight will eonmbut4t lilt body of knolvltldge whlcll already &xlsls via 
ovomu studies In Human information Behaviour. II wlllalso fill a gap In theexlstlng 
lcnowti'Kige pertaining to H'B In mmaglng the integration of tl\llS!llnfonnation and 
communication technologlllS in turning ~eived informatkm Into pu~efulactlon. 
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Parllclpants will ~ academic volunteers soorced through VICtoria Vnivers!t)'. Ideally they mil 
mfle<;t a IIPfeaO of ll{le and gender, but other than that, no other apac!al attributes wil be 
rtQilired. 
(e) Melllod of recruitment 
All participants for tlla study will bt YOILI!'Iteers, sourcolld througtl eoni3Cis alld adVt~rdHmonts 
aroond ttxl unlverslt)'. 
(~ Payrr.e!lts that are kl be mat:lalei;;:p;:ifiSE~S l<l be rejmbi.JI'Se(j io n~rlfirinantc 
A. small gift may be olfmd. 
{g) Other asslsta!lOO (e.g. meals, 
There will be none. 
(h) Ally spacial hazards ami/or incorwellience tilat 
partlclp<lnts will encoon~ 
There Is no ha:urd of lnronvenieoc~t ulde from too tllinklng al<HJd observation tacl:mlque 
wlllc:h wilt be u!INSI!d lor data CQUet:tlon, and wtlleh soma par&ipants may find a 'h~ssle'\ 
(i) Stat£! whether coo sent is for: 
!he ~lection of data Yes 
attn'bution of opinions Of infofmatloo No 
release of data to others No 
us~ tor a oonfaraoca report or a publicatloo Yes 
use for some f)artioo!af purp:ll!e Yes - MCA thesis 
0) now lnfoonad rons.e.nl to be obtained (see paragraphs 5.2, 5.5 a11d 5.61of the 
Glliide!ines) 
(I) too re~arch Is strict~ allOnV!Tio\!S, an in!ofi!Nlllon sheet Is supplied ami illfom1ed 
consent is Implied by volunlllry partil;ip<~Uon in out a qtmtionnaire f!Jr ex~;~mple 
(loclude a copy of ttJe lnbll'l<lOOn No 
(ii) the research is but coofloonlial and informed oonseot wil oo 
obtained oonsent form a oopy of the consent form and 
Information Yea 
!he research is and informed oonsent wi:l bCl 
oDtalrl«< a copy Qf tin; consent alld 
informauon No 
illformoo oon:sent will be obtaii!OO by some otlier method (please and 
pmvlde delails) No 
With the exception of anooyrnous res.e.arch as in (i), if it is proposed tim written oon~l will 
not be obtained, plea._'>€ ex~aln \vrty 
Written constmt ~ bt obtain tel. 
(k) lf lhe research wil oot be conducted on a 
oan:~tloents are to be ensured it 
wllo w1M Wsh:m I() 
'"""·wu•"" basls stale how Issues oi 
paragreph 
lA~Iioni'\J'!irA~ or have axess to 
(i) <~<:cess to Ill& research data 'M11 be restricted to t~e tnveiSEiga:or 
til-
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1.1 -:- I t' t- II 
No 
(ti) acoess to the research data will be reslricted to the investigator and their supervisor 
(student researc ) Yes 
(i ii) all o mons and data will be reported in aggregated form in such a way ttlat 
individual persons or organisations are no identifiable No 
(iv) Other (please specify) 
(I) Procedur for the storage of, access o and disposal o data, both during and 1 tM 
conclusion of lfle research (see section 7 of the guidelines). Indicate v ich are 
pplica le: 
(i) all wri tten material (questionnaires, intervtew notes , etc) will be kept in a locked file 
and access is reslriCted to the i n~esUgato r Yes 
(ii) all e cttonJC information will be kept In a password-protected file and access will be 
restric ed to the investiga or Yes 
(iii) all questionnaires, mterview notes and similar materials ·n bed slroyed-
(a) at the co elusiOn of the researcll No 
Q!: (b) wo years after the conollJS. n of the research Yes 
\lv) any aud1o or VIdeo recordings ·u be returned to participants and/or electronically 
wiped Yes 
(v) o er procedures (please specify): 
If data and material are not to be des royed please indicate vlhy and the procedures 
envisaged lor ongoing storage and security N/A 
(m)Feedback procedures (See section 8 ol the Guider es). You should indicate v !her 
feedback vii be provided to participants and •n what form. If feedback viii not be given, 
iooicate lfle reasons why. 
Partlcipanl:$ will be offered the opportunity to soo any papers which result from the 
re;soarch . 
(n)Reporting and publicaoon of results. Please indicate which of e following are 
approp ·ale The J)foposed form ol publications should be Indicated on the information 
sheet andfor consent form. 
(i) pul>lica~on in academic or professional journals Yes 
(ii) dissemination at aiCCidemic or professional con ferences Yes 
(hi) depos of the research paper or thesis in the University Library (student 1esearch) 
(I ) a cases udy used or teach ing purposes 
(v) other (please specify) 
Yes 
No 
N/A 
Signature of investiga ors as listed on page 1 (Includ ing supervisors) and Chair of SIM HEC. 
NB: All investigators and the Chair of SIM HEC must sign the fonn, then send It 
to Perumal Pillai for filing in the University's Research Office once the 
electronic application has been approved. 
oa te .. . ~ 9/ cy_ !.J:.Y..' !J. .... 
Date ......... ... . ............. . 
letj(' L' 1 
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= , 
Dale ... ...... .. ..... ...... ... .... . 
Supervisors: 
1 f\,J ct v I ~, Ct 1- ( 
.. .... ..... ...... . -fl ..... .. .,. t" "" / '"' i /L b / lltt.t 
( 
Date ...... ·~- - /~.00. -~) 
Date .. ....... .... .. ... ..... ...... . 
Chair of SIM HEC: 
-w/gl (A)(/).. Dae .. ......... ... ........ .... .. . 
APPLICATIONS FOR HUMAN ETHICS APPROVAL 
CHECKLI ST 
0 Have you read the Human Ethics Committee Policy? 
0 Have you read the Faculty of Commerce and Administration's HEC Guide? 
0 Is ethical approva required for your oject? 
0 Have you est stled whether informed consent needs to be o tained for your project? 
0 In the case of student projects, have you consulted your supervisor about any human e hies 
implica ions of yo research? 
0 Have you i ndooed an information sheet for participants w ich explains the nature alld purpose ot 
yo r research, the proposed use of the rna erial collected, wt1o II have access to i~ vhether the 
data Yilt be kept confidenti al to you, ho v anonymity or confidentiality is to be guaranteed? 
0 ave you included a written consent form? 
0 If not. have you explamed on the application form why you do not need to get wntten consent? 
Ale you asking participants to give consent to: 
0 col c1 data from them 
0 attribllte information to them 
0 r lease that inlorma1Jon to others 
0 use the da a for particular purposes 
0 Have you indicated clearly to participants on the information she€! and/or consent form ho v they 
will be able to get feedback on the research from you (e.g. ttley may bck a box on the consent form 
indica ·ng that they would like o be sen a summary), and ow the data vlill be stored or disposed 
of at the conclusion of the research? 
0 Have you Included a copy or any quesdonnalre or Interview checklist you propose using? 
((.1; 1 . 
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Appendix F: Participant Transcriptions 
Observation 1 
Participant One- 31 August 2007. 9.35am- 11.15am 
50 minutes total recording time - Observation & Interview 
This is <Name>, its 9.34am Friday morning the (ah) ... 3rs1 of August, and I'mjust 
doing a pilot test tor Paul's research at the moment, so I'm just sitting down at my 
computer most really I'm trying to actually write in particular my PHD relating to ah 
the nature ofttying to fix theory fi·om the point ofview of<indeterminable> and 
looking at the research on service quality from the point ofview oftheory. So quite a 
bit of what I'm doing is just related to that and a lot of the time ah basically just using 
Micro Soft Word, but sometimes I'm going off and looking at articles and books and 
sometimes I'm looking at online sources or online databases ... ah to collect extra 
"'refuge" references. So that's basically quite a lot of what I'm doing, so most of the 
incoming would be ah pretty much to do with administration or "'refuge" because I'm 
not teaching this trimester. 
I've also got my email up. I keep my email up all the time and tend to respond to it as 
it comes in rather than, you know, kind of partitioning time for email. I tend to like 
the micro breaks that email gives you ... So I've just got a couple of things here, I've 
got an email from Amazon.com- its come in and that's about a book that I ordered by 
Jenny Board Boon called Measuring the Night- Conceptual Issues in Contemporary 
Psychometrics, and Angela has written to me saying the order has been delayed 
delivery's delayed ... Given me a bunch of options- do I want to cancel or you know 
whatever. Well I'm kind of pissed off with it delayed but it's not really that much of a 
big deal. They reckon it will come about the 1oth September and that's basically okay, 
so I don't really need to do anything with that. .. I'm just going to basically ... I'm not 
going to delete it - I'm going to hang onto it in case I need to refer to it. I just looked 
at that mail and just going to make a***** in my inbox. It doesn't need any particular 
action -its just for your information kind ofumm ... 
And I've got a mail, an incoming mail from <Name> who's a PHD student. He's sent 
me a question about mixed methods and validity in ah quantitative methods and wants 
to come talk to me, so I replied to that and just said sure ... umm, you know that's 
going to be ongoing that will have a f()llow-up, so in tact I'm scrolling up now I have 
another mail from <Name> a response from my response which basically says great 
then I'll see you later, so that's I guess some point she'll be coming into see, so 
probably I should be doing some preparation tor that ... Umm, well definitely I should 
but where we are actually I'm not sure, umm (laugh). You know ifl was a good 
colleague and umm as helpful as I probably should be then I should be looking around 
tor some beautiful papers and stuff .. I I may do that before she comes, or I may wait 
until she comes and be a little emban·asses that I will have to do it after she's gone, 
but (laugh), and also there will probably be some stuffthat's gonna follow after that. 
And I've got this ... what it is ... I have no idea. I '11 just find out umm, <long pause> 
ah, I have something from the European Institute f()r Advanced Studies in 
<indeterminable> ... Now, wracking my brains a bit here, but first off~ why should I 
be getting them? Umm, ah what I think happened I reviewed f()r one oftheir 
conferences at the request of<Name> and somewhere along the line in doing the 
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review I have a feeling I had to join ... so I guess that now means I'm a member and I 
guess that also means I'm going to get their newsletters from time to time- I'm not 
too sure if that's a good thing or not. .. umm, I'mjust going to look at the newsletter 
now and see if it looks interesting ... umm well, well it looks kind of interesting, not 
extremely interesting, umm, various conferences coming up, some of which might be 
interesting. There's one on relationship management in CRM which is definitely an 
interest ofmine, its in Brussels coming up in November, deadline the 14th September, 
but anyway I don't think I'll be smitten to that but it could be interesting in the future. 
<long break> lots of stuff in Europe, but basically which is a hell of a long way 
away ... what's here in New Zealand, various workshops, conferences in 2008, ah ... 
<long break> so on the whole I think umm, kind of not that interesting really umm, 
but there again, I won't delete it because I tend to keep my mail and umm for quite a 
long time before I eventually chuck off all the ones that are say more than a year or so 
old, umm and umm I 'II just leave that lurking around in my umm inbox or I may umm 
move it, in fact I will put it in with my little umm which is the futiher the*** I 
thought you know the inf(mnation about upcoming umm research related events so 
that's, I have a filter tor which I put on for all the incoming items, so it will just come 
straight here to my inbox and so every now and then I look through it to see ifthere's 
anything that I will be responding to, so I move the European Institute umm of 
Management ah newsletter to here, which seems like a reasonably good place tor it. 
So, that's pretty much my inbox tor the time being, so you see it's fairly small as I'm 
not teaching at the moment. Umm, so I'm just going to take a break from that now, 
umm and umm its now about 9.52, so that's taken around 15 minutes, umm and ah if 
anything else comes in I'm meant to respond to I'll get back to it. 
Yeah I mean, I quite like the little micro-breaks that incoming emails give because I 
like, although, I tend to kind of work away on something, my subconscious I don't 
you know I'm a bit too restless to just sit, and you know I tend to get up and take a 
little walk, you know I, so what I t1nd is that incoming emails or telephone calls or 
whatever I generally don't kind of they don't bother me too much, umm, because I'm 
actually often quite I'm quite happy to-to take you know three minutes or three 
minutes away from vvhat I'm doing, and just, you know it just kind ofthan go back to 
it- you know, I'm-I'm I don't tend to lose my thread, umm, I'm quite soti of 
tenacious about things and so I tend to be quite you know, quite reactive- you know, 
stuff happens and you know I do something about it. 
Umm soti of one exception which is I've got a couple of'adminy' things that I'm 
supposed to till out and I have a slight allergy to umm, actually looking at the things I 
have here are mostly stuffon my desk is research related at the moment I would say 
yeah, they should be around all my piles which pretty much all used but needs to do 
with my umm, thesis, but I've got two, got two other things here, umm ... two ... yeah 
three perhaps ah in the pile which is sort of waiting perhaps f()r [too much noise]. I 
have a thing about my PHD enrolment and the reason that sits there is-is because the 
whole process annoys the hell out of me because umm, they don't seem, like they 
send you out f(mns that you have to fill out, but they have all the inf(mnation that is 
already held on the university records, like your ID number and your start date and the 
umm, course code and all that kind of thing, and its, and-and I have to, because I'm 
doing this once a year- I have to look them up every year and it just really initates 
me that l have to spend my time umm retrieving this int(mnation which is already 
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really available to administrative, so I tend to kind ofvote with my feet a little bit by 
dragging my heels on this particular job, which is-is a bit naughty, because it 
inconveniences <Name> and other peopk'- but yeah, so that letter has been sitting 
there because when I look at it I teel cross and don't do anything about it, umm, ah, 
but that's something another sort of event that happened that I really ought to be 
doing something about it at some stage. 
Then I also have on my desk umm, <Name>'s PHD research proposal which he is 
presenting next week and again I really need to be- again is in hard copy t(mn; umm, 
ah, so I can get that from the SIM office which is the normal way that <Name> can 
distribute them. I really ought to be giving this some reasonably serious attention; 
umm, <Name> is a close friend and colleague and he also has a topic umm, that has 
quite a lot of synergy with my ah research interests umm so umm yeah so I do feel 
that I ought to umm go through this reasonably carefully, and I know another piece of 
work of<Name>'s which relates to ... Umm, oh, umm maybe a few things here which 
are in hard copy - I have another piece of work of <Name>' s which relates to the 408 
project he did a couple of years ago which I supervised and I'm really looking at that 
partly I want to probably site some aspects of it in my own research and also I'm 
looking to write it up or we'll publish one part of it I'm not too, publish another part 
ofthat umm as a conference paper. 
And, then I have various other bits and pieces of things to possibly follow up umm, 
various opportunities f(H" writing papers or whatever which I printed offlSWorld.com, 
what I tend to do is-is when I go through it and have a look at ISWorld, so I might just 
have a look now, umm so everything I have for 'e' umm, I have a filter, so every now 
and then I go through, and then I have a sub-directory which I call follow-up and so if 
I see anything that I think perhaps I might want to act on I put it in the follow-up 
directory, which then becomes sott of like a short-list of opportunities which then I 
eventually do-do something about, and then which I don't. Umm, several ofwhich are 
good oppottunities but at present I'm really kind of focussed on getting a lot ofthe 
writing done f()r the thesis so, umm, so I'm just looking here I've got ah a Theory 
Development Workshop on ISIS, ah, I've got umm a course of chapters on the 
Handbook of Research on Contemporary Theory <indeterminable> Moral- ah I've 
picked these out because I'm doing quite a bit of work on theory just at present. 
I've got a whole wallpapers and a new journal of Marketing Channels and ah, which-
which I could fit with some of the multi-channels research I've done but have not yet 
published. Umm, I got a call tor papers tor a conference in Taipei in December, umm, 
e-business conference in to be perfectly honest my main interest in that is I have a 
fhend in Taiwan I quite like to catch up with, but really I don't think that's going to 
happen. Umm, ah, yeah so, that's a bit of a, anyway, flying a kite really so, I'm umm 
probably should bitithat out because I'm not really that serious about it- umm, yeah, 
so those are kind of sitting there on the back-burner kind ofthing, umm, probably 
most of them have dates coming up quite soon, I'm actually not going to do anything 
about them, umm ... 
What I sometimes do is I actually do is on my wall! make a timeline of deadlines, so 
I can keep an eye on it and work towards it umm, but that's the smt of things I'm 
reasonably serious about. I don't think I'm a hell of a serious about the ... this one's 
1st September, which is tomorrow so I'm not gonna be doing that. .. this one's 15th 
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September that's thee-government chapter so I guess that's still a possibility- I'll 
hang onto that another one 1st September that's not gonna happen. This one is ... a 
proposal- that's possible, actually that might be quite good because you just have to 
prepare a two/three page proposal outline of a chapter and then you have time to write 
a chapter ah after that and so <indeterminable> I'm going to hang onto that one- I'll 
keep that one in my pile. Umm, and then on marketing channels- that's just a 'for 
your inf(Jrmation' about the journal and I am quite interested in publishing in that, and 
so I will keep that in my pile. And so, what I am going to do with these is I just 
basically kind of sat them up and they act as a kind of a reminder, or I may - I either 
just leave them there I'm looking at Taipei and I'm gonna get rid ofthat paper and 
leave it in the dump [trash] and the others I will just leave them there as a little 
back-burner reminder or I may enter them into my online diary or I may enter them in 
their hardcopy reminder that I pin up on my wall so I can keep an eye on the dates 
mnm, at present I'm not gonna do either ofthose two things so in terms of time 
management i1 probably totally sucks as I have already handled them <laughs> Its 
actually really funny ... that I've put them back down again, apart from the two I have 
thrown in the bin umm ... 
So while I'm on the <indetenninable> opportunity have a really quick [ 18.45] squizz 
through them now here and most of it I am going to completely ignore its really not 
relevant to my research interests Oh, here's a Victoria ad for an Associate Professor 
in E-Commerce so that's gone out on my <indeterminable> umm something on a 
journal on electronic commerce research I have published in before but no specialised 
research element was relevant to me- so that's pretty much the end of my distractions 
and that is pretty much the pile of stuff that either is sitting on my desk in hardcopy or 
has come in v:.a email I ought to be doing something about mnm ... 
There might be one other which is ah, it's an admin task which really has come in it 
was tucked m:der my door by <Name>yesterday which I haven't done anything about 
yet. .. It seems to have a bit of a theme doesn't it?- In how I ought to be doing 
something about it, mnm, it was tucked under my door and is an offer of study for a 
student but who we think sort of well we rather reluctantly accepted into the honours 
prot,rramme, umm <Name>and I interviewed her, umm by email we are making her an 
offer and she must have tilled out her enrolment form by now. This is our letter 
basically writ:.ng back~ so <Name>looks after that umm, so I'm doing that because 
Brian's on leave at the moment so I'm kind of acting for him because umm, I'm 
taking over the role next year, so actually I'm going to do something about that right 
now, and get 1t otlmy desk. And then I'll get back to writing up what I was doing. 
Okay, so I'm just going to sign that paper and walk it down to umm down to the 
office umm down to <Name>, okay. 
I ntervievv 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
Oh, it's very extensive, but in terms of the technology I may use, ah currently, 
actually relatively little. So I mean I've done courses in all kinds ofheaps and heaps 
of different programming languages and ot1Ice umm tools, over like from the 1970s 
really, so I mean I've really worked really many report writers and word processors 
and spreadsheets and programming languages and they have tools and you all have 
operating systems and you know all kinds of stufi over the years, and but, I've pretty 
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much spent my life in Microsoft Office and then there's the library databases and 
maybe a tew other services like some ofthe Oracle systems, that we use f()r grants 
applications, the HR Kiosk and so on both ofthem basically a universal system. I 
haven't really had any formal training, umm in any ofthose I'd say, umm there's a 
general sort of a function you pick up or whatever, so umm, yeah. [23.00) 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to engage in more information 
events? 
Umm, well I don't generally work on the weekends I've got a teenage t~unily­
umm, so my usual pattern I usually work at work, I mean I do occasionally take work 
home reading or marking or you know, or ifl'm really on a role I might go back [to 
work] and do a bit more writing in the evenings or something mnm, but generally I'm, 
you know, I'm kind of a you know, I'm pretty much a 'nine to five girl'. I try to be 
relatively focussed when I'm here and I don't, yes, so I'm weekdays and working 
hours pretty much would be me mostly, yeah. [24.00) 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
Oh yes, I mean teaching or university work is usually cyclic and so what you do is 
going to depend on what your cun-ent responsibilities are and so patiicularly if you're 
teaching and so you get a lot of [information] events- which of course is entirely fair 
enough. If you're here you get a lot of people contacting you- well enquiring even, 
clarifications and you know complaints, and you like why did I get this grade?- or 
you know whatever. But obviously if you're teaching you get a lot more ofthose and 
obviously they tend to heat up around the times of due dates and things like that, 
mnm. There are probably times that are a lot more admin intensive than other times 
like beginning of trimesters, all these sort of areas have cycles a lot on when things 
need to be done and things have to be produced, umm, book lists have to be in, 
Student Notes have to be submitted, and so there's a number of dates like they're a 
part of the cycle which as part of the university we have to contonn to so they all 
generate associated period of things you have to do, umm, there are- I guess there are 
conference deadlines that generate activities, but if you're targeting a particular 
conference, then you have to meet the date. Umm, like I've been involved in***** 
*** [tracks?], [25.57] and that's obviously extremely busy. Again like, you know, you 
get kind of clumps ofrelated things, so its kind ofhard to generalise things and say 
like there's a typical day because that's not like, say for example, when our hitch [or 
pitch?] track was about to close, well I probably spent two or three days mainly 
responding to various things to do with that, you know, like then it was all kind of 
done and dusted, you know, I don't think about it again until for another however 
long, until we stmi typing it for the next year, so its like in terms of you tend to get 
clusters of things that are all related to one another because they are all related to a 
particular external event or cycle or whatever. Then once that's tinished, then that 
cluster will be completely replaced by a cluster of something else. Yeah, that would 
be how I would characterise it. 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
Oh well, definitely, I think, well in fact, with the exception I guess you could say of 
research projects that I have initiated myselt: an awful lot ofwhat I do is responding 
to something. You knovv in responding to umm, organisational deadlines, conference 
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deadlines, umm supervisions that I've made a commitment to, etc, etc, etc. So there's 
a lot of pretty reactive things- a lot ofwhat I do is pretty reactive 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
I have email(?] up all day every day ... so that would be the big winner. I use email a 
very great deal. I use Text Chat a bit, I Google Chat with a few people that, yeah, so 
umm, as well as email I do have synchronous chat sometimes with people that I 
consider contacts. I do get quite a lot oftelephone calls. I get quite a bit of stuff 
coming in various hard copy f(mns as well I guess, umm, but yeah, definitely like a 
huge proportion would be basically Microsoft Office, Library Databases, email and 
various other usually administrative systems. 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier 
and more efficient than what you currently use? 
I get initated by the relatively smi ofsilo-ised nature of a lot ofthe university 
systems. And a lot ofthem are pretty kind of crappy I guess, umm. Yeah, like things 
that we have to use, that we have no choice like the HR Kiosk, and the Grants System. 
Both are really kind ofunfiiendly and unintuitive, umm and annoying, and you know 
ifl didn't have to use them I definitely wouldn't <laughs>. And they make me kind of 
grumpy every time I have to use them, because I think why do I have to put up with 
them. I think there's quite a lot of stuff and quite a lot of approvals stufJthat soli of 
circulates- I think some kind of work tlow would, you know, like things, and we tend 
to use email- I mean not by me, but by us, from what will tit in an email, whatever; 
but it's a rather hit or miss with things sometimes, because sometimes the person 
you're emailing, they don't get back to you and, then some you need to follow it up 
and there's no sort of process to it you know to choose things tor approval and get 
your notification back and so on, and, or there are a few that the Grants System-
which feel I hate so much it actually does send out automated advice about applying 
t<.1r grant applications and stutllike that which is one of the few reasonably good 
things that it does. But a lot of the stuff we have to do doesn't, you know there's no 
kind ofwork t1ow. So I've often thought that what would be helpful would be to have 
better workt1ow technology. Apmi from that, I think our yeah, I mean generally the 
technology that we use is okay. Its probably more around the inconsistency, 
incompatibility silo-ising, poor usability, poor/low integration between systems- that 
soli of thing that rather than any of them. Most of the technologies are individually 
smi of <indeterminable> so you do tend to spend a bit of time moving back and forth 
that would probably be my main issue 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not 
feel confident enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more 
successful than they otherwise could be? 
Umm, I haven't really have any success with I've had a couple of goes with trying 
to set up my cell phone so I could umm, so I could get email messages on it, but I 
didn't have any success with that, umm. I probably don't really need it but there are 
occasional times where it could have come in handy, umm, [Interviewer: I'd agree 
with that!). Apart fi·om that I guess probably, I use cell phones to their full advantage, 
but a lot of that is because I'm sitting at my computer all day anyway, so I tend to use 
the, you know, PC functions, say the calendar or whatever rather than cell phone 
functions. The ability to integrate seems to be coming up a bit, but, say tor example 
one really huge problem that I have is integrating home and work diaries and 
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commitm.cnts, and so I will get, t()r example an invitation to something personal at 
work and I' II forget to take it home, I' II make a commitment maybe to do something 
late one of the kids take them to the dentist or the hospital or something- I'll make a 
commitment at home and I forget to put it in my diary at work and I have a [***] that is 
a bit thin like something that enabled me to centralise my appointments, both work 
related and personal, and capture them once regardless of where I was and have it in a 
single place that could be integrated so that it would come up with pretty much with 
notit1cations on my machine while I was working- that would be really, really 
helpful. That's probably the biggest area where things tend to kind of fall through the 
cracks. 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
Oh, yes! I hate the way my profile takes such a long time to load, and actually the way 
my PC powers up, there's a few points where you just need to kind of press a couple 
of buttons or make a couple of clicks. I mean like, f()r example, Outlook, I have umm, 
a programme called <indeterminable> and Copy that copies, ah synchronises between 
the network and my local hard drive, but if you don't start it when you first start your 
-or when you first logon, it kind of gets itself in a knot, and then it can't open the 
mail, and then you basically have to restart your, but its really annoying because it 
takes quite a long time to model, and I can't leave it long, like make a cup of coffee or 
whatever because I've got to kind of wait tor a couple of prompts that I need to 
respond to. So I sit there every morning thinking how long it takes to load up. I do get 
fi:ustrated by things like poor usability, and one that I particularly hate is the umm 
Grants System which isn't very user-friendly a system I get really initatcd every 
time I have to use it. Umm it's a really annoying way of having to do that patiicular 
job. 
l get annoyed when things don't work, like tor example, MS Word has got quite a bit 
better but its still close to being too smart and sometimes it knows what you want and 
some times you have trouble saying you don't want to do that you want to do 
something ditTercnt, and there arc still a few bugs occasionally that you stumble 
across and strange behaviours in Word, and that can be really initating. You know, 
like tor example, doing camera ready papers that used to be specialised on: that 
specialist typists did, but now you do your own so if you're doing camera-ready 
work, you have to be pretty whizzy with Word, and know you know, umm, be whizzy 
with Power Plus formatting and tcmplating and all that soti of thing. But every now 
and then you get some either you're sent a template and it's got some little problem in 
it, or you create a template and yet have a great deal of ditTieulty trying to conform to 
the f(mnatting requirements- so that can be exceptionally irritating, when you've got 
something that's finished, proof-read, and the text is all done and all you're trying to 
do is beat it into the right f(mnat, and its definitely annoying when it just won't or, I 
mean, it might be operator error, but you know when for whatever reason you know, 
you're having trouble when it should be like a last minute tidy-up and you don't want 
it to turn into this great kind of 'do or die' battle, umm, with Microsoft Word, but that 
seems to never apply <I even find that MS Word is bad on tables>- Yeah, [laughs]. 
What mediums of information do you prefer? [That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet] 
Well, I think technology can be convenient, umm, and I do usc it a great deal, umm, 
and I use email a great deal, ah, but on the whole, I prefer to email with people I 
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already know, umm, I guess if I really had a choiee I would say I would probably 
prefer to deal face-to-face if I could. And certainly I find it hard to deal with people 
solely by email. I mean I find that you know, that the relationship needs to be kind of, 
or it can be better if it's reaffirmed by meeting them occasionally. I mean, sometimes 
it happens the other way round, you know I've had people umm that I've initially had 
an email correspondence with someone but never actually met, umm, you know, but I 
do find that if I have actually seen them and talked to them, mnm, I tend to have more 
confidence, umm, and commitment. Ifl had a completely fi·ee choice I would 
probably umm choose to meet people. 
Having said that, I think there is kind of a place f(H both, because one ofthe things 
that people seem to love about email is that it leaves a kind of paper trail, and you 
know that is extremely convenient. So, you know, it is certainly good to have a short 
confirmation of perhaps of meetings you have with people, or agreements, or, you 
know, actions umm, yeah, so I would say they have quite a complimentary- like in 
my ideal world they would have quite a complimentary role there. Technology would 
act as a kind of secretarial support function, perhaps you might say f()r, umm for your 
normal business functions. So it would help in documenting things, searching for 
things, umm, you know, preventing <indeterminable> that smi ofthing. So yeah 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Yeah. Umm, well it's smi ofhard to imagine, you know, what life used to be like, I 
guess, umm. I, I mean we probably do stuffthat we wouldn't do if couldn't do it 
and would never really miss it, you know, I mean for example I'm not talking about 
the presentation umm of documents, well I guess its really more about things that 
need to be pretty well presented if they're going to be published in a journal. But, for 
example for internal material that's just going to circulate around the university or 
around some it probably doesn't actually need to be immaculately presented as it is, 
you know, but the fact that Word is out and you can do it means you spend time kind 
of making it look nice, you know, so I think the possibilities that have opened up by 
technology- yeah, we would probably spend time using them. 
And you know, the tact that you can dash otT an email to somebody- that may 
actually intensity the level of communication- like so you may actually end up 
spending time communicating with them more, whereas if you couldn't do it, you 
know, you wouldn't really miss it, umm. So, so, I think it's more like for every 
individual event except t(w when things kind of fall between the cracks between 
different technologies, and that's definitely annoying. On the whole I think they are 
you know, like if you're gonna do the activity anyway, then doing it with technology 
is usually more productive, but I think you may end up doing activities because you 
can that may not actually be strictly necessary, so in that sense there may be negative 
issues there. 
Do you feel they could be more productive? 
1 think you spend a lot of time- unproductive time kind of adapting to their 
technologies. You know, you have your own profile, like say for example, you know 
ifi want a document I mean there are various links and stuff like that you can spend 
quite a lot of time digging around through tlle hierarchies and things like that, you 
know because that's the way the computer sees stufl: you know, whereas you know, 
like f(w me tor example, I tend to keep a lot ofstuffyou know, kind ofcuiTent and 
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open at the same time~ I mean it would be quite handy f()r me to be able to just kind 
of you know, <indeterminable> follow work in progress of different sorts you know 
that would take me directly to the, you know, the things that I'm working on. It would 
be handy to kind of cluster things so that if I have umm, you know a presentation and 
ah spreadsheets, Word documents that are all kind of associated with a topic it 
would be quite good to, you know I mean, yeah, like on the whole like we spend a lot 
of time adapting to the way, to the way the system views things and we do because on 
the whole we still prefer to do that to not having it but, it can still be an awful lot there 
~it could be a lot more centred around the person and their working style than it is 
there's some level ofadaptivity I think that adaptivity could be a lot greater than it is 
~yeah. 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
I don't need to switch to my cell phone in tact it would be annoying to go over to 
the cell phone. And also of course I don't have a PDA which some people use and it 
would be interesting and I have never used one can't say I will ever or not, but 
certainly I think that if I had a more mobile job or lifestyle, then I probably would use 
my cell phone quite a bit more. But I'm pretty much usually either at home or at 
work, or somewhere in between; and you know, and so at home we have email and a 
landline, at work I have email and a landline, so I'm pretty available. So I think on the 
whole, the cell phone seems to be something that fills in a few ofthose gaps like if 
I'm travelling, or ifi'm out on the weekend- but it's not my preferred technology. 
Yeah, so it's kind of a distant kind ofthird place behind computers and regular 
telephony really for me. And that really proves it 'cause I've lost mine and I'm not 
finding it difficult. I probably will get another one, or at least I'll try really hard to 
find that one. Oh, and another thing, I've had cell phones on and off since the early 
nineties because I worked for Telecom and had a cell phone when they first came out 
and had one of the you know, quite early models~ so I have had a succession I must 
have had ... I don't know how many, but lots and lots of different times over what 
must be close to 15 years now no maybe not quite that long. I got my first one when 
my daughter was about two, and she's now 13 ~so yeah, maybe 10 or 11 years or so 
I've had ditlerent cell phones; but I haven't really kind oflived with them that much, 
or really gotten into using all their sort of capabilities. 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
Umm, well. .. I think sometimes ifl 'm on holiday- depending on where I'm on 
holiday but I'll tend to check email ifi have the opp011unity to do it, mum. Even if 
I'm away I travel with my laptop, umm, and often ifl tind a Cyber Cafe~ so I would 
say yeah, I'm a bit of a- kind of a PC or computer-email addict kind of thing~ I 
don't mind not so addicted that I get up upset ifi don't get to check my emails or 
whatever, but I have relatively easy opportunities to do so I would certainly do it 
rather than not. I mean at the airpm1s if they have tree email access then I would 
definitely logon~ so generally unless I've deliberately gone away to get away from 
things, I would generally be connected to email and internet and stuff~ yeah. 
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Observation 2 
Participant Two- 6 September 2007. 8.20am - 9.50am 
80 minutes total recording time - Observation & Interview 
Now usually when I get in, in the morning- the very first thing I do is login because I 
have a laptop so I always take it home with me because there is always something to 
do. So I logon and see what emails have come in particularly if anything needs urgent 
attention. So it takes a little while. umm, to come up, you know all the messages f()r 
today. As I indicated there were some that anived late last night. so I deliberately did 
not access those. So I look at who they have come from to see ifthere's anything-
any response that I am waiting tor from someone that might be urgent. So that's 
number one. And then it's usually if it's tiom umm the Dean or the Head of School-
that usually gets priority treatment. 
There are some f()r instance from our ISWorld Information Community updates from 
LMAR which is a marketing thing. that sort ofthing, umm, really interesting, but it's 
very very (time consuming?] <indeterminable>- I've got quite a lot on my plate at the 
moment, so I mustn't be tempted to submit even more papers to different conferences 
or different journals l'mjust concentrating on the ones I'm doing at the moment, so 
I resist even looking at those- I will look at them I usually look at them over the 
weekend, you know, just to sort of keep up-to-date because sometimes they have got 
really interesting things that would, you know help with teaching- case studies or 
interesting resources. 
Now, then I look at- it's usually in terms ofthe programme directors. They go down 
fi·om Head ofwell- Dean and Head ofSchool, maybe Faculty stuff, Faculty stuff is 
very impo11ant - and then I go down and look at tor instance the Programme 
Directors, because very often they need information~ and I see that there is 
something here from <Name>- right, and this is in regard to the Associate Professor 
ofE-Commerce position that we are advet1ising at the moment, with regard to that I 
see that he has just copied me in on the general response, umm, and ... and again he 
has copied me in on information that a student wanted about their Honours Grades, 
umm. 
Now we are about a research project with UTDC. UTDC is a community intervention 
<indeterminable> that we introduced in INFO l 02 over the year, particularly now with 
the 'C Sharp' introduction and they are arranging f(Jcus group interviews with 
students in the first year, second year and third year. So <indeterminable> has been 
specially employed by UTDC to review this just for a limited period so I know her 
time tiame is limited ~ so I need to respond to her- I think she sent me three things, 
so I'mjust going to have a look at those ... Okay, she sent me an example of the letter 
she will be sending to the students, umm, ... <So are these being deleted, saved, 
or ... ?> I won't delete any of these- things that I will be- so I'll keep all of these ... 
lfthey are very important working documents- in other words I need to work off 
those documents or need to really comment on them or the content, I will print them 
out <okay> so I've got a number that I have printed out and I will show you. Now see 
here there is something il-om Ticketek and that I will probably just delete, okay'? 
Because I what I want to~ what performances I want to see and take things from very 
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regularly- so I' II just delete that, but will be in my delete basket. See there's 
something here fiom <indeterminable> an Out ofOftice Reply. Umm, bit of a 
problem there it seems as though <Name> is a half-day employee, and umm we 
frequently need to contact <Name> with HEC-type things like date of destruction of 
data after a certain period and research and study leave and conference leave, and 
there are always queries about those things- and very often she is not there, you 
know you get an Out of Office Reply, which is a little bit frustrating. So with Maggie 
you've always got to get in there and do the job as soon as possible. So I 'II just put 
that on hold because I've sent a response regarding data destruction from a PHD 
student umm, and got an Out of Office Reply which is a bit fi·ustrating. 
Umm, I see there's a call for papers for the INSIGHT conference is going to be in 
Bulgaria- especially sent to me by this fellow <Name> who organises the 
conference, and umm <Name> and I have presented a paper this year in June at the 
conference in Slovenia and was very well received and <Name> came and visited 
here, so and we hosted him, showed him around and l think he sort ofthinks we are 
now <indeterminable> supporters. Quite frankly I don't know ifi have- will have 
the opportunity to go to this conference because I'll be on research and study leave 
next year, and umm, I'll be focussing on other things, so I might put that on hold. I'll 
probably print that out so I know I have got to attend to it, and got to reply to it, so I'll 
print it out here in my office. My office has got a single-side printer, and because I 
print off quite a lot of things, umm, sometimes I piint out -yes print it double-sided. 
Oh, I've written another paper tor a journal... <Name> and I wrote this paper and 
umm, it has been submitted to a journal, well they, they wanted us to have it in a 
journal so we said okay, we'll put it in this journal, and umm, there seems to be 
some sort ofumm, I need to print this out as well. I'll need to check up with <Name> 
on this, there seems to be some so11 of communication between <Name> and the 
editor about the status of the miicle. Sometimes its difficult to keep track of all the 
articles and papers you've got- where and at which stage they are, now ... this is 
taking a long time ... and then sometimes you realise, my goodness I submitted this so 
many months ago and I've not heard from them, or umm, you know, you submit the 
final paper they wanted and okayed and you've not heard when exactly when the 
thing is going to be published- so you have to f()llow that up. So there's a whole lot 
of follow-up stuff 
Now, there's something here, oh, something from <Name>- Mobile Blood 
Collection down town. Well first of all they won't let me give blood because I'm 
underweight, and secondly- so they say- and umm, anyway, I'm up here, so that 
would be impractical. Umm, Something from ... Oh, now we have a student who has a 
bit of a problem- Oh my gracious me! Now the student has a problem with student 
umm, something to do with agrotats and his request for agrotats was declined. Now 
this is actually serious, but because it's confidential I won't print it out in the printing 
room I']] print it out here ... and I really need to go into this in depth, because its 
very important tor this student and I need to ensure that I give the student the best 
attention I can and help the student because obviously something has gone awry. 
Umm, he came in yesterday in quite an agitated state- so that's quite urgent. 
And now I see here there's a request fi·om a Chinese student. You can see because the 
font is in Chinese script. .. wants a credit transfer. .. wants an appointment this 
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afternoon at 2 o'clock- now this is not feasible for me so, I' II just have to reply to the 
student. Another one has got difficulty with credit transfers, but because this student 
is Chinese, the English is not very good, and most ofthe communication has been 
verbal. It's between her and Faculty and me, and then she gets ... somewhere in 
communication the essence of exactly what needs to be communicated gets lost. So 
Faculty phoned me and said they were having problems with this. So this has been 
documented so that we have so we have some facts to work off So I'll just reply to 
her is that all right'? 
I keep a hard copy diary with me because I find it easier to just to see all of my 
appointments at a glance ... you know, appointments f(.)r rooms or whatever, and I can 
take it with me wherever I need to go. 
Okay, so now we've got that sm1ed out [Chinese student reply]. And there's another 
call for papers ... <Do you keep email up all day?> No; umm, at specific times of the 
day. I prefer not to get distracted and can concentrate on work, otherwise it can be just 
watching this all the time [incoming email]. It can be very distracting so I can switch 
otT and just focus, particularly if you're working some thesis or you know, working 
on anything, or working on a paper- a concentrated ethic. Umm, another call tor 
papers~- oh no, its in October in Taiwan, and so 1 can forget that. And I tell you they 
can forget it because I've used up all of my conference leave allowance. Because you 
get conference leave and then you also get paid conference grants- a certain amount 
of money that you can spend in three years attending conferences, and I had a huge 
whack in the middle ofthe year, so that's out. Any conference I go to now would have 
to be very, very important. 
Okay, another one from <Name> -that will be fine ... Something fi·om <Name>; just 
a thank you. <Name> 's very good, Simon acknowledges whatever I send him, and I 
do the same with him. But then we know that one, we know there's a [seed'?/thread?] 
****which is good. So what I'm leaving now ... <Name> 's just informing me about 
the interviews tor the people who are applying fbr the Associate Professor ofE-
Commerce. So that all indicated -yes that's fine, and fiuiher to that, the things I 
haven't opened are things fi·om ISWorld and Community Updates and European 
Marketing thing, these are all daily things that 1 get, so I've got to resist those for the 
minute. But I don't want to be too blinkered and just not attend to them at all, but 
those [ read over the weekend. 
So those have all been done, now I '11 give you examples do you want examples of 
how else I go about things? Usually I do ... If things need my attention, so in other 
words, it's not the information-type email or keeping me in the loop of something, but 
something of which I have to respond to, which I first need to read in depth befbre I 
respond to it, then I print it out. And so it's a physical reminder that I need to respond 
to it a big physical reminder- also I can do it -sometimes that's the stuff! take 
home and do it at home, not interrupted. For instance, <Name> has asked, he needs to 
make a tew changes to his Masters bef()re it's finally passed off And usually they will 
give one or two comments. So I have given him my feedback and Benoit and the date 
of the thxiback, and he has come back to me with quite a deep question, which is not 
something which can be fobbed oft~ so I'm sitting reading the relevant part ofhis 
thesis bet()re I can reply intelligently- so that's actually an example. 
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Now these are all the things that I need to attend to urgently. <Name> sent me a 
questionnaire which I quickly reviewed last night, so I'll send her feedback on that-
<Name> from UTDC. In the post this morning I got two applications for exemptions 
for students applying for transfer credit. So I've got these, and these I can deal with 
quite quickly, so I can look at that. 
This is something from a group who are working on a European Union project, and 
this is in regard to a system, an inter-country, an intemational system relating to 
customs and customs documentation, that type of thing, but particularly the security 
aspects. And they want me to be involved in this from the New Zealand side. So I've 
had to talk to various people about the feasibility of us getting involved. But they 
want me to go there next year when I'm on sabbatical because I'll be with <Name> 
in Canada. But they want me to go there and to work with them on this. So they've 
sent me some stuff, and its things I've now got to follow up on with the various 
powers that be- various players. And if you deal with govemments and government 
organisations you've got to be careful and you've got to get just the right person- so 
that's really quite a lot ofwork. 
And this- my f(Jlders- I colour-code my ft)lders- and it's usually for extemal 
organisations. Yellow is for external to SIM, and SIM use- SIM committees and 
things like that are usually Blue, except if I have to work on them very specifically, 
and then I put them in a Green folder green stands for having to work on them-
green stands for having to work! And here's another thing, a questionnaire- that I'm 
working on with <Name> so the questionnaire has to be \Vorked on. This is an 
Academic Statutes Committee, and they have course prescriptions and requests to 
change course prescriptions. This has to go to this committee. We have meetings once 
a month, once every two months - as the need arises. But we have quite a- I won't 
say heated because we weren't arguing, but there was a deep debate over the change 
of some honours papers in Marketing and International Business. So now these are the 
revised proposals I have to go through that, you see. And these don't really have 
folders because they are opportunities f()r conferences or journals or research funds. 
So those are not majorly important. Here's two things from <Name>. One is the paper 
form fi)l· Quality Conference that I must just speak slightly. I've also got to lead a 
workshop on f()cus groups for the conference. So that's in Green, as it is something I 
must do. And this- always- stutff(n my PHD -there's always stuff ongoing there. 
So this is now for another article- it's got to be prepared from the PHD thing. So, 
these are things to do. But also things I need to reply to quickly. So I smi of organise 
them according to levels of importance- you know, urgency. So these need to be 
done quickly, so they can go on top. 
And here's another system over here. These are different papers- miicles- journal 
articles that I'm working on at the moment. This is a book chapter f()r E-govemment, 
but its local government and it's the socialising aspect of Internet Voting. How to vote 
in inveiied commas- to the public; and I'm working on that with an ex-student of 
mine. So, she's got to give some contribution, and I'm just waiting ft)r that- but it 
mustn't be out of mind. <Name> and I are working on another research project but 
that's also waiting till he's t1nished his PHD proposal. So it's not majorly urgent. And 
this one relates to the project that <Name> is working on online auctions. 
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And here [basket trays]~ what I have here is these are things that I must do a pile 
to do. These are not an urgent to do. So I've got to write otT some report at some stage 
and <Name> and I are working on an article together, but it is only October that I 
need to get this t1nished. So, these are not the urgent things. This tray is tor awaiting 
responses from others, and this is to read [another tray]- this is the to read tray. 
Those over there are documents that are waiting tor meetings I am going to have 
either today or tomorrow, so the meeting documents go there. 
These are to file away, and the filing cabinet is quite well organised, but it's running 
out of space, so I'm running out of those hanging folders. So I need to get those so I 
can file these away. They are sort of unusual things which don't fit into the nonnal. .. 
okay, so, that's my day! Now, what else do I need to tell you? 
Interview 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
Now, I've done a tew shoti courses, but those have been sponsored by the 
organisations tor which I've worked, but they have really been short courses. So as far 
as formal training is concerned, it's really very minimaL 
What is your area of expertise? 
It's more strategy information systems. 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to engage in more information 
events? 
No, I can't say that I do. But what I try to do even though we've got Intemet access at 
home, in the evenings and in the weekends I prefer to work on what I call my 'work 
things'- you know, writing papers and articles and other things so I'm not distracted. 
I'm quite disciplined with that I won't look at the stuff However there are some 
weekends f()r instance when I send out the <indeterminable> letters to all the students, 
you knmv we send out hundreds- or that type of thing when I will come in- it has to 
be done from here because I've got an access <indeterminable>. Or I will do it from 
home and I will access internet-type stuff~ or if I know that a student is sending me 
drafts they really do need to get quick feedback then I will just download that. But 
I prefer not to- email stuff so that I can f()cus on work-stuff. I call it work-stuff. 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
It would be lower in January in terms of the communicated information, because 
people go on holiday. The second half of December, January, umm, people in the 
southem hemisphere, so it's lower then, and a lot of your colleagues are away then. 
And uni sort of calms down, you know quietens down considerably. But that doesn't 
mean to say that the information use is low because then you do more of your own 
research and have a great time. You can go in quietly ... 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
Yes what we- speed of access very often, and access to ceiiain things, although it's 
getting better and better and you can usually access whatever you want to and if all 
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else tails you can write to the author, you know. The library keeps acquiring new 
contacts and things, new databases. But its usually speed speed is the main thing. 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
[would it be email, or do you use cell phones with text messaging, or. .. ] -No. I 
actually don't- Programme Directors are all given an Apache, and that uses a lot 
when I'm away in some god forsaken place. But it won't be any good when I'm 
overseas because Telecom-- so I'd have to get a Vodafone Roamer- so I had to use 
my own cell phone. And actually I'm either here or at home and quite a few students 
all have both my phone numbers. And students can phone me at home it's okay. So 
I don't use I really don't use my own cell phone a lot at all 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier 
and more efficient than what you currently use? 
I think I mean everything's available, and I've never had an urgent need I mean 
my web cam I leave at home- I've never had an urgent need to use it here, and Skype 
[using internet to call phones] and those smis ofthings. Sometimes links with cetiain 
countries are not so good. But its- you know, very often- not in my- previously in 
my research, what I would actually like to appreciate is being able to is have vitiual 
conferences with the faculty down town. Now that you mention it, because it's such a 
pity we're not down there because we need to go down there quite a lot as Programme 
Directors, or I do because I'm on various committees, and time is really important, 
and we spend time travelling down there and travelling back. It's not like meeting in 
the same building; you have to pack up things and remember to take everything, and 
then you've got to get down there and- it's pretty disruptive- so it would be so nice 
just to have virtual meetings with them. I mean, we know the people, it's not as 
though you've got to establish bonds with people. That I would appreciate. And 
actually I should look into it! 
Yes, all those technologies are out there, and it's just a matter of getting your time to 
actually go forward with the appropriate one. But now that you mention it, yeah. 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not 
feel confident enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more 
successful than they otherwise could be? 
One thing I suppose I find I don't use- you know you've got to learn how to use 
them, but. I think really in this area, I'm pretty adaptable, and you know if you're 
curious you'll learn fast. Ifyou already have a beat in that direction, you're more 
likely to embrace the technology and you're keen to use it because it's you're area. 
You know, that's where your interests lie. 
I think where the stuff comes to a tore is using the technology particularly with the 
undergraduates, and then communicating with the undergraduates. I'm going to have 
an undergraduate chance in a moment- but that is great- you know, to be able to 
communicate in all sotis of ways. And we implement·- not me directly but 
obviously the t!rst year particularly, we implemented all so1is of communication 
mechanisms with students. So I suppose you could regard that as ICT. Using a whole 
lot of things in addition with Blackboard, so that has gone very well. Even developed 
the SQ generated tutorial assignment system by <Name>. That was sponsored by us-
so those sorts of things. And you know, using Utube all sorts of examples in 
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lectures. Yes, it's more important for the undergraduates than postgraduates because 
they're aware of all of that stuff and they will or not use the stuff. 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
Oh yes I do, yes [laughs]. I want it to work now! Immediately- you know, I want it to 
work without - I kno\V this sounds quite ridiculous - I want it to be totally intuitive, 
so I don't have to read in an instruction book. I'm not operator that operates by means 
of manuals - I operate by being shown how, and that is the way I learn best. Though, 
sometimes that's not possible and I do get fi·ustrated. And it's usually at times when 
there's something urgent and I get frustrated. When I've got to produce something 
urgently and it's just not working [ eg.s, when the computer's slow or won't log on]. 
When I don't get frustrated, and a lot of people do, is we have a-- particularly last 
year we went through some bad patches where the system went down, and I don't get 
-I'm always prepared- yes I'm always prepared- I've always got a backup plan of 
things to do. Because there's always an alternative, and I'm sure I have alternative 
communication means with students, because I do realise that does happen and I don't 
want them to suffer- so I need to be able to get hold of them easily. So I always have 
that plan in place. 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
What sources of information do you prefer? ICT/non-ICT 
I like face-to-face because it incorporates so many things. You can interact face-to-
face electronically. Although l think patiicularly in this position, particularly when 
you're dealing with students who are paying money tor their studies, and ... One must 
remember you're in a business essentially, so anything that actually comprises pati of 
contractual obligations I will say, they need to be documented so that you have an 
audit trail. Now I'm not one of these people who likes to cover my back, but very 
often you do need a trail of the correspondence so you know exactly what information 
was exchanged when. So that you can understand where people are coming from. 
Now, 1 do it with many students, and you can not remember all their names and all the 
communication with each of them, and the advice that you give to each of them, so I 
prefer to document if it's you know, possibly difficult situation that one's dealing 
with. You know, or complex, so everything has its place- yes. I like electronic 
communication- email would automatically give you that audit trail. And -but things 
that I need to have at hand immediately to be able to compare- ifi need to compare, I 
prefer to print. Yes, and email is very etlicient, and it allows me to have these specific 
chunks when I can work on a piece ofwork, because that's very precious. 
And one has always got to consider that at the end of the day you are employed as an 
academic, and an academic has three main responsibilities, and the main one is 
research, then comes teaching·~ which is a very close second, and the third one is 
Admin. And even now that I'm a Programme Director, and that's a special sort of 
Admin, I'm still assessed according to the research I produce and according to the 
way I teach. So that is primary and I've got to make sure that I have good time for 
that. So I organise my life around that. Even if it means getting in early in the 
morning- I get in early in the mornings- \4 to 8 sometimes, and then I hit the emails, 
so that by nine I can hopefully I can do the work, or some work because some people 
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only stari an-iving then and sorting themselves out. I find about tea time you get 
people coming in \Vith queries- you know physical visits- face-to-face 
communication. Then I will go and get tea, then quickly look at email to see if 
anything urgent has come in. And if anything really soli of not majorly important, like 
ISWorld comes in, and I don't want to keep it to the weekend, then I might look at it 
while 1 'm having my lunch. Alternatively I '11 read documents while I have my lunch. 
Sometimes Tony likes to come down and have tea and fruit with me and I'll flirt with 
him, but then I'll boot him out! 
What methods are open to you to confirm the validity of information and/or sources? 
It's usually the source. I look at the source and I trust that it comes fiom that source-
yes I just trust that it comes from that source. So if Sid sends me something- it's also 
the way in which people communicate. I know that people have got smi of 
communication mannerisms, so if a piece of communication comes from a certain 
person, 1 know that so and so has sent me that. Or I'll know it has come fi·om Sid 
because of the way he writes, or from <Name> because of the way he writes. So 
people have all got mannerisms in writing. Font and font colours can be copied, but 
the way they express themselves, and most of the people with which I respond, I 
know how they express themselves, and it's more that, I know how <Name> 
expresses himself- it's the mannerisms you can pick up, which are very difficult to 
copy. And the assumption of things that I know. So for instance if I get a 
communication from someone, and they'll talk about a certain concept knowing that I 
know a lot about it- so they know that they don't have to explain the thing to me-
that type ofthing. So there are all these sorts of almost indirect checks or I mean- yes 
you could call them checks t()l· validity. 
I get a lot of stuff from <Name>, and I would know immediately if- just any sort of 
language or way of expression that would really sound funny I would know that's 
not <Name>! Ways of expression and as I said, assumption ofknowledge of a cetiain 
thing, that only they would know that I know or have experienced- that I've 
experienced with them. It might be about an experience we had together that no one 
else would know about. 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Why? 
Yes, very·- I love my information. 
Do you feel that the information events displayed today reflect an average amount on a 
typical day? 
Yes, so far. Ah, wait a moment, amount yes, urgency no. This is actually quite an 
unurgent time. Usually I have ... Urgent ones are if we have got an event coming up 
like we've had Discovery Camp and all those things I had to get through that was a 
different soli of urgency. But it's usually conference deadlines. Deadlines f()r school 
stuff-- but those are pretty predictable, so I can be prepared tor that. But deadlines for 
publications, and particularly if you're working with someone else. And I can't 
squeeze in as many as possible- so if there's the possibility of squeezing in another 
I'll squeeze it in, so I'll work like mad and keep the pressure up and the adrenaline ... 
oh, and its very frustrating because they all have their own t(mnatting that they want 
you to comply with- and sometimes the formatting doesn't work- and then you get 
really tl·ustrated! 
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Another sort of deadline would be when I'm lecturing- it's giving feedback to the 
students as quickly as possible, so I'm never later than two weeks, you know about a 
two week gap, and then I push it and I try to get it done within a week. 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on 
a regular basis? 
Yes. 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fairly often but did not feel the 
need to use today? 
I'm on the phone quite a bit- yes. 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
I suppose FAX. Scanning I use fairly often, not that often. Skype I haven't used today 
-which I don't use too frequently [Download software to call people fl-ee]. Scanning I 
don't use all that frequently- I need to use it for pictures or diagrams or something 
like that~- ifthere's not another way of getting it into another document, then I'll scan 
it 
If so, why do you choose not to use them? 
How did the technologies make you feel? 
Are there any environmental factors influencing your choice of technologies? 
[Not asked] 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
No, no, never [laughter]- that's why my laptop goes home with me every evening 
Tony says it's like my security blanket 
My information uses, I have to be organised, because ifl'm not organised it impacts 
negatively on my efficiency, and ultimately on my effectiveness and productivity. 
And an imp01iant thing to bear in mind is your own resources, so I know when I'm 
most productive intellectually and \vork around that. And for instance there are certain 
times of the day when I preter to do what I call pen-pushy stuff~ which doesn't require 
all that much creative intellectual work and so I organise those things around that time 
ofthe day. And so altogether my day is quite organised, in terms of what I do when. 
I luckily don't need much sleep, so I usually go to bed around 12am, and then up at 
6am. I think it's very important to be organised so that you don't let anything slip 
through the cracks, patiicularly with this job- there's lots and lots of aspects to it, so 
you can't just rely on memory, you can't just rely on telephone calls~ you've got to 
make notes about things, and I do find that printing out the stuff I've got to attend to 
and give people feedback on, unless I do it immediately is very important. I've got the 
diary on here [outlook] and the diary on here- the PDA, but this is still the best 
[physical diary on desk] 
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Observation 3 
Participant Three- 13th September 2007. 8.45- 9.45am. 
57.21 minutes total recording time- Observation & Interview 
[Recorder turned on (0.00}] 
And so I umm, just for your record, I normally use a laptop and I carry it backwards 
and forwards, and it's the same computer at both places, and it avoids all the 
synchronisation problems that you have with desktops, which is neat, and I have 
virtual private network connections, so it's just as ifi'm here even though I'm at 
home. So pretty much the first thing I do every morning is check my email, so there's 
more by the time I get here, but ... 
Okay, one of my perennial frustrations with this and any other Windows-based 
machine is just how long it takes to fire up when I actually want to use it. It takes 
usually anywhere between three and 10 minutes, depending on how recently it's been 
cleaned up, and I get very ratty when it takes l 0 minutes. 
Okay, so the first thing I usually check is my email, and I work in Microsoft Outlook, 
both here and at home, and it's just coming up ... Okay, so I have a bunch of emails 
coming in. The way I work my email is that umm I tend to have rules and alerts, and 
it does some pre-filtering. Anything that I have a definite knowledge ofwhat I plan to 
do with, gets put into a filter, so I've got one from family and friends, another one 
related to my personal hobby. Anything that is from somebody that I'm not expecting 
or don't know, or isn't a regular correspondent, goes into my deleted items, and the 
purpose of that is I'll have a quick look, and if it's not from anybody I want I just 
literally finally delete it. So in this case I've got one in the deleted items folder, one in 
the special folder called 'despam' ~ despam is reserved tor umm, stuff that the system 
has already identified as spam and I just have a quick check to make sure that there 
are no false positives in there. So I'll just check what the deleted items arc, and ... 
some sort of spam, so I'll delete that. 
The next one down is the Family and Friends folder, from my wife about some 
matters of personal family health, so I won't bother responding to that at this moment. 
De-spam f()lder there's a whole bunch of stuff in there~ just quickly scanning down 
it, lots on Viagra, Nasty Asian Action Vids- I'm not being racist there, I'm just 
telling you what the title is. They give you the nastiest action full <Indeterminable> 
vids --I don't understand why people think nasty as a descriptive is going to attract 
me to open them? Cheap ripped-off software, lots of things in t(weign character sets-
that don't translate anyway, some other characters, Russian, Korean, some phishing 
attempts fi·om people to get me to do something on my [A pal??] account, personal 
enhancement products~ nothing in there that umm, that I want to open, so I'm gonna 
delete the entire bundle~ gone. 
Hobby Usc~ nothing of urgency there-- I can just sot1 of skim over those and 
probably won't ever bother reading them. I've got one email in my Drafts Folder that 
relates to this year's Honours programme, and I need to find out where we're at fi·om 
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<Name> [SIM reception). So I'm gonna have to move that- whoops sorry I think 
I've inadvertently pushed a button you'd better check that we're still running. 
[Participant picks up phone to call <Name> at the SIM reception office] 
"Hello <Name>, <Name> here, just wondered if you had any luck in pursuing the 
umm, confirming the room booking for October 9 for the PHD- no not the PHD the 
Honours student presentations, umm, could you give me a call back in my office 
thanks". Okay, umm, this is something that does need to go out, so I'll just spend a 
little time making sure that I've got it right. 'A revival of the practice of past years, 
this year's Honours Students are required to do a presentation on their INF0408 
projects. Students and supervisors are requested to be present. Mini presentations ... 
placed on Monday ... Each student has a 15 minute slot with five minutes of questions 
to report on their progress ... da, da, da, da ... booking in Murphy I 03 ... and insert 
signature ... okay, so that's going out to all the Academics and the information 
systems group and all the students currently enrolled in it- send. Okay ... 
[Phone rings] 
Good morning <Name>. Paul Atkinson? Yes he did, I was running late- 20 minutes. 
Commute became a 50 minute one for reasons I have no idea why. Anyway, yeah, 
yeah, okay where is it [inaudible] okay, 16. I suspect it's probably the Postgraduate 
Students Association ... Anyhow, the room's big enough and got the ... yeah ... yeah, 
no, mmm, yeah \vel!, if we've got it for the time required, that's the main thing ... 
well, umm, well, cer1ainly the students are expected to be there for the whole thing, 
and as many of their supervisors as possible and maybe one or two other academics. 
My experience of the academics is that they will be fairly slack -they'll only come if 
I twist their arm or if they've got direct personal interest. .. alright, mmm ... I'm just 
gonna put you on speaker here because ah, if it's okay with you, I'm being part of a 
umm, of Paul's research, so he's only hearing half of the conversation yes, carry on. 
They need a projector and a laptop- so does that mean it does doesn't it, that it 
needs a network connection- hut do 1H.~ need network connection and Internet? 
I honestly don't know that- it depends what the students choose to present ... 
Okay ... 
So I think I probably would need and Internet connection- I'd be surprised if there's 
no network connection in the room, so we just need to ask umm, Teaching Support to 
set it up appropriately. 
OkaJi, .. 
Just leave the problem with them. 
Okay ... alright then ... 
They may have a wireless connection- who knows. 
Oh. H'ho can tell ... - oh. I can look sornewhere on the[***) tells JYJU >~'here all the 
11'ircless connections arc ... 
Yeah, but I would tend to probably approach umm, Teaching Suppmi. 
Oka.v ... 
Yeah. 
Okay, alright, I've should cancel the other - the Hunter Room ... 
Not until we've got this one, and we're agreed we can get the gear, so I'd get the ... 
Okay. 
Yeah. 
So Teaching Services ... a!rightv then ... 
Thanks <Name>. 
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Okay, and while that happened, having sent out the earlier message, we got an instant 
response from somebody ... an out of office reply. I have my email set up so that 
umm, I get the instant previews, so I don't have to decide whether to open them or 
not, I can already see what they say. There are some dangers to that, but I have a 
reasonably robust virus protection, and umm and Trojan spyware stuff so ... so I'm 
not too nervous about it. 
Okay. and at this stage I need to go into my calendar just to see who else I'm late for 
today. I have a bunch of Shepherding meetings I'm not sure ifwe'd started 
shepherding with Honours students when you did your's- had we? 
I had heard bout it -I think some people were hut I didn't really understand it ... 
Okay, basically, basically it's just that umm, the principle was that we needed each 
Honours Student to have somebody who was taking an interest in their progress, and 
umm, both their academic and personal well-being sort of stuff: so we tried it first 
with lots of different people doing ditlerent shepherding you know you could be a 
shepherd for one or two students. That kind of is a mixed bag, so now I've kind of 
umm, as director have been doing it personally for each of the students- I get to see 
them each umm, each week they come by- they're not allowed to miss two in a row. 
Okay, so there's no umm, there's no big deal meetings there other than lunch 
(laughs). 
Alright, having dealt with outstanding things, I can get on with Academic stuff, 
although I have to confess at this stage I usually check what's going on in the world, 
by having a quick look on the web, umm ... what I need to do is make sure that my 
web system is set up to so that the user is vuw ease. Things were running slow at 
home last night so I disconnected the case. I tend to check two things each day just 
soli of to see what's happening in the world, first as I go to Newsmedia and I look at 
<Name>'s Aardvark (Aardvark.co.nz), umm, just to sec what he's on about. He's an 
interesting guy- he's got some fascinating insights into what's happening in 
technology fi·om a social and political point ofview, and he has however getting 
increasingly shrill as he gets older. This morning his two main articles are, relate to 
the fl!tility of cowi suppression orders in relation to the murder in Hem Bay, in what 
kind of guy would stand, and he's ranting on about the judge who has issued, you 
know suppressed- you mustn't discuss the murder on Internet sites, and umm, ah, 
he's pointing out how stupid that is and how unenforceable it is from a logical point 
ofview. He says something here like 'the lawyer who claims that Intemet users can 
be traced ifthey post material on the net, they are clearly a little out of touch with the 
ability oftoday's kids- anonymous proxies and a raft of other mechanisms can easily 
be used by half-savvy teens to anonymously post information on the net and avoid 
prosecution. And right now I can hear one lawyer saying - anonymous what?' 
Umm ... so they're talking about the Bebo websites and all soris of stuff, so, and stuff 
like that. 
So, okay having got the notion of what <Name> is on about on that topic, I 'II just 
have a quick look at the other one ... it seems to be, oh, he's getting a bit racist here 
about umm, an item in this morning's newspaper about French f~1shion designers who 
are borrowing Maori Moku, and umm, yeah. He's saying it's a bit rich for Maori to 
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object to the French stealing their Moku, when you've got vast numbers ofMaori 
youth wandering the streets ofOtara having stolen the urban cultures ofUS rap ah, 
gangster rap, and so on. So umm, yeah, okay, having seen what he's on about, and 
realising they're not of special interest today, I '11 ignore that. 
And the other thing I usually check is Newstalk ZB it has a summary ofwhat's 
happening in the news, and umm, and the reason I choose that one is the news 
sources, and it's cheap and cheerful- it's free actually, but it's the most frequently 
updated of the news sources as tar as I can see, so whenever I do choose to check, I 
can see that umm the Reserve Bank has decided to leave the official [????] rate 
unchanged which is probably a good thing and there is nothing new, so I'll just have 
a look at the headlines and see if there's anything catching my eye- Glad to see 
Australia are beaten by Zimbabwe in the 20/20 cricket. 
Okay, now I am going to get on with the business of the day, and looking at my recent 
documents, and I'm looking on some research related to a diploma programme I'm 
enrolled in, and so I'll probably spend the next wee while on looking at, or attempting 
to write what amounts to a substantial essay. I'm not sure how much information 
seeking will take place. 
Okay, that 'sfzne. 
What would you like me to do? I'm not sure I've done anything that's useful to you 
yet this morning ... 
Interview 
Do you keep email up all day while you're working? 
Yes- I'm not sure ifthat's ideal t()r productivity purposes, but it's just the way I am. 
Mine's going all the time yeah. 
So you go backwards and forwards to emails that come in? 
Yeah once, if my attention strays, I '11 just TAB across to Outlook and see if there's 
anything there. I usually have anything up to eight windows open at a time, so, and 
different applications running. Right, so you enjoy a multi-tasking environment? Yeah. 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
Oh, where would you like me to stmt? 1964 ... I vvorked at Ford. I've been in IT 
practice now since 1964, so you know I kind of spent longer than you've been alive 
working on IT, so I'm not sure what kind oftraining you had in mind to discuss this. I 
came up through the route of umm, of large mainframes and assemble language 
programming- RPG, umm, ah, POl, SASS and a whole range ofother languages 
through application systems development, management network management. I've 
sort of got an entire career behind me ofumm deep and ah, intensive involvement 
with technology. I've been a net user, and I guess that's probably your question is 
going? I've been a user of personal computers, more or less since they first appeared 
now we're going back to the original IBM PC, and even earlier than that through the 
XT and umm, ... 
(The AT?) 
ATs and all the things that sort of went beyond those. So I've come through that 
whole thing, umm; early user of the net, umm, in fact I would lay claim to being ah 
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one ofthe earliest users of the Internet in classroom teaching- not the first. I mean 
the net was invented in 1993, and in 1995 we were using it in the classroom, umm, 
here for the MCOMMS pro!:,rramme and COMM502, and we had, ah, functionality 
that was intended to do the same sort of thing that Blackboard currently does- you 
know sort of learning resources and so on, on the net. We also we did web searches 
that were exploring the then, enormous to our minds, 6 )1z million documents that 
were available on the web (laughter]. Now we are sort of around hundreds ofbillions 
of documents- it's just sort ofbillowing out. 
So, formal training was probably the question you asked, I mean I guess most of it's 
tended to be absorbed through the fingertips by being full-on, hands-on sort of from 
the earliest times I've had a PC of my own at home and a net connection. Probably the 
slowest net connection I've had would have been, oh- I can't remember what the 
original dial-ups were, I think they came in around 16 umm, 16 Kb/second or 
something like that. 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to engage in more information 
events? 
It's basically 24/7 [laughter]- not quite that bad you know, but I always have a 
computer on at home and ... mmm. I tend to have it on by about 6.30 in the morning. 
7 o'clock sometimes, maybe if I'm running late. Anything I do after about 8 o'clock 
[pm] is more recreational than seriously purposeful because my brain sort of getting 
old and my brain starts to slow down a bit at 8 o'clock, so I go and watch a bit of TV 
instead CSI and that sort of stuff in the evening, and ah, ... 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
Whenever I'm teaching a course- a class- in preparing tor that. If you look up on the 
board there, they were the- there's a table there ofthe range of topics t()r MIMM 542 
Sense-making, Structuration Theory, Adaptive Structuration Theory, and so on. And 
in each ofthose weeks I spent a lot of time, particularly on Proquest, ABI Proquest 
and the like, ah, looking tor useful readings, yeah, looking tor useful readings- now 
by useful readings, I mean ones that illustrate how those theories were applied in real 
lite, which students can then take and umm, yeah. 
So, during course prep, yes- extensively, more so than any other times. And ifl'm 
engaged in research activities, which in theory of course, is supposed to be all the time 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
Not organisational rules per say, but umm technology limitations, low bandwidth, 
techno logical glitches that actually prevent searches from working, 'not tound', 'this 
site cannot be displayed', 'are you connected to the intemet?' and so on. 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
PC. Do you have a PDA? I have a umm, what do they call it?- the Apache, umm, as 
being part of the, you know, part ofbeing the programme director the school equips 
us with a thing which is combination cell phone/PDA. Frankly it does neither! Oh. It's 
a honible device, umm, it's extremely expensive to use f()r any serious searching. 
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Even with you know full screen, it's still very small, it's still a very small amount of 
real estate so I've never umm done any serious web searching on the Apache. 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier 
and more efficient than what you currently use? 
I think the biggest factor that would make it easier is umm, more wireless access, and 
high capacity wireless access points around the place. It's kind of fiustrating to be 
somewhere and unable to connect easily. It's quite nice to go out to Wellington 
Airport for example and to be able to connect for fi·ee, umm, you know Auckland 
Airport you have to pay I 0 bucks for a couple of hours worth of use. I was staying at 
my daughters place in Australia and she lives about a hundred meters down the road 
from Starbucks, umm, and ah it was neat I could I was online all the time- it was 
great, thank you Mr Starbucks! 
So this is probably the biggest constraint I have I don't think it's in the field of 
appliances at all. You know I guess the quality oflaptops and the quality of the 
operating systems and software-- the Windows XP whatever, umm, they're kind of 
like hygiene factors as long as they basically do what we expect them to - then 
they're not a problem. It's only when they're misbehaving that they become 
problematic, but for the most part they are invisible. 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not 
feel confident enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more 
successful than they otherwise could be? 
The Apache not that it's not used efliciently not an efficient tool. And I think the 
other thing I can say about the Apache is that it's a glass screen, and although it has a 
fold-out keyboard, umm, it's not like an ordinary cell phone where you can do it by 
touch. You've actually got to be looking at it, so you know you sort of run the risk of 
walking into lamp posts or driving offthe road. So no. I guess the shoti answer to the 
question is probably no. 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
[Internet examples/Apache relevant here] 
I think the most frustrating aspect of all that technology is kind of the the chain of 
ah technologies on which you depend on for the successful completion of whatever 
you're trying to do. Like at home, I f1rst need the laptop to come up and behave itself 
and that's 90%)-ish of the time that it does exactly what it is supposed to do. 10% of 
the time, which is quite a high percentage of failure- it's really fi·ustrating. You 
know, it doesn't boot properly, or it doesn't do something else properly/doesn't 
connect properly. It's connected to a docking station the docking station is 
connected to a bridge- the bridge id connected to the router- the router's connected 
to the ISP- and from the ISP we have a link into Victoria's VPN and the VPN's 
connected to you know, sort ofthe various servers here at Vic, and then ah, you do a 
search and you have the possibility that the ISP's access to the outside world is 
misbehaving- and suddenly there's a micro-dropout, you know, because we're all 
dependent on Telecom- and suddenly you have a message that says 'VPN client not 
responding ... ' some other such technological babble, and umm, you know this whole 
chain of events- you have to try to figure out which link broke, and who do you 
complain to. 
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And while I was down in Queenstown about two weeks ago, I had great ditliculty 
my laptop suddenly lost its ability to communicate with the world. I was plugged 
directly into a broadband connection A VSL broadband - worked fine for three days 
and then it just stopped! And it wasn't until I'd been back here tor nearly a week that 
we actually tound the solution- and the solution was that the umm, the VPN client 
software had become corrupted somehow, somewhere- and I just downloaded a new 
version and reinstalled it. But nobody knew I'd been on the phone to the ITS help 
desk, to <Name> and to various other people; and everybody was suggesting 'try 
this'. When you're contacting ITS help desk 'is your computer plugged in' and you 
know [laughter] 'CTRL/ALT/Delete'! Yes, I'm trying not to have any expletors on 
your tape for you [laughter] 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
I think I'm strongly email-oriented, umm, I'm not a particularly social person, so you 
know, I sort of interact face-to-face with people if I know them or have a strong 
interest in them and/or their work, umm ... The best thing about the net is that it 
doesn't argue back [laughter]. It's convenient, lmd most of the time it's faster when 
it's working, yeah. No really strong preference to be honest, I think I tend to use them 
all in more or less equal measure as the situations requires highly situational. 
What methods are open to you to confirm the validity of information and/or sources? 
Very early in the umm, use ofthe net, I came across <Name> -my colleague next 
door- <Name> works on how to assess and evaluate resources and I umm, took to 
heati the principles there ofumm, there's a number of them soli of, and I recommend 
his website to anybody who's exploring those kinds of questions about smi ofhow for 
example you choose between a Wikipedia article and something somebody has sent 
you in an email or ABI Proquest and whatever, and the whole issue ofumm. Things 
like what's the credibility of the publishing authority, has it been peer-reviewed, 
umm, does the thing 'ring true', who authenticates it, what backup can you find that 
repeats it. You know, you'd be very unwise to depend on a single source of 
inf(m11ation tor anything that was truly crucial. You know you'd always check it from 
a range of 'what else backs this up', 'who else agrees with this', 'who disagrees with 
it' -'Which one am I most likely to believe on balance'? And there's a nice word 
that's very similar to, you know it really is sort ofl guess described as 'resonance'-
the thing 'matches' - the answer is the one that matches what all the rest of your 
experience is telling you- this makes sense in the light of everything else I know. 
I don't think I've ever had to depend on anything that has ever tumed out to be a 
crock. The one time I have had cause f(w anxiety in recent times was umm, using 
Sense Making Theory, and I depended on a particular author and it was a peer-
reviewed article. And then some time later I tound another author- I thought 'oh, this 
all looks remarkably similar'; and I did a Google search on a few of the key phrases 
and they popped up in the first miicle I had looked at. The second miicle actually pre-
dated the first, and when I looked at it, it seems to me that the author I found first had 
plagiarised large chunks directly from the other it was almost half the article. I have 
tried to track down the original author to say "hey, are you aware that ... " but 
unfortunately I can't find him. You really don't expect this sott of thing to occur these 
days, and particularly from guys fhHn reputable American Universities. l mean if it 
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was fiom some Third World University, I'd perhaps be less surprised- but from big-
name universities - ooh. 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Why? 
I guess I would answer that question cautiously ... I am not an etlicient worker. I have 
very low distraction thresho Ids, as it doesn't take for me to do the TAB/ AL T thing or 
whatever- you know? So, umm, it's in my nature that umm, I really have to drive 
myself if I want to be truly productive. But yes the skills and techniques are there that 
empower me to be productive. The question is whether I have the discipline to apply 
them and in the right way to usc them efficiently and productively. I'm not sure ifl 
answered your question? 
Do you feel they could be more productive? 
Why? 
Yes they could, but I think this relates more to content than technology. If you look at 
Proquest tor example, I'm not sure how much you've used Proquest, but there's a 
huge number ofumm, periods that they've gone through where they've used this 
technique or that technique for creating original copies you know, PDF versions of 
their files. And sometimes they take a photocopy of the page you can't search some, 
but can others. And you've got different modes of answering the title- whether it's 
capitalised or not, and so on, so forth. 
Do you feel that the information events displayed today reflect an average amount on a 
typical day? 
More so? 
Less? 
For this time of day- yes. I'm a slow starter. The day doesn't really become 
productive tor me usually until umm, the first cup ofcoftee. 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on 
a regular basis? 
They're not atypical, but they're not wholly representative either. I mean there are a 
whole range ofother sorts ofthings. Doing battle with the university's bureaucracy in 
respect of my research and study leave yesterday. Wednesdays I stay at home and 
write- but in fact I spent almost half of yesterday engaged in a email battle between 
various players who are involved in approving research and study leave. And just the 
sheer aptitude ofthe technology that supports the university's administrative systems, 
where you know we can have this wisecrack to the eftect that if we teach it well, we 
certainly can't do it. So if we teach management- yet we're crap at management; 
teach accounting- we can't do it; and you know, we teach IT and wouldn't you 
know it, we have crap IT systems. So, yeah, I spend a hell of a lot of time doing battle 
with umm what I regard as a proportionate amount of compliance- bureaucratic 
compliance. There·~ just getting it off my chest- I'm not sure if it's helpful. .. 
Were there any environmental factors influencing your information events today? 
Rules are really a problem. I guess that when it comes to university's rules I mean 
frankly the only rules that umm really are umm out there relate to obscene material 
and stutTiike that, well it's not a problem for me because I'm just not interested, so 
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you know. I'm occasionally perturbed and to some extent that's why I get this SPAM 
pre-sorted the way I do, umm, I'm a reasonably straight up and down sort of guy, and 
I really do not like particularly to do with that preview setting I have on my email 
quite a lot ofthe cun-ent generation ofSPAM tends to contain umm, images. And 
suddenly you'll get a photograph ofsomebody's private pm1s- woe! And you know 
it's not so much that I'm shocked and hotTified by what I see, it's the tact that umm, 
my screen taces that way (to the doorway] and the person coming up behind me could 
t(m11 the wrong the wrong impressions [laughter], So, you know, that's an in-itant. 
And so now I, almost all my SP AM goes into that pre-filtering some of it still gets 
through, but the pre-filtering just says, 'well here's a list ofthe subject topics and the 
authors and the dates, and you know, sort of so I can pretty well guarantee that ifl've 
got email from Brazil or Russia, or Korea- it's from nobody that I ever want to know 
or talk to- not because they're fi·om Brazilian, Korean or Russian, but because the 
only people who ever send me stuff from there are either otTering to enlarge my 
personal parts or offering to teach SP AM or drugs. So, you know ... now what 
question am I answering? [Environmental Factors] 
Yeah, umm, I guess the other thing is the general conservativeness of the IT group. 
We have a ah, an approximate three to tour year turnover cycle tor equipment, so by 
the time you end up ready tor a new one, it's pretty well creaking. And also, umm, 
they're slow to assess whether or not we should be on a new release or something. 
And sometimes we're two releases behind in things like Endnote, or we're still on XP 
and I guess that's not unusual as a lot of organisations are still on XP because VISTA 
hasn't yet. .. [proven it . .,·e(f) yeah. But nevertheless, they do adopt a very conservative 
stance. 
Were the technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information 
events you deal with on an average day? 
[Not asked] - answer yes - laptop. 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fairly often but did not feel the 
need to use today? 
[Long pause] For instance, do you use your cell phone much or a PDA? 
My cell phone and PDA is the same device. Do you use them very often? Not often. I 
kind of regard the cell phone as something that people call me on rather than the other 
way round. Although occasionally it's been handy- my Mother's been in hospital in 
Wanganui at the moment so I've occasionally needed to <Indeterminable> into things 
like that. I don't use SMS very much. A digital camera- I'm an enthusiastic 
photographer, so I have it with me wherever I go it's sitting there in the green bag 
umm, haven't used that today. No not really apart trom that. So mostly the PC and 
laptop? Yeah. And point offact ofsome research that <Name> and I are cun-ently 
engaged in, you know, we look at ah, technology-enabled workers, and frankly almost 
exclusively, the dominant technologies of the day are the cell phone and the laptop. 
Mobility. There arc greater and better and brighter things, umm, devices like the 
umm, recorder [pointing to the audio recorder usedfor the interview]- I mean a very 
limited functionality you can use them t()r storing MP3s, and the like I suppose, but 
umm ... it's like a storage device and it's great. My one's got a one gig memory so 
it's good for a phenomenal of*** storage. 
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Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
If so, why do you choose not to use them? 
How did the technologies make you feel? 
I've been involved in video conferencing a bit- haven't had occasion to use it much. 
Also I have Skype on my PC but I don't use it much. For some reason it's just easier 
to pick up the phone to talk to the kids- you know. Skype hasn't been as clear or as 
convenient. 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
(Do you have any time off during the year?) 
Why is this so? 
[Are there any times you deliberately get away.fi·om your PC?] [laughter] [Probably 
the wrong person to ask] - Absolutely. Only those times where my arm is right up the 
middle of my back and my wife's pulling it! [Laughter] [Very seldom?] Very seldom. 
Do you engage in information events often outside of work hours and outside of the 
workplace? 
Yes I do that often. For a start I'm- if you were to Google almost any New Zealand 
topic, my name pops up. And the reason for that is since 1994 I've been putting out a 
weekly newsletter which summarises what happens in New Zealand; it's a summary 
ofthe news and sort of a bit of creative writing attached to it, and ah, I've been pretty 
much doing it for 13 years. So you know I've got something like 1800 subscribers, 
and umm, also I have been involved in setting up websites f()r my church, for my 
hobby club and some other little websites. 
Are these information events similar to those which took place today? 
How? 
[Not asked- see question above- some quite different] 
What ICTs do you prefer to use outside of the workplace? 
(Not asked- see interview questions - PC & laptop] 
How much time would you spend on information events on average in an evening? 
That's actually quite hard to answer because it's the very basis of the research that 
David Pauleen and I are working on, that the boundaries between what's work and 
what's not work are becoming bluned, precisely because ofthe influence of the 
adoption of these technologies. I tend to leave here by three o'clock most days, I go 
home and plug in again, and then I'm working. And I stop tor dinner, and I'm still 
working in the evening until about eight or nine- it depends what time CSI comes on 
[ 8.30 I think ... ] yeah and in the weekends I tend not to separate work and home as 
much as I should- so coming back to the question, it's a lot. 
[Recorder turned off (57.21)] 
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As I said_ I have opened up my Mailbox. I got this message from <Name>- I don't 
know who the hell he is, but it comes from IS World, so I can trust its source, and 
then it looks at a joumal I'm familiar with, so therefore this is a trusted source, it 
means that ah, umm, it umm <Indeterminable> if you like, so what I usually do is 
have a quick look oh yes this could be quite interesting, so I usually put it into my 
'to reply" box. 
This one I've got no idea who the hell <Name> is, however it comes from the 
university (VUW) so it's a trusted source, and it looks at an exhibition in that I'm not 
really interested, so ... Delete. 
Ah, this guy <Name> I know him, and have been communicating with him, and I 
sent him two of my papers- he's replying now to say thank you very much <Name>, 
I've registered your interest that's good. What I then do is store it in the project I'm 
involved with him so I'll put that there. 
Now I've got no more messages 110\V I go to reply, to see ifthere are any I should be 
responding to no nothing, so I go to Calendar I look at the seven-day a week 
folder, and then look at after your interview (currently engaged in] and I've got 
nothing Lunchtime- so ah, I go to my browser I often logon to my bank account 
just to check, umm, that today's payday just to check that it's gone in, which I went 
into earlier, and it has gone in, and so what I can do is I can go through a process of 
transfening some bits to ditlerent accounts I have. And then firstly I go to sports and 
then to weather. So I look at the weather and find that it's going to be showers 
tomorrow which I'm happy about because we haven't had much rain this week but 
then again I don't trust it! The forecasts aren't that tenibly reliable, still it's good to 
know that it's at least no going to be that hot. 
Move back to the main page, and then found that Australia beaten by Zimbabwe in 
the 20/20 World Cup. And think, oh, that's an interesting thing, and in this patiicular 
sports page at the lower left of the page they have the Rugby World Cup and Cricket 
and Football which is my umm ... I have been going to TV3, but trouble is TV3 
compared to this page is very busy- it's soti of not as easy to peruse so what I 
usually do is go straight to spm1s- it does look very cluttered however, what TV3 
does give is it's very good umm, video of the games, so I'll go umm, I'll just logon to 
-[video of football game starts] it's a game between Fiji against Japan. It gives you a 
feeling of what's happened I never watch the games- but just gives a flavour of 
what happened. 
The other thing which I love is a portal which I have been setting up called Pacific 
Village, and it's a professional network·~ online network, and it's linking the public 
servants around the pacific, and what I do is because I've sort of designed this web 
page, I keep an eye out for how often people are communicating with one another. 
Like for example I've got a new user, he's fi·om the Solomon Islands- Maxwell 
Banda! - I don't know him, but obviously is interested in this. And then, this is 
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another group, umm, and that was a post just been given out - and then I read the 
message and then this is sent fi·om this person to this person I say alright, that's an 
activity. 
Umm, what else do I do? Ah. yeah, sometimes I logon to Skype, and I see Jocelyn's 
on she's my PHD student, she and I don't talk much at this stage- she's busy. Last 
night 1 logged on and talked to my nephew based in Malaysia and a niece based in the 
States, so we have a chat among the three of us yesterday. So basically more like 
family- an information event in the sense that we just catching up. 
And now I have another two called Xl. XI is basically an Archiver tool. Like this 
morning I was trying to find a document by an author called <Name>- a lot of my 
messages they get indexed into my hard drive, and lots ofstuffis here it allows me 
to search. This is fi·om <Name>- even his Poststamp 18th May last year is still 
there. Because I was looking tor a message fi·om him, which gives me the new email 
of a discussion group I belong to, and so I archive it. 
So that's really sort of the- oh, of course the other one when I'm teaching is 
Blackboard, which I don't use now because I'm not teaching. Usually I stmi with my 
potial [ myVUW portal] ... only just use it quite sparingly but they are launching 
this now and hoping that people use it big time for both students and staff~ and I've 
just been in it. .. what I've done now, this is quite good it allows me tor example, 
when I'm overseas to then access my staffemails immediately-like what you do and 
staff~ and it gives me immediate access to Blackboard. Which means I don't have to 
go through the ... so I think I would use this- especially when I'm overseas. With 
this one you just go in there [VUW website] and type myVUW, and it comes here ... 
like I've got a- use the account which I have logged in as it is umm, because umm, 
... username what it docs it gives umm, I just ordered a book ii-om amazon. com, it 
comes through and then what I do then is to reconcile this by going to my research 
account and this will automatically come off my research account. So I got to here 
quite often. Ah, what else am I going to ... 
Oh, yeah, I go to my HR Kiosk account what it does is it gives me access to my 
leave, my pay, and all those things- so I use this often. So really when I'm overseas, 
I' II go to my. victoria, because I prefer to use Upload [?) on my mail. 
So ah, every week what I didn't do is I arrange my conform, and delete those which 
I don't want, so empty my box at the end of each week so I won't get cluttered. I sort 
them out into files and archive it - and what happens now is I'm able to open my 
mailbox on the train and respond to email, which when I logon when I get home or 
when I get here- those which have been deleted will get put in the delete t~blder, those 
which I send will be sens***r on, and so on, so the train journey is not a waste of 
time, it allows me to do that. 
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Interview 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
Well, it started umm, during my Masters in Science, because during that time when I 
was doing my Masters in Mathematics we have a paper called Computing, and that 
was the stage when we used those mainframes as well as those punch-cards. So those 
were the days when I got introduced to computing. It's all very centralised. You 
punched a card. I wrote most ofthe programming in FORTRAN IV, and then you had 
to wait about three or f()ur days bef(we you'd get the outcomes, from which you 
deduct things, and then you have to punch some of the cards again and send it back, 
and then it goes into the mainframe, and another four days, before the next set of 
results come back. So it was quite a tedious exercise. It was a long time ago. 
Since then I've used ICTs in different ways. I also had the privilege of spending one 
year at <Indeterminable> York in England, and did a postgraduate degree in 
Educational Broadcasting, and I had the chance to play round with some e-learning 
type tools. And then I came back here. Since then the use of computers has always 
been a main tool tor what I do. 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to engage in more information 
events? 
No. I log in every day. Some days like the weekends, I just logon, look at what I've 
got, and then not look at it again until maybe lunch time, again in the evening before I 
tum it otT in the weekends. Butt()!· weekdays, it's on first thing in the morning when I 
check the mail and I also check some ofthe news bulletins, and then umm, really have 
it on when I reach a place where l can have access. l live up the coast, so when l 'm 
travelling I have no access as such. But I have been experimenting using GPRS 
telephone network- to logon even while I was on the train. So it's continuously used 
each day. Some of which are in gathering information, but others are just writing up-
course work or writing up various papers tor joumals and so on. 
I think have to be smarter in how l use information. At the moment I have my 
mailbox-- Outlook on all the time- that means when any message comes through, I 
see it at the bottom left-hand~ no right-hand corner~ the type of message and who it 
is from I need to get in the habit oftuming it off and back on at different times of the 
day so that I have more concentrated periods. 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
Well it certainly would be high when I'm teaching, because most ofthe classes I teach 
-third levels or Honours or Masters - during the trimester I teach, there are a lot more 
messages fiom students, and I also got, ah, various projects. And when those projects 
are alive, they are also very busy in terms of me responding to requests and so on. 
So there's no pm1icular day or periods of the year~ it centres around whether I'm 
teaching or my projects are active. 
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Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
Not really. Ah, you operate at the university and you're in an environment where you 
have a lot of flexibility. In our business~ especially in our school (SIM) we have to 
'walk the talk'; no I don't think there are any rules where I feel confined. 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
The most used umm, device is my laptop. I do not usc my mobile phone a lot, even 
though I've got a mobile phone- my mobile phone is also a PDA, so it's sort ofumm, 
I usc that once in a while to check my appointments, but otherwise it's all laptop. 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier 
and more efficient than what you currently use? 
Well, I can see not too long in the future that I'll be able to have hand-held devices 
that will enable me to access a lot of information I need. The only two limitations are 
the size of the screen to read the text and then the size of the keyboard to type in the 
text- and so limitations ofreading and limitations of speed oftyping. So when the 
time comes where those two limitations are becoming less-so, then I can sec sort of 
hand-held devices will replace laptop 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not 
feel confident enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more 
successful than they otherwise could be? 
Oh, no ~ I use all those which l think will do the work f()r me. Like I just attended a 
workshop on Video Conferencing the other day, and I have ideas ofhow they could 
be used within a research project I am doing. So, it's really looking at the propetties 
of each technology for its purpose- or the way it's designed for. No point using 
Video Conterencing if it is merely talking heads~ you might as well use Audio 
Conterencing. So I use most of what I need to do; tor example I use Chatterbox or 
Skype when I need to have some conversation with others, otherwise I just usc email 
or foreign[?] tools f()r Asian*****. 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
No, not really. I understand the limitations. You know people have unrealistic 
expectations of what technology can do, but being a teacher and researcher in this 
area; you understand the limitations and work with the limitations. 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
What sources of information do you prefer? ICT/non-ICT 
As I said bef()re, you have to use different mediums according to the attributes they 
were designed f(Jr. I tend to take what the literature calls the 'Blender Approach'~ 
you use the medium according to its strength. For example, if I wanted to introduce a 
topic or have a project planning at the very beginning, I usually like to meet face-to-
face; and then if I want to have a Brain Stonn exercise, I could use email and ask 
people to do something good and then we can discuss it by having Skype or 
Chatterbox. You use the media according to its strength and purpose. So it is called 
the appropriate use oftechnology. 
What sources of information do you prefer (ICT/non-ICT)? 
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Well, again the same answer. There's no preference- well it depends ... if someone 
were to send a document I would prefer they send it to me before they discuss it 
because it's more difficult to seek clarification by text, than say by voice. So that'a a 
whole new theory in this area you might be interested in it's called the Theory of 
Media Synchronicity which looks at the selection of media according to the purpose 
of the communication. According to this theory, there are two main communication 
processes purpose. One is to communicate to gather inf(mnation, is called 
Conveyancing the other is to come to some sort of agreement convergence. So 
you use different technology for conveyancing and different technology for 
convergence. So, it's really again the notion of the proper use of technology according 
to what you want to use it f()r. 
What methods are open to you to confirm the validity of information and/or sources? 
WelL ifyou look at it form the SPAM point ofview, there might be a name I don't 
recognise; and the heading they chose- I don't go through any validation I just 
delete the stuff lfl get a message form someone I know, but the topic seems strange; 
I then open it and just have a look. You know like for example, some of my friends 
*** stuffthat I'm really not interested: then I just delete. But if it's sent by someone I 
know and the topic is something I'm interested in, then I know it's a message I should 
pay attention to, and I open it, and any attachments that come with it I also open it 
I then know it's a safe source. You see that's my decision tree. 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Why? 
No I don't think so. I think it's productive- but could be more productive. Like one 
of the things you tend to hear about is not to open my mailbox all the time- just at 
different times ofthe day. So I can concentrate on other things I'm doing ... 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on 
a regular basis? 
Yes, yes everyday. 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
If so, why do you choose not to use them? 
How did the technologies make you feel? 
Video -I mean I can umm, other digital camera has a soli of a really it's a sort of a 
toy, it costs a lot of money to have a toy- and so there's not many occasions where 
we use video. The one I usc quite a bit now is the DVD recorder at home it is very 
good because it does some very good recording- and what it does is it allows you to 
record onto a DVD umm, disk, and which I can then view or store accordingly, but 
it's for private viewing so, you know, not inf1·inging on copyright. And then I delete it 
and then record the next one. 
Are there any environmental factors influencing your choice of technologies? 
[Not asked see earlier question on environmental factors] 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
(Do you have any time off during the year?) 
Why is this so? 
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No no, no. Even when I'm on annual leave I check my email everyday. I do send an 
out of office message so that people won't have the expectation that I will reply-- so I 
choose to reply. Only to those which I think demand my attention. 
Do you engage in information events often outside of work hours and outside of the 
workplace? 
Oh yes. I will come home- at least 40% of the time. To me home or office makes no 
difference, because I've got Virtual Private Network which means what I have here is 
at home so location is not an issue. Even when I'm away on trips I can access the 
VPN - so sot1 ot: location is no longer an issue. 
Are these information events similar to those which took place today? 
How? 
Yes precisely! It's like my ot1ice like home and oftice- no difference- or when 
I'm travelling on conferences- of course you have extra factors to consider- costs. If 
you go to an Internet Cafe to open mail- then of course have to be more efficient be 
more decisive ofwhether you want to reply now to some and not to others. 
Sometimes in a hotel you get wireless broadband which are available in a lot of 
hotels now, and then you logon to the VPN that becomes your office again. 
What ICTs do you prefer to use outside of the workplace? 
Yes. I mean, yeah- laptop and telephone, and mnm, the POA, the mobile phone. At 
home it's the same; overseas mainly laptop- don't make many phone calls because of 
the expense- but these days l use Voice over IP to make phone calls. I also use, tor 
example, first thing I do is login in the moming at my homepage and grab a seat site 
from Air New Zealand. I usually get up early and you can usually get some pretty 
good bargains. The next event is to look at TVNZ okay. I repeat similar behaviours no 
matter where I go. Whereas when I'm overseas, I obviously don't want to grab a seat. 
I also go to TVNZ site because I don't get the news on television only get local 
news. I can discover an event is Slovenia, in Vienna, mnm, and the hotel I was staying 
in for some reason the television network was down, whereas the wireless 
broadband was on; so I logon into the Breeze [Wellington radio station] to listen to all 
of the local news. Nowadays the Dominion Post is available online making it much 
easier for us to catch up with the news 
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Okay, so it's about 3.40- so this is the time of day that I nonnally do work through 
my email, so I'll open up my email. By and large I will usually have my email 
programme open, and occasionally monitor it but I won't- I try to avoid looking at 
email unless the subject line clearly indicates that it is something that has to be dealt 
with right away and can't wait until the time I usually do my emails, which generally 
is late aftemoon. If I'm trying to do something and concentrate on something I will 
close down the email programme and not have it open so ifl'm working on preparing 
a lesson or writing a paper or something, it's quite likely that I will get distracted with 
my email programme being open. 
And so, generally when I look at my email, I do a quick scan tor SP AM which slipped 
past the SPAM filter, and I'll know- I can't actually see any here at the moment, but 
when there is, I'll put that straight into the 'missed SPAM' folder. But otherwise what 
I will be doing is sotiing by Subject Order. There are a couple of messages here that 
have been opened, ah, I tend to resist this I feel that- I'm going to open a message I 
feel I should deal with it, umm, not have it sitting in the inbox patily opened. In this 
particular case, one's a message fi·om my son about getting his flight from Vancouver 
on the way home and I sort of left that sitting there. I probably will forward it to his 
sister. And another one is a message fi·om a US university about an Exchange Student, 
which I opened and realised I knew little about, so I just left it there for a bit. 
Okay, so what I'm going to do now is- normally when I look at email it's in date 
order, but I'm looking at my bulk email, I order it into Subject order; the idea being 
then that messages that are connected will be grouped together, and with a bit ofluck 
ifthere's a number of message on the same topic, I'll end up reading the most recent 
message, so that with a bit of luck I' !I only need to read the most recent message of 
the group, and not read all ofthem. In fact with the bulk of the messages there are 
email discussion group messages. I do actually do try to put discussion group 
messages into a separate folder- I do a FORTRAN system for that, but in this 
particular case, the email discussion groups are ones that I'm a list-owner for, so I feel 
they should come through to me. So that's the reason they're turning up there rather 
than in the f()lder. In tact quite a potiion ofthe bulk of my emails actually are 
messages on the NZLIB's group; which I'm list-owner f(w and which I delete fairly 
quickly. But I do feel obliged to keep an eye on them. 
The other application that I have open on the desktop which I use is the palm, desktop 
palm PDA. So that has my, my to-do list f(w the day. So by and large everything I'm 
working on is a task in the to-do list. And, ah, I '11 copy stutl from my email messages 
into the appropriate task I tend to use that as my day-to-day filing system. I also 
copy into the calendar stuff like information about meetings and so fbrth. I don't use 
Outlook tor things like tasks and calendar, primarily because I have had problems, I 
use a palm PDA and my two or three attempts to make Outlook synchronise properly 
with my palm have failed- in theory it's supposed to work, but every time I try you 
get it trashes some data so I decided to keep them as separate applications. 
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So, I've got them in Subject order, so basically what I do is open up the message and 
quickly scan and delete. In tact probably quite a lot of them will be deleted. The tlrst 
two messages are notices of meeting seminars in the faculty that l really don't have an 
interest in economics, umm, the second one was vaguely of interest -- it was a 
conference in an area that I am interested in Mexico, but, yeah, I'm not going to get a 
chance to go there so, ah, I've deleted it pretty quickly because I'm not going to be 
able to go there. Should I need to retrieve it, I probably could do it. 
This one again is an otTer, a new email discussion group about virtual 
<Indeterminable> about using a new face book ah, chemical information, which is- if 
I had more time I might well spend some time following this up and reading it, but at 
the moment I've got enough on my plate without reading that extra stutl~ so ... This is 
an email from an email discussion board a project people are working on- it's a 
trendy to pie but l 'm not going to read anymore about that. 
Now I'm working my way through the NZ Library's list. Now quite a bit ofthis is 
I've just deleted a vacancy message which I like to see I like to know what jobs are 
coming up in the area, but ah, I don't spend a lot oftime dwelling on them. This is 
what's called a disposal list it's where the library has got spare old publications that 
they want to get rid ot: and offer them to other libraries, and I delete those pretty 
quickly. This is another NZLIB message which is pmi of an ongoing discussion about 
umm, pay and gender in libraries which is a female driven kind of occupation- so 
that's a notice of a meeting ofthat. This is how I find out about meetings that are 
going on in the library year-out. Probably won't bother following this one up it was 
something I was going to go to I'll probably copy and paste the details into my palm 
calendar so I can have it there- in this case I don't think that I will, I' II delete it. 
I'm being quite ready to delete messages from NZLIB, because the messages are 
archived, and should I want to get the messages back again tor any reason, I can go 
into the archive and so I don't bother to keep discussion board messages. And this is 
one about Blogging in Libraries, and is giving notice of page which has been set up. 
This is something I'm interested in, so I'll follow the link and have a look- a quick 
look at the Wiki page. This has been set up for logging and libraries. There's not a lot 
of stuff at that page yet- it's just good to know that that's there. And here's another 
NZLIB 's message, which is just a notice about the Archives New Zealand office, and 
information about the, about subject indexing, National Library which is something I 
need to be aware of but I probably won't do anything with at this stage- it's just more 
current awareness. 
This is about libraries using podcasts- yeah, interesting but I'm not gonna follow it 
up. Another vacancy message, and another vacancy message ... yes now actually I'm 
getting, yeah no, I'm getting some repeat, I'm now in another discussion group, 
actually because I've sorted them by subject ... I'm getting the messages coming 
through again in the sequence for the different discussion group ... Yes, a conference 
notification, which I'm not particularly interested in, so I '11 delete that; ah, notification 
of an extension course based in the United States I'd better have a look at that, and 
ah, yeah, this message from my son to say that he's <miving so I might just pop that 
-when I do file messages, most messages I will tile in a folder called 'Save short 
term'-- I work on the basis that if I think I might need to look at it some time in the 
next two three months, it goes into 'save short term'. lfl think it's possible I will 
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need to refer to it after that period, then I'll put it into a subject -specific to lder. So 
basically it's only, the only things that I put into- I do have subject-specific folders, 
for example, one for each course, one tor demonstration, one tor research; but 
generally speaking I' II only put messages into those if it is something that I'm not 
needed to be looking at just up to a year's time. In most cases my main way of 
saving messages is actually to reply to them, and ah, just keep sent messages so that if 
I'm looking for information about that interaction I go to the ... especially the one 
looking f(w sent messages and with a bit ofluck will have the last reply I did and a 
copy of the correspondence message. I fit's something that I'm not replying to tor 
various reasons I put it into the save 'short-term folder'. I used to put stuff into 
various subject folders, but now most messages go into the bulk folder and I rely on 
Outlook's ability to search text to define messages ifl need them. 
Do you want to ask questions? Or are you just happy for me to just ramble on? [Sure, 
you can just carry on] 
Yes, the next message is actually advertising ah, Northland Kayak shop- it's 
interesting but, I can't at1ord to buy any kayak toys at the moment. Ah, and what's 
this? It's from <Name>, it's about ah, Canadian Post-Doctorate Scholarships. So since 
I'm not applying for supervising I'm not going to go tor a Canadian Post-Doctorate so 
I' 11 just get rid of that. This is a reminder that I'm registered for a seminar on Friday. 
So that's good I've got that information tucked away in my pile- so there's no 
point in keeping that. 
Now that's an email fi·om one of my students- they are working on a group project, 
and they're actually giving me some information about what they are actually going to 
be- yeah what the subject is. So this is something I should probably take some action 
on what I'm going to do is add to the information about this patiicuiar group in 
Blackboard, the information of what they are actually doing. So I'm going into 
Blackboard now ... and going into Manage Groups ... I'm modifying the name of the 
group to reflect the topic that they've decided to work on. So they say they are going 
to do New Migrant Information. So I'm copying that text on New Migrant 
Information and I'm putting that into the name ofthe group, which will help to 
remind me what it is they are working on ... and as well as changing the name of the 
group, of course I'll be going into the area where the group project is in tact working 
on a Wiki. So I'm going to be going into the area where their Wiki is and adding that 
information as well. So I'mjust going into the Wiki area on Blackboard tor them and 
adding that the extra little bit of information ... and I'll file that messages saved 
short-term as the project will be due in about a month- I won't need to refer to that 
message again. Actually I should have replied to that message in fact I might do that 
-I've been thinking too much about my filing ... I'm just replying to the student. .. so 
in fact I'll actually delete that message now because there'll be a copy of it in the Sent 
Messages f()lcler. 
This is, yeah, advertising, as opposed to SPAM, it relates to one ofthe programmes 
that I looked at at some stage for my Palm (PDA), so I guess I can't really call it 
SPAM. But I can't am)rd to buy upgrades ofthe software anyway. 
Umm, now this is a slightly tricky one ... this is from yeah, in our Distance Teaching, 
we've got some students who are studying from the United States under a consortium 
aiTangement, where they're enrolled at their home university in this case Syracuse 
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University, but do ing our courses, and this is an email fro m the Syracuse University 
Administrat ion which has the rather bizarre subject line - inco mplete letter to 
instructor. Umm, I' ll just go back because nonnally if I send a letter to so meone, I ' ll 
complete the letter - I don' t send incomplete letters. But it tums out that because our 
teaching terms are different from North American ones, they have to make special 
arrangements to the fact that these American students are do ing in effect their course 
is go ing on longer than the co rresponding co urse they would do at Syracuse. So they 
reach a po int in the term where they are supposed to be entering grades, and of course 
they don' t get grades fro m us. So they have to have an extension, which they refer to 
as an incomplete. So this is a note - I think all it actually says is that I have to give 
them a grade by the 15111 of October, and I will be able to do that. I think I' m just 
go ing to fi le this - but because of the administration issues invo lved in this, I think I 
w ill file it in the fo lder for that course, just in case in six months or a year there is an 
issue about this, so that ' s where it w ill go . Okay. 
This is a message from the administration about an Inaugural lecture fro m Mana 
<Indeterminable> research, I think I' ll g ive that a pass . . . This is an email discussion 
group list about open access publishing, <Indeterminable> deleted. Ah, now this is 
interesting, this is actually .. . this is in fact a message requiring approval of a list that 
I ' m a co-manager of- in fact the message is SPAM, so I' m go ing to delete that. 
Umm ... now this is interesting . .. ah, now thi is interesting, yeah, this is IT, yeah, I 
had run it a little bit. I have so me messages here - yeah administrative messages 
related to the lists that I manage normall y go into a fo lder, and interesting ly, there 
seems to have been a change in the way the <Indeterminable> software is managed at 
Victoria, so that the email address has changed, and consequently the filt er isn' t 
picking them up. And in fact this is an email from someone who err, is wo ndering 
whether this is a permanent change or not. And to be quite frank I' ve only just noticed 
it - so I' m a bit mystified. So I' ll just have a look to see - yeah, now I' m looking at 
the deleted messages where I had put the messages from this list. Now I' ll just have a 
loo k to see what the - yeah, they' re quite right, they used to be fro m nzlib-
libs@lists.vuw.ac.nz, and it ' s now beco me vuwunicosntp004, which is interesting. I 
might see ifthere is anyo ne at ITS helpdesk that kno ws about that. . . I' m dialling 
5050 . . . "Hi it's <Name> fro m School of information Management. 1 manage a 
couple of the umm, mailing lists, and I 've just noticed that the address that messages 
come from has changed - and now a./course that 's got implications for people who 
are fi ltering messages from the list. So 1 'm trying to find out if that 's a permanent 
change or a temporwy g litch ... Usually they come from nz-lib is the main one so they 
are addressed to nzlib-libs@lists. vuw. ac. nz, and they appear to come from nz-libs-
bouncers@list. vuw.ac.nz. And what seems to have happened is that the lists element 
o.l the name has been rep laced by vuwunicosntp004 - it's a bit of a mouthful.. . 
mmm .. . yeah, sure, so better to you than - 1 can never remember whether it 's ITS help 
or ITS service ... <Name>- <Name spelled out>. <Name>, okay, well f'll send you an 
email, yeah great, bye. As yo u probably picked up fro m the reco rd ing there, I phoned 
ITS - they' re not sure and have asked me to send an email - it ' s probably a sensible 
thing to do. But I thought it was wo rth phoning them just in case I pick up so meone 
who can g ive me a quick response. So what I might actually do is .. . I might forward 
to them the message that orig ina lly brought it up. I' m just sending <Name> at the 
he lpdesk just a summary ofwhat I talked to him about on the phone . .. Okay, so I' ll 
send that off, and I ' II send a reply to <Name> who o riginally sent the message raising 
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the issue, so I'll send a reply to her, and say I'm f(Jllowing it up ... I'm sending a 
message saying I've only just noticed it myself~ I've asked some supp011 people about 
it, and ah, again because I've replied to that message I'll just delete it. 
The next one is in fact a newsletter the ELCOM club- which I'll have a quick look at 
-I mix ah, I only have one email message I've really only attended to that, the reason 
my university email tor personal use, so ah, I do get personal messages in my email, 
and it's just as convenient to all ofthem now. I'm just doing a quick scan through the 
Alpine club newsletters to see ifthere's anything that I really want to look at. I'm very 
much an armchair climber now, so reading it doesn't take very long. Because it is 
usually available on the Alpine club website, I usually don't bother to keep the 
newsletter. 
And this is a message about training in web-based design fi·om the States, which as 
much as I would like to do, I don't have time to do this, so I'm going to delete that. 
Now, this is ... this is very intriguing ...... I'm trying to figure out whether this is ... I 
think this is SPAM ... 'Cause it's ah, this is very clever SPAM ... it is actually using 
the name of someone that I know ... umm, ............ very clever, it's a message 
from ... supposedly fi·om a librarian at a Thai Library Lecturer, the name of the Thai 
Library Lecturer claims to be stranded in Nigeria, and having to pay a hotel bill of 
$1500, and wanting money transterTed to them through Underground Western Union. 
Now, ah, [voice louder with disbelief] on the face of it, I'd be absolutely inclined to 
panic, in fact that's her up there [points to a large photo on the wall showing the 
pat1icipam shaking an Asian woman's hand- with laughter and disbelief]. .. umm, the 
thing that makes me suspicious is obviously the Nigerian connection, and also the 
language doesn't sound right for her- it sounds like what a Nigerian would sound 
like .. mnm, it's also the email address that's given- I just went into my Palm and 
checked it it's not the last email address that I had from her. .. umm, which makes 
me a little suspicious. I know there has been a library conference in South Afi·ica, and 
I'm wondering whether someone has been picking up the names of addresses, ah 
names at the conference and sending out messages, but I ... it's really quite intriguing. 
This is extremely clever. ........ I'm actually going to forward it to <Name>, :.md just 
sort of see ......... I doubt. .. I think there would be ah, an agency she could go to 
rather than me if she was stuck and didn't money ......... I'm just sending it to Gary 
in case he knows anything about it. .. the one thing I'm not doing is replying to the 
message ... so I've put this into the 'Save Short-Term'. <Name>'s came back to me 
and said oh she was heading off to Nigeria, ah ... actually the other thing I tend to use 
for verification- that's one thing I had thought of- the message actually talks about 
going to there tor a programme ... quite fi·ankly, yes, you see it starts by saying "/ 'm 
sorry I didn't infhrm you about my travelling to a programme called EmpoH·ering 
Youth to Fight Racism ". Now that doesn't quite ring true; a, because although I know 
her, she's not necessarily going to tell me about her travel plans- it's unlikely she 
would tell me. The other thing is that I do if she went to Afi·ica, at the moment the 
main thing would be for the <Indetenninable> conference, and she would be more 
likely to mention that, rather than the other programme. But one thing I did think 
would be worth doing actually just doing a Google search on the name of the 
pro[:,>ramme that she mentions to see ifthere actually is such a programme ........ . 
[Laughter] Now, this is interesting, yeah, yeah, this is actually good! That was worth 
doing, because in fact what it has pulled up is the exact text of the email, so I presume 
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it is a standard SPAM email from African Women Blogs so yeah, the exact same 
email, except tor in this case it's from a woman called <Name>. I'm just trying to ... 
unf(n1unate, yeah ... this is actually a SP AM, yeah. I think this is a case where SPAM 
another version of the SPAM message has been posted to the Blog ... which is 
slightly bizmTe- at least that reassures me that it is definitely a SPAM message ... 
hmm, very interesting. I should actually tell <Name> that in case he's worried. [Types 
<Name> a second message to confirm non-validity of email] They would have had to 
have got both her name and someone else figured out that l was likely to have got 
email fi·om her, which given that I wasn't at the African conference ... was actually 
quite clever. .. so that was interesting as a little diversion. 
Umm, yeah, and this is umm ... offering to off-set my carbon emissions. Oh well, I'll 
have a think about that next time I t1y on Qantas. Actually I am deleting that. Because 
of this change in the email list address, I'm actually stm1ing- it was puzzling me 
I'm getting a number of administrative messages; that would normally have gone into 
my Administration folder. So that's ah ... I'm deleting those at the moment. 
And now this is a message from someone who's trying to subscribe to the list, and 
they reckon they're not getting a confirmation email [nzlib]. Yeah, so, normally 
there's a list they go to and they reckon they're not getting a confirmation message ... 
I suspect there are ... I might have to manually subscribe that. .. so I'm going into the 
web-based administrative interface email list... I'm just checking to see if she's 
already subscribed, it doesn't seem to be ... so I'll, yeah I'll put that in and check 
that ...... yep, it seems to have subscribed her okay, so I' 11 tell her that. [long break 
typing message] I 'vc sent her a message there. 
A message from Database Supplier, only about legal databases I'll delete that. Oh, 
here's umm, a confirmation fi·om the hclpdesk; that ah, yeah about the issue relating 
to the email list address, so ... in tact they've got this new system where I can have a 
look at the ITS portal to sec progress- maybe I should try that out- I haven't actually 
looked at this before, but in theory I'm supposed to be able to go into the customer 
portal. .. Oh, this is nice, yes, so this actually gives me a record of- it seems to pick 
up who I mn and it gives me a record of my calls. That's quite handy to know about. 
So, I'll tile- again I'm not probably going to be interested in this in more than a 
couple of months, so I '11 just put that in save shot1 term. And that seems to have 
actually- yeah now that's got to the end of my subject, ah, my inbox, though of 
course there's been a whole bunch of other messages coming while we were working 
through that, including a response fi·om Amanda, whose thanking me. 
There's sot1 of a dilemma as to whether you do another iteration through again, or 
whether you ignore them and wait till tomotTow ... I might just leave it, but there's 
one message there- in fact there's two messages that were late- to a seminar that I'm 
going to on Friday, so I will have a quick look at those in case they've got 
applications ... they've sent me the programme tor the seminar. .. they send you the 
hardcopy through the internal mail, so I might just wipe that out. .. so I'll put that in 
the short-term f()lder, and I'll return my inbox to being in date-order. 
Now, normally I have a number off()lders for things to get automatically filtered into. 
There isn't a lot there at the moment- partly because of this little hiccup over mail 
address lists. Lets sec, I do have a folder of broadcast messages that have messages 
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from organisations that I belong to, which has one trom Forest and Greed on a nursery 
working bee, which I'm not going to go into, so I '11 delete that without looking at it. 
The other little job that I will do when I'm checking email fl-om home and I find 
SPA\1 messages, I don't have access to the missed SPAM folder, so I have a sort of 
SPA\1 folder that I put things into, and then when I'm at work I'll put them into ITS' 
missed SPAM folder, so that hopefully those messages will get fed into the algorithms 
that will detect future SPAM messages. 
So, that's it with my email, which was done quickly, which is quite nice. The other 
thing that I do at this time of the day is that the Blackboard course that I'm teaching 
has got a discussion board, and usually as well as doing the email I usually check 
the discussion board as well as the email to see if there are any postings to reply to ... 
and in this particular case, it looks like students have been too busy to post anything, 
so there's nothing to look at. .. so that's dealt with email. .. 
And that's actually probably, as the other thing that I do at this time of the day is just 
have a quick check through the 'half-see' ifthere's anything else that I should have 
done today that is going to create a problem if I don't get round to doing this is the 
desk-top programme for the Palm some people have their tasks and calendar and 
everything in Outlook, now that is a very good idea, except that I've run into 
problems when I've tried in theory you can synchronise Outlook with the Palm, in 
practise I always seem to have problems. I think it's partly because I synchronise my 
Palm both on my home PC and on this PC [oh, so you don't take that PC (laptop} 
home with you?] I don't take that I have another at home, no, no. So it seems to 
create issues if I try and synchronise in both places. Since my calendar is not in 
Outlook, people don't know when I'm available for meetings. 
So I've probably gotten through this taster than I otherwise would, it's probably about 
time to go home ... 
Interview 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
The university supports Microsoft software, so we use what the university supplies, 
not that I'd prefer the alternative. 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
PC, Palm/cell, cell for taking where Palm might get damaged kayaking. 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
Lap-top/palm synchronisation 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
Being a librarian, I like to read books~ not that I prefer to read it, it's just that if 
you're going to read a lot of text, I'm one of those ... I try to avoid too much printing 
out, for example I now mark assignments read them on screen and comment on 
them on screen. There are traps to that because I suspect that if I printed them out I 
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might possibly get a better appreciation- I might get a slightly better appreciation if 
you like of the overall assignment rather than focussing on particular aspects. On the 
other hand, it's much more efficient not to have to print it out. If a student is in tact I 
this afternoon I had a student who came and wanted to discuss an assignment 
marked- which he failed. So I in fact printed that out so we'd have something to 
come to this- while we discussed the topic. So generally speaking if I'm going to be 
talking about it, I'll probably print it out. And if it's a substantial document probably 
two or three pages, I'll print it out- I get a sense of the overall thing. 
What sources of information do you prefer? ICT/non-ICT 
Ah, now being a Librarian of course I'm a cleptic. I enjoy all sources of information. 
Obviously ifl'm looking for inf(mnation, I prefer information I can find on the Web. 
I'm finding the Wikipedia the last few assignments I'm t1nding Wikipedia useful. 
There are of course a lot of <Indeterminable> about, who object and all that kind of 
stuti Where I think Wikipedia is very valuable is that it has links- it really is a 
source oflinks to other sites- so even if you don't particularly I cetiainly wouldn't 
rely on statements made in Wikipedia. [t gives you an overview, and in patiicular 
where it is very valuable, it will usually have a few links to other key sites. So if you 
want information about a computer programme tor instance, it will tell you a bit about 
the background of the computer programme, and then have links to the vendor's site 
and the practical use site; and so is an easy way to find those things. 
I'm in a very fortunate position because I study, ifyou like, information organisation 
and use; I can justifY hunting for information; even ifl'm not finding stuffpatiicularly 
efficiently I'm learning about how int<.m11ation is managed and used- so I can 
justify all the mucking around. 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? 
Why? 
Well obviously I could ifTim Berners-Lee ever gets the Semantic Web off the 
ground; that will make me a lot more productive- I'm sceptical about that. I- yeah I 
think obviously there have been a lot of improvements in access to information online 
over the last 10-15 years, and will probably continue to do. Now in terms of specifics 
I think it's quite possible the increased use ofmetadata either produced by people 
or automatically generated would improve access to information. The research 
engines are going to get better. I have seen reference to search engines that are 
stmiing to look at analysing language- current search engines simply index key 
words, and the 'holy grail' that people are searching for and not just indexing the key 
words, but indexing the context so that a reference to a mouse, when looking at 
context it will be clear whether you're talking about a computer device or a rodent. I 
think really when that nut's cracked; search engines will become a lot more useful. 
Yeah, I think f1nding information will always require an element of skill on the part of 
people who are looking for it. 
Except that I hope- because one of the things I teach is finding information. 
Do you feel that the information events displayed today reflect an average amount on a 
typical day? 
Ah, probably fairly light today. Yeah, there wasn't soti of any patiicular thing 
generating a lot of email. Like, sometimes, perhaps if there's an assignment due, there 
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would be quite a few emails from students requesting clarification, and that kind of 
thing. Or ifthere's some administrative thing, for example revising the cuniculum or 
something, would generate a lot of emails about that. So yeah, it was relatively quiet. 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on 
a regular basis? 
Yeah, there's probably a reasonable range of stutl~ yeah. A few from students, a few 
connected to the email list management, and a couple of administrative things. 
What types of information events would you consider to be out of the ordinary- if any 
encountered today? 
Well, yeah I think the SPAM was out ofthe ordinary! [laughter] 
Were the technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information 
events you deal with on an average day? 
Yes pretty much- PDA, phone and PC. I do have a mobile phone but it's just for 
personal stuff- I don't ever work with my mobile phone. I had of course the option 
when I bought that PDA was whether I should be going for a high-end mobile phone 
or just a PDA, and I decided not to relative to two reasons, one of them the main 
reason I use my mobile phone for is when I go kayaking and biking I don't 
pmiicularly want to risk dropping $1000 worth of high-end mobile phone! [laughter] 
Like my current phone has got a SIM card, and I've been through about four different 
phones that dropped round on kayaking trips! The other thing too perhaps, if you want 
to look something on your PDA while on the phone- it's very awkward if it's one 
device! 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fairly often but did not feel the 
need to use today? 
In tenns of software I don't really think we did login to the Student Management 
System. Although earlier in the day, I had looked up at least one student because there 
was an issue about an assignment- so I guess I could mention Student management 
in terms of the information systems at the university, and of course umm, trying to get 
research funds fi1r going to conferences in the Grants Management System- there are 
applications. 
In terms of the hardware stuff, no, basically it's the PDA, computer. .. I have installed 
Wi-Fi at home- partly because my daughter has a laptop and it's the simplest way for 
her to get connected up- although having set up Wi-Fi, we discovered that the only 
room in the house that Wi-Fi doesn't extend to is her room! [laughter] 
I have got keen on podcasts something that is personal rather than professional, but I 
have started- I mean there's no reason- I do listen to radio programmes, or 
something like Digital Planet which has quite good updates on technology I 
download that as a podcast, put it on the PDA, and listen to it either- two times when 
it is pmiicularly useful is when I'm walking home, and also ifi 'm having trouble 
t~dling asleep- it's very easy to plug it in and listen to it- that or wake your partner 
up by turning on the light to read a book! 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
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I can actually show you- I keep this at for students, but yeah, that's actually an 
information retrieval system that I used at the Building Research Association back in 
the 80s. I was quite pleased to leave that behind- this is what's called a 'Peek-a-boo' 
retrieval system. Basically each ofthe squares on that grid represents a document. 
You have a card fbr each subject, and if a particular document relates to a subject, you 
drill a hole ... so that's bibliographies, and that's em1hquakes; so if you want a nice 
bibliography on earthquakes, you put it up and somewhere there ifl align them 
con·ectly ... yeah, I think there's a hole down there and they match up. 
I don't think there's a technology I've given up on, I mean, I've been pleased as 
they've progressed- yeah. Of course the other application I do use- more ifl'm 
doing research and writing is of course Endnote- most articles that I, or applications 
that I use for referring to are put into an Endnote database, and I put a photocopy in 
this filing cabinet, filed under author name; so that I can find them using Endnote. I 
still tend to printout articles and put them in there. 
Are there any environmental factors influencing your choice of technologies? 
Well I guess I tend to go with the organisational rules. I guess if I was acting myself I 
might be more inclined to use say Open-Source software and that kind of thing but 
given that the organisation supports Microsoft I take the path ofleast resistance and 
use that. So yeah, I tend to just use in terms of the teaching and learning platfonn 
Blackboard and Web CT- Web CT in my mind is a better pro~:,rramme, but they 
decided on Blackboard, and you know, you go with that. It's better to go with what 
the organisation suppotis. 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
(Do you have any time off during the year?) 
Why is this so? 
Yeah sometimes when I'm at the beach. I have to say that I do -don't have very 
long periods of not being in email contact. So even ifl'm travelling, I would be 
checking my email every couple of days. 
Do you engage in information events often outside of work hours and outside of the 
workplace? 
Yeah, I guess I do. I have a number of things that are personal activities like umm, 
that I'm involved with like Cycle Aware which is a cycle advocacy programme, and 
so I deal with the email connected with that. .. also I've got personal emails and stuff, 
I put my photos on Flickr, and all those kinds of things. To some extent 1 guess I don't 
make a rigid distinction between my home- my personal ICT and work ICT it's 
like I just have one and they are very similar- personal email comes to my university 
email. This is partly historic- when email first started coming in, the only feasible 
way to get an email address was my university address so I never bothered to 
separate them. In some ways it's simpler just to have one address, and not worry 
about checking other addresses. I know some people prefer to have a separate address 
for personal things. Also Hotmail doesn't have a mechanism to forward to another 
address does it? <No l don't think so- I've ne1·er lookedfor one ... > 
Are these information events similar to those which took place today? 
I deal with non-work CT differently thm1 work- I guess I tend to deal with them at 
different times like I've tried by and large although I've been dealing with some 
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personal email you know while I'm at work, just because it's convenient while I'm 
working through I probably tend to leave it till the evening- or possibly the 
morning. For example I get these runs on what to do list, which I have to get 
organised to go to a cycling conference, so I didn't bother, and to be able to do that 
I'll need to send emails connected with that so I'm- I'll probably leave that until I get 
home, so there is some demarcation between work and home. There are obviously 
some different types of information that I look at - I tend to monitor weather forecasts 
to see whether I should be kayaking or cycling. So the first thing I did this morning 
was really look at the forecasts and decided this was a good morning f()r biking- for 
paddling round the south coasts- so that's where I was this morning. 
So there are things like weather forecasts which I use f()r personal use, and I do things 
like reading some newspapers, like the Guardian, and yeah, downloading podcasts for 
personal use, and things like that. And, so that's quite different from work ICT use. 
What ICTs do you prefer to use outside of the workplace? 
Well, obviously the Web tor sort of general information gathering and things like that 
-the weather forecasts, the news, interest reading. Because I use computers so much 
in work, I'm not in a huny to use them more than is necessary in my recreation. I 
guess I sometimes use the computer in the evening, but by and large I'll probably tend 
to read a book or a magazine, or watch TV in the evening rather than use a computer. 
How much time would you spend on information events on average in an evening? 
Maybe half an hour it depends on what you call information. Listening to the radio 
or TV is in a sense an information event it's just diflerent technologies 
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Observation 6 
Participant Six- 21st September 2007. 8.20am- 9am. 
43.50 minutes total recording time - Observation & Interview 
[Recorder turned on (0.00)] 
Do you want like Faculty, Board minutes and ... <any it~{ormation events at all that 
come in would be great> right ... 
Umm, okay, I guess what I would do when I open my email is quickly scan down and 
see who they are from so there might be ones that are more urgent than other ones, 
or ones that I've been waiting for, or as well. I subscribe to some; umm discussion 
group lists- so a lot of them are just- often I don't open them- depending on how 
busy I am. So I guess probably what I do with these is almost instantly delete quite a 
lot of them because I feel quite busy ... So this one- this guy <Name> runs this 
discussion list- The Community Informatics Researchers so, and I can see he's just 
forwarding something about a meeting I wouldn't be interested in, I just delete that. 
There's another one about a conference ICIS Secretaria- but I will probably 
instantly delete that- it's caught my eye but it's in Barcelona <laughs>, so I think I 
might just look at that because that would be a really cool place to go <laughs>, so I'll 
look at that, even though it's probably- yeah Intemational Conference on Ente11xise 
Information Systems I couldn't really do anything there, so I probably will delete 
that. Then there's one fi·om the New Zealand Computing Society ... which annoyingly 
I ought to get this sorted out- I always have to right click to download pictures so 
that's something that, so I nonnally would this would be one that I would nonnally 
printout so it's like a lunchtime meeting or something like that but in this case it's 
specifically for people who are interested in IGL [??] methods so I'm not one of 
those people. 
<Name>- that's again a sot1 of discussion group that I'm subscribed to that's just 
about call-centres and things like that I'll just delete that straight away because it's 
just the last chance to register it, so that's something that- so a lot of these ... World 
Universities Forum again that's one I just delete straight away. Now then, there's 
one fl·om <Name> about the Rugby World Cup, which I'm not a rugby tan 
<laughter>. 
Now this is kind of personal, but for some reason- my Husband's a teacher and for 
some reason he gets these- it's sort of a newsletter that comes out that identifies any 
teaching vacancies that he might be interested in - which should be going to his email 
but it doesn't. So ifl think he might be interested I will forward that to him, but I 
don't, he's not interested. 
Right, and then there's one from a student- well, two students you probably know, 
<Name> and <Name>- two students who are actually doing Honours and we've got 
this sort of project going where we're trying to actually conduct some f()cus groups 
and write a paper. So I can see one of them has sent a message, and then another one, 
so I'll just have a look at the latest message, and it's just to say we've got a meeting 
Monday at one o'clock, and what I'll do with that one is actually <Name> is involved 
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in that project as well , so I ' II probably j ust, and I did mention that to her verbally that 
we'd be having a meeting on Mo nday at one o' clock, but just to remind her I probably 
then I will forward that to her. . . so I ' 11 just do that now okay, so umm ... forw ard that 
to <Name> ... and just say so mething like "Hi <Name> . . . at 1 pm on Monday" 
okay . . . and right. .. 
And then I can see there is one fi·om < arne> and < arne>, and that ' s another 
meeting, and what happens is that umm, there' s eight us do ing PHDs, and supervised 
by <Name>, and we' re in this learning gro up, but every time we set up a meeting 
there's always a flurry of emails because trying to get eight people to meet at a certain 
time - actually it's a very ineffi cient way of do ing it because yo u end up w ith - yo u 
know, sort of 40 emails just to arrange a one hour meeting. Anyo ne I can see one's 
from <Name> who's in that gro up and one's fro m <Name>, so I ' ll open the latest 
one, because then that will have <Name>, and all she's saying is yeah, she can make 
it to this meeting we' re hav ing on Monday, and <Name>'s just got something he 
wants to discuss at the meeting. So I don' t need to do anyt hing about that. 
I do put things into different fi les, see I 've got a lot of fil es here - that one I wouldn ' t 
because it 's not telling me - it 's just saying - telling me that <Name> will be at the 
meet ing and <Name> 's got an item he wants to discuss - I know I' m go ing to that 
meet ing anyway, and it 's in my diary, so I' ll j ust delete that because it's mnm, 
po intless. 
And then yeah, I 've got one fro m home which is fro m ... I don' t know, this is ... kind 
of semi-persona l. Because, like my husband 's on study leave and he's wo rking on a 
Masters at home, he's asking me to print off so me power-po ints that he's got for a 
presentation, and also umm, he's reminding me to get a copy o f Endnote, because 
there' s a problem w ith our home co mputer went AWOL - it doesn' t wo rk. So there's 
I guess - I do like check my email a lot at home, and now it 's down well what he's 
done is - which is probably so mething he's done actually I suspect - is that he's 
broken the link between Word and Endnote. So that 's a reminder, so because he's 
wo rking at home at the moment it 's quite annoying to get quite a few messages from 
him <laughter> To do this - well, I just like well I think he's a student, he should go 
out and do these things himself - but I get these things to do for him. So this one I 
wo uld print out his presentation - I will do that straight away now. Oh, that 's right I 
have to save it because I have to print it w itho ut the references. So okay, I ' ll save it 
because it ' s 13 s lides, but he just wants me to print. .. umm, anyway that 's so rt of a 
personal thing in a way, so rt of, so I ' ll save that. So probably if he 'd asked me to do 
something like that, I would do it pretty much straight away, otherwise I might be 
like ly to forget it. 
And then I've got umm, yo u know the AIS discuss io n list fo rums that come around? I 
get them in the form of a digest and I get them to go straight into a fo lder - IS World . 
And then I might not check that straight away. If I do open it , what I tend to do is . . . 
yo u know, they just have kind of a title saying of what 's inside, so I quickly scan 
thro ugh the title - and most of the time I just delete it straight away - it ' s just if 
something catches my eye - yo u know conferences - but that one - no, so I ' ll just 
delete it straight away. [t might be abo ut a conference, or a jo urnal - the table of 
contents of the journal - if it 's a jo urnal yo u' re interested in you, yo u can scan 
tlu·o ugh the table o f contents and see if there's an article you ' re interested in. 
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So metimes - it doesn' t happen as much as it used to - but sometimes people ask quite 
a few . .. or sometimes it might be a student like yo u, someone says will you complete 
my urvey, and things like that, so . . . you can ign up for the discuss ion list and they 
send yo u these emails that might be of interest, and you can either get them coming in 
individually or in the fonn of a digest - so I get them in the form of a daily digest and 
just scan through - and I don't know, 80-90% of the time yo u wouldn ' t be interested 
- I 0% of the time there might be something of interest. 
I do - I didn ' t today - but oft en I - well it ' s a bit hit and miss, I try to move things 
into fo lders if ! want to keep them. Like I've got a fo lder for Courses - the courses 
that I teach; and I've got a fo lder fo r Research Papers; a fo lder for my Research 
Students - like the ones who are doing Masters or Honours or something like that; 
and then some folders for other projects. So that 's another - I probably wouldn ' t even 
spot that - that' s another discuss ion list I 'm on. I tried to get things to go directly into 
that fo lder, but so mehow it 's not working that well now and a lot of them are coming 
into my main list [inbox] so that again would be like the IS World one which I put the 
more general things in a fo lder that yo u hope one day yo u will have the time get 
around to having a loo k at <laughter> so maybe sort of Friday aft ernoon if you 're not 
so busy. 
In previous years so metimes I might check the discussio n lists on Blackboard , but the 
way it 's working out this year, I've put up some discuss ion lists on my two courses, 
but no ones really used them. I don' t check them now. Sometimes say I was teaching 
a co urse I'd like to check Blackboard . 
Interview 
What is your formal training with information/communication technologies (ICTs)? 
I suppose I've had quite a lot offonnal training in in fo rmation systems, in that when I 
start ed work I did like a part time course in British Computer Science Part One - so 
that wo uld be to say second year degree level. And then I got a Masters in Systems 
Analys is and Systems Design. But they' re more general co urses that I' ve done 
specifica lly on ICT. But then I have attended some of the co urses at the university 
since I've come here which are more specifically about training ICT. So I've attended 
one on Word long documents, and one on advanced Power Point skills. So I've been 
to a few things like that. 
What is your area of expertise? 
I guess In fo rmation Systems and Management. It used to be Systems Design, but now 
I' m teaching more Info rmation Systems Management. 
Do you have particular days of the week where you prefer to engage in more information 
events? 
There wo uld be so me days when I wo uld be so busy with teaching; I wo uld have to 
leave those things as ide. But in general no, I think I deal with it as it comes. 
Do you keep email up continuously throughout the day? 
I try to discipline myself not to look at it - I'm afraid that I do all the time <laughter> 
-if you' re typ ing up in Word yo u can see a new emai l comes up in the bottom of the 
screen [Do you jim/ that a good thing or distracting?] It wo uld probably be better if 
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yo u didn't see it - switch it off Recent ly I went to a presentation by the University 
Teaching Development Centre, that recommends that you - you know have one set 
time when you do your email. I think it ' s quite important just to check it quite early in 
the day just in case so mebody's cancelled a meeting or something's come up -
someth ing like that that's going to change the day. 
Do you particular times of the day that you're more likely to engage in information use? 
Yeah - first thing in the morning - norma lly I wo uld because I work best in the 
mornings - so normally I would try and do so me work in the morning and then I 
might say after lunch - another time I might fluff around with email. 
Do you feel that there are days (or periods) of the year where your information use is 
particularly high? 
I think Mondays there might be a few more - but genera lly I do check things at home 
as well at the weekend. There are periods of the year when things go very quiet you 
tend to get a lot less email than other times when the second semester finishes. 
Do you feel you are influenced by any anything external, such as organisational rules 
that affect the success or non-success of your information events? 
Well yes - obvious ly I'm affected by the changes to the email structure that ICT put 
through, and they've just put out a new web page, and that's a bit annoying because I 
can't sort of get to my email or Blackboard in the same way as I did before. I guess 
they have had <Indeterminab le> problems; but because I was too busy to go strangle 
them ... < laughter> - it probably is making things better but at the moment it is 
making my life a bit more difficult in that I can't do things in the way I used to. So I 
hav to find ways to get aro und that. And again, yeah - so people changing the 
software definite ly affects us. 
And I guess, you know, organisationally there ' s things that you have to do - like 
there's the quest ion of faculty, information abo ut courses and things like that. Like at 
the moment they've already put out a request for information on all the courses you 
might be teaching next year, and you have to say what your text book is going to be, 
and what assessments you're going to have. So that's quite frustrating to a lot of 
people because it's not really fixed who's teaching what courses, and of course people 
haven ' t made decisions abo ut the text books and assignments. Yeah, so those kinds of 
requests - and also requesting what tutorials you might want for your co urses next 
year, so it's d ifficult to be organised that much in advance. 
How do you feel about these influences? 
Wel l - yeah, I can understand from the university's point ofview that it takes some 
time to prod uce these nice booklets to give out to students, and then want them to be 
ready - but somet imes it's just very difficult to work that far in advance. And 
sometimes if you work too far in advance, you find things change - it can work 
against you. 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
I just use my PC - I've got this laptop, it 's one I can take home, yes so, that part's 
pretty good. I can just take it home and use it at home. There I've got a wireless 
network - so it's quite good, and I've got a PC at home as well that's connected up so 
I use that to check email as well. I do use the telephone, and what's quite good as well 
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is if I'm not home I can check my voice mail as well. So when I do work at home I 
probably do that once a day as well , in case there's a message. [Do you use your Cell 
Phone much?] I have a cell phone, but I hardly ever use it. I don ' t use it at all from 
work - it 's for personal communication. [Do you have a PDA- or anything like 
that?] No I don ' t. 
Are there technologies which you feel could make interaction with information easier 
and more efficient than what you currently use? 
Well my major frustration at home is I've got this <laughter> wireless network which 
keeps going down all the time, and half the time it isn't working - so if that could 
work better. .. apa11 from that - I guess an easy way to filter your emai l would help, so 
that - like at the moment you know that you can do with email is if it's from a certain 
person it will automatically go to a cet1ain file - I've done that with the IS World ones 
- but I ' m trying to do that with some other ones, but sometimes it sot1 of switches 
itself off- so you set it certain [parameters], and then they don ' t work - so if there's 
kind of an easier way to do that, it would be better. 
And one thing that is kind of weird about the archiving is when you set a folder - like 
ifl set a folder here - they are there forever - so that even if I go back to my archive 
for umm, like these archives there. Say if I open a folder now like for like you know, 
Interview with Paul Atkinson - that folder would also appear in my 200 I archive, 
even though I do it now [2007] - so it will automatically have all your folders , for all 
the years, even though obviously so me didn ' t stat1 until 2007. And then, they've also 
lost my 2005 archive when they sw itched over to the new system - it would be quite 
useful to know it 's there. I do use it quite a lot [archives] searching back through old 
emails, because maybe you - I don't know what - a paper with somebody a year ago 
- and then you need to go find out about it - or maybe you taught a course a year ago 
and you remember you had a guest speaker and yo u want to get in touch with them. 
And what I find annoying about that is even though I've got these folders set up, I 
often haven ' t put things into the folder - I forget to do that, I just have it in the general 
email, and then I spend a lot of time searching for the information. 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not 
feel confident enough to use efficiently to make your interactions with information more 
successful than they otherwise could be? 
Well, I've never used a PDA - I don ' t see how they will give me a benefit - well no ; I 
suppose a good example is myv ictoria portal. I think it' s really embarrassing because 
in my MIM class I've actually got one of the students who's responsible for rUJming 
the portal. So she 's told me one of the things it can do - oh look this is the new 
website - yeah so if you go into the myvictoria portal, there's supposed to like all 
these channels and things you ca11 set up - you can get umm, things like combine your 
course a11d personal calendar - so I think probably if I had time to play around with 
that, it would improve things[/ just use itfor getting my emails] yeah, well I 've used 
it for that but there are apparently lots of other things yo u can do with it - to get 
information feeding into it fi·om like teaching channels, but some of it 's only available 
to staff apparently, not to students. Or it 's available to students, but they have to pay. 
That 's so mething that- it 's usefu l to know it 's there, and yo u think - oh yes, so me 
day if I ' m free I' ll play aro und with it. It does take time - or you just stick to the tried 
and trusted ... 
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Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
Yes - especially at home. Because often the broadband connection isn' t wo rking, or 
it 's just very s low. It ' s with Saturn Broadband , and I don' t think it 's that good - well 
certainly not as good - the co nnection I have at home - as the connection here [at 
work]. So that can be a frustrating factor sometimes, wa iting ages for an email - and I 
mean there have been problems here as well w ith email 
What mediums of information do you prefer? That is, from both ICT/non-ICT mediums 
such as for example; written, face-to-face, telephone, text, internet. 
I guess I use email quite a lot actually. It depends on what I 'm do ing - I mean there 
are orne things I wo uld do only face-to-face because I wo uldn ' t want any written 
record. Like fo r example if I want to go into negotiations with the head of school 
about something, I 'd much rather do that face- to-face, because so metimes there's 
something you wa nt to say - and I' m very conscio us that email leaves a record. And 
even with certain people, like fo r example, I might be having a conversation w ith 
another lecturer about a student, and then they forward it to the student, but they've 
kind of left that o rig inal conversation on the email that yo u didn 't want passed on -
that yo u didn ' t want the student to see. And I' m kind of co nscious of things like that 
can happen - I wo uld be very wary of putting so mething in an email that might get 
sent to somebody that I didn ' t want to see it. Cause even though I might send it to I 
don' t know, maybe <Name>, he could then potentially send it onto 'whoever ' - so I 
tend to use emails for kind of arranging things - but some things I wo uld definit ely 
just do [face-to-face/personal contact] , like for example when we have guest speakers, 
we always send them back a letter, not just an email letter - an actual - because it 's 
nice to have a phys ica l letter in yo ur hand say ing thank yo u, you know, really enjoyed 
the guest lecture and g iving up yo ur time. So something like that where yo u want to 
acknowledge the help so mebody's given yo u. Or if it is just <Name>, I'd probably 
just send her an email - if it 's fro m <Name>; but if it 's fro m so mebody outside ... 
I use the telephone because so metimes email just gets really stupid when yo u' re so rt 
of emailing somebody back and forth. It 's just eas ier to pick up the telephone - oft en 
especially I do that when I ' m ta lking to peo ple in the faculty, when I' m trying to 
arrange - like when we've go co nfe rences and things yo u have to go thro ugh quite a 
complicated process to get funding, and because we can ' t pay fo r it ourselves, we 
have to get the faculty to pay fo r it - so oft en l use the telephone for things like that. 
What sources of information do you prefer? ICT/non-ICT 
One advantage [ofl CT] is if yo u travel yo u can get yo ur email anyw here. I do prefer 
for example, the Vic Newsletter - well they've recently put that in electronic fo rm, 
and I guess I read it more when it was in hardcopy fo rm. Because then you could just 
go and get as cup of tea or something, and co uld pick up a hardcopy which would be 
there and yo u'd just kind of fl ick through it. I actua lly prefer to browse . .. 
Another example is - yeah things like this - Telecommunication Users New Zealand 
- they used to put out this monthly magaz ine which they used to send to me - and 
now they've stopped do ing that and they just have bloggs around those topics. I 've 
almost, well hardly ever looked at the bloggs, but because they sent me these monthly 
magazines - what I wo uld do then is if say I went to have lunch o r something or cup 
of tea, I just take it with me and just fli ck tiu·o ugh it, and maybe read it , so I guess I do 
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prefer hardcopies, especially the more general info rmation. But fo r just arranging a 
meeting or just quick informat ion things, then email is great. 
What methods are open to you to confirm the validity of information and/or sources? 
Well I find the university systems are quite good at filt ering out SPAM - some of it 
gets through but not all. But generally obviously I wo uld know a certain name. There 
was an issue on some of the discussion lists yo u have to be a bit careful because there 
was an issue where they were trying to get people to send out for this social 
networking website <Indeterminable>. And if an email came through iiom this guy 
<Name> who put a lot of emails on the website so everybody would know his name, 
and sa id oh, I want you to sign up to <Indetenninable> [quick chat??] but then it 
turned out it was a fake email , because he sent out an email a day later saying 'don' t 
s ign up because that email actua lly wasn ' t fi·o m me!' So yes, you have to be a bit 
wary about things. 
I think if! got an email from a co lleague here and it was a bit odd, I'd just ring them 
up and ask them. Especially at home if l get an email fro m someone I don' t know I 
won't open it - I ' II just instantly delete it. 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive? Why? 
It co uld be a lot more productive ... I th ink one of the problems is that I just find it 
irresistible not to constantly check emails - I think that if! co uld be disciplined 
enough to say alright I ' ll just look at it in the morning, and then not look at it aga in 
yo u know, until four o' clock - that wo uld probably be a lot more productive - just 
hav ing a block of time. Becau e so metimes yo u' re trying to write a paper or 
something like that and yo u rea lly need to concentrate on it , and then yo u have a little 
break by checking [in box]. 
Do you feel that the information events displayed today reflect an average amount on a 
typical day? 
Yes - that wo uld be pretty much what I got when I came in - in the morning, a few 
emails. It depends what yo u' re do ing - my emails quiet at the moment, I' m teaching 
two courses, but they' re quite small courses, and the students in the courses haven' t 
rea lly been sending me any emails. If I' m teaching like a bigger co urse, yo u wo uld get 
more emai ls around that. 
Do the information events today reflect largely the types of information you deal with on 
a regular basis? 
I guess ... I mean I because, yo u can' t rea lly judge it because some things are kind of 
intermittent, like if yo u' re submitting a conference paper, yo u'd be getting quite a lot 
ofemails about that to rev ise it , but that 's - at the mo ment I' m not in the process of 
submitting confere nce papers. If yo u' re wo rking on an art ic le with so mebody, 
generally there w ill be emails go ing back and forth. And yo u might be wa iting for that 
other person to fini sh their bit befo re yo u can then get up and write. And another thing 
is obviously what students do is send copies of ass ignments - that is a problem 
because then it clogs up yo ur email because my email box is too full. I do find it a 
usefu l way to keep a reco rd of student 's ass ignments - I know that they' re in there. 
Were there any environmental factors influencing your information events today? 
Were the technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information 
events you deal with on an average day? 
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ot today. But sometimes there are things where I think yeah, I sho uld keep a reco rd 
of that so . .. 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fa irly often but did not feel the 
need to use today? 
Yes - very much. 
Can you give some examples of the technologies you use fairly often but did not feel the 
need to use today? 
Well I guess the telephone, so yo u wo uld look to see if there are any vo ice messages 
there - if vo ice mail is on yo u check it. But I don' t get a lot of voice mail. 
Can you give examples of technologies you may have used in the past but prefer not to 
now? 
Blackboard . Well , the Blackboard discuss ion list - when that first came o ut we did 
use them quite a lot, but as time's gone on, I've really moved away fro m using them. 
We just seem to have moved away fro m it , and whether it 's just becau e the co urses 
I' ve been teaching have been rea lly small courses . .. I do n' t know, when it fi rst came 
o ut I was quite enthusia tic abo ut what yo u co uld do with the discuss io n list - but 
somehow that ' s died away fo r me. 
Are there any times of the year that you choose not to interact with ICTs? 
Yes, so metimes I like to go to a few places that are just out of the reach of ICT, like 
my birthday, aro und April this year, so the fami ly went away and we went to the 
Wairarapa, and we were just totally out of cell phone contact. And once we went 
canoeing - and that was good, we were just totally o ut of contact. So yeah, it's really 
good to get away fro m everything. 
Do you engage in information events often outside of work hours and outside of the 
workplace? 
Yeah. [Comparable to the amount today?] Well , it depends. Like so metimes you 
might be waiting fo r a certain email - so then yo u wo uld be checking it more oft en. 
U uall y I would check it at least once in the evening. Then, if I ' m co ming into wo rk 
late, I wo uld check it at home before I leave. And at the weekend I check it as well. 
What ICTs do you prefer to use outside of the workplace? 
[Th e laptop which you take home with you?] Well, I have a PC at home - because 
there' s fi ve of us at home, it depends how heav ily other people are using the one at 
home, whether I need to take mine home as well. 
How much time would you spend on information events on average in an evening? 
It wo uld be like I 0 minutes, just checking some things. 
I didn' t realise how inefficient my practices are .. . < laughter> 
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Appendix G: NVIVO Coding Summary Report 
The general idea of VIVO is to enable researchers to 'p ick apart' interviews and 
other text documents and file these pieces of information in such a way that ' like' 
pieces of information are stored together under specific subject headings or Parent 
Nodes. Below these are second-level and third-level nodes, creating a very specific 
hierarchical structure. 
Before beginning the NVIVO analysis stage, however, it was necessary to have an 
idea of the coding which would be used prior to starting. This was indicated very 
early on in the research while investigating areas of interest and while forming the 
research question. These areas chiefly included Human Information Behaviours 
(HIBs) ; but also included the various Information Communication Technologies 
(ICTs) at an Academic's di posal, their Information Events (source, medium, use and 
outcome), any Environmental Influences, evidence of Activities to support the chosen 
theory, and evidence ofProductive and Non-Productive HIBs exhibited by the 
Academic. 
The e areas of interest were converted to NVIVO coding, and became the Top-Level 
Nodes, from which lower level - more specific areas of interest - could be ascertained 
(see figure 17 which follows on page 195). These top-level areas of interest were 
ascertained at the beginning of the study and remained constant throughout the entire 
project . The second-level nodes for the HIBs were at first ascertained from the 
literature review. The literature review produced 13 of these HIBs, which enabled the 
researcher to be 'on the lookout ' for a multitude ofthis phenomena, and also to keep 
an open mind for any additional behaviours which might arise during the course of 
interviews and observations (see figure 16 on the following page). 
NVIVO is a reasonably flexible analysis tool, and allows for nodes to be added or 
deleted at any stage during the analysis period. During the analysis period, two HIBs 
were discarded with as they were not observed with any of the participants, and an 
additional seven HIBs were added. Other top level nodes did not need to be as 
established prior to the study as these were more exploratory in nature, and depended 
on each of the individual participant's s ituations. 
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Expected HIBs 
from the 
Literature 
Passive Attention 
Confusion 
Verifying 
Browsing/Exploring 
Extracting 
Avoidance 
Multi-tasking 
Collaborative 
Sharing 
Hoarding 
Ignoring 
Adaptive 
Maladaptive 
Actual HIBs from 
the Study 
Adaptive 
Avoiding 
Confusion 
Verifying 
Browsing/Exploring 
Extracting 
Avoidance 
Multi-tasking 
Sharing 
Hoarding 
Ignoring 
Adaptive 
Maladaptive 
Confirming 
Curiosity 
Organised/efficient 
Prioritising 
Scanning 
Sorting 
Updating 
Figure 16: NVIVO Coding for Human Information Behaviours 
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The actual Coding Handbook created fro m the Literature Review and used early in 
the interv iew/observation and analysis stages of the research can be fo und in 
Appendix A. This handbook was used to define the HIB terms and to keep them 
consistent throughout the analys is. It consists only of the 13 original behaviours as 
seen above in the left box of figure 16. 
Figure 17 on the fo llowing page has been presented with a view to providing a 
pictorial on the hierarchica l struct ure ofNVIVO by fo llow ing the Human Info rmation 
Behav iours part of the study. This is depicted in all three levels of the diagram, 
focuss ing only on Frustration as an example. 
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Top-Level Tree (Parent) Nodes 
• Activities 
• Environmental Influences 
• Frequency on Information Events 
• Information Event 
• Information Outcomes 
• Observed Behaviours 
• Productive & Non-Productive Behaviours 
• Technologies 
• Time Off from ICTs 
Second-Level Tree Nodes 
(Observed Behaviours) 
• Adaptive 
• Avoiding 
• Confirming 
• Confusion 
• Curiosity 
• Extracting 
• Frustration 
• Hoarding 
• Ignoring 
• Mal-Adaptive 
• Multi-tasking 
• Organised' 
• Prioritising 
• Retrieval 
• Scanning 
• Sharing 
• Sorting- Electronic 
• Sorting - Hardcopy 
• Updating 
• Verifying/Validation 
Figure 17: An example of the Hierarchical Structure of NVIVO analysis 
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Third-Level (Information) Tree Nodes (Frustration) 
• Delay in book from Amazon 
• Email inefficient way to organise a meeting with eight 
people 
• Filter not working to auto put discussion list mail list into2 
• Dislike for enrolment papers 
• Not enjoy Admin things 
• Placed back in pile with no action 
• NZ Computing Society annoyingly 4mat requires more wrk 
2view 
• Out of Office Reply. frustrating 
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The fo llowing 25 pages of Appendix F contain 99 pages ofNVIVO coding used in 
the study for ana lysis ofthe participant transcriptions. The fo llowing two figures 
represent a co uple of screen shots of the act ual NVIVO nodes as they appear on the 
screen. 
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Figure 18: Top-Level Parent Nodes 
Figure 18 shows the parent nodes - or highest level nodes, whi le figure 17 below 
shows the parent node 'Observed Behaviours' having been opened. The categories 
that this node was divided up into for ana lysis can thus be observed. 
0 Obsef'led Behaviours 0 0 2311012007 6 22 p m 
• ~ Ad<!pbve 0 0 23/1012007 6 18 p m 
+ " Avoid•no 0 0 23/1012007 6 17 p m 
• ~ Coofirmmg 0 0 23/10/2007 6 18 p m 
~ Coofuston 0 0 31110/2007 7 52 p m 
... ~ Curiosity 0 0 24110/2007 1 57 p m 
!. ~ Extracting 0 0 23/1012007 6 16 p m 
• ~ Frustration with 'nformation Event 0 0 211 112007 5 03 p.m 
t ~ Hoarding 0 0 23/1 76 1 p m 
+ ~ Ignoring 0 0 23/10/2007 6 17 p m 
• ~ Mal-adaptive 0 0 2311 '200 6 18 p m 
• ~ Multi-tasking 0 0 23/10/2007 6 17 p m 
· ~ rganised 0 0 2'3/1 012007 5 51 p m 
+ ~ Pnont1.s1ng 0 0 23/10/2007 6 17 p m 
+ ~ Retne-·al 0 0 2'3/1012007 8 . p m 
+ ~ Sc.ann1"9 0 0 23/1012007 6 04 p m 
t ~ s rrng 0 0 2311012007 6 18 p m 
+ ~ Sortrng - Electroruc 0 0 2311012007 6 15 p m 
t ~ Sortrng · Hardcopy 0 0 2'3/10/2007 6 16 p m 
t ~ Updatrng 0 0 3111012007 5 •s p m 
t ~ Verrfyrng_ Validation 0 0 311101'2007 905 p m 
Figure 19: Second-Level Observed Behaviours Nodes 
23/1012007 6·22 p.m. 
2311012007 6 18 p.m 
23/1012007 6 17 p.m 
2311012007 6 8 p m. 
3111012007 7 52 p.m 
2 101200 1 5 p m 
231101200 6·16 p m 
21111200 503pm 
23/101200 61 p m 
23/101200 6.1 p m. 
23/1012007 6 18 p.m 
23/101200 6 1 p m 
23/1012007 5 54 p.m 
23/1012007 6 17 p m 
23/1012007 8.04 p m 
2311012007 6·04 p m 
23/1012007 6 18 p m 
3010112008 12.47 p m. 
3010112008 12.47 p m 
31 /1012'007 5.45 p m 
3/1112007 3-13 p m 
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Coding Summary Report 
Project: 
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HIB Analysis 
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Participant Six .. 
Total References 82 
Node Coding Cases \Participant Six 
Reference 1 
Participant Six- 21st September 2007. 8.20am- 8.55am. 
43.50mins total recording time Observation & Interview 
[Recorder turned on (0.00)] 
Observation 6 
· ''li~ume~ 
References 1 Coverage 100.00% 
Character Ranqe 0 - ?6, 993 
Do you want like Faculty, Board minutes and. <any information events at all that come in would be great> 
right 
Umm, okay, I guess what I would do when I open my email is quickly scan down and see who they are from -
so there might be ones that are more urgent than other ones, or ones that I've been waiting for, or as well. I 
subscribe to some; umm discussion group lists so a lot of them are just- often I don't open them -
depending on how busy I am. So I guess probably what I do with these is almost instantly delete quite a lot of 
them because I feel quite busy .. So this one this guy Mike Gurstein runs this discussion list- The 
Informatics Researchers- so, and I can see he's JUSt forwarding something about a meeting I 
interested in, I JUSt delete that. 
There's another one about a conference !CIS Secreta ria but I will probably instantly delete that it's 
caught my eye but it's in Barcelona <laughs>, so I think I might just look at that because that would be a 
really cool place to go <laughs>, so I'll look at that, even though it's probably- yeah International Conference 
on Enterprise Information Systems I couldn't really do anything there, so I probably will delete that. Then 
there's one from the New Zealand Computing Society which annoyingly- I ought to get this sorted out I 
always have to right click to download pictures so that's something that, so I normally would this would be 
one that l would normally printout - so it's like a lunchtime meeting or something like that but in this case it' 
s specifically for people who are interested in IGL [7?] methods -so I'm not one of those people. 
[Kiorgi Hathawayn7] *** that's again a sort of discussion group that I'm subscribed to -that's just about 
call-centres and things like that I'll just delete that straight away because it's just the last chance to register 
it, so that's something that so a lot of these ... World Universities Forum - again that's one I just delete 
away. Now then, there's one from Jean Grant about the Rugby World Cup, which I'm not a rugby fan 
Now this is kind of personal, but for some reason my Husband's a teacher and for some reason he gets these 
it's sort of a newsletter that comes out that identifies any teaching vacancies that he might be interested in 
which should be going to his email but it doesn't. So if I think he might be interested I will forward that to 
him, but I don't, he's not interested. 
Right, and then there's one from a student - well, two students you probably know, Hartmit and Tony- two 
students who are actually doing Honours and we've got this sort of project going where we're trying to actually 
conduct some focus groups and write a paper. So I can see one of them has sent a message, and then another 
one, so I'll just have a look at the latest message, and it's just to say we've got a meeting Monday at one o' 
clock, and what I'll do with that one is actually Mary Tate is involved in that project as well, so I'll probably 
just, and I did mention that to her verbally that we'd be having a meeting on Monday at one o'clock, but JUSt 
to remind her I probably then I will forward that to her ... so I'll just do that now okay, so umm ... forward that 
to Mary ... and just say something like "Hi Mary at lpm on Monday" okay ... and right .. 
And then I can see there is one from Maria and Pak, and that's another meeUng, and what happens is that 
umm, there's eight us doing PHDs, and supervised by Pak, and we're in this learning group, but every time we 
set up a meeting there's always a flurry of em ails because trying to get eight people to meet at a certain time 
-actually it's a very inefficient way of doing it because you end up with - you know, sort of 40 em ails just to 
arrange a one hour meeting. Any 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\Informationai\Difficult 2 wrk 
far in advanc-e - -------
References 1 Coverage 1.42 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 12,621 13,004 
How do you feel i? .)OUt these influences? 
Well- yeah, I can understand f-om the university's point of view that it takes some time to produce these nice 
booklets to give out to students, and then want them to be ready but sometimes it's just very difficult to 
work that far in advance. And sometimes if you work too far in advance, you find things change it can work 
against you. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\Informationai\Frustrating 
organisational deadlines 4following year 
References 1 Coverage 2.75% 
Reference 1 Character Range 11,878 12,619 
And I guess, you know, organisationally there's things that you have to do - like there's the question of 
faculty, information about courses and things like that. Like at the moment they've already put out a request 
for information on all the courses you m>ght be teaching next year, and you have to say what your text book is 
going to be, and what assessments you're going to have. So that's quite frustrating to a lot of people because 
it's not really fixed who's teaching what courses, and of course people haven't made decisions about the text 
books and assignments. Yeah, so those kinds of requests and also requesting what tutorials you might want 
for your courses next year, so it's difficult to be organised that much in advance. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\ Technologicai\Software & 
tech_ITS 
References 1 Coverage 2.24 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 11,270- 11,874 
Well yes- obviously I'm affected by the changes to the email structure that ICT put through, and they've just 
put out a new web page, and that's a bit annoying because I can't sort of get to my email or Blackboard in the 
same way as 1 did before. I guess they have had * ** problems; but because I was too busy to go strangle 
them ... <laughter>- it probably is making things better but at the moment it is making my life a bit more 
difficult in that I can't do things in the way I used to. So I have to find ways to get around that. And again, 
yeah so people changing the software definitely affects us. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Days of the Week\No_Deal with it 
as it comes 
References 1 Coverage 0.60 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 9,572 9,734 
There would be some days when I would be so busy with teaching; I would have to leave those things aside. 
But in general no, I think I deal with it as it comes. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Days or periods of the 
Year\Mondays are higher_2wrds semester 
end 
References 1 Coverage 0.93 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 10,867- 11,118 
I think Mondays there might be a few more but generally I do check things at home as well at the weekend. 
There are periods of the year when things go very quiet you tend to get a lot less email than other times when 
the second semester finishes. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Particular Times of Day\ Early 
morning_after lunch 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 0.85% 
Character Ranqe 10,529 - 10,758 
Yeah first thing in the morning normally I would because I work best in the mornings- so normally I would 
try and do some work in the morning and then I might say after lunch - another time I might fluff around with 
email. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Jean Scott about 
Rugby WC. No interest 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.38% 
Page 2 of 99 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 2,692 - 3,526 
there's one from a student - well, two students you probably know, Hartmit and Tony two students who are 
actually doing Honours and we've got this sort of project going where we're trying to actually conduct some 
focus groups and write a paper. So I can see one of them has sent a message, and then another one, so I'll 
just have a look at the latest message, and it's just to say we've got a meeting Monday at one o'clock, and 
what I'll do with that one is actually Mary Tate is involved in that proJect as well, so I'll probably just, and I did 
mention that to her verbally that we'd be having a meeting on Monday at one o'clock, but just to remind her l 
probably then I will forward that to her .. so I'll just do that now okay, so umm forward that to Mary and 
just say something like "Hi Mary .. at lpm on Monday" okay and right 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\AIS Discussion 
forum_Digest_Scan title 
References 1 Coverage 1.90% 
Reference 1 Character Range 6,071 - 6,583 
you know the A!S discussion list forums that come around? I get them in the form of a digest and I get them 
to go straight into a folder- IS World. And then I might not check that straight away. If I do open it, what I 
tend to do is . you know, they JUSt have kind of a title saying of what's inside, so I quickly scan through the 
title and most of the time I JUSt delete it straight away it's just if something catches my eye you know 
conferences- but that one no, so I'll just delete it straight away. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Discussion List owner 
fwrded info about meeting 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Do put things in2 
files.This 1 delete 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.76% 
963 
can see 
Coverage 1.29% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 4,332 - 4,679 
I do put things into different files, see I've got a lot of files here that one I wouldn't because it's not telling 
me it's just saying telling me that Maria will be at the meeting and Pak's got an item he wants to discuss -
I know I'm going to that meeting anyway, and it's in my diary, so I'll just delete that because it's umm, 
pomtless. 
Node Codjog Tree Nodes\Information 
0 utcomes \ D eleted\Intern ational 
conference in Barcelona_delete 
one a 
References 1 Coverage 1.61 °/o 
caught my eye but it's in Barcelona< laughs>, so I think I might just at that because that would be a 
really cool place to go <laughs>, so I'll look at that, even though it's probably yeah International Conference 
on Enterprise Information Systems- I couldn't really do anything there, so I probably will delete that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Jean Scott about 
Rugby WC. No interest 
References 1 Coverage 0.38% 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 2,192- 2,294 
Now then, there's one from Jean Grant about the Rugby World Cup, which I'm not a rugby fan <laughter>. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Newsletter about job 
vacancies 4 husband 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.39% 
CharacterRanae 2,298 2,672 
Now this is kind of personal, but for some reason my Husband's a teacher and for some reason he gets these 
- it's sort of a newsletter that comes out that identifies any teaching vacancies that he might be interested in 
-which should be going to his email but it doesn't. So if I think he might be interested I will forward that to 
him, but I don't, he's not interested. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\NZ Computing Society 
meeting on IGL_no interest 
References 1 Coverage 1.57% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 1,414 - 1,837 
one from the New Zealand Computing Society which annoyingly -I ought to get this sorted out I always 
have to right click to download pictures so that's something that, so I normally would - this would be one 
that I would normally printout so it's like a lunchtime meeting or something like that but in this case it's 
specifically for people who are interested in IGL [??] methods so I'm not one of those people. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\World Universities 
Forum_delete straight away 
References 1 Coverage 0.27% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanae 2,119- 2,191 
World Universities Forum - again that's one I just delete straight away. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Forwarded\2 emails from 2 
students_chkd latest_4rwd 2Mary 
References 1 Coverage 3.09% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 2,692 3, 526 
there's one from a student well, two students you probably know, Hartmit and Tony - two students who are 
actually doing Honours and we've got this sort of project going where we're trying to actually conduct some 
focus groups and write a paper. Sol can see one of them has sent a message, and then another one, so I'll 
just have a look at the latest message, and it's just to say we've got a meeting Monday at one o'clock, and 
what I'll do with that one is actually Mary Tate is involved in that project as well, so I'll probably just, and I did 
mention that to her verbally that we'd be having a meeting on Monday at one o'clock, but just to remind her I 
probably then I will forward that to her . so I'll just do that now okay, so umm forward that to Mary and 
JUSt say something like "Hi Mary. at lpm on Monday" okay ... and right 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Notice 
of meeting by PHD supervisor 
References 1 Coverage 2.96% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 3,530 - 4,328 
And then I can see there ·,s one from Maria and Pak, and that's another meeting, and what happens is that 
umm, there's eight us doing PHDs, and supervised by Pak, and we're in this learning group, but every time we 
set up a meeting there's always a flurry of em ails because trying to get eight people to meet at a certain time 
actually it's a very inefficient way of doing it because you end up with you know, sort of 40 em ails just to 
arrange a one hour meeting. Anyway I can see one's from Maria who's in that group and one's from Pak, so I'll 
open the latest one, because then that will have Maria, and all she's saying is yeah, she can make it to this 
meeting we're having on Monday, and Pak's just got something he wants to discuss at the meeting. So I don't 
need to do anything about that 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Husband_print 
slides_copy of Endnote 
References 1 Coverage 4.79% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 4,750 - 6,044 
this is .. kind of semi-personal. Because, like my husband's on study leave and he's working on a Masters at 
home, he's asking me to print off some power-points that he's got for a presentation, and also umm, he's 
reminding me to get a copy of Endnote, because there's a problem with our home computer went AWOL it 
doesn't work. So there's I guess- I do like check my email a lot at home, and now it's down well what he's 
done is - which is probably something he's done actually I suspect- is that he's broken the link between Word 
and Endnote. So that's a reminder, so because he's working at home at the moment it's quite annoying to get 
quite a few messages from him <laughter> To do this well, l just !'ike well! think he's a student, he should 
go out and do these things himself but I get these things to do for him. So this one I would print out his 
presentation I will do that straight away now. Oh, that's right I have to save it because l have to print it 
without the references. So okay, I'll save it because it's 13 slides, but he just wants me to 
anyway that's sort of a personal thing in a way, sort of, so I'll save that. So probablv if 
something like that, I would do it pretty much straight away, otherwise I might be 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\Husband_print slides_ copy of 
Endnote (2) 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Frustration with Information 
Event\ Filter not working to auto put 
discussion list mail in2 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.59% 
Character Range 7,821- 8,251 
that's another discussion list I'm on. I tried to get things to go directly into that folder, but somehow it's not 
working that well now and a lot of them are coming into my main list [inbox] so that again would be like the IS 
World one which l put the more general things in a folder that you hope one day you will have the time get 
around to having a look at <laughter> so maybe sort of Friday afternoon if you're not so busy. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Frustration with Information 
Event\NZ Computing Society_annoyingly 
4mat requires more wrk to view 
References 1 Coverage 1.57% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 1,414 - 1,837 
one from the New Zealand Computing Society which annoyingly I ought to get this sorted out I always 
have to right click to download pictures so that's something that, so I normally would this would be one 
that l would normally printout- so it's like a lunchtime meeting or something like that- but in this case it's 
specifically for people who are interested in IGL [??] methods so I'm not one of those people. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Hoarding\use old emails 
References 1 t&:~teraae 1.14% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 15,210- 15,519 
I do use it quite a lot [archives] searching back through old em ails, because maybe you I don't know what-
a paper with somebody a year ago and then you need to go find out about it or maybe you taught a course 
a year ago and you remember you had a guest speaker and you want to get in touch with them. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Multi-tasking\Email up all the 
time_better if didnt see it 
Reference 1 
Do you keep email up continuously throughout the day? 
References 1 Coverage 2.60 °/o 
Character Range 9,734 - 10,435 
I try to discipline myself not to look at it I'm afraid that I do all the time <laughter> - if you're typing up in 
Word you can see a new email comes up in the bottom of the screen [Do you find that a good thing or 
distracting?] It would probably be better if you didn't see it switch it off. Recently I went to a presentation by 
the University Teaching Development Centre, that recommends that you - you know have one set time when 
you do your email. I think it's quite important JUSt to check it quite early in the day just in case some body's 
cancelled a meeting or something's come up something like that that's going to change the day. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Delete a lot from 
discussion groups when busy 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 
Character Ranqe 498 
0.91% 
744 
I subscribe to some; umm discussion group lists so a lot of them are just often I don't open them 
depending on how busy I am. So I guess probably what I do with these is almost instantly delete quite a lot of 
them because I feel quite busy 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Do put things in2 
files.This 1 delete 
References 1 
see a one 
Coverage 1.29 °/o 
me it's just saying telling me that Maria will be at the meeting and Pak's got an item he wants to discuss 
l know I'm going to that meeting anyway, and it's in my diary, so !'II just delete that because it's umm, 
pointless. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Delete a lot from 
discussion groups when busy 
Reference 1 
Codmg Summary Report 
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I subscribe to some; umm discussion group lists so a lot of them are just often I don't open them -
depending on how busy I am. So I guess probably what I do with these is almost instantly delete quite a lot of 
them because I feel quite busy.. ----· 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Scan mail to see 
who they are from 
References 1 Coverage 0.67 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 303 - 484 
what I would do when l open my email is quickly scan down and see who they are from - so there might be 
ones that are more urgent than other ones, or ones that I've been waiting for 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\AIS Discussion 
forum_Digest_Scan title 
References 1 Coverage 1.90 °/c 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,071 6,583 
you know the AIS discussion list forums that come around? I get them in the form of a digest and I get them 
to go straight mto a folder- IS World. And then I might not check that straight away. If I do open it, what I 
tend to do is. you know, they just have kind of a title saying of what's inside, so I quickly scan through the 
title and most of the time I JUSt delete it straight away - it's just if something catches my eye - you know 
conferences - but that one no, so I'll just delete it straight away. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Discussion grp 
about call centers 
References 1 Coverage 0.67 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 1,891 - 2,071 
discussion group that I'm subscribed to that's just about call-centres and things like that- I'll just delete 
that straight away because it's JUSt the last chance to register it 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Jean Scott about 
Rugby WC. No interest 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Scan mail to see 
who they are from 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.38 °/o 
Coveraae 0.67 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 303 - 484 
what I would do when I open my email is quickly scan down and see who they are from so there might be 
ones that are more urgent than other ones, or ones that I've been waiting for 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\ World Universities 
Forum_delete straight away 
References 1 coverage 0.27 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 2,119 2,191 
World Universities Forum- again that's one I just delete straight away. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Sharing\2 emails from 2 
students_chkd latest_ 4rwd 2Mary 
References 1 Coverage 3.09 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,526 
there's one from a student well, two students you probably know, Hartmit and Tony two students who are 
actually doing Honours and we've got this sort of project going where we're trying to actually conduct some 
focus groups and write a paper. So I can see one of them has sent a message, and then another one, so I'll 
just have a look at the latest message, and it's just to say we've got a meeting Monday at one o'clock, and 
what I'll do with that one is actually Mary Tate is involved in that project as well, so I'll probably just, and I did 
mention that to her verbally that we'd be having a meeting on Monday at one o'clock, but just to remind her I 
probably then I will forward that to her ... so I'll just do that now okay, so umm ... forward that to Mary .. and 
just say something like "Hi Mary ... at lpm on Monday" okay ... and right.. 
Codmg Summary Report Page 10 of 99 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\ frustrations 
with Technology\ Yes_esp at 
hom~ broadband probs 
References 1 Coverage 1.76% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 17,131 - 17,606 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information? 
Yes especially at home. Because often the broadband connection isn't working, or it's just very slow. Jt's with 
Saturn Broadband, and I don't think it's that good well certainly not as good the connection I have at home 
as the connection here [at work]. So that can be a frustrating factor sometimes, waiting ages for an email 
and I mean there have been problems here as well with email 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Land Line\Do 
use Landline phone 
References 1 Coverage 0.74% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 13,369 - 13,568 
I do use the telephone, and what's quite good as well is if I'm not home I can check my voice mail as well. So 
when I do work at home I probably do that once a day as well, in case there's a message. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Technologies\Most used 
technologies\Do use Landline phone 
References 1 Coverage 0.74% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 13,369 - 13,568 
I do use the telephone, and what's quite good as well is if I'm not home I can check my voice mail as well. So 
when I do work at home l probably do that once a day as well, in case there's a message. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\ laptop most used ICT 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.32% 
Character Ranqe 13,012 - 13,368 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
I just use my PC I've got this laptop, it's one I can take home, yes so, that part's pretty good. I can just take 
it home and use it at home. There I've got a wireless network - so it's quite good, and I've got a PC at home 
as well that's connected up so I use that to check email as well. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \Hardly use 
Cell_no PDA 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\email4 arranging things_paper 
trail wary of 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.77 °/o 
References 1 Coverage 2.55% 
Character Ranqe 18,127 - 18,815 
I'm very conscious that email leaves a record. And even with certain people, like for example, I might be 
having a conversation with another lecturer about a student, and then they forward it to the student, but they' 
ve kind of left that original conversation on the email that you didn't want passed on -that you didn't want the 
student to see. And I'm kind of conscious of th'mgs like that can happen I would be very wary of putting 
something in an email that might get sent to somebody that I didn't want to see it. Cause even though I 
send it to I don't know, maybe Ted, he could then potentially send it onto 'whoever'- so I tend to use 
for kind of arranging things 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Face to face when not want 
record of events 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.22% 
Character Ranqe 17,844 - 18,173 
there are some things I would do only face-to-face because I wouldn't want any written record. Like for 
example if 1 want to go into negotiations with the head of school about something, I'd much rather do that 
face-to-face, because sometimes there's something you want to say and I'm very conscious that email 
leaves a record. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Landline to prevent back&forth 
emailing 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 1.90% 
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Reference 1 Character Range 19,360 - 19,872 
I.'L"A'hR. •aJR.'f)>Mit"""c1iif>"e-"~'lfi'N<!'i~ <;mcihju;;'[\T!"tSTI'Cilrysn;pHiwhen you're sort of em ailing somebody 
back and forth. It's just easier to pick up the telephone- often especially I do that when I'm talking to people 
in the faculty, when I'm trying to arrange- like when we've go conferences and things you have to go through 
quite a complicated process to get funding, and because we can't pay for it ourselves, we have to get the 
faculty to pay for it so often I use the telephone for things like that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Laptop most used ICT 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.32% 
CharacterRange 13,012- 13,368 
What are your most used information/communication technologies? 
I just use my PC I've got this laptop, it's one I can take home, yes so, that part's pretty good. I can just take 
it home and use it at home. There I've got a wireless network -so it's quite good, and I've got a PC at home 
as well that's connected up so I use that to check email as well. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Prefer hardcopies of 
newsletters_pick up & read with 
cotfee_not with electronic 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.53 °/o 
Character Ranqe 19,930 - 20,343 
One advantage [of ICT] is if you travel you can get your email anywhere. l do prefer for example, the v·,c 
Newsletter well they've recently put that in electronic form, and I guess I read it more when it was in 
hardcopy form. Because then you could just go and get as cup of tea or something, and could pick up a 
hardcopy which would be there and you'd just kind of fiick through it. I actually prefer to browse 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\ Telecommunication Users 
mag_now a Blog_neva go there 
References 1 Coverage 2.43 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 20,347- 21,002 
Another example is -yeah things like this- Telecommunication Users New Zealand they used to put out this 
monthly magazine which they used to send to me and now they've stopped doing that and they just have 
bloggs around those topics. I've almost, well hardly ever looked at the bloggs, but because they sent me these 
monthly magazines what I would do then is if say I went to have lunch or something or cup of tea, I 
take it with me and just flick through it, and maybe read it, so I guess I do prefer hardcopies, especia 
more general information. But for just arranging a meeting or just quick information things, then email is 
great. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Time off from References 1 Coverage 1.37% 
ICTs\ Yes_holidays away from it all 
Reference 1 Character Range 25,642 - 26,011 
Yes, sometimes I like to go to a few places that are JUSt out of the reach of !CT, like my birthday, around April 
this year, so the family went away and we went to the Wairarapa, and we were just totally out of cell phone 
contact. And once we went canoeing and that was good, we were just totally out of contact. So yeah, it's 
really good to get away from everything. 
,PaJtiq~t.Five DOCfliDent 
Total References 174 
Node Coding Cases\Participant Five 
Reference 1 
Participant Five- 19th September 2007. 3.30pm- 5.20pm. 
84mins total recording time Observation & Interview 
Observation 5 
[Recorder turned on (0.00)] 
References 1 Coverage 100.00% 
Character Range 0 40,319 
Okay, so it's about 3.40 so this is the time of day that I normally do work through my email, so I'll open up 
my email. By and large I will usually have my email programme open, and occasionally monitor it - but I won't 
I try to avoid looking at email unless the subject line clearly indicates that it is something that has to be 
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address, so .. in fact they've got this new system where can have a look at the ITS portal to see progress 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 3 - P5. ITS References 1 Coverage 0.76% 
· Update\Action 2- Goes into ITS portal 
go into the customer portal . Oh, this is nice, yes, so this actually gives me a record of- it seems to pick up 
who I am and it gives me a record of my calls. That's quite handy to know about. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 3 P5. ITS 
Update\Activity 3 - File away short-term 
References 1 Coverage 0.35% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 21,394 - 21,534 
I'll file again I'm not probably going to be interested in this in more than a couple of months, so I'll JUSt put 
that in save short term. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4 P5. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 1 -Info event 
Query of address change 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.16% 
Character Ranqe 12,815 - 13,284 
administrative messages related to the lists that I manage normally go into a folder, and interestingly, there 
seems to have been a change in the way the '* * [lead?] software is managed at Victoria, so that the email 
address has changed, and consequently the filter isn't picking them up. And in fact this is an email from 
someone who err, is wondering whether this is a permanent change or not. And to be quite frank I've only just 
noticed it so I'm a bit mystified. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4- P5. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 2 -Compare 
address with previous emails 
References 1 Coverage 0.75 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 13.285 - 13.588 
So I'll just have a look to see - yeah, now I'm looking at the deleted messages where I had put the messages 
from this list. Now I'll just have a look to see what the yeah, they're quite right, they used to be from 
nzlib-libs@lists.vuw.ac.nz, and it's now become vuwunicosntp004, which is interesting. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4- P5. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 3 - Phone ITS 
Confirm 
anyone 
References 1 Coverage 2.29% 
from School of Information Management. I manage a couple of the umm, mailing lists, and I've just noticed 
that the address that messages come from has changed and now of course that's got implications for people 
who are filtering messages from the list. So I'm trying to find out if that's a permanent change or a temporary 
Usually they come from nz-lib is the main one so they are addressed to nzlib-libs@lists.vuw.ac.nz, and 
appear to come from nz-libs-bouncers@list.vuw.ac.nz. And what seems to have happened is that the lists 
element of the name has been replaced by vuwunicosntp004 it's a bit of a mouthful mmm yeah, sure, so 
better to you than I can never remember whether it's ITS help or ITS service Binay Patel B-I-N-A-Y.patel, 
okay, well I'll send you an email, yeah great, bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4- P5. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 4 -email 
summary of phone conversation 
References 1 Coverage 0.48% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 14,811 - 15,003 
I might forward to them the message that originally brought it up. I'm just sending Binay at the helpdesk just 
a summary of what I talked to him about on the phone ... Okay, so I'll send that off 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4- P5. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 5- Reply to 
original query 
:odmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.58% 
Page 17 of 99 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 15,014 - 15,249 
send a re.ply to Amanda who originally sent the message raising the issue, so I'll send a reply to her, and say I' 
m following it up .. I'm sending a message saying I've only just noticed it myself, I've asked some support 
people about it, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 4 PS. 
Problem with ITS -email addresses for 
discussion group\Action 6 - Delete original 
Query 
Reference 1 
because I've replied to that rnessage I'li JUSt delete it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\ Technological\ Go with ITS SW 
&HW 
References 1 Coverage 0.14 °/o 
Character Ranqe 15,264 - 15,321 
References 1 Coverage 1.31 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 35,742 36,271 
I guess I tend to go with the organisational rules. I guess if I was acting myself I might be more inclined to use 
say Open-Source software and that kind of thing but given that the organisation supports Microsoft I take 
the path of least resistance and use that. So yeah, I tend to just use in terms of the teaching and learning 
platform Blackboard and Web CT Web CT in my mind is a better programme, but they decided on 
Blackboard, and you know, you go with that. It's better to go with what the organisation supports. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Particular Times of Day\3.40 logon 
to email 
References 1 Coyerage 0.51 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 167 374 
Okay, so it's about 3.40- so this is the time of day that I normally do work through my email, so I'll open up 
my email. By and large I will usually have my email programme open, and occasionally monitor it 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Administration 
messages- didn't go into folder 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.39% 
Character Ranqe 19,988 20.147 
I'm getting a number of administrative messages; that would normally have gone into my Administration 
folder. So that's ah I'm deleting those at the moment. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Canadian 
Post-Doctorate Scholarship 
References 1 Coverage 0.50% 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 8,686- 8,889 
what's this7 It's from Jean, it's about ah, Canadian Post-Doctorate Scholarships. So since I'm not applying for 
supervising I'm not going to go for a Canadian Post-Doctorate so I'll just get rid of that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Check 
Calendar\ Check calendar on PDA 
References 1 Coveraae 1.49 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 23,708 - 24.307 
the other thing that I do at this time of the day is just have a quick check through the 'half-see' if there's 
anything else that I should have done today that is going to create a problem if I don't get round to doing 
this is the desk-top programme for the Palm- some people have their tasks and calendar and everything in 
Outlook, now that is a very good idea, except that I've run into problems when I've tried in theory you can 
synchronise Outlook with the Palm, in practise I always seem to have problems. I think it's partly because I 
synchronise my Palm both on my horne PC and on this PC 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR Seminar-based\Conference notif'n-
delete 
References 1 Coverage 0.24% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 6,861 6,956 
Yes, a conference notification, which I'm not particularly interested in, so I'll delete that; 
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Reference 1 Character Ranae 20,419 - 20,584 
l might baye to manqa!!v s11bscribe that so I'm going into the web-based administ.rativRinterface emau U.stn, 
I'm just checking to see if she's already subscribed, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Investigative\Confirm conference 
with Google Search 
References 1 Coverage 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 18,573 -
But one thing I did think would be worth doing actually just doing a Google search on the name of the 
programme that she mentions to see if there actually is such a programme 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Investigative\Confirmation from 
Google search- SPAM 
References 1 Coverage 
0.43% 
18,747 
1.27% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 18,825 19,336 
That was worth doing, because in fact what it has pulled up is the exact text of the email, so I presume it is a 
standard SPAM email from African Women Slogs so yeah, the exact same email, except for in this case it's 
from a woman called * ** * * *. I'm just trying to ... unfortunate, yeah .. this is actually a SPAM, yeah. I think this 
is a case where SPAM another version of the SPAM message has been posted to the Blog. which is slightly 
bizarre at least that reassures me that it is definitely a SPAM message 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Investigative\Confirmation of ITS 
interaction 
References 1 Coverage 0.28% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 20,868 - 20,982 
Oh, here's umm, a confirmation from the helpdesk; that ah, yeah about the issue relating to the email list 
address 
Node Coding Tree Nodes \Information 
Event\Investigative\Email summary of 
phone conversation to ITS 
References l Coverage 0.48% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanae 14,811- 15,003 
I might forward to them the message that originally brought it up. I'm JUSt sending Binay at the helpdesk just 
a summary of what I talked to him about on the phone . Okay, so I'll send that off 
Node Coding Tree Nodes \Information 
Event\Investigative\Phone ITS- Confirm 
to confirm new email address 
see anyone 
References 1 Coverage 2.29% 
from School of Information Management. I manage a couple of the umm, mailing lists, and I've just noticed 
that the address that messages come from has changed -and now of course that's got implications for people 
who are filtering messages from the list. So I'm trying to find out if that's a permanent change or a temporary 
glitch .. Usually they come from nz-lib is the main one so they are addressed to nzl'ib-libs@l.ists.vuw.ac.nz, and 
they appear to come from nz-libs-bouncers@list.vuw.ac.nz. And what seems to have happened is that the lists 
element of the name has been replaced by vuwunicosntp004 it's a bit of a mouthful .. mmm .. yeah, sure, so 
better to you than - I can never remember whether it's ITS help or ITS service. Binay Patel B-1-N-A-Y.patel, 
okay, well I'll send you an email, yeah great, bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\IT -based\ Confirmation of ITS 
interaction 
References 1 Coverage 0.28% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 20,868 20,982 
Oh, here's umm, a confirmation from the helpdesk; that ah, yeah about the issue relating to the email list 
address 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information References 1 Coverage 0.76% 
Event\IT -based\ Goes into ITS portal 
Reference 1 CharacterRanae 21,084- 21.389 
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maybe I should try that out I haven't actually looked at this before, but in theory I'm supposed to be able to 
go into the customer portal. .. Oh, this is nice, yes, so this actually gives me a record of- it seems to pick up 
who I am and it gives me a record of my calls. That's quite handy to know about 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\ Notification OR Reminder of 
Meeting\LZLIB msg of meeting 
References 1 Coverage L25% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 5,081 - 5,587 
This is another NZLIB message which is part of an ongoing discussion about umm, pay and gender in libraries 
which is a female driven kind of occupation - so that's a notice of a meeting of that. This is how I find out 
about meetings that are going on in the library yea r-out. Probably won't bother following this one up - it was 
something I was going to go to I'll copy and paste thP details into my palm calendar so I can have 
it there - in this case I don't think that I I'll delete it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\Cycfe Aware 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.48% 
Character Ranae 36,790 - 36,982 
I have a number of things that are personal activities like umm, that I'm involved with like Cycle Aware 
which is a cycle advocacy programme, and so I deal with the email connected with that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\Deal with home events 
differently 
References 1 Coverage 0.84 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 37,841 - 38,181 
I deal with non-work ICT differently from work I guess I tend to deal with them at different times like I've 
tried by and large although I've been dealing with some personal email you know while I'm at work, JUSt 
because it's convenient while I'm working through I probably tend to leave it till the evening - or possibly 
the morning. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\Emails and flickr 
References 1 Coverage 1.05% 
some guess 
make a rigid distinction between my home my personaiiCT and work it's like I just have one and 
they are very similar personal email comes to my university email. This is partly historic when email first 
started coming in, the only feas·ible way to get an email address was my university address 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\Personal ICT use newspapers, 
pod casts 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.64 °/o 
Character Range 38,842 - 39,102 
So there are things like weather forecasts which I use for personal use, and I do things like reading some 
newspapers, like the Guardian, and yeah, downloading podcasts for personal use, and things like that. And, so 
that's quite different from work ICT use. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\ Time spent on info events 
afterhours 
References 1 Coverage 0.59% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 39,592 - 39,831 
How much time would you spend on information events on average in an evening? 
Maybe half an hour it depends on what you call information. Listening to the radio or TV is in a sense an 
information event- it's just different technologies 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Query\IT 
related -not notified of address change 
References 1 Coverage 1.17 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 12,737- 13,210 
this is IT, yeah, I had run it a little bit I have some messages here- yeah administrative messages related to 
the lists that I manage normally go into a folder, and interestingly, there seems to have been a change in the 
way the*** [lead?] software is managed at Victoria, so that the email address has changed, and consequently 
the filter isn't picking them up. And in fact this is an email from someone who err, is wondering whether this is 
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Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 15,633 - 15,940 
J_'rn lUSt doing a quick scan througiJ.the Alpine club newsletters to see if there's anything that I really wi3nt to 
look at. I'm very much an armchair climber now, so reading it doesn't take very long. Because it is usually 
available on the Alpine club website, I usually don't bother to keep the newsletter. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Canadian 
Post-Doctorate Scholarship 
References 1 Coverage O.SO% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 8,686 - 8,889 
what's this? It's from Jean, it's about ah, Canadian Post-Doctorate Scholarships. So since I'm not applying for 
supeiVising I'm not going to go for a Canadian Post-Doctorate so I'll just get rid of that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Conference notif'n-
delete 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 
Character Ranqe 6,861 
0.24% 
6,956 
Yes, a conference notification, which I'm not particularly interested in, so I'll delete that; 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Oiscussion group-
bout technology 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.22% 
Character Ranqe 12,390 - 12,480 
This IS an email discussion group list about open access publishing,'****'**** deleted. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\email bout carbon 
emissions 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.37% 
Character Ranqe 19.741 19,892 
and this is umm .. offering to off-set my carbon emissions. Oh well, I'll have a think about that next time I fly 
on Qantas. Actually I am deleting that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Frwd msg to ITS- then 
delete 
References 1 Coverage 1.35% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 14,779 15,323 
So what I might actually do is I might forward to them the message that originally brought it up. I'm just 
Binay at the helpdesk just a summary of what I talked to him about on the phone .. Okay, so I'll send 
and I'll send a reply to Amanda who originally sent the message raising the issue, so I'll send a reply 
to her, and say I'm following it up .. I'm sending a message saying I've only just noticed it myself, I've asked 
some support people about it, and ah, again because I've replied to that message I'll just delete it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Generally detete 
NZLIB msgs 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\info on seminar- no 
interest 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.58% 
References 1 Coverage 0.32% 
CharacterRanqe 12,261 12,389 
This is a message from the administration about an Inaugural lecture from Mana Mya .. ***research, I think I' 
II give that a pass. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Libraries using 
Pod casts 
odmg Summary Report 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes \Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Library disposal list 
References 1 Coverage 0.48 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 4,887 5,080 
This is what's called a disposal list it's where the library has got spare old publications that they want to get 
rid of, and offer them to other libraries, and I delete those pretty quickly. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Oeleted\List_owner delete 
quickly 
References 1 Coverage 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 2,623 
0.38 °/o 
2,775 
In fact quite a portion of the bulk of my em ails actually are messages on the NZLIB's group; which I'm 
list-owner for and which I delete fairly quickly. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\LZLIB msg of meeting 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.2S 0/o 
CharacterRanqe 5,081 5,587 
This is another NZLIB message which is part of an ongoing discussion about umm, pay and gender in libraries 
which is a female driven kind of occupation -so that's a notice of a meeting of that. This is how I find out 
about meetings that are going on in the library year-aut. Probably won't bother following this one up- it was 
something I was going to go to I'll probably copy and paste the details into my palm calendar so I can have 
it there - in this case I don't think that I will, I'll delete it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Message from 
Database Supplier 
References 1 Coverage 0.20 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 20,787- 20,868 
A message from Database Supplier, only about legal databases - I'll delete that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Oeleted\Msg about web-based 
design training in USA 
References 1 Coverage 0.42 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 15,942 - 16,113 
And this is a message about training in web-based design from the States, which as much as I would like to 
do, I don't have time to do this, so I'm going to delete that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Deleted\NZ Library List__job 
vacancy 
References 1 Coverage 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 4,675 
NZ Library's list. Now quite a bit of this is- I've just deleted a vacancy message which I like to see 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\Reminder for seminar 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 
Character Ranqe 8,890 -
0.26 °/o 
4,778 
0.42 °/o 
9,060 
This is a reminder that I'm registered for a seminar on Friday. So that's good -I've got that information 
tucked away in my pile so there's no point in keeping that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Deleted\Scan and delete 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.40 °/o 
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Reference 1 Character Ranae 20,622 20,786 
I'll put thatin and check that yepJ~eeiTJ3_lo hi'lve subscribed her okay, so I'll tell her that. [long break -
typing message] I've sent her a message there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\Msg about Slogging in Libraries 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.84% 
Character Ranae 5,831 - 6,171 
this is one about Slogging in Libraries, and is giving notice of a page which has been set up. This is something 
I'm mterested in, so I'll follow the link and have a look- a quick look at the Wiki page. This has been set up 
for logg1ng and libraries. There's not a lot of stuff at tl1at page yet it's just good to know that that's there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\Updating info supplied by 
students 
References 1 
an one my are on a group 
Coverage 3.79% 
me some information about what they are actually going to be - yeah what the subject is. So this is something 
I should probably take some action on what I'm going to do is add to the information about this particular 
group in Blackboard, the information of what they are actually doing. So I'm going into Blackboard now ... and 
going into Manage Groups ... I'm modifying the name of the group to reflect the topic that they've decided to 
work on. So they say they are going to do New Migrant Information. So I'm copying that text on New Migrant 
Information and I'm putting that into the name of the group, which will help to remind me what it is they are 
working on .. and as well as changing the name of the group, of course I'll be going into the area where the 
group project is in fact working on a Wiki. So I'm going to be into the area where their Wiki is and 
adding that information as well. So I'm going into the area on Blackboard for them and adding that 
the extra little bit of information. and file that messages saved short-term as the project will be due in 
about a month I won't need to refer to that message again. Actually I should have replied to that message-
in fact I might do that I've been thmking too much about my filing I'm just replying to the student. so in 
fact I'll actually delete that message now because there'll be a copy of it in the Sent Messages folder. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Adaptive\Adaptive behaviour 
1 (Activity 1) Problem with ITS email 
addresses for discussion group\ Compare 
address with previous emails 
References 1 Coverage 0.75% 
a looK to see yeah, now l'm looKmg at the deleted messages where I had put the messages 
from this list. Now I'll just have a look to see what the yeah, they're quite right, they used to be from 
nzlib-libs@lists.vuw.ac.nz, and it's now become vuwunicosntp004, which is interesting. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Adaptive\Adaptive behaviour 
1 (Activity 1) Problem with ITS email 
addresses for discussion group\ Phone ITS 
-Confirm 
References 1 Coverage 2.29% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 13,589 - 14.514 
I might see if there is anyone at ITS helpdesk that knows about that.. I'm dialling 5050 ... "Hi it's Alistair Smith 
from School of Information Management. I manage a couple of the umm, mailing lists, and I've just noticed 
that the address that messages come from has changed and now of course that's got implications for people 
who are filtering messages from the list. So I'm trying to find out if that's a permanent change or a temporary 
glitch . Usually they come from nz-lib is the main one so they are addressed to nzlib-libs@lists.vuw.ac.nz, and 
they appear to come from nz-libs-bouncers@list.vuw.ac.nz. And what seems to have happened is that the lists 
element of the name has been replaced by vuwunicosntp004 it's a bit of a mouthful.. mmm ... yeah, sure, so 
better to you than -I can never remember whether it's ITS help or ITS service ... Binay Patel - 8-I-N-A-Y.patel, 
okay, well I'll send you an email, yeah great, bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\No time to spend on 
bothering to read 
Reference 1 
:odmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coyerage 0.40% 
Character Ran0e 4,321 - 4,482 
Page 29 of 99 
if I had more time I might well spend some time following this up and reading it, but at the moment I've got 
enough on my plate without reading that extra stuff, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Reason for Subject 
Order 
References 1 Coverage 0.81 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 1,869 2,195 
bulk email, I order it into Subject order; the idea being then that messages that are connected will be grouped 
together, and with a bit of luck if there's a number of message on the same topic, I'll end up reading the most 
recent message, so that with a bit of luck I'll only need to read the most recent message of the group 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Confirming\Updating info 
supplied by students 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 3.79% 
Character Ranae 9,062 - 10,591 
Now that's an email from one of my students they are working on a group project, and they're actually giving 
me some information about what they are actually going to be yeah what the subject is. So th1s is something 
l should probably take some action on what I'm going to do is add to the information about this particular 
group in Blackboard, the information of what they are actually doing. So I'm going into Blackboard now .. and 
going into Manage Groups ... I'm modifying the name of the group to reflect the topic that they've decided to 
work on. So they say they are going to do New Migrant Information. So I'm copying that text on New Migrant 
Information and I'm putting that into the name of the group, which will help to remind me what it is they are 
working on .. and as well as changing the name of the group, of course I'll be going into the area where the 
group project is in fact working on a Wiki. So I'm going to be going mto the area where their Wiki is and 
adding that information as well. So I'm going into the Wiki area on Blackboard for them and adding that 
the extra little bit of information and file that messages saved short-term as the project will be due in 
about a month - I won't need to refer to that message again. Actually I should have replied to that message-
in fact I might do that- I've been thinking too much about my filing I'm just replying to the student. so 1n 
fact I'll actually delete that message now because there'll be a copy of it in the Sent Messages folder. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Confusion\Confused by query 
on address change 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.76% 
Character Ranae 13,104 - 13,409 
And in fact this is an email from someone who err, is wondering whether this is a permanent change or not. 
And to be quite frank I've only just noticed it - so I'm a bit mystified. So I'll JUSt have a look to see - yeah, 
now I'm looking at the deleted messages where I had put the messages from this list. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Confusion\Received 
suspicious email 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.79% 
Character Range 16,138 - 16,858 
this is very intriguing I'm trying to figure out whether this is ... I think this is SPAM 'Cause it's ah, this is 
very clever SPAM it is actually using the name of someone that I know . umm, very clever, it's a 
message from ... supposedly from a librarian at a Thai Library Lecturer, the name of the Thai Library Lecturer 
claims to be stranded in Nigeria, and having to pay a hotel bill of $1500, and wanting money transferred to 
them through Underground Western Union. Now, ah, [voice louder with disbelief] on the face of it, I'd be 
absolutely inclined to panic, in fact that's her up there [points to a large photo on the wall showing the 
participant shaking an Asian woman's hand -with laughter and disbelief] 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\C uriosity\Curious bout 
vacancies_not dwell 
References 1 Coverage 0.26 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 4,781 - 4,887 
I like to know what jobs are coming up in the area, but ah, I don't spend a lot of time dwelling on them. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\Goes into ITS portal 
References 1 Coverage 0.76 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 21,084- 21,389 
maybe I should try that out- I haven't actually looked at this before, but in theory I'm supposed to be able to 
go into the customer portaL Oh, this is nice, yes, so this actually gives me a record of- it seems to pick up 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Importance 
~ver-rides freNol'flfrom email 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\LisLowner emails 
to him, not folder 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.46% 
Coverage 0.50% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 2,419 - 2,621 
in this particular case, the email discussion groups are ones that I'm a list-owner for, so I feel they should 
come through to me. So that's the reason they're turning up there rather than in the folder 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Reason for Subject 
Order 
References 1 Coverage 0.81% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 1,869 - 2,195 
bulk email, I order it into Subject order; the idea being then that messages that are connected will be grouped 
together, and with a bit of luck if there's a number of message on the same topic, I'll end up reading the most 
recent message, so that with a bit of luck I'll only need to read the most recent message of the group 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed References 1 Coverage 
Behaviours\ Organised\ Time of day 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 181 
about 3.40 so this is the time of day that l normally do work through my email 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Reason for 
Subject Order 
References 1 
messages are 
Coverage 
together, and with a bit of if there's a number of message on the same topic, I'll end up reading 
recent message, so that with a bit of luck I'll only need to read the most recent message of the group 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Retrievai\Retrieve deletion 
References 1 Coverage 
0.20% 
261 
0.81% 
0.13% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 4,121 4,173 
Should I need to retrieve it, I probably could do it 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanni ng\Ad ministration 
messages- didn't go into folder 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.39% 
Character Ranqe 19,988 - 20,147 
I'm a number of administrative messages; that would normally have gone into my Administration 
ah .. I'm deleting those at the moment 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Advertising for PDA 
References 1 Coverage 0.58% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,593 - 10,826 
This is, yeah, advertising, as opposed to SPAM, it relates to one of the programmes that I looked at at some 
stage for my Palm (PDA), sol guess I can't really call it SPAM. But I can't afford to buy upgrades of the 
software anyway. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Aipine club 
newsletter 
:odmg Summary Report 
References 1 coverage 0,76% 
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Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 15,633- 15,940 
I'm just doing a quick scan through the Alpine club newsletters to see if there's anything that I really want to 
look at. I'm very much an armchair climber now, so reading it doesn't take very long. Because it is usually 
available on the Alpine club website, I usually don't bother to keep the newsletter. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Check postings from 
students on BB 
References 1 Coverage 0.89 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 23,253- 23,611 
The other thing that I do at this time of the day is that the Blackboard course that I'm teaching has got a 
discussion board, and usually as v·Je!! as doing the emai! - I usuaHy check the d!scuss!on board as well as the 
email to see if there are any postings to reply to and in this particular case, it looks like students have been 
too busy to post anything 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Discussion group-
bout technology 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.22 °/o 
Character Ranqe 12,390 12,480 
This is an email discussion group list about open access publishing,********** deleted. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\For SPAM 
Reference 1 
I do a quick scan for SPAM which slipped past the SPAM filter 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\info on seminar- no 
interest 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.15 °/o 
Character Ranqe 930- 991 
References 1 Coverage 0.32 °/o 
CharacterRanqe 12,261- 12,389 
This is a message from the administration about an Inaugural lecture from Mana My a. * ** research, I think I' 
II give that a pass .. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\libraries using 
Pod casts 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.22 °/o 
Character Ranqe 6,471 6,561 
This is about libraries using podcasts yeah, interesting but I'm not gonna follow it up. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\NZLIB Archives-
subject indexing 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0,73% 
Character Ranqe 6,172 6,467 
And here's another NZUB's message, which is just a notice about the Archives New Zealand office, and 
information about the, about subject indexing, National Library which is something I need to be aware of but I 
probably won't do anything with at this stage it's just more current awareness. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Reminder for 
seminar 
References 1 Coverage 0.42 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 8,890 - 9,060 
This is a reminder that I'm registered for a seminar on Friday. So that's good -I've got that information 
tucked away ·m my pile so there's no point in keeping that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Scan and delete 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coyerage 0.40 °/o 
Character Ranqe 3,591 - 3,753 
I've got them in Subject order, so basically what I do is open up the message and quickly scan and delete. In 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Beha·•iours\ verifying_ Validation\More 
verification of behaviour- suspicious email 
References 1 Coverage 1.66% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 17,902 - 18,572 
actually the other thing I tend to use for verification that's one thing I had thought of- the message actually 
talks about going to there for a programme. quite frankly, yes, you see it starts by saying 'Tm sorry l didn't 
inform you about my travelling to a programme called Empowering Youth to Fight Racism". Now that doesn't 
quite nng true; a, because a/though I know her, she's not necessarily going to tell me about her travel plans 
it's unlikely she would tell me. The other thing is that I do if she went to Africa, at the moment the main thing 
would be for the*** conference, and she would be more likely to mention that, rather than the other 
programme. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Non_Productive\Would be 
more so if Semantic web 
References 1 Coverage 1.32% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 29,638 30,172 
Well obviously l could if Tim Berners-Lee ever gets the Semantic Web off the ground; that will make me a lot 
more productive I'm sceptical about that. l yeah l think obviously there have been a lot of improvements in 
access to information online over the last 10-15 years, and will probably continue to do. Now in terms of 
specifics- l think it's quite possible the increased use of metadata either produced by people or 
automatically generated would improve access to information. The research engines are going to get better. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Cell 
Phone\Preferred ICTs P5 
References 1 Coverage 1.48% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 32,022 - 32,617 
technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information events you deal with on an average 
day' 
Yes pretty much PDA, phone and PC. I do have a mobile phone but it's JUSt for personal stuff- I don't 
ever work with my mobile phone. l had of course the option when l bought that PDA was whether I should be 
for a high-end mobile phone or JUSt a PDA, and l decided not to relative to two reasons, one of them 
main reason I use my mobile phone for is when l go kayaking and biking l don't particularly want to risk 
dropping $1000 worth of high-end mobile phone' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Problems synchronising 
PDA 
References 1 Coverage 0.61 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,340 - 3,584 
l use a palm PDA and my two or three attempts to make Outlook synchronise properly with my palm have 
failed in theory it's supposed to work, but every time l try you get it trashes some data so I decided to keep 
them as separate 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Separate PDA and Cell 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.25% 
Character Ranqe 32,788 - 32,890 
if you want to look something on your PDA while on the phone it's very awkward if it's one device' 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Synchronisation 
problems with PDA and 2 laptops 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.01% 
Character Range 24,074 - 24,483 
except that I've run into problems when I've tried in theory you can synchronise Outlook with the Palm, in 
practise l always seem to have problems. l think it's partly because I synchronise my Palm both on my home 
PC and on this PC [oh, so you don't take that PC (laptop) home with you>]! don't take that l have another at 
home, no, no. So it seems to create issues if l try and synchronise in both places. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\land References 1 Coverage 0.65% 
line\ Telephone in hope of quick response 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 14,515 14,778 
As you probably picked 
send an email it's 
from the recording there, l phoned ITS they're not sure and have asked me to 
a sensible thing to do. But I thought it was worth phoning them just in case l pick 
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up someone who can give me a quick response. 
Node Coding Tree 
Nodes\ Technologies\Laptop\Preferred 
ICTs P5 
Referen~ 1 Coverage 1.481>/o ---
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 32,022 - 32,617 
technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information events you deal with on an average 
day> 
Yes - pretty much PDA, phone and PC. l do have a mobile phone but it's just for personal stuff- I don't 
ever work with my mobile phone. I had of course the option when l bought that PDA was whether I should be 
going for a high-end mobile phone or just a PDA, and l decided not to relative to two reasons, one of them 
the main reason I use my mobile phone for is when I go kayaking and biking - I don't particularly want to risk 
dropping $1000 worth of high-end mobile phone' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\P5. PDA, phone & PC 
References 1 Coverage 1.48 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 32,022 32,617 
technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information events you deal with on an average 
day? 
Yes pretty much- PDA, phone and PC l do have a mobile phone but it's JUSt for personal stuff I don't 
ever work with my mobile phone. l had of course the option when l bought that PDA was whether I should be 
going for a high-end mobile phone or just a PDA, and l decided not to relative to two reasons, one of them 
the main reason l use my mobile phone for is when l go kayaking and biking I don't particularly want to risk 
dropping $1000 worth of high-end mobile phone' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \PDA for 
calendar 
References 1 Coverage 0.43% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 3,163- 3,338 
l also copy into the calendar stuff like information about meetings and so forth. I don't use Outlook for things 
like tasks and calendar, primarily because l have had problems 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \PDA to put 
email messages in 
References 1 coverage 0.31% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 3,036- 3,161 
And, ah, I'll copy stuff from my email messages into the appropriate task I tend to use that as my 
day-to-day filing system 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \PDA use at 
work 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.52% 
CharacterRanqe 2,825 3,034 
The other application that l have 
my, my to-do list for the day. So 
on the desktop which I use is the palm, desktop palm PDA. So that has 
and large everything I'm working on is a task in the to-do list 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \Preferred 
ICTs P5 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.48 °/o 
Character Range 32,022 32,617 
technologies which were utilised by you today typical of the information events you deal with on an average 
day 7 
Yes- pretty much- PDA, phone and PC I do have a mobile phone but it's just for personal stuff- I don't 
ever work with my mobile phone. l had of course the option when I bought that PDA was whether I should be 
going for a high-end mobile phone or JUSt a PDA, and l decided not to relative to two reasons, one of them -
the main reason l use my mobile phone for is when l go kayaking and biking I don't particularly want to risk 
dropping $1000 worth of high-end mobile phone' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Technologies\PDA\Separate 
PDA and Cell 
References 1 Coverage 0.25 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 32,788- 32,890 
if you want to look something on your PDA while on the phone it's very awkward if it's one device' 
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Thanks Kim. 
No problem. Okay, bye. 
Bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Activities\Activity 2 - P3. 
Administration\Action 6. Received reply 
from email in action 4. 
References 1 Coverage 0.40% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,168 - 6,301 
Okay, and while that happened, having sent out the earlier message, we got an instant response from 
somebody .. an out of office reply. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Environmental 
Influences\Informationai\Rules are rarely 
a problem 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.10% 
CharacterRanqe 26,326 - 26,690 
Rules are rarely a problem. I guess that when it comes to university's rules I mean frankly the only rules 
that umm really are u mm out there relate to obscene material and stuff like that, well it's not a problem for 
me because I'm just not interested, so you know. I'm occasionally perturbed and to some extent that's why I 
get this SPAM pre-sorted the way I do 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Environmental 
Influences\ Technologicai\Conservativenes 
s of the IT dept 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.81% 
Character Ranqe 2 7,894 28,494 
Yeah, umm, I guess the other thing is the general conservativeness of the IT group. We have a ah, an 
approximate three to four year turnover cycle for equipment, so by the time you end up ready for a new one, 
it's pretty well creaking. And also, umm, they're slow to assess whether or not we should be on a new release 
or something. And sometimes we're two releases behind in things like Endnote, or we're still on XP and I guess 
that's not unusual as a lot of organisations are still on XP because VISTA hasn't yet... [proven itself] yeah. But 
nevertheless, they do adopt a very conservative stance. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\ Technological\ Not org 
rules_influenced by tech glitches mostly 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.73% 
Character Ranqe 15,369 - 15,611 
Not organisational rules per say, but umm technology limitations, low bandwidth, technological glitches that 
actually prevent searches from working, 'not found', 'this site cannot be displayed', 'are you connected to the 
internet'' and so on. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Days of the Week\24_7 each week 
References 1 Coverage 1.46% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 13,879 - 14,362 
It's basically 24/7 [laughter] not quite that bad you know, but I always have a computer on at home and .. 
mmm. I tend to have it on by about 6.30 in the morning. 7 o'clock someflmes, maybe if I'm running late. 
Anything I do after about 8 o'clock [pm] is more recreational than seriously purposeful because my brain sort 
of getting old and my brain starts to slow down a bit at 8 o'clock, so I go and watch a bit of TV instead CSI 
and that sort of stuff in the evening, and ah, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Days or periods of the 
Year\Extensive during course teaching 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 2.24% 
CharacterRanqe 14,471- 15.215 
Whenever I'm teaching a course a class- in preparing for that. If you look up on the board there, they were 
the- there's a table there of the range of topics for MIMM 542 Sense-making, Structuration Theory, Adaptive 
Structuration Theory, and so on. And in each of those weeks I spent a lot of time, particularly on Proquest, ABI 
Proquest and the like, ah, looking for useful readings, yeah, looking for useful readings- now by useful 
readings, I mean ones that illustrate how those theories were applied in real life, which students can then take 
and umm, yeah. 
So, during course prep, yes- extensively, more so than any other times. And if I'm engaged in research 
activities, which in theory of course, is supposed to be all the time 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Particular Times of Day\ First thing 
References 1 Coverage 0.40 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 929 - 1,062 
Okay, so the first thing I usually check is my email, and I work in Microsoft Outlook, both here and at home, 
and it's just coming up 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Mail related to 
Honours programme_Admin 
References 1 Coverage 0.55 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 2, 993 - 3,174 
I've got one ernai! in my Drafts folder that relates to this year's Honours programme, and I need to find out 
where we're at from Kim [SlM reception]. So I'm gonna have to move that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Ad ministration\ Participant answers 
phone & confirms booking with Kim 
References 1 coverage 5.14 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 4,459 - 6,166 
l suspect it's probably the Postgraduate Students Association. Anyhow, the room's big enough and got the 
yeah .. yeah, no, mmm, yeah well, if we've got it for the time required, that's the main thing. well, umm, well, 
certainly the students are expected to be there for the whole thing, and as many of their supervisors as 
possible and maybe one or two other academics, My experience of the academics is that they will be fairly 
slack- they'll only come if I twist their arm or if they've got direct personal interest alright, mmm I'm just 
gonna put you on speaker here because ah, if it's okay with you, I'm being part of a umm, of Paul's research, 
so he's only hearing half of the conversation yes, carry on. They need a projector and a laptop so does that 
mean it does doesn't it, that it needs a network connection but do we need network connection and 
Internet> 
I honestly don't know that - it depends what the students choose to present 
Okay 
So I think I probably would need and Internet connection I'd be surprised if there's no network connection in 
the room, so we just need to ask umm, Teaching Support to set it up appropriately. 
Okay .. 
Just leave the problem with them. 
Okay .. alright then. 
They may have a wireless connection who knows. 
Oh, who can tell. .. - oh, I can look somewhere on the[***] tells you where all the wireless connections are ... 
Yeah, but I would tend to probably approach umm, Teaching Support. 
Okay. 
Yeah. 
Okay, alright, I've should cancel the other the Hunter Room .. 
Not until we've got this one, and we're agreed we can get the gear, so I'd get the 
Okay. 
Yeah. 
So Teaching Services alrighty then .. 
Thanks Kim. 
No problem, Okay, bye, 
Bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Received reply from 
email to previous email 
References 1 Coverage 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,168 -
Okay, and while that happened, having sent out the earlier message, we got an instant response from 
somebody .. an out of office reply. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Administration\Use phone to call 
Kim at reception about room booking 4 
Honours students_left msg 
References 1 coverage 
0.40% 
6,301 
0.94 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 3,283 - 3,595 
[Part"lcipant picks up phone to call Kim at the SIM reception office] 
"Hello Kim, Brian here, Just wondered if you had any luck in pursuing the umm, confirming the room booking 
for October 9 for the PHD no not the PHD the Honours student presentations, umm, could you give me a call 
back in my office thanks" 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Check 
2_NewstalkZB currrent affairs 
References 1 Coverage 1.92 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanoe 9,946- 10,583 
And the other thing I usually check is Newstalk ZB -it has a summary of what's happening in the news, and 
umm, and the reason I choose that one is the news sources, and it's cheap and cheerful it's free actually, but 
it's the most frequently updated of the news sources as far as I can see, so whenever 1 do choose to check, I 
can see that umm the Reserve Bank has decided to leave the official [???7] rate unchanged which is 
probably a good thing - and there is nothing new, so I'll just have a look at the headlines and see if there's 
anything catching my eye- Glad to see Australia are beaten by Zimbabwe in the 20/20 cricket. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Information 
Outcomes \Information Extracted\ Checks 
2 things_l Bruce Simpsons Aardvark 
Referencgs 1 S&Y~.ll!l 3,96% 
see as go 
Newsmedia and I look at Bruce Simpson's Aardvark (Aardvark.co.nz), umm, just to see what he's on about. 
He's an interesting he's got some fascinating insights into what's happening in technology from a social 
and political point view, and he has however getting increasingly shrill as he gets older. This morning his 
two mam articles are, relate to the futility of court suppression orders in relation to the murder in Hern Bay, in 
what kind of guy would stand, and he's ranting on about the judge who has issued, you know suppressed 
you mustn't discuss the murder on Internet sites, and umm, ah, he's pointing out how stupid that is and how 
unenforceable it is from a logical point of view. He says something here like 'the lawyer who claims that 
Internet users can be traced if they post material on the net, they are clearly a little out of touch w·1th the 
ability of today's kids- anonymous proxies and a raft of other mechanisms can easily be used by half-savvy 
teens to anonymously post information on the net and avoid prosecution. And right now I can hear one 
saying -anonymous what'' Umm. so they're talking about the Bebo websites and all sorts of stuff, so, 
stuff like that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Checks 
whats going on in world_connection was 
running slow l_nite 
Reference 1 
Referencgs 1 Coverage O.SS% 
Character Ranqe 7,696 7, 979 
I have to confess at this stage I usually check what's going on in the world, by having a quick look on the web, 
umm . what I need to do is make sure that my web system is set up to so that the user is vuw case. Things 
were running slow at home last night so I disconnected the case. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information 
Extracted\ Participant answers phone & 
confirms booking with Kim 
References 1 Coverage S,14% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 4,459- 6,166 
I suspect it's probably the Postgraduate Students Association Anyhow, the room's big enough and got the 
yeah yeah, no, mmm, yeah well, if we've got it for the time required, that's the main thing well, umm, well, 
certainly the students are expected to be there for the whole thing, and as many of their supervisors as 
possible and maybe one or two other academics. My experience of the academics is that they will be fairly 
slack- they'll only come if I twist their arm or if they've got direct personal interest . alright, mmm I'm just 
gonna put you on speaker here because ah, if it's okay with you, I'm being part of a umm, of Paul's research, 
so he's only hearing half of the conversation - yes, carry on. They need a projector and a laptop so does that 
mean- it does doesn't it, that it needs a network connection - but do we need network connection and 
Internet' 
I honestly don't know that- it depends what the students choose to present.. 
Okay .. 
So I think I probably would need and Internet connection I'd be surprised ifthere's no network connection in 
the room, so we just need to ask umm, Teaching Support to set it up appropriately. 
Okay 
Just leave the 
Okay .. alright 
with them. 
They may have a wireless connection who knows. 
Oh, who can tell. .. - oh, I can look somewhere on the 
Yeah, but I would tend to probably approach umm, 
Okay . 
Yeah. 
odmg Summary Report 
tells you where all the wireless connections are 
Support. 
Page 45 of 99 
Okay, alright, I've should cancel the other the Hunter Room .. 
Not until we've got this one, and we're agreed we can get the gear, so I'd get the ... 
Okay. 
Yeah. 
So Teaching Services .. alrighty then .. 
Thanks Kim. 
No problem. Okay, bye. 
Bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information 
Extracted\ Participant checks calendar 
References 1 Coverage 0.40 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,609 6,742 
Okay, and at this stage I need to go into my calendar just to see who else I'm late for today. I have a bunch of 
Shepherding meetings 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Piaced 
For Further Action\Hobby_won't read 
reading them. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Reply 
to Sender\ Use phone to call Kim at 
reception about room booking 4 Honours 
students_left msg 
References 1 
Referencgs 1 
Coverage 0.37 °/o 
Coverage 0,94% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,283 - 3,595 
[Participant picks up phone to call Kim at the SIM reception office] 
"Hello Kim, Brian here, JUSt wondered if you had any luck in pursuing the umm, confirming the room booking 
for October 9 for the PHD no not the PHD the Honours student presentations, umm, could you give me a call 
back in my office - thanks" 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\ Mail related to Honours 
programme_Admin 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage O,SS% 
Character Ranqe 2, 993 - 3,174 
I've got one email in my Drafts Folder that relates to this year's Honours programme, and I need to find out 
where we're at from Kim [SIM reception]. So I'm gonna have to move that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\ Types & sends email to 
Honours students & Supervisors 
References 1 Coverage 1,94% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,597 4,240 
Okay, umm, this is something that does need to go out, so I'll just spend a little time making sure that I've got 
it right. 'A revival of the practice of past years, this year's Honours Students are required to do a presentation 
on their INF0408 projects. Students and supervisors are requested to be present. Mini presentations .. placed 
on Monday .. Each student has a 15 minute slot with five minutes of questions to report on their progress da, 
da, da, da. booking in Murphy 103 .. and insert signature. okay, so that's going out to all the Academics and 
the information systems group and all the students currently enrolled in it send. Okay .. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\ Confirming\ Participant 
answers phone & confirms booking with 
Kim 
Referencgs 1 Coverage S.14 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 4,459 6,166 
I suspect it's probably the Postgraduate Students Association .. Anyhow, the room's big enough and got the ... 
yeah ... yeah, no, mmm, yeah well, if we've got it for the time required, that's the main thing ... well, umm, well, 
certainly the students are expected to be there for the whole thing, and as many of their supervisors as 
possible and maybe one or two other academics. My experience of the academics is that they will be fairly 
slack- they'll only come if I twist their arm or if they've got direct personal interest ... alright, mmm .. I'm just 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Extracting\Checks whats 
going on in world_connection was running 
References 1 Coyeraae 0.85% 
srow t_nite --~-~----------------------------
on a 
umm ... what I need to do is make sure that my web system is set up to so that the user 
were running slow at home last night so I disconnected the case. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Extracting\Participant 
answers phone & confirms booking with 
Kim 
References 1 Coverage 5.14 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 4,459- 6,166 
I suspect it's probably the Postgraduate Students Association Anyhow, the room's big enough and got the 
yeah. no, mmm, yeah well, if we've got it for the time required, that's the main thing ... well, umm, well, 
the students are expected to be there for tf1e whole thing, and as many of their supervisors as 
possible and maybe one or two other academics. My experience of the academics is that they will be fairly 
slack they'll only come if I twist their arm or if they've got direct personal interest... alright, mmm . I'm JUSt 
gonna put on speaker here because ah, if it's okay with you, I'm being part of a umm, of Paul's research, 
so he's hearing half of the conversation yes, carry on. They need a projector and a laptop - so does that 
mean it does doesn't it, that it needs a network connection - but do we need network connection and 
Internet? 
I honestly don't know that it depends what the students choose to present.. 
Okay. 
So I think I probably would need and Internet connection I'd be surprised if there's no network connection 
the room, so we just need to ask umm, Teaching Support to set it up appropriately. 
Okay .. 
Just leave the problem with them. 
Okay alright then 
They may have a wireless connection who knows. 
Oh, who can tell. oh, I can look somewhere on the 
Yeah, but I would tend to probably approach umm, 
Okay 
tells you where all the wireless connections are 
Support. 
Yeah. 
Okay, alright, I've should cancel the other the Hunter Room. .. 
Not until we've got this one, and we're agreed we can get the gear, so I'd get the .. 
Okay. 
Yeah. 
So Teaching Services .. alrighty then. 
Thanks Kim. 
No problem. Okay, bye. 
Bye. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Extracting\Participant checks 
calendar 
References 1 Coverage 0.40% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,609 - 6,742 
Okay, and at this stage I need to go into my calendar just to see who else I'm late for today. I have a bunch of 
Shepherding meetings 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Multi-tasking\Have up to 8 
windows open at a time & email 
you go come 
References 1 Coyerage 0.95 °/o 
Yeah - once, if my attention strays, I'll just TAB across to Outlook and see if there's anything there. I usually 
have anything up to eight windows open at a time, so, and different applications running. Right, so you enjoy a 
multi-tasking environment> Yeah. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Multi-tasking\Keep email up 
all the time 
:odmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.53% 
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Reference 1 Character Ranqe 11,085 - 11.260 
Do you keep email up all day while you're working? 
Yes I'm not sure if that's ideal for productivity purposes, but it's just the way I am. Mine's going all the time 
yeah. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Email set up to 
give instant preview_no decision on 
whether to open them 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 0.91% 
Character Ranqe 6,302 6,604 
I have my email set up so that umm, I get the instant previews, so I don't have to decide whether to open 
them or not, I can already see what they say. There are some dangers to that, but I have a reasonably robust 
virus protection, and umm and Trojan spyware stuff so .. so I'm not too nervous about it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Types & sends 
email to Honours students & 
Supervisors_important to send now 
References 1 Coverage 1.94% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,597 - 4,240 
Okay, umm, this is something that does need to go out, so I'll just spend a little time making sure that I've got 
it right 'A revival of the practice of past years, this year's Honours Students are required to do a presentation 
on their INF0408 proJects. Students and supervisors are requested to be present. Mini presentations ... placed 
on Monday Each student has a 15 minute slot with five minutes of questions to report on their progress .. da, 
da, da, da booking in Murphy 103 ... and insert signature ... okay, so that's going out to all the Academics and 
the information systems group and all the students currently enrolled in it send. Okay 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Sharing\send email 2 
academics, students, supervisors 
References 1 coverage 0.39 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 4,109- 4,240 
that's going out to all the Academics and the information systems group and all the students currently enrolled 
it- send. Okay .. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Sharing\ Types & sends email 
to Honours students & Supervisors to 
inform of presentations & venue 
References 1 Coverage 1.94% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,597 4,240 
Okay, umm, this is something that does need to go out, so I'll just spend a little time making sure that I've got 
it right. 'A revival of the practice of past years, this year's Honours Students are required to do a presentation 
on their INF0408 projects. Students and supervisors are requested to be present Mini presentations ... placed 
on Monday ... Each student has a 15 minute slot with five minutes of questions to report on their progress da, 
da, da, da booking in Murphy 103. and insert signature .. okay, so that's going out to all the Academics and 
the information systems group and all the students currently enrolled in it send. Okay. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Electronic\Preorganised into folders b4 
seeing them 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 1.49 °/o 
Character Range 1,145 - 1,640 
I tend to have rules and alerts, and it does some pre-filtering. Anything that I have a definite knowledge of 
what I plan to do with, gets put into a filter, so I've got one from family and friends, another one related to my 
personal hobby. Anything that is from somebody that I'm not expecting or don't know, or isn't a regular 
correspondent, goes into my deleted items, and the purpose of that is I'll have a quick look, and if it's not from 
anybody I want I just literally finally delete it 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\ Updating\ Types & sends email 
to Honours students & Supervisors 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.94 °/o 
Character Ranqe 3,597 - 4,240 
Okay, umm, this is something that does need to go out, so I'll just spend a little time making sure that I've got 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Laptop\Same 
Laptop home & work & VP network 
References 1 Coverage 0.90% 
Reference 1 ----~- Character Range 205 503 
I normally use a laptop and I carry it backwards and forwards, and it's the same computer at both places, and 
it avoids all the synchron·,sation problems that you have with desktops, which is neat, and I have virtual 
private network connections, so it's JUSt as if I'm here even though I'm at home. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\PC is most used 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.52% 
Character Range 15,736 - 16,241 
PC. Do you have a PDA? I have a umm, what do they call it?- the Apache, umm, as being part of the, you 
of being the programme director the school equips us with a thing which is combination cell 
Frankly it does neither' Oh. It's a horrible device, umm, it's extremely expensive to use for any 
serious searching. Even with you know full screen, it's still very small, it's still a very small amount of real 
estate so I've never umm done any serious web searching on the Apache. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\Same Laptop home & work & 
VP network 
use a carry 
References 1 Coverage 0.90% 
it avoids all the synchronisation problems that you have with desktops, which is neat, and I have virtual 
private network connections, so it's just as if I'm here even though I'm at home. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \Apache 
inefficient tool 
References 1 Coverage 2.05% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 17A58- 18,138 
Are there technologies which you could use (that are available to you) but you do not feel confident enough to 
use efficiently to make your mteractions w1th Information more successful than they otherwise could be' 
The Apache - not that it's not used efficiently - not an efficient tool. And I think the other thing I can say 
about the Apache is that it's a glass screen, and although it has a fold-out keyboard, umm, it's not like an 
cell phone where you can do it by touch. You've actually got to be looking at it, so you know you sort 
of run the risk of walking into lamp posts or driving off the road. So no. I guess the short answer to the 
question is probably no. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \Dislike 
PDA 
References 1 Coverage 1.52% 
umm, as you 
know, part of b .mg the programme director equips us with a thing which is combination cell 
phone/PDA. Frankly it does neither' Oh. lt's a horrible device, umm, it's extremely expensive to use for any 
serious searching. Even with you know full screen, it's still very small, it's still a very small amount of real 
estate -so I've never umm done any serious web searching on the Apache. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\PDA \PDA is 
horrible device 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.52% 
CharacterRange 15,736- 16,241 
PC. Do you have a PDA? I have a umm, what do they call it' the Apache, umm, as being part of the, you 
know, part of being the programme director the school equips us with a thing which is combination cell 
phone/PDA. Frankly it does neither' Oh. It's a horrible device, umm, it's extremely expensive to use for any 
serious searching. Even with you know full screen, 1t's still very small, 'it's still a very small amount of real 
estate so I've never umm done any serious web searching on the Apache. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Email preferred medium 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.53% 
CharacterRange 20,531- 21,040 
I think I'm strongly email-oriented, umm, I'm not a particularly social person, so you know, I sort of interact 
face-to-face with people if I know them or have a strong interest in them and/or their work, umm ... The best 
thing about the net is that it doesn't argue back [laughter]. It's convenient, and most of the time it's faster 
when it's working, yeah. No really strong preference to be honest, I think I tend to use them all in more or less 
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equal measure- as the situations requires- highly situational. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Time off from ICTs\ Very 
seldom 
ParticipaJtt Four 
Total References 51 
Node Coding Cases\Participant Four 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage (t;7S i>jo------
Document 
Coverage 100.00% 
Reference 1 Character Range 0 23,806 
Participant Four- 13th September 2007. llam 11.50am. 
35.01mins total recording time 
Observation 4 
[Recorder start time for observation (19.00)] 
As I said, I have opened up my Mailbox. I got this message from***' **'* I don't know who the hell he is, 
but it comes from IS World, so I can trust its source, and then it looks at a journal I'm familiar with, so 
therefore this is a trusted source, it means that ah, umm, it umm ***if you like, so what I usually do is have 
a quick look oh yes this could be quite interesting, so I usually put it into my 'to reply' box. 
This one I've got no idea who the hell Frances Luther is, however it comes from the university (VUW) so it's 
a trusted source, and it looks at an exhibition in that I'm not really mterested, so . Delete. 
Ah, this guy ***'Bank I know him, and have been communicating with him, and I sent him two of my 
papers he's replying now to say thank you very much Pak, I've registered your interest that's good. What I 
then do is tore it in the project I'm involved with him - so I'll put that there. 
Now I've got no more messages now I go to reply, to see if there are any I should be responding to no 
nothing, so I go to Calendar I look at the seven-day a week folder, and then look at after your interview 
engaged in] and I've got nothing - Lunchtime - so ah, I go to my browser I often logon to my 
account Just to check, umm, that today's payday -JUSt to check that it's gone in, which I went into 
earlier, and it has gone in, and so what I can do is I can go through a process of transferring some bits to 
different accounts I have_ And then I to sports and then to weather. So I look at the weather and find 
that it's going to be showers tomorrow I'm happy about because we haven't had much rain this week 
but then again I don't trust it' The forecasts aren't that terribly reliable, still it's good to know that it's at 
least no going to be that hot. 
Move back to the main page, and then found that Australia beaten by Zimbabwe in the 20/20 World Cup. And 
think, oh, that's an interesting thing, and in this particular sports page at the lower left of the page they have 
the Rugby World Cup and Cricket and Football - which is my umm ... I have been going to TV3, but trouble is 
TV3 compared to this page is very busy it's sort of not as easy to peruse so what I usually do is go straight 
to sports it does look very cluttered however, what TV3 does give is it's very good umm, video of the 
games, so I'll go umm, I'll just logon to- [video of football game starts] it's a game between Fiji against 
Japan. It gives you a feeling of what's happened - I never watch the games but just gives a flavour of what 
happened. 
The other thing which !love is a portal which I have been setting up called Pacific Village, and it's a 
professional network online network, and it's linking the public servants around the pacific, and what I do is 
because I've sort of designed this web page, I keep an eye out for how often people are communicating with 
one another. Like for example I've got a new user, he's from the Solomon Islands- Maxwell Banda! -I don't 
know him, but obviously is interested in this. And then, this is another group, umm, and that was a post just 
been given out and then I read the message and then this is sent from this person to this person I say 
alright, that's an activity. 
Umm, what else do I do? Ah, yeah, sometimes I logon to Skype, and I see Jocelyn's on she's my PHD 
student, she and I don't talk much at this stage she's busy. Last night I logged on and talked to my nephew 
based in Malaysia and a niece based in the States, so we have a chat among the three of us yesterday. So 
basically more like family an information event in the sense that we just catching up. 
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out and then I read the message and then this is sent from this person to this person - I say 
that's an activity. 
rnfnrn"l::.hnn r::v .... nf\ lnf,:.r,:ac.f- D~fPrAnrPC:: 1 -coverage --- o-:s-4 O)o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,499 3,628 
sometimes I logon to Skype, and l see Jocelyn's on -she's my PHD student, she and I don't talk much at this 
stage -she's busy. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Reply\Previously did search with 
archiver tool_2msgs 
References 1 Coverage 1.98% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,872 - 4,344 
And now I have another two called Xl. X1 is basically an Archiver tool. Like this morning I was trying to find a 
document by an author called John Lang a lot of my messages they get indexed into my hard drive, and lots 
of stuff is here it allows me to search. This is from John- even his Poststamp 18th May last year is still 
there. Because I was looking for a message from him, which gives me the new email of a discussion group I 
belong to, and so I archive it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Deleted\From 
uni_exhibition_not interested_delete 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 
Character Ranqe 592-
0.87% 
799 
This one I've got no idea who the hell Frances Luther is, however it comes from the university (VUW) so it's 
a trusted source, and it looks at an exhibition in that I'm not really interested, so .. Delete. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Filed-
electronic\ISWorld_interesting_to reply to 
References 1 Coverage 1.80% 
Reference 1 Character Range 161 - 590 
As I said, l have opened up my Mailbox. I got this message from"*' "" I don't know who the hell he is, 
but it comes from 15 World, so I can trust 1ts source, and then it looks at a journal I'm familiar with, so 
therefore this is a trusted source, it means that ah, umm, it umm **'if you like, so what I usually do is have 
a quick look oh yes this could be quite interesting, so I usually put it into my 'to reply' box. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Filed-
electronic\ Working on project with 
colleague_stored in project 
References 1 coverage 1.25% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 801 - 1,098 
Ah, this guy**** Bank I know him, and have been communicating with him, and I sent him two of my 
papers- he's replying now to say thank you very much Pak, I've registered your interest that's good. What 
then do is tore it in the project I'm mvolved with him so I'll put that there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes \Information Extracted\ Check 
Calendar_LUNCH 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.64% 
Character Ranoe 1,218 - 1.370 
I go to Calendar I look at the seven-day a week folder, and then look at after your interview [currently 
engaged in] and I've got nothing Lunchtime 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Check 
Pacific Village portal he has set up 
References 1 Coverage 2.86% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 2, 783 - 3,463 
The other thing which I love is a portal which I have been setting up called Pacific Village, and it's a 
professional network online network, and it's linking the public servants around the pacific, and what I do is 
because I've sort of designed this web page, I keep an eye out for how often people are communicating with 
one another. like for example I've got a new user, he's from the Solomon Islands Maxwell Banda! -I don't 
know him, but obviously is interested in this . .A.nd then, this is another group/ umm, and that was a post just 
been given out and then I read the message and then this is sent from this person to this person I say 
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alright, that's an activity. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Check 
sports on Web 
References 1 Covera-ge-n-----:t-;1-:t-<>Jo-
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 2,006- 2,270 
Move back to the main page, and then found that Australia beaten by Zimbabwe in the 20/20 World Cup. And 
think, oh, that's an interesting thing, and in this particular sports page at the lower left of the page they have 
the Rugby World Cup and Cricket and Football 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\Check 
weather on Web 
References 1 Coverage 1.19 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 1,718 2,002 
I look at the weather and find that it's going to be showers tomorrow which I'm happy about because we 
haven't had much rain this week but then again l don't trust it' The forecasts aren't that terribly reliable, still 
it's good to know that it's at least no going to be that hot. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\lnformation 
Outcomes\Information 
Extracted\Skype_his PHD student logged 
in 
References 1 Coverage 0.54% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,499 3, 628 
sometimes l logon to Skype, and I see Jocelyn's on she's my PHD student, she and I don't talk much at this 
stage she's busy. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Piaced 
For Further Action\Previously did search 
with archiver tool_2msgs 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coyerage 1.98 °/o 
CharacterRange 3,872- 4,344 
And now I have another two called Xl. X1 is basically an Archiver tool. like this morning I was trying to find a 
document by an author called John Lang -a lot of my messages they get indexed into my hard drive, and Jots 
of stuff is here it allows me to search. This is from John - even his Poststamp - 18th May last year is still 
there. Because I was looking for a message from him, which gives me the new email of a discussion group I 
belong to, and so I archive it. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\ Confirming\ Working on 
project with colleague_confirming interest 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 1.25 °/o 
Character Ranqe 801 - 1,098 
Ah, this guy**** Bank I know him, and have been communicating with him, and I sent him two of my 
papers he's replying now to say thank you very much Pak, I've registered your interest that's good. What I 
then do is tore it in the project I'm involved with him so I'll put that there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\Check Pacific Village 
portal he has set up 
References 1 Coverage 
a up a 
2.86% 
professional network online network, and it's linking the public servants around the pacific, and what I do is 
because I've sort of designed this web page, I keep an eye out for how often people are communicating with 
one another. Like for example I've got a new user, he's from the Solomon Islands- Maxwell Sandal I don'l 
know him, but obviously is interested in this. And then, this is another group, umm, and that was a post just 
been given out - and then I read the message and then this is sent from this person to this person l say 
alright, that's an activity. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\Check sports on Web 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.11 °/o 
CharacterRanqe 2,006- 2,270 
Move back to the main page, and then found that Australia beaten by Zimbabwe in the 20/20 World Cup. And 
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l think I have to be smarter in howl use information. At the moment l have my mailbox -Outlook on all the 
time- that means when any message comes through, I see it at the bottom left-hand - no right-hand corner 
the type of message and who it is from. I need to get in the habit of turning it off and back on at different 
times of the day so that I have more concentrated periods. 
Node Cod jog Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Non_Productive\No_could be 
more productive 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.38% 
Character Range 14,462 14,790 
Do fee! overall that your information behaviours arc productive? 
No I don't think so. I think it's productive but could be more productive. Like one of the things you tend to 
hear about is not to open my mailbox all the time just at different times of the day. So I can concentrate on 
other things I'm domg 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\Use time spent on 
train journey2respond 2m ail 
so 
References 1 Coverage 1.83% 
what now is I'm able to open my mailbox on the train and respond to email, which when I logon when 
I get home or when I get here -those which have been deleted will get put in the delete folder, those which I 
send will be sens• **ron, and so on, so the train journey is not a waste of time, it allows me to do that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Never feel trustrated 
with technology_understand limitations 
References 1 Coverage 1.29% 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 11,640- 11,948 
Do you ever feel frustrated by technology while interacting with information> 
No, not really. l understand the limitations. You know people have unrealistic expectations of what technology 
can do, but being a teacher and researcher in this area; you understand the limitations and work with the 
limitations. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Laptop\Use 
time spent on train journey2respond 2mail 
References 1 Coverage L83% 
Reference 1 Character Range 5,814 6,249 
empty my box at the end of each week so I won't get cluttered. I sort them out into files and archive it and 
what happens now is I'm able to open mailbox on the train and respond to email, which when I logon when 
l get home or when I get here those have been deleted will get put in the delete folder, those which I 
send will be sens* **ron, and so on, so the train journey is not a waste of time, it allows me to do that 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\HR Kiosk used often 
Reference 
References 1 Coverage 0.54% 
Character Range 5,479 - 5,608 
I go to 
so I use 
HR Kiosk account what it does is it gives me access to my leave, my pay, and all those things 
often. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\laptop most used_not use 
cell much_check appnts 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\ Use time spent on train 
journey2respond 2m ail 
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empty my box at the enu of each week so I won't get cluttered. 1 sort them out into files and archive it and 
what happens now is I'm able to open my mailbox on the train and respond to email, which when I logon when 
l get home or when l get here those which have been deleted will get put in the delete folder, those which I 
send will be sens* **ron, and so on, so the train journey ·,s not a waste of time, it allows me to do that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Use each according to its 
strengths_no preference 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 2.53 °/o 
CharacterRange 12,180- 12,783 
you /lave to use different mediums according to the attributes they were destgned for. 1 tend to take what the 
literature calls the 'Blender Approach'- you use the medium according to its strength. For example, if l 
wanted to introduce a topic or have a project planning at the very beginning, I usually like to meet 
face-to-face; and then if l want to have a Brain Storm exercise, I could use email and ask people to do 
good - and then we can discuss it by having Skype or Chatterbox. You use the media according to 
and purpose. So it is called the appropriate use of technology. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Time off from ICTs\No, no, no. References 1 Coverage LOO 0/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 16,820 17,059 
No- no, no. Even when I'm on annual leave I check my email everyday. I do send an out of office message so 
that people won't have the expectation that l will reply -so I choose to reply, Only to those which I think 
demand my attention. 
J:JaJt!c;fpapt.One 
Total References 144 
Node Codjng Cases\Participant One 
Reference 1 
Participant One 31 August 2007. 9.35am 1 L 15am 
50mins total recording time Observation & Interview 
Observation 1 
[Recorder turned on (0.00)] 
l);ocument 
References 1 Coverage 100.00% 
Character Range 0 - 34,860 
This is Mary Tate, its 9.34am Friday morning the (ah) ... 31st of August, and I'm JUSt doing a pilot test for Paul's 
research at the moment, so I'm just sitting down at my computer most really I'm trying to actually write in 
particular my PHD relating to ah the nature of trying to fix theory from the point of view of***** and looking 
at the research on service quality from the point of view of theory. So quite a bit of what I'm doing is just 
related to that and a lot of the time ah basically just using Micro Soft Word, but sometimes I'm going off and 
looking at articles and books and sometimes I'm looking at online sources or online databases ah to collect 
extra "refuge" references. So that's basically quite a lot of what I'm doing, so most of the incoming would be 
ah pretty much to do with administration or "refuge" because I'm not teaching this trimester. 
I've also got my email up. l keep my email up all the time and tend to respond to it as it comes in rather than, 
you know, kind of partitioning time for emaiL I tend to like the micro breaks that email gives you. So I've JUSt 
got a couple of things here, I've got an email from Amazon. com its come in and that's about a book that I 
ordered by Jenny Board Boon called Measuring the Night Conceptual Issues in Contemporary Psychometrics, 
and Angela has written to me say'mg the order has been delayed del'ivery's delayed .. Given me a bunch of 
options- do I want to cancel or you know whatever. Well I'm kind of pissed off with it delayed but it's not 
really that much of a big deaL They reckon it will come about the lOth September and that's basically okay, so 
l don't really need to do anything with thaL I'm just going to basically .. I'm not going to delete it I'm going 
to hang onto ·,tin case I need to refer to it. I just looked at that mail and just going to make a***** in my 
in box. lt doesn't need any particular action - its just for your information kind of umm .. 
And I've got a mail, an incoming mail from [Phil K.] who's a PHD student. He's sent me a question about mixed 
methods and validity in ah quantitative methods and wants to come talk to me, so I rep !'led to that and just 
said sure ... umm, you know that's going to be ongoing that will have a follow-up, So in fact I'm scrolling up 
now I have another mail from[*****] a response from my response which basically says great then I'll see 
you later, so that's I guess at some point she'll be coming into see me, so probably I should be doing some 
preparation for that... Umm, well definitely I should but where we are actually I'm not sure, umm (laugh). You 
know ifl was a good colleague and umm as helpful as I probably should be then I should be looking around for 
some beautiful papers and stuff ... I I may do that before she comes, or I may wait until she comes and be a 
little embarrassed that I will have to do it after she's gone, but (laugh), and also there will probably be some 
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two/three page 
*"' * I'm going to 
outline of a chapter and then you have time to write a chapter ah after that and so 
onto that one I'll keep that one in my pile. 
Node Coding "free Nodes\Iufotmafrou £vent\t:alttor--
papers. eg ISWorld, 
chapters\Hardcopy.Info on journal of 
interest. Keep 
Reference 1 
f<eferences l. coverage 0.48% 
Character Ranqe 11,676 - 11,844 
then on marketing channels that's just a 'for your information' about the journal and I am qu1te interested in 
publishing in that, and so I will keep that in my pile. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Call for 
papers. eg ISWorld, chapters\ISWorld. For 
a journal previously published in. Not 
relevant to participant 
Reference 1 
References 1 CIDl.!iu.iUL!:: 0.39% 
Character Ranqe 12,898 - 13,034 
something on a journal on electronic commerce research I have published in before but no specialised research 
element was relevant to me 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Check 
Calendar\ Timeline on Wall for deadlines 
4serious things 
and work towards it umm, 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Colleague\Hardcopy. Colleagues 
phd proposal. 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.56% 
Coverage 0.64% 
Reference 1 Character Range 8,004 8,227 
Allan's PHD research proposal which he is presenting next week and again I really need to be- again is in hard 
copy form; umm, ah, so I can get that from the SIM office which is the normal way that Paak can distribute 
them 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Colleague\Reply from colleague 
bout previous email 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.38% 
Character Ranqe 2,425 2,557 
I'm up now I have another mail from['*"*] a response from my response which basically says 
see you later 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR 5eminar-based\Hard copy.Oeadline 
passed 4conference 
References 1 Coyerage 0.36% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 11,076- 11,202 
I don't think I'm a hell of a serious about the this one's 1st September, which is tomorrow - so I'm not gonna 
be doing that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR Seminar-based\Hardcopy.Another 
conference passed date. 
Reference 1 
another one 1st September that's not gonna happen 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR 5eminar-based\Hardcopy.Conference 
call for papers Taipei 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.15% 
Character Ranqe 11,325 - 11,376 
References 1 Coverage 0.72% 
Character Ranqe 10,277 - 10,527 
I got a call for papers for a conference in Taipei in December, umm, e-business conference in to be perfectly 
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honest my main interest in that is I have a friend in Taiwan I quite like to catch up with, but really I don't think 
that's going to happen. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR Seminar-based\Hardcopy.Hang on2 
it.Possibility 
References 1 Coverage 0.34 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 11.203 11,323 
this one's 15th September that's thee-government chapter so I guess that's still a possibility I'll hang onto 
that 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR Seminar-based\ Newsletter from a 
site_did review for them 
References 1 
umm, pause> 
Coverage 1.25 °/o 
the European Institute for Advanced Studies in rn .. Now, wracking my brains a bit here, first 
off, why should I be getting them? Umm, ah what I think happened I reviewed for one of their conferences at 
the request of Stewart Barnes and somewhere along the line in doing the review I have a feeling I had to join .. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\Ad for Professor at Vic on 
ISWorld 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.28 °/o 
CharacterRanqe 12,798 12,897 
Oh, here's a Victoria ad for an Associate Professor in E-Commerce so that's gone out on IS World umm 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\ Delay notice for book from 
Amazon 
References 1 Coverage 0.98 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 1,287- 1,628 
I've got an email from Amazon.com - its come in and that's about a book that I ordered by Jenny Board Boon 
called Measuring the Night- Conceptual Issues in Contemporary Psychometrics, and Angela has written to me 
saying the order has been delayed - delivery's delayed Given me a bunch of options - do I want to cancel or 
you know whatever. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest 
work related\ Hard copy. Previous 
student's 408 
Reference 1 
Rclereru:es 1 Coverage 0.49 °/o 
Character Ranqe 8,596 8, 766 
maybe a few things here which are in hard 
408 project he did a couple of years ago 
I have another piece of work of Allan's which relates to the 
I supervised 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\ Hardcopy. Colleagues phd 
proposal. 
References 1 Coverage 0.64 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 8,004 8,227 
Allan's PHD research proposal which he is presenting next week and again I really need to be - again is in hard 
copy form; umm, ah, so I can get that from the SJM offjce which is the normal way that Paak can distribute 
them 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\ Hardcopy. ISWorld-related 
print-offs to maybe follow up 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.45 °/o 
Character Ranqe 9,019 9,177 
I have various other bits and pieces of things to possibly follow up umm, various opportunities for writing 
papers or whatever which I printed off ISWorld. com 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information Event\PHO 
related\ PHD related work and research at 
moment 
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I don't think I'm a hell of a serious about the ... this one's 1st September, which is tomorrow - so I'm not gonna 
be doing that -- ----- ---- - - · ·· ·· ·· · 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Hard 
copy. Physically binned\Hardcopy. Trash 
paper on conference in Taipei. friend 
there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Hard 
copy. Physically binned\Hardcopy.Another 
conference passed date. 
Reference 1 
another one 1st September that's not gonna happen 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Information Extracted\lSWorld. 
For a journal previously published in. Not 
relevant to participant 
References 1 Coverage 0.26 °/o 
References 1 Coverage 0.15% 
Character Range 11,325 11,376 
References 1 Coverage 0.39% 
Reference 1 Character Range 12,898 - 13,034 
something on a journal on electronic commerce research I have published in before but no specialised research 
element was relevant to me 
Node Codina Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Papers 
signed- Hardcopy\ Hardcopy. Admin. Sign 
the paper ready to return to Kim. Activity 6 
References 1 Coverage 
on so umm, 
0.90 o/o 
over the role next year, so actually l'm going to do something about that right now, and get it off my desk. 
And then I'll get back to writing up what I was doing. Okay, so I'm just going to sign that paper 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Piaced 
For further Action\ISWorld. Extracting 
relevant papers from filtered list 
References 1 Coverage 1.18% 
Reference 1 Character Range 9, 675 10,088 
several of which are good opportunities but at present I'm really kind of focussed on getting a lot of the writing 
done for the thesis so, umm, so I'm just looking here I've got aha Theory Development Workshop on ISIS, ah, 
I've got umm a course of chapters on the Handbook of Research on Contemporary Theory'*** Moral ah I' 
ve picked these out because I'm doing quite a bit of work on theory just at present. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\ Putting off what participant 
ought to do 
References 1 Coverage 1.61% 
Reference 1 Character Range 2,569 3,131 
l guess at some point she'll be coming into see me, so probably I should be doing some preparation for that .. 
Umm, well definitely I should but where we are actually I'm not sure, umm (laugh). You know if I was a good 
colleague and umm as helpful as I probably should be then I should be looking around for some beautiful 
papers and stuff .. l l may do that before she comes, or l may wait until she comes and be a little embarrassed 
that I will have to do it after she's gone, but (laugh), and also there will probably be some stuff that's gonna 
follow after that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Hard copy. Dislike 
for enrolment papers 
References 1 Coverage 2.09 o/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 6, 909 - 7,637 
I have a thing about my PHD enrolment and the reason that sits there is-is because the whole process annoys 
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the hell out of me because umm, they don't seem, like they send you out forms that you have to fill out, but 
they have all the information that is already held on the university records, like your ID number and your start 
date and the umm, course code and all that kind of thing, and its, and-and I have to, because I'm doing this 
once a year- I have to look them up every year and it just really irritates me that I have to spend my time 
umm retrieving this information which is already really available to administrative, so I tend to kind of vote 
with my feet a little bit by dragging my heels on this particular job 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Hard copy. Not enjoy 
ad min things 
References 1 Coyerage 0.28 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 6,438- 6,535 
I've got a couple of 'adminy' things that I'm supposed to fill nut and I have a slight allergy to 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Hardcopy. Admin. 
Acknowledges how ought2be doing 
something about it 
References 1 Coverage 0.36 o/o 
Reference 1 Character Range 13,413 13,540 
It seems to have a bit of a theme doesn't it' In how I ought to be doing something about it, umm, it was 
tucked under my door 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Hardcopy. Placed 
back with no action in pile 
References 1 coverage 0.74 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 12,337 12,596 
at present I'm not gonna do either of those two things so in terms of time management it probably totally 
sucks as I have already handled them <laughs> Its actually really funny .. that I've put them back down again, 
apart from the two I have thrown in the bin 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Putting off what 
participant ought to do 
References 1 Coverage 
guess some see me, so some 
1.61% 
Umm, well definitely I should but where we are actually I'm not sure, umm (laugh). You know if I was a 
colleague and umm as helpful as I probably should be then I should be looking around for some beautif 
papers and stuff . I 1 may do that before she comes, or I may wait until she comes and be a little embarrassed 
that I will have to do it after she's gone, but (laugh), and also there will probably be some stuff that's gonna 
follow after that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\Ad for Professor at 
Vic on ISWorld 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\email up all the 
time. gives break 
References 1 
References 1 
coverage 0.28 o/o 
Coverage 2.08 °/o 
away on something, my subconscious I don't you know a bit too restless to just sit, and you know I tend to 
up and take a little walk, you know I, so what I find is that incoming emails or telephone calls or whatever 
generally don't kind of they don't bother me too much, umm, because I'm actually often quite I'm quite 
happy to-to take you know three minutes or three minutes away from what I'm doing, and just, you know it 
just kind of than go back to it you know, I'm-I'm I don't tend to lose my thread, umm, I'm quite sort of 
tenacious about things and so I tend to be quite you know, quite reactive 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Curiosity\Scanning newsletter 
for interesting bits 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 2.03 o/o 
Page 70 of 99 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Hoarding\Keep email at least 
one year 
References 1 Coverage 0.46% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 4,478 - 4,640 
I won't delete it because I tend to keep my mail and umm for quite a long time before I eventually chuck off 
all the ones that are say more than a year or so old, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Ignoring\Hard copy. Dislike 
for enrolment papers 
References 1 Coverage 2.09% 
RefPn?nce 1 Character Ranqe 6, 909 7,637 
I have a thing about my PHD enrolment and the reason that sits there is-is because the whole process annoys 
the hell out of me because umm, they don't seem, like they send you out forms that you have to fill out, but 
have all the information that is already held on the university records, like your ID number and your start 
and the umm, course code and all that kind of thing, and its, and-and I have to, because I'm doing this 
once a year- I have to look them every year and it just really irritates me that I have to spend my time 
umm retrieving this information is already really available to administrative, so I tend to kind of vote 
with my feet a little bit by dragging my heels on th1s particular job 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Ignoring\Hard copy. Not enjoy 
ad min things 
References 1 Coverage 0.28% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 6,438 - 6, 535 
I've got a couple of 'adminy' things that I'm supposed to fill out and I have a slight allergy to 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Ignoring\Ignore IS World 
information irrelevant to research interests 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.55% 
CharacterRanqe 12,604 - 12,795 
So while I'm on this *research'* opportunity have a really quick squizz through them now here and most of it 
I am going to completely ignore its really not relevant to my research interests 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Ignoring\ISWorld. For a 
journal previously published in. Not 
relevant to participant 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.39% 
Character Ranqe 12,898 - 13,034 
something on a JOurnal on electronic commerce research I have published in before but no specialised research 
element was relevant to me 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Mal-adaptive\Hard copy. 
Realising not able to go2conference. Friend 
there. Keep 
References 1 Coverage 0.86 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 10,573- 10,873 
flying a kite really so, I'm umm probably should biff that out because I'm not really that serious about it-
umm, yeah, so those are kind of sitting there on the back-burner kind of thing, umm, probably most of them 
have dates coming up quite soon, I'm actually not going to do anything about them, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Mal-adaptive\Hardcopy. 
Admin. Acknowledges how ought2be doing 
something about it 
References 1 Coverage 0.36% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 13,413 - 13,540 
It seems to have a bit of a theme doesn't it'- In how I ought to be doing something about it, umm, it was 
tucked under my door 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Mal-adaptive\Hardcopy. 
Placed back with no action in pile 
odlng Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.74 O/o 
Page 73 of 99 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 12,337 - 12,596 
at present I'm not gonna do either of those two things so in terms of time management It probably totally 
sucks as I have already handled them <laughs> Its actually really funny that I've put them back down again, 
apart from the two I have thrown in the bin 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\ M a !-adaptive\ Hardcopy. Confer 
ence call for papers Taipei. Friend there. 
Not expecting to go. Keep anyway 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.72% 
CharacterRanqe 10,277- 10,527 
I got a cal! for papers for a conference in Taipei in December, umm, e-business conference in to be 
honest my main interest in that is I have a friend in Taiwan I quite like to catch up with, but really I don't 
that's going to happen. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Mal-adaptive\Hardcopy.Pile of 
papers as reminder2do something 
References 1 Coverage 0.46 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 11,845 12,005 
And so, what I am going to do with these is I just basically kind of sat them up and they act as a kind of a 
reminder, or I may I either just leave them there 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Mal-adaptive\Putting off what 
participant ought to do 
References 1 Coverage 1.61 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 2,569 3,131 
I guess at some point she'll be coming into see me, so probably I should be doing some preparation for that 
Umm, well definitely I should but where we are actually I'm not sure, umm (laugh), You know if I was a good 
colleague and umm as helpful as I probably should be then I should be looking around for some beautiful 
papers and stuff.. I I may do that before she comes, or I may wait until she comes and be a little embarrassed 
that I will have to do it after she's gone, but (laugh), and also there will probably be some stuff that's gonna 
follow after that. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Multi-tasking\email up all the 
time. gives break 
References 1 Coverage 2.08 °/o 
away on something, my subconscious I don't you know I'm a bit too restless to just sit, and you know I tend to 
get up and take a little walk, you know I, so what I find is that incoming em ails or telephone calls or whatever 
I generally don't kind of they don't bother me too much, umm, because I'm actually often quite I'm quite 
happy to-to take you know three minutes or three minutes away from what I'm doing, and just, you know it 
just kind of than go back to it- you know, I'm-I'm I don't tend to lose my thread, umm, I'm quite sort of 
tenacious about things and so I tend to be quite you know, quite reactive 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Multi-tasking\I keep my email 
up all the time 
References 1 Coverage 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 1,058 
I keep my email up all the time and tend to respond to it as it comes in rather than, you know, kind of 
partitioning time for emaiL I tend to like the micro breaks that email gives you 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\ Organised\ Timeline on Wall 
for deadlines 4serious things 
References 1 Coverage 
0.53 °/o 
1,243 
0.56 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,881 11,075 
What I sometimes do is I actually do is on my wall I make a time line of deadlines, so I can keep an eye on it 
and work towards it umm, but that's the sort of things I'm reasonably serious about. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\Hardcopy. Placed back with no 
action in pile 
References 1 Coverage 0.74% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 12,337 - 12,596 
at present I'm not gonna do either of those two things so in terms of time management it probably totally 
sucks as l have already handled them <laughs> Its actually really funny .. that I've put them back down again, 
apart from the two l have thrown in the bin 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\Hardcopy.Another conference 
passed date. 
Reference 1 
another one 1st September- that's not gonna happen 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\Hardcopy.Hang on2 
it.Possibility 
that 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\Hardcopy.Info on journal of 
interest. Keep 
References 1 Coverage 0.15% 
Character Ranqe 11,325 - 11,376 
References 1 Coyerage 0.34% 
References 1 Coverage 0.48% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 11,676 - 11,844 
then on marketing channels - that's just a 'for your information' about the journal and I am quite interested in 
publishing in that, and so I will keep that in my pile. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\Hardcopy.Pile of papers as 
reminder2do something 
References 1 Coverage 0.46% 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 11,845 - 12,005 
And so, what I am going to do with these is I JUSt basically kind of sat them up and they act as a kind of a 
reminder, or I may I either just leave them there 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed Behaviours\Sorting 
- Hardcopy\ Timeline on Wall for deadlines 
4serious things 
References 1 Coverage 0.56% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,881 - 11,075 
What I sometimes do is I actually do is on my wall! make a timeline of deadlines, sol can keep an eye on it 
and work towards it umm, but that's the sort of things I'm reasonably serious about. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Non_Productive\Adapting to 
the technology is unproductive 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.15% 
Character Ranqe 30,767 - 31,167 
on the whole like we spend a lot of time adapting to the way, to the way the system views things and we do 
because on the whole we still prefer to do that to not having it but, it can still be an awful lot there - it could 
be a lot more centred around the person and their working style than it is - there's some level of adaptivity - I 
think that adaptivity could be a lot greater than it is -yeah. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Non_Productive\Hardcopy. 
Admin. Acknowledges how ought2be doing 
something about it 
References 1 Coverage 0.36% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 13,413 - 13,540 
It seems to have a bit of a theme doesn't it' In how I ought to be doing something about it, umm, it was 
tucked under my door 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Non_Productive\Hardcopy. 
Placed back with no action in pile 
Reference 1 
References 1 coverage 0.74 °/o 
Character Ranoe 12,337 12,596 
at present I'm not gonna do either of those two tflings so in terms of time management it probably totally 
sucks as l have already handled them <laughs> Its actually really funny that I've put them back down again, 
apart from the two l have thrown in the bin 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\I keep my email 
up all the time 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.53 °/o 
Character Ranqe 1,058 - 1,243 
I keep my email 
partitioning time 
all the time and tend to respond to it as it comes in rather than, you know, kind of 
email. I tend to like the micro breaks that email gives you 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\ Timeline on Wall 
for deadlines 4serious things 
References 1 Coverage 0.56 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,881 11,075 
What l sometimes do is I actually do is on my wall! make a timeline of deadlines, so I can keep an eye on it 
and work towards it umm, but that's the sort of things I'm reasonably serious about. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Cell Phone\Cell 
rates third behind PC and phone 
References 1 Coverage 0.84 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 32,160 - 32,454 
Sol think on the whole, the cell phone seems to be something that fills in a few of those gaps like if I'm 
travelling, or if I'm out on the weekend but it's not my preferred technology, Yeah, so it's kind of a distant 
kind of third place behind computers and regular telephony really for me. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Cell Phone\lost 
it and not bothered 
References 1 coverage 0.47 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranoe 32,455 32,620 
And that really proves it 'cause I've lost mine and I'm not finding it difficult. I probably will get another one, or 
at least I'll try really hard to find that one. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\ Cell Phone\Not 
use Cell much 
References 1 
go over 
Coverage 1.08 °/o 
course l don't have a PDA which some people use and it would interesting - and I have never used one 
can't say I will ever or not, but certainly I think that if l had a more mobile job or lifestyle, then l probably 
would use my cell phone quite a bit more. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\ Cell 
Phone\Problem with getting emails on cell 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.85 °/o 
Character Ranqe 21,878 - 22,176 
I haven't really have any success with I've had a couple of goes with trying to set up my cell phone sol 
could umm, so I could get email messages on it, but I didn't have any success with that, umm. l probably don' 
t really need it but there are occasional times where it could have come in handy 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Bugs with Word 
References 1 Co_~teraae 1.00 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 24,669 - 25,016 
MS Word has got quite a bit better but its still close to being too smart and sometimes it knows what you want 
and some times you have trouble saying you don't want to do that you want to do something different, and 
there are still a few bugs occasionally that you stumble across and strange behaviours in Word, and that can 
be really irritating. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\Pl. Online sources & dbases 
Reference 1 
sometimes I'm looking at online sources or online databases 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Email convenient with people 
known 
References 1 Coverage 0.17% 
Character Range 748- 807 
References 1 Coverage 0.50% 
Reference 1 Character Range 26,304 - 26,478 
l think technology can be convenient, umm, and I do use it a great deal, umm, and I use email a great deal, 
ah, but on the whole, I prefer to email with people I already know 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Emaif is the winner 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Face to face would be better or 
with email 
a say 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.28% 
Coverage 0.85% 
hard to deal with people solely by email. I mean I that you know, that the relationship needs to be kind of, 
or it can be better if it's reaffirmed by meeting them occasionally, 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Face to face would win 
References 1 Coverage 0.22% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 27,099 27,177 
If I had a completely free choice I would probably umm choose to meet people. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Online sources & dbases 
References 1 Coverage 0.17% 
Reference 1 Character Range 748 807 
sometimes I'm looking at online sources or online databases 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Preferred ICT 
Medium\Papertrail with email convenient 
References 1 Coverage 0.95% 
Reference 1 CharacterRange 27,181- 27,511 
Having said that, I think there is kind of a place for both, because one of the things that people seem to love 
about email is that it leaves a kind of paper trail, and you know that is extremely convenient. So, you know, it 
is certainly good to have a short confirmation of perhaps of meetings you have with people, or agreements 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Time off from ICTs\Aiways 
connected 
References 1 Coverage 0.35% 
784 
internet and stuff 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Time off from ICTs\Computer 
& email addict 
References 1 Coverage 0.88% 
Reference 1 Character Range 34,065 - 34,372 
sometimes if I'm on holiday depending on where I'm on holiday but I'll tend to check email if I have the 
opportunity to do it, umm. Even if I'm away I travel with my laptop, umm, and often if I find a Cyber Cafe -so 
would say yeah, I'm a bit of a- kind of a PC or computer-email addict kind of thing 
•articipant 'J'wo 
od1ng Summary Report Page 81 of 99 
Total References 118 
Node Coding Cases\ Participant Two 
Reference 1 
Participant Two 6 September 2007. 8.20am 9.50am. 
mins total recording time - Observation & Interview 
Observation 2 
[Recorder turned on (0.00)] 
References 1 Coverage 100.00"/o 
Character Range 0 - 31,469 
Now usually when I get in, Jn the morning the very first thing I do is iogin because I hove a ldptop ~o I 
always take it home with me because there is always something to do. So I logon and see what emails have 
come in particularly if anything needs urgent attention. So it takes a little while, umm, to come up, you know 
all the messages for today. As r indicated there were some that arrived late last night, so I deliberately did not 
access those. So I look at who they have come from to see if there's anything- any response that l am waiting 
for from someone that might be urgent. So that's number one. And then it's usually if it's from umm the Dean 
or the Head of School that usually gets priority treatment. 
There are some for instance from our ISWorld Information Community updates from LMAR which is a 
marketing thing, that sort of thing, umm, really interesting, but it's very very [time consuming?]***** I've 
got quite a lot on my plate at the moment, so I mustn't be tempted to submit even more papers to different 
conferences or different journals I'm just concentrating on the ones I'm doing at the moment, so I resist 
even looking at those I will look at them I usually look at them over the weekend, you know, just to sort of 
keep up-to-date because sometimes they have got really interesting things that would, you know help with 
teaching - case studies or interesting resources. 
Now, then I look at it's usually in terms of the programme directors. They go down from Head of well Dean 
and Head of School, maybe Faculty stuff, Faculty stuff is very important and then I go down and look at for 
instance the Programme Directors, because very often they need information and I see that there is 
something here from Pak (Yoong) right, and this is in regard to the Associate Professor of E-Commerce 
position that we are advertising at the moment, with regard to that I see that he has just copied me in on the 
general response, umm, and ... and again he has copied me in on information that a student wanted about their 
Honours Grades, umm, 
with UTDC. UTDC is a community intervention**** that we introduced in 
INF0102 over the year, particularly now with the 'C Sharp' introduction and they are arranging focus group 
interviews with students in the first year, second year and third year. So Marianna Kennedy has been specially 
employed by UTDC to review this just for a limited period so l know her time frame is limited so I need to 
respond to her- I think she sent me three things, so I'm just going to have a look at those. Okay, she sent 
me an example of the letter she will be sending to the students, umm, <So are these being deleted, saved, 
or .. )> I won't delete any of these things that I will be so I'll keep all of these .. 
If they are very important working documents in other words I need to work off those documents or need to 
really comment on them or the content, I will print them out <okay> so I've got a number that I have printed 
out and I will show you. Now see here there is something from Ticketek and that I will probably just delete, 
okay? Because I what I want to - what performances I want to see and take things from very regularly- so 
JUSt delete that, but will be in my delete basket. See there's something here from * * * * * * *, an Out of Office 
Reply. Umm, bit of a problem there it seems as though Maggie is a half-day employee, and umm we 
frequently need to contact Maggie with HEC-type things like date of destruction of data after a certain period 
and research and study leave and conference leave, and there are always queries about those things and 
very often she is not there, you know you get an Out of Office Reply, which is a little bit frustrating. So with 
Maggie you've always got to get in ther 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Environmental 
Influences\ Technological\ Yes, access to 
stuff & speed of access 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.09 °/o 
Character Range 17,387 17,729 
Yes - what we speed of access very often, and access to certain things, although it's getting better and 
better and you can usually access whatever you want to and if all else fails you can write to the author, you 
know. The library keeps acquiring new contacts and things, new databases. But its usually speed - speed is 
the main thing. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Frequency of information 
events\Days of the week\Not really. Quite 
disciplined throughout 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 1.02 °/o 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\Colleague\Response about paper 
for journal w.colleague 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.39% 
Character Ranqe 5,125 - 5, 563 
I've written another paper for a journaL.. Goh and I wrote this paper and umm, it has been submitted to a 
journal, well they, they wanted us to have it in a journal so we said okay, we'll put it in this journal, and 
umm, there seems to be some sort of umm, I need to print this out as well. I'll need to check up with Goh on 
this, there seems to be some sort of communication between Goh and the editor about the status of the 
article. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Conference 
OR Seminar-based\ To lead a workshop HC 
at conference 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.37% 
Character Range 13,193- 13,311 
I've also got to lead a workshop on focus groups for the conference. So that's in Green, as it is something I 
must do. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ General 
work-related\Academic Statutes 
Committee HC. Put in folder. Not2 
important 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 2.00% 
Character Ranqe 12,446 - 13,076 
This is an Academic Statutes Committee, and they have course prescriptions and requests to change course 
prescriptions. This has to go to this committee. We have meetings once a month, once every two months- as 
the need arises. But we have quite a I won't say heated because we weren't arguing, but there was a deep 
debate over the change of some honours papers in Marketing and International Business. So now these are the 
revised proposals I have to go through that, you see. And these don't really have folders because they are 
opportunities for conferences or JOurnals or research funds. So those are not majorly important. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ General 
work-related\Questionaire to reply review 
to 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.44% 
CharacterRange 10,759- 10,898 
Catherine Sutherland sent me a questionnaire which I quickly reviewed last night, so I'll send her feedback on 
that- Sutherland from UTDC. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
personal\ Mail from Ticketek. Delete 
References 1 
performances I want to see and take things from very regularly 
delete basket 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\ Collaboration w. European 
Union Project 
References 1 
Coverage 0.73% 
Coverage 2.77% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 11,092- 11,964 
This is something from a group who are working on a European Union project, and this is in regard to a 
system, an inter-country, an international system relating to customs and customs documentation, that type 
of thing, but particularly the security aspects. And they want me to be involved in this from the New Zealand 
side. So I've had to talk to various people about the feasibility of us getting involved. But they want me to go 
there next year when I'm on sabbatical because I'll be with Benoit in Canada. But they want me to go there 
and to work with them on this. So they've sent me some stuff, and its things I've now got to follow up on with 
the various powers that be various players. And if you deal with governments and government organisations 
you've got to be careful and you've got to get just the right person so that's really quite a lot of work. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Interest-
work related\ISWorld & Community 
Updates. Weekend 
Reference 1 
odmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coverage 0.93% 
Character Ranqe 9,373 - 9,667 
Page 85 of 99 
the things I haven't opened are things from ISWorld and Community Updates and European Marketing thing, 
these are all daily things that I get, so I've got to resist those for the minute. But I don't want to be too 
blinkered and just not attend to them at aiL but those I read over the weekend. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Out of 
Office Reply\ Out Of Office reply. 
Frustrating 
References 1 Coverage 1.37 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 3,522 3, 952 
Out of Office Reply. Umm, bit of a problem there it seems as though Maggie is a half-day employee, and umm 
we frequently need to contact Maggie with HEC-type things like date of destruction of data after a certain 
period and research and study leave and conference leave, and there are queries about those things -
and very often she is not there, you know you get an Out of Office Reply, is a Httle bit frustrating 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Outside 
work hours\ISWorld & Community 
Updates. Weekend 
References 1 Coverage 0.93% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 9,373 - 9,667 
the things l haven't opened are things from IS World and Community Updates and European Marketing thing, 
these are all daily things that l get, so I've got to resist those for the minute. But I don't want to be too 
blinkered and just not attend to them at all, but those I read over the weekend. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Papers & 
articles being worked on\ Papers & articles 
being worked on now. HC info 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.41 °/o 
Character Range 13,683 - 13,812 
And here's another system over here. These are different papers articles journal articles that I'm working 
on at the moment. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\PHD 
related\PHD_ongoing 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.16 °/o 
Character Ranqe 13,312 - 13,678 
And this always stuff for my PHD there's always stuff ongoing there. So this is now for another article 
it's got to be prepared from the PHD thing. So, these are things to do. But also things I need to reply to 
So I sort of organise them according to levels of importance you know, urgency. So these need to be 
quickly, so they can go on top. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Event\ Query\ Response about paper for 
journal w.colleague 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.39 °/o 
Character Ranqe 5,125 - 5,563 
I've written another paper for a journal. .. Goh and I wrote this paper and it has been submitted to a 
journal, well they, they wanted us to have it in a journal so we said okay, put it in this journal, and 
umm, there seems to be some sort of umm, I need to print this out as well. I'll need to check up with Goh on 
this, there seems to be some sort of communication between Goh and the editor about the status of the 
article. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\Student 
Related\ Hardcopy mail. 2 apps 4 
exemptions from students 
References 1 Coverage 0.60 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,899 - 11,087 
In the post this morning I got two applications for exemptions for students applying for transfer credit. So I've 
got these, and these I can deal with quite quickly, so I can look at that. 
~ode Coding Tree Nodes\Information Event\ Student 
Related\ Masters student with question 
about thesis 
References 1 Coverage 1.32 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 10,242- 10,657 
Alex Schneiple has asked, he needs to make a few changes to his Masters before it's finally passed off. And 
usually they will give one or two comments. So I have given him my feedback and Benoit and the date of the 
feedback, and he has come back to me with quite a deep question, which is not something which can be 
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Alex Schneiple has asked, he needs to make a few changes to his Masters before it's finally passed off. And 
usually they will give one or two comments. So I have given him my feedback and Benoit and the date of the 
feedback, and he has come back to me with quite a deep question, which is not something which can be 
fobbed off, so I'm sitting reading the relevant part of his thesis before l can reply intelligently 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Call for papers for 
conference. Print out, on hold 
References 1 1.06% 
Reference 1 Character Range 4,639 - 4, 973 
I don't know if I have will have the opportunity to go to this conference because I'll be on research and study 
leave next year, and umm, I'll be focussing on other things, so I might put that on hold. I'll probably print that 
out so I know I have got to attend to it, and got to reply to it, so I'll print it out here in my office. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Can't just rely on 
phone_print out_make notes_3 diaries 
References 1 Coverage 1.73% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 30,924 - 31,467 
I think it's very important to be organised so that you don't let anything slip through the cracks, particularly 
with this job - there's lots and lots of aspects to it, so you can't just rely on memory, you can't just rely on 
telephone calls- you've got to make notes about things, and I do find that printing out the stuff I've got to 
attend to and give people feedback on, unless I do it immediately is very important. I've got the diary on here 
[outlook] and the diary on here the PDA, but this is still the best [physical diary on desk] 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Print out important 
working documents 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coyerage 0.79% 
Character Range 2,989 - 3,239 
If they are very important working documents - in other words I need to work off those documents or need to 
really comment on them or the content, I will print them out <okay> so I've got a number that 1 have printed 
out and l will show you. Now see 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Printout is physical 
reminder to respond 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.22% 
Character Range 9,843 - 10,227 
it's not the information-type email or keeping me in the loop of something, but something of which I have to 
respond to, which l first need to read in depth before I respond to it, then I print it out. And so it's a physical 
reminder that I need to respond to it a big physical reminder also I can do it- sometimes that's the stuff 
take home and do it at home, not 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Response about paper 
for journal w.colleague 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.39% 
Character Range 5,125 5,563 
I've written another paper for a JOUrnal ... Goh and I wrote this paper and umm, it has been submitted to a 
journal, well they, they wanted us to have it in a journal so we said okay, we'll put it in this journal, and 
umm, there seems to be some sort of umm, I need to pnnt this out as well. I'll need to check up with Goh on 
this, there seems to be some sort of communication between Goh and the editor about the status of the 
article. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Printed\Student problem 
w.Agrotats. Printed 
References 1 Coverage 
a umm, agrotats request 
1.74% 
was declined. Now this is actually serious, but because it's confidential I won't print it out in the printing room 
I'll print it out here ... and I really need to go into this in depth, because its very important for this student 
and I need to ensure that I give the student the best attention I can and help the student because obviously 
something has gone awry. Umm, he came in yesterday in quite an agitated state -so that's quite urgent. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Reply 
to Sender\3 emails from someone 
arranging focus group interviews with 
students 
References 1 Coverage 1.04% 
Reference 1 Character Range 2,534 - 2,861 
Marianna Kennedy has been specially employed by UTDC to review this just for a limited period - so I know 
her time frame is limited so 1 need to respond to her - I think she sent me three things, so I'm just going to 
have a look at those Okay, she sent me an example of the letter she will be sending to the students, umm, 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information Outcomes\Reply 
to Sender\Student reqest 2 see 
participant. Reply 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.84% 
Character Range 6, 958 7,222 
And now I see here there's a request from a Chinese student. You can see because the font is in Chinese 
script . wants a credit transfer .. wants an appointment this afternoon at 2 o'clock now this is not feasible for 
me so, I'll just have to reply to the student. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\Hardcopy mail. 2 apps 4 
exemptions from students 
References 1 Coverage 0.60% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,899 - 11,087 
In the post this morning I got two applications for exemptions for students applying for transfer credit. So I've 
got these, and these I can deal with quite quickly, so I can look at that. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\ Reply to a questionaire needed 
References 1 Coverage 0.44 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 10,759 - 10,898 
Catherine Sutherland sent me a questionnaire which I quickly reviewed last night, so I'll send her feedback on 
that - Sutherland from UTDC. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Information 
Outcomes\Resulted in other tasks being 
performed\ Response about paper for 
journal w.colleague 
References 1 Coyerage 1.39% 
paper umm, a 
journal, well they, they wanted us to have it in a journal so we said okay, we'll put it in this journal, and 
umm, there seems to be some sort of umm, I need to print this out as well. I'll need to check up with Goh on 
this, there seems to be some sort of communication between Goh and the editor about the status of the 
article. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Avoid looking at 
ISWorld stuff till weekend 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.91% 
Character Range 883 - 1,168 
There are some for instance from our IS World Information Community updates from LMAR which is a 
marketing thing, that sort of thing, umm, really interesting, but it's very very [time consuming?]**"* I've 
got quite a Jot on my plate at the moment, so I mustn't be tempted to 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\1 resist even looking 
at those 
Reference 1 
I resist even looking at those 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Avoiding\Information 
awaiting filing HC 
Codmg Summary Report 
References 1 Coyer age 0.10 °/o 
Character Ranqe 1,297 1,327 
References 1 Coverage 0.91% 
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you've got to be careful and you've got to get just the right person- so that's really quite a lot of work. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\1 have to be 
organised 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.90% 
Character Ranqe 30,234 - 30,833 
My information uses, I have to be organised, because if I'm not organised it impacts negatively on my 
efficiency, and ultimately on my effectiveness and productivity. And an important thing to bear in mind is your 
own resources, so I know when I'm most productive intellectually and work around that. And for instance there 
are certain times of the day when I prefer to do what I call pen-pushy stuff, which doesn't require all that 
much creative mtellectual work and so I organise those things around that time of the day. And so altogether 
my day is quite organised, in terms of what I do when. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Organisation very 
important, if need be arrive early for 
em ails 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.88% 
Character Ranqe 24,638 - 25,231 
I organise my life around that [Life as an Academic research, teaching and administration]. Even if it means 
getting in early in the morning I get in early in the mornings - % to 8 sometimes, and then I hit the emails, 
so that by nine I can hopefully I can do the work, or some work because some people only start arriving then 
and sorting themselves out. I find about tea time you get people coming in with queries you know physical 
visits face-to-face communication. Then I will go and get tea, then quickly look at email to see if anything 
urgent has come in. And if anything really 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Organised\Prioritise mail. 
References 1 Coverage 0.85% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 611 878 
So I look at who they have come from to see if there's anything any response that I am waiting for from 
someone that might be urgent. So that's number one. And then it's usually if it's from umm the Dean or the 
Head of School that usually gets priority treatment. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Call for papers for 
conference. Print out, on hold 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.06% 
CharacterRanqe 4,639- 4,973 
I don't know if I have will have the opportunity to go to this conference because I'll be on research and study 
leave next year, and umm, I'll be focussing on other things, so I might put that on hold. I'll probably print that 
out so I know I have got to attend to it, and got to reply to it, so I'll print it out here in my office. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\P rioritisi ng\ Collaboration w. 
European Union Project 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 2.77% 
Character Range 11,092 - 11,964 
This is something from a group who are working on a European Union project, and this is in regard to a 
system, an inter-country, an international system relating to customs and customs documentation, that type 
of thing, but particularly the security aspects. And they want me to be involved in this from the New Zealand 
side. So I've had to talk to various people about the feasibility of us getting involved. But they want me to go 
there next year when I'm on sabbatical- because I'll be with Benoit in Canada. But they want me to go there 
and to work with them on this. So they've sent me some stuff, and its things I've now got to follow up on with 
the various powers that be- various players. And if you deal with governments and government organisations 
you've got to be careful and you've got to get just the right person so that's really quite a lot of work. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\Hardcopy mail. 2 
apps 4 exemptions from students 
References 1 Coverage 0.60% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 10,899 11,087 
In the post this morning I got two applications for exemptions for students applying for transfer credit. So I've 
got these, and these l can deal with quite quickly, so I can look at that. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\ P rioritisi ng \Printout is 
physical reminder to respond 
References 1 Coverage 1.22 °/o 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 9,843 - 10.227 
it's not the information-type email or keeping me in the loop of something, but something of which I have to 
respond to, which I first need to read in depth before I respond to it, then l print it out. And so it's a physical 
reminder that I need to respond to it- a big physical reminder- also I can do it -sometimes that's the stuff I 
take home and do it at home, not interrupted. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed References 1 Coverage 0.85% 
Behaviours\ Prioritising\Prioritise mail. 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 611 878 
So I look at who they have come from to see if there's anything any response that I am waiting for from 
someone that might be urgent. So that's number one. And then it's usually if it's from umm the Dean or the 
Head of School that usually gets priority treatment. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\ Prioritising\ Questionaire to 
reply review to 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\5canning in box for 
priorities 
References 1 
References 1 
Coverage 0.44% 
Coverage 0.93% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 1,577 1,871 
Now, then I look at it's usually in terms of the programme directors. They go down from Head of well - Dean 
and Head of School, maybe Faculty stuff, Faculty stuff is very important- and then I go down and look at for 
instance the Programme Directors, because very often they need information 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\5tudent problem 
w.Agrotats. Printed 
References 1 Coverage 1.74% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 6,405 - 6, 954 
Now the student has a problem with student umm, something to do with agrotats and his request for agrotats 
was declined. Now this is actually serious, but because it's confidential! won't print it out in the printing room 
I'll print it out here and I really need to go into this in depth, because its very important for this student 
and I need to ensure that I give the student the best attention I can and help the student because obviously 
something has gone awry. Umm, he came in yesterday in quite an agitated state so that's quite urgent. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Prioritising\ Things to reply 
to_urgency HC 
References 1 Coverage 1.16 °/o 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 13,312 13,678 
And this always stuff for my PHD there's always stuff ongoing there. So this is now for another article 
it's got to be prepared from the PHD thing. So, these are things to do. But also things I need to reply to 
quickly. So I sort of organise them according to levels of importance - you know, urgency. So these need to be 
done quickly, so they can go on top. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Email from staff 
Reference 1 
another one from Marianne Kennedy that will be fine 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Observed 
Behaviours\Scanning\Prioritise mail. 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.17 °/o 
Character Ranqe 8, 916 - 8, 969 
References 1 Coverage 0.85% 
Character Ranqe 611 - 878 
So I look at who they have come from to see ifthere's anything- any response that! am wa'<t'mg for from 
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Reference 1 Character Ranae 22,043 - 22,571 
When I don't get frustraleJJ and a lot of pei1Ple_Jiu,_js._ltLe_ha'lL€_a- particularly last year we went through some 
bad patches where the system went down, and I don't get -I'm always prepared -yes I'm always prepared 
I've always got a backup plan of things to do. Because there's always an alternative, and I'm sure I have 
alternative communication means with students, because I do realise that does happen and I don't want them 
to suffer- so I need to be able to get hold of them easily. So I always have that plan in place. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\ Productive\ Hardcopy 
information organising system 
References 1 Coverage 1.15% 
Referenu" 1 CharactcrRanqe 11,966- 12,327 
And this my folders- I colour-code my folders- and it's usually for external organisations. Yellow ·,s for 
external to SIM, and SIM use SIM committees and things like that are usually Blue, except if I have to work 
on them very specifically, and then I put them in a Green folder green stands for having to work on them-
green stands for having to work' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\ISWorld & 
Community Updates. Weekend 
are 
References 1 Coverage 0.93 °/o 
these are all daily things that I get, so I've got to resist those for minute. But I don't want to be too 
blinkered and just not attend to them at all, but those I read over the weekend. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\Not keep email up 
all the time 
References 1 Coverage 1.23% 
Reference 1 Character Ranqe 8,043 - 8,429 
Do you keep email up all day>> No; umm, at specific times of the day. I prefer not to get distracted and can 
concentrate on work, otherwise it can be just watching this all the time [incoming email). It can be very 
so I can switch off and JUst focus, particularly if you're working some thesis or you know, working 
or working on a paper a concentrated 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\Not really. Quite 
disciplined throughout 
References 1 
even access 
Coverage 1.02% 
and in the weekends I prefer to work on what I call my things'- you know, writing papers and articles 
and other things so I'm not distracted. I'm quite disciplined with that I won't look at the 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\P roductive\ Organisation very 
important, if need be arrive early for 
emails 
References 1 Coverage 1.88% 
Reference Character Ranqe 24,638 25,231 
I organise my life around that [Life as an Academic- research, teaching and administration]. Even if it means 
getting in early in the morning I get in early in the mornings 1/4 to 8 sometimes, and then I hit the emails, 
so that by nine I can hopefully I can do the work, or some work because some people only start arrivinq then 
and sorting themselves out. I find about tea time you get people coming in with queries you know 
visits- face-to-face communication. Then I will go and get tea, then quickly look at email to see 
urgent has come in. And if anything really 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\Prioritise mail. 
References 1 Coverage 0.85% 
Reference 1 Character Range 611 - 878 
So I look at who they have come from to see if there's anything any response that I am waiting for from 
someone that might be urgent. So that's number one. And then it's usually if it's from umm the Dean or the 
Head of School -that usually gets priority treatment. 
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Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\Productive_yes 
very 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.34% 
CharacterRanae 27,264 - 27,370 
Do you feel overall that your information behaviours are productive' 
Yes, very - I love my information. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\Productive & non Productive 
Behaviours\Productive\ Tray for 'things to 
do' 'things to read' 'meetings' 
References 1 Coverage 1.83% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 14,360 14,937 
And here [basket trays) what I have here is these are things that I must do a pile to do. These are not 
an urgent to do. So I've got to write off some report at some stage and Benoit and I are working on an article 
together, but it is only October that I need to get this finished. So, these are not the urgent things. This tray is 
for awaiting responses from others, and this is to read [another tray) this is the to read tray. Those over 
there are documents that are waiting for meetings I am going to have either today or tomorrow, so the 
meeting documents go there. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Aiways have a backup 
plan in place for system going down 
References 1 Coverage 1.68% 
Reference 1 Character Ranae 22,043 22,571 
When I don't get frustrated, and a lot of people do, is we have a particularly last year we went through some 
bad patches where the system went down, and I don't get- I'm always prepared yes I'm always prepared 
I've always got a backup plan of things to do. Because there's always an alternative, and I'm sure I have 
alternative communication means with students, because I do realise that does happen and I don't want them 
to suffer so I need to be able to get hold of them easily. So I always have that plan in place. 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\Frustration with 
formatting for publications 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 1.47% 
CharacterRanqe 27,972- 28,435 
But deadlines for publications, and particularly if you're working with someone else. And I can't squeeze in as 
many as possible - so if there's the possibility of squeezing in another I'll squeeze it in, so I'll work like mad 
and keep the pressure up and the adrenaline .. oh, and its very frustrating because they all have their own 
formatting that they want you to comply with and sometimes the formatting doesn't work- and then you 
get really frustrated' 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Frustrations 
with Technology\ When ICT isn't intuitive 
References 1 Coverage 1.76% 
Reference 1 CharacterRanqe 21,436 21,989 
Oh yes I do, yes [laughs]. I want it to work now' Immediately you know, I want it to work without I know 
this sounds quite ridiculous I want it to be totally intuitive, so I don't have to read in an instruction book. I'm 
not an operator that operates by means of manuals I operate by being shown how, and that is the way I 
learn best. Though, sometimes that's not possible and I do get frustrated. And it's usually at times when there' 
s something urgent and I get frustrated. When I've got to produce something urgently and it's just not working 
Node Coding Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\Apache used when away 
from ICTs. No good overseas 
Reference 1 
References 1 Coverage 0.77 °/o 
Character Ranqe 17,954 - 18,195 
Programme Directors are all given an Apache, and that uses a lot when I'm away in some god forsaken place. 
But it won't be any good when I'm overseas because Telecom so I'd have to get a Vodafone Roamer so I 
had to use my own cell phone. 
Node Codjng Tree Nodes\ Technologies\Most used 
technologies\Phone. Don't use cell a lot at 
all 
References 1 Coverage 0.63% 
Reference 1 Character Ranc;e 18,209 - 18,406 
I'm either here or at home and quite a few students all have both my phone numbers. And students can phone 
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